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Attachment 3
PGKE I etter DCL-97-1 06

DIABLOCANYON TABLE OF CHANGES NOT WITHINTHE SCOPE OF
FULL CONVERSION TO THE ISTS

ITS Change
No./CTS
Chan e No.

Description

ITS 1.0/CTS 1.0
ITS 1.1-7
CTS 01-01-A
CTS 01-30-A

ITS 3.3-104
CTS 82-86-M-

OZ.-RB-LS

ITS 3.3-29
CTS 02-29-M

ITS 3.4-45
CTS 64-8-'~

cR48-i.57

The definition of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONALTEST (CFT)
from the current Technical Specifications (CTS) was
included in the ITS. However, this definition was revised in
the improved Technical Specifications (ITS) to allow an
actual signal, a required actuation, or any series of
overlapping tests to be credited for satisfying the
requirements of the test. The same changes were made to
the CHANNEL OPERATIONALTEST (COT) via TSTF-39. A
COT and a CFT test similar channel functions.

ITS 3.3/CTS 3/4.3
Action 15 was added to CTS 3.3.2 to describe the actions
required when both. first or second level 4kV undervoltage
relays are inoperable. This change has been proposed in
License Amendment Re uest LAR 97-02.
An Eprtinp~tLd /@fatgegturep ptcttt@i~o System function
for~ refueling water storage tank (RUVST) level attends
is a+@ This change also 4te inclu)ed in a separate
LAFt4e-be submitted 'w4 30, 1997.

ITS 3.4/CTS 3/4.4
The low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system
LCO note on centrifugal charging pump (CCP) swap is
revised to allow both CCPs to be capable of injecting into the
RCS for u to 4 hours throu hout the LTOP a licabilit .

@of ~
(gf+-SM
Clipt. Pcl

ITS N/A
CTS 05-03-A

(See ITS 5.5.9, ...,, The
definition of "T be Inspection" is clarified to eliminate
potential mis derstanding with regard to the required point
of ent . J.l.h

ITS 3.5/CTS 3/4.5
ITS N/A The volume of the RWST and accumulators is revised to be
CTS 01-08-A ex ressed in ercent level rather than allons, as s ecified
ITS 0 -0'5-4

Changes to the ISTS except those which involve the incorporation of plant specific design
information, which were developed as part of the industry traveler process, which are simple
editorial corrections, or which incorporate CTS information; and changes to the CTS that do
not merit a separate LAR.
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PGKE Letter DCL-97-1 06

ITS 3.6-10
CTS 09-01-A

ITS 3.6-13
CTS 07-1 0-
LS9

ITS 3.7-01
CTS 8+4~

O(-oQ-I.S3

ITS - N/A
CTS 05-02-
LS11
ITS 3.7-15
CTS 09-01-M

ITS 3.8-47
CTS 01-48-M

ITS 5.7-1
CTS 03-11-A

in the ITS and the CTS
ITS 3.6/CTS 2/4.6

The volume of the spray additive tank is revised to be
expressed in percent volume rather than gallons as indicated
in the ITS and the CTS.
A note is added to delete the surveillance requirement to
leak test containment ventilation isolation valves with
resilient seals ifthe flow path is isolated by a leak tested
blank flan e.

ITS 3.7/CTS 3/4.7
This change modifies the power range neutron flux high trip
setpoints to reflect a new algorithm used to determine the
setpoints. The algorithm was introduced in Westinghouse
Nuclear Safety Advise Letter 94-001. This change g also

-be included in a se arate LAR~<7 ~+
The allowed outage time for the MSIVs is increased to 8
hours. NUREG-1431 has been revised via a traveler to

rovide an allowed outa e time of 72 hours for the MSIVs
Verification that a motive force is available to assure that
valves in the ASW system that must be re-positioned can be
repositioned is added to SR 3.7.8.1. This requirement is not
in the CTS

ITS 3.8/CTS 3/4.8
LCO 3.8.3, ACTION B. regarding stored diesel generator
(DG) lube oil was changed from a per DG format to a plant
wide, shared system bases similar to the diesel fuel oil
su I

ITS 5.0/CTS 6.0
Limitations in the Radioactive Effluent Controls Program,
reporting requirements for the Occupational Radiation
Exposure Report and the Annual Radiological Environmental
Operating Report, and radiation limits for High Radiation
Areas are revised to reflect the requirements of revised 10
CFR 20 ro osed s ecifications 5.5.4 5.6.1, 5.6.3, and 5.7
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DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 L 2
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CONVERSION COMPARISO E - CURRENT TS 1.0

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

0141
A

01-02
A

01-03
M

0144
A

0145
A

0146
LS1

DESCRIPTION

These definitions would be reworded to be
consistent with NUREG-1431. The proposed
rewording included in this category does not
involve any changes of a technical nature.

The definitions for analog COT and digital COT
would be combined into a single definition of COT
in accordance with NUREG-1431.

The definition of CHANNELCALIBRATIONIs
reworded. The revised wording provides
additional detail concerning calibration of
instrument channels with RTDs or thermocouples.

This definition would no longer be used and the
specifications in Section 3.6 and Administrative
Controls would be revised accordingly. The CTS
definition for CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYwould
be relocated to the Administrative Controls
Section.

The CTS definition for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE
would be deleted. The definition ls not required
because ITS LCO 3.5.5 ensures that RCP seal
Injection flowremains within limits.

The CTS definition for CORE Al TERATIONS
would be modified to qualify a CORE
ALTERATIONas movement of fuel, sources, or
other reactivity control components.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

No, DCPP CTS
does not Include
the digital COT
definition.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, this definition
's

Included in the
DCPP CTS.

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

No, do not have
the digital COT
definition.

Yes

Yes

No, see Change
Number 01-28-LG.

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

No, "Digital"is not
included in CTS.

Yes

Yes, see also ITS
5.5.6 and 5.5.16.

No, see Change
Number 01-28-LG.

Yes

01-07
A

The location of the thyroid dose conversion factors Yes
used for the calculation of DOSE EQUIVALENTI-
131 have been added.

No, already in
CTS.

No, already In
CTS.

No, already in
CTS.

Knser +

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





1.08
A

The current TS definitions for Engineered Safety Features
Response Time and Reactor Trip System Response Time would be
modified. 1n addition, the term measured" would be replace
by "verified" to be consistent with the requirements of
improved TS SR 3.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10 to verify response
time is within limits.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

1 '9
A

The current TS definition for Frequency Notation (and Table
1.1, Frequency Notation) would be deleted to be consistent
with NUREG-1431. The acronyms defined in Table 1.1,
Frequency Notation. are no longer used in NUREG-1431.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

O

2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

REACTOR CORE

2.1. 1 The combination of THERMAL POWER, pressurizer pressure, and the highest operating
loop coolant temperature (Tavg) shall not exceed the limits shown in Figure 2. 1-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

Whenever the point defined by the combination of the highest operating loop
average temperature and THERMAL POWER has exceeded the appropriate pressurizer 0q 02 A
pressure line. be in HOT STANDBY within 1 hour

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

2. 1.2 The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall not exceed 2735 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3, 4 and 5.

ACTION:

MODES 1 and 2:

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2735 psig, be 0~~2 A
in HOT STANDBY with the Reactor Coolant System pressure within its limit
within 1 hour,

MODES 3, 4 and 5

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2735 psig.
reduce the Reactor Coolant System pressure to within its limit within 5
minutes,

01<2-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 In 2
TAB5.4A

2-1





SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

0241-A
remove. &e Shrike-cv t-

APPLICABILITY: As shown for each channel in Table 3.3-1.

ACTION:

02-06-LG

02-06-LG

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB5.4A

2-3
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NOTE 3: OVERPOWER hT

TABLE 2.2-1 Continued

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

TABLE NOTATIONS

02-01-A

hT I+TS-hto(K4 Ks ( ) t; ~ ~ 2(

Where: ~i+~ S - Lead-lag compensator on measured hT
l+Tgb

T4. T, - Time co tants utilized in the lead-lag controller for bT, T4= g seconds,
T, -, seconds5

ht, - Indicated hT at RATED THERMAL POWER

K, = 8 1.072

K, = g 0.0174/'F for increasing average temperature. and 0 for decreasing average temperature

U2:K

02-04-M

~r S --The function generated by the rate-lag controller for T,„, dynamic compensation
1+T,S

T3 Time constants uti 1 ized in the rate- 1 ag control 1 er for Tavg,
T, ~ 10 secs.

K, = I 0.00145/'F for T > T". and 0 for T ~ T"

T = Average temperature, 'F

T" - Ind'cated T at RATED THERNL POWER.,:-,'.::"„.s676„';.:'6:,.;:„F.,::-';(Ualt>f'),:.',::aqd,".:::i577„:.':,6-:;,T,:;(Unit:.-,:„:gp]

S - Laplace transform operator ~

s'2(~I)- 0 for all ~I

1WI@g

02 07 A--

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB5.4A

2-9





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 2.0

This Enclosure contains a brief description/justification for each marked-up change to existing current plant
Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up of the CTS).
The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure 4. Allproposed
technical changes to the CTS are discussed below; however, some administrative changes (i.e., format,
presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS)) may not be
discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets "[]"indicates the information is specific and is not
common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER

01-01

01-02

02-01

02-02

02-03

02-04

02-05

02-06

02-07

NSHC

LG

LG

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). See Conversion
Comparison Table (Enclosure 38).

The requirements embodied in separate administrative controls dealing
with Safety Limits (SL) violations are deleted. Specifications 6.7 is
deleted per CN 02<2-LS in Enclosure 3A of the Administrative Controls
package.

The requirements of this LCO are moved to ITS LCO 3.3.1.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure
3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure

~' 0'~e c~s~;~ a dj+o 'Ki, L~, 1(g,

cnew'

I)

i on of the inequality sign consistent with NUREG-1431, indicates
the conservative direction for ese Kvalue@ C«< > <<+~zg
This change corrects the OT~T equation by relocating the bracket to the
correct position, as described in CN 3.3-10 of the CTS 3/4.3 attachment.

The requirements stipulated in ACTIONS [a and b] are moved to ITS
Table 3.3.1-1, with explicit direction contained in [the ITS Background
(Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values) Bases, ACTIONS Bases, and SR
3.3.1.10~SR 3.3.1.11 Bases]. This change removes details more
appropriately controlled utside of the TS while retaining those aspects
necessary to assure the rotection functions are performed ifnecessary.

This change incorpo es the values for T'Nominal T~ at RATED
THERMALPOWER), at were inadvertently deleted during a previous
License Amendment.

~and 9.3.l.l2

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 2.0

.'fSTF', ev.1

TSTFWS

STATUS

Incorporated

Not incorporated

DIFFERENCE ¹
2.0-1, 2.0-2

NIA

COMMENTS

NRC approved.

Specifications 2.2.4 and
2.2.5 were deleted per
TSTF-5, Rev. 1

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1





Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (Continued)

SAFETY LIMITS The curves provided in Figure B 2.1. 1-1 show the loci of points of
THERMAL POWER, RCS pressure. and average temperature 4er- below which the
m~ym calculated DNBR is not less than , 'the
des'i'qo.'QNBR!ja,fue, that fuel centerline temperature remains below
meTti'ng, thh't tVi'e average enthalpy in the hot leg is less than or equal
to the enthalpy of saturated liquid, or that the exit quality is within
the limits defined by the DNBR correlation.

The curves are based on enthalpy ~f.,':se hot channel factor limits rovided
in the COLR.

The SL is higher than the limit calculated when the AFD is within the
limits of the F,(DI) function of the overtemperature reactor trip.
When the AFD is not within the tolerance, the AFD ef ect on the
overtemperature reactor trips will reduce the s pints to isrovide
protection consis ent with the reactor cor efs. 3

ue WsKe-Ou

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1 only applies in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only MODES

in which the reactor is critical. Automatic protection functions are
required to be OPERABLE during NODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within
the reactor core SLs. The steam generator safety valves or automatic
protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to the reactor core SL
conditions or to initiate a reactor trip function, which forces the unit
into NODE 3. Setpoints for the reactor trip functions are specified in
LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation." In NODES 3, 4,
5, and 6, Applicability is not required since the reactor is not
generating significant THERMAL POWER.

SAFETY LIMIT
VIOLATIONS

The;..fNHMopi. ma,:~5FPoN5>ogler,'@sponsors'par'e;;:asap'flea51'@~0,,':Ie reactor„;,co>'i

th'e unit in a MODE in which this SL is not applicable.

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance of
bringing the unit to a NODE of operation where this SL is not
applicable, and reduces the probability of fuel damage.

e

~

uv

w

,56Y8:;,:,~a',,sa1'e::', m'itÃj's~vt, eci:;:::lope~one!emu~
;es .-'.'UfCNsp~.'Md:jb,:.„8'~:CNN>.,S

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 2.0-3





Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (Continued)

SAFETY LIMIT
VIOLATIONS
(continued)

REFERENCES 1.

2.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1 ~~ ~+ ~ ~'~~ +D< + P ~
PSALM Apped>g g,~g)

FSN.~ tlh ph:,:-::!I.2.

WCAP-8746-A. March 1977 ovp s* he- ou+

<~04& 6+v 'c

DCPP Nark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 2.0-4





RCS Pressure SL
8 2.1.2

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL

BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS against
overpressurization. In the event of fuel cladding failure.
fission products are released into the reactor coolant. The RCS
then serves as the primary barrier in preventing the release of
fission products into the atmosphere. By establishing an upper

~ limit on RCS pressure, the continued integrity of the RCS is
ensured. According to 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 14. "Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary." and GDC 15, "Reactor Coolant System
Design" (Ref. 1). the reactor pressure coolant boundary (RCPB)
design conditions are not to be exceeded during normal operation
and anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs). Also. in
accordance with GDC 28. "Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1). reactivity
accidents. including rod ejections do not result in damage to the
RCPB greater than lsmited local yielding. pg~/Q GtY < CC,-CkJ+

The design pressure of the RCS is IQ55i I~. goring
normal operation and AOOs, RCS pressure >s limited from exceeding
the design pressure by more than 10K. in accordance with
Section III of the ASME Code (Ref, Z), To ensure systemintegr'l R ents ~'~Wire hydrostatically tested at

e.s>'.
, of design pressure. according to the

SME" o e requsremen s pr'ior to initial operation when there is
no fuel in the core. Following inception of unit operation. RCS

~;w-oW components shall be pressure tested. in accordance with the
requirements of ASME Code. Section XI (Ref. 3).

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of the
RCPB. If such a breach occurs in conjunction with a fuel
cladding failure. fission products could enter the containment
atmosphere. raising concerns relative to limits on radioactive
releases specified in 10 CFR 100. "Reactor Site Criteria"
{Ref. 4).

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves. the main steam safety valves
SAFETY ANALYSES (HSSVs), and the reactor high pressure trip have settings

established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will not be
exceeded.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 2.0-6





Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (Continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

re~
$h a

L'6 CXJt

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent system
pressure from exceedin the desi n ressure by more than 10K. as

The transient that establishes the required
relief capacity, and hence valve size requirements and lift

ttin s, is a knee n
wi ou a iree rea or tri .

afety valves on the
secon ary-~ sade are assumed to open when the steam pressure

w
i oat':."":."et".:, u arne!o:.'::,. ur'btner~tri :Pin feedwater supply Se ia

Pp/MVC. S+<4 "Orat
The Reactor Trip System aÃ ekv .ue
together with the settings of the MSSVs, prove e pr ssure
protection for normal operation and AOOs. The reactor high
pressure trip setpoint is specifically set to provide protection
against overpressurization . . The safety analyses for
both the high pressure trip and he RCS pressurizer safety valves
are performed using conservativ assumptions relative to pressure
control devices. ~W~ =~ K.<-OV+

More specifically. no credit is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs);
~~~ ~,'ce-out

b. Steam e ra or os er um a s

c. Steam Dump System:

d. Reactor Control System:

e. Pressurizer Level Control System; or

f. Pressurizer spray valve.
redo& 5Ma K,C-oVQ

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowed
under the ASME Code, Section III. is 1

in the RCS pressure vessel
OK of design pressure.

, @he SL on maximum
allowable RCS pressure is 2735 psig.

APPLICABILITY SL 2. 1.2 applies in MODES 1, 2. 3, 4. and 5 because this SL could.
be approached or exceeded in these MODES due to
overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in MODE 6
because the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not fully
tightened, ur.':.'-:-:the:;,reacMi':~vere(:,-..:is'sof>f>Neitfy~ventei, makingit unlikely that th'e RCS ci'n b'e gi'essUi"tie'd.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 2.0-7





Reactor Core SLs
8 2.1.1

BASES (Continued)

)%Her>iF'f
the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in MODE 1

or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance and be in MODE 3
within 1 hour.

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL may cause immediate RCS failure and
create a potential for radioactive releases in excess of
10 CFR 109, "Reactor Site Criteria." limits (Ref. 4).
The allowable Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance
of reducing power level to a MODE of operation where the
potential for challenges to safety systems is minimized.~~ S+ri'Ke -o~+
If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE 3. 4, or 5, RCS
ressure must be restored to within the SL value within
minutes. Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is

more severe than exceeding this SL in MODE 1 or 2 ~ since the
reactor vessel temperature may be lower and the vessel materials
consequently, less ducti le. As such. pressure must be reduced to
less than the SL within 5 minutes. The action does not require
reducing NODES. since this would require reducing temperature,
which would compound the problem by adding thermal gradient
stresses to the existing pressure stress.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases 8 2.0-8





BASES (Continued)

REFERENCES

Reactor Core SLs
8 2.1.1

IVISE/+~,~p+ Z. Inde 4 3

1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 14, GDC 15 and GOC 28.

g e~~ S+) ICZ "c>df

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI,
+77 gee'P~ gag 5'(pYl~i l t78

Addenda

4. 10 CFR 100. NrnagC. 9}AVE.-cVf

I @YAW~~~i K6
. ~ S-V, 3.4./

9':,,',; 'stNgk'use".epor., '.-'';-.:: -- <. ructGi::al,.eA",:jsii>o'flea
""

r.

Coolant'':1"" /Suppor't".",':S
"

moor."Diablo".'..'.. 'on>:Nuc'l'ear: " "

Gerier,"'at 'i this'in-'"Uii ':.'No'~";j&.'.':Feb'itJ -'."-'T5".',:,".;"" """*""

in~k I: (dSSociaeeeC obit& lq&7 6DO 9 pen psAE Apppndlie 9./A)

] f)serg 2. '. (no afire.c+ Q,drrtjav~'cn W l9&7 GDQ; boded'~r-, in''n+ oP ll'7/
bC 'i s eno+ pee &AZ Appending 3. Ill)

insert 3: (~ooie~ ee' '<< 7 6Oo 3o pen psst /4ppenee g 3 Q)

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 2.0-9
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~ 0 ~

g(-iZ

4.1.3.3 Each of the above required digital rod position indicator(s) shall be
determined to be OPERABLE by verifying that the digital rod position
indicators agree with the demand position indicators within 12 steps when

d tt f 11 I f d t I t I t ~ . 'I d
iiipglplAh~prto +> critical'rp kfwr occPI f-efttoPfti op 4he. Paoclor hPocL

DIABLO CANYON " UNITS 1 5 2

32975401.4a TAB 8 19

3/4 1-19 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 118
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 116





t5-ot- 4

3-.+.3-.4- The individual full-length shutdown and control
the fully withdrawn position shall be less than or equal
beginning of decay of stationary gripper coil voltage to

SOo
a. Tavg greater than or equal to &8 F, and

b. All reactor coolant pumps operating.

rod drop time from
to 2.7 seconds from
dashpot entry with:

l2- lo- Lslo

~TAN'.

With the drop time determined to exceed the above
limit, restore the rod drop time to within the above limit prior to

~ I Mc&r CfifiC.Kt

'2-01- A

12:2.0-A

1Z-01-A

~9-.4- The rod drop time
measurement prior to reactor criticality:

shall be demonstrated through

a. For all rods following each removal of the reactor vessel head, ~iS-oz.-

w$ ng-a~
ntrA—Rod-Drive-System

e

OIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2

32975401.4a TAB 8 20

3/4 1-20 Unit 1-Amendment No. gg,gg, 118
Unit 2-Amendment No. ggQ,g,g 116





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 314.1

(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-08 LS9 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the requirement to reduce the high
neutron flux set point to s 85 percentof RTP would be deleted. This is
acceptable because the underlying safety limits are not of a nature that
requires immediate shutdown of the plant ifthey are exceeded. This is
evidenced by the allowance of72 hours to verify peaking factors. It is
assumed that during this 72-hour period an event willnot occur which
willraise the power level and cause a high neutron flux trip at 100
percent RTP. Ifa power excursion would occur from the 75 percent
RTP ACTION statement limit, the initial peaking factors would not be
critical to the analysis, since the analysis is based on the peaking
factors at 100 percent RTP. Therefore, the risk of a reactor trip caused
by adjusting the power range trip set points is not justified by the
potential consequences of failing to reduce the trip set points.

12-09 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table.
(Enclosure 3B)

12-10

12-11

LS10

TR3

The requirement to maintain RCS T~ ~541'F during rod drop testing
would be revised to maintain T~ ~500'F. NUREG-1431, allows the
tests to be performed at temperatures as low as 500'F. Because the
RCS coolant is more dense at lower temperatures, the rod drop time
would be greater at the lower temperatures than at the higher
temperatures. In addition, the RCS is borated such that the SDM
remains within its limits at the Conditions existing during these tests.
Nevertheless, this change, which allows more flexibilityof plant
conditions for conducting rod drop testing, is a relaxation in plant
operations in the CTS.

It is proposed to move the requirement to perform ro p testing on
individual rods following maintenance that could a ct the drop time to
licensee controlled documents land to delete the month
requirement]. The requirement to perform drop time testing following
each removal of the reactor vessel head would not be modified. The
proposed change is justified, because in addition to being consistent
with NUREG-1431, Rev. 1, good maintenance practices would require a
retest following any maintenance on a rod or its drive system that could
affect drop time. Furthermore, it is difficultto postulate any maintenance
on a rod that could affect its drop time without requiring the reactor
vessel head to be removed in the process. The components of the rod
and rod drive system that affect drop time (as defined in TS) are all
inside the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Therefore, moving this
requirement outside the TS would have essentially no impact on rod
OPERABILITY. tMeasuring rod drop time following each removal of the
reactor vessel head is considered equivalent ifnot more restrictive than
an onth frequency requiremenL therefore, deleting the month
requir ent where it exists (not all plants have it in the CT is an
adminis tive change.]

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON T LE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Pag 10

TECH SPECH CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUIIBER

1249
M

12-10
LS10

DESCRIPTION

This proposed change would reinstate an SDM
verification requirement that had been eliminated in a
previous license amendment.

The requirement to maintain RCS T~ ~[541]'F during rod
drop testing would be revised to maintain T~ ~500'F.

DIABLO
CANYON

No, already in
CTS.

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, already in
CTS.

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

CALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

12-11
TR3

The requirement to perform drop testing on rods following
maintenance would be removed from the CTS.

Yes, also deletes Yes, also deletes
redundant 5f. Zg redundant 18
month interval. month interval.

Yes Yes

12-12
LS13

12-13

12-14
M

12-15
A

12-16
LG

CTS f3.1.3.1) ACTIONS are revised to delete reference
causes of control rod inoperability due to'rod control
urgent failure or other electrical problems in the rod
control system.

Not used.

This wording is broadened from "untrippable" to
"inoperable" to ensure all causes of inoperability are
covered. This more restrictive change clarifies the
appropriate ACTIONS to be taken for all causes of
inoperability, consistent with Traveler TSTF-107.

Rod misalignment is determined based on a comparison
between the rod's DRPI and its group step counter
demand position, not on a rod to rod position verification.
This change is administrative in nature in that there is no
effect on the manner in which the operating staff would
determine whether a misalignment event had occurred.

Several surveillances (e.g. ~
rod position deviation monitor

and rod insertion limitmonitor in this section) contain
ACTIONS in the form of increased surveillance frequency
to be performed in the event of inoperable alarms. These
ACTIONS are relocated from the TS to licensee
controlled documents. This is consistent with TSTF-110,
Rev. 1.

Yes

N/A

Yes

No, already ln
CTS.

Yes, moved to
the FSAR.

Yes

N/A

Yes

No, already in
CTS.

Yes, moved to
TRM.

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved to
the USAR.

No, CTS already
revised to
incorporate.

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved to
the FSAR,
Section 16.1.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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BASES

SDH
B 3.1.1

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSIS

(continued)

In the boron dilution analysis. the required SDH defines the reactivity
difference between an initial subcritical boron concentration and the
corresponding critical boron concentration. These values. in conjunction
with the confinuration ot the RCS and the assumed dilution flow rate,
directly affect the results of the analysis. This event is most limiting
at the beginning of core life, when critical boron concentrations are
highest.

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity insertion rate,
the uncontrolled rod withdrawal transient is terminated by either a high
power level trip or a high pressurizer pressure trip. In all cases,
power level, RCS pressure, linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed
allowable limits.
The ejection of a control rod rapidly adds reactivity to the reactor
core. causing both the core power level and heat flux to increase with
corresponding increases in reactor coolant temperatures and pressure.
The ejection of a rod also produces a time dependent redistribution of
core power. "g-.0 } i~Z"
T tu f +n or 2 is rec uded. In NOOE 3

e star u a i RCP

y. even i e maximum ifference in temperature exists between
the SG and the core. The maximum positive reactivity addition that can
occur due to an inadvertent start is less than half the minimum required

(Continued)
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BASES

SDM

B 3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.1.1

In MODES 1 and 2 SDM is verified by observing that the requirements of
LCO 3.1.65 and CO 3.1.% are met. In the event that a rod is known to
be untrippab1 , however, SDM

(Continued)
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BASES

NTC
B Q-.4A 89:'~3

7 vs wc@ t

APPLICABLE The consequences of accidents that cause core overheatina must be
SAFETY ANALYSIS evaluated when the is positive. Such accidents include the rod
(Ref. g (Continued)) withdrawal transient from either zero or RTP, loss of main feedwater

flow, and loss of forced reactor coolant flow. The consequences of
accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated when the NTC
is negative. Such accidents include sudden feedwater flow increase
and sudden decrease in feedwater temperature.

In order to ensure a bounding accident analysis, the NTC is assumed to
be its most limiting value for the analysis conditions appropriate to
each accident. The bounding value is determined by considering rodded
and unrodded conditions, whether the reactor is at full or zero power.
and whether it is the BOC or EOC life. The most conservative
combination appropriate to the accident is then used for the analysis
(Ref. 2).

'@ed I ibe
NTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assumin teady
state conditions at BOC and EOC. An EOC measurement is con cted at

g,~ Li<~ cond'ti hen the RCS boron concen ion reach a oron
concen ration e uiva en o 300 ppm at e ui i rium. all ro s out

TP ti red value ma x ra o progec e
va ue, in order to confirm reload design predictions.

Ttg~i::,,,:,:,',:, t-,,:,,!IIX::.'i
-:l~!i"-:«I,,:...::...,.".:,T,::!»,::::...,I!!~/Pl:,,!I@I,,:,,~t'eil,!tk::cw™ft

!»!»»tg(N'X>K'ir»»:;:,:ab>i»i+='-bi~!i»»joe»t»1!!,':!to'iiiectd»g
the.".":NK~iisef:-":::,-:i'j.=.;tMy.:FSAR::'aiiilis'es'::..:tb.-'"mimi:,ri~

)SAR)'accfde&'.-":j'icily'ies5tb':-:,'jfii'eq»

Conoid'IkfQAS"""afÃf""('Pkia'(klan'Ag~TNr9'N'-XQ'""'tIii'S'"V8'I08"'"t9"'OCCOUf'fQr''"'th&

fNTN':-'NERNL':::-POM@'~condit$ oe>ant'-":zNew'elope'of: those'most "8dver'se
ceiid'.i4$ :Ci)$.".,4f:,-;
thiw.,:,"",j,'isii,'heiP;l,imitigmjait
items:,ian,;„!mibjg!$ i:.;:::~o~3'p

pei;,:at'Siij(Yii'N'lÃtiiik's'g5'ef-.3'i'ad;':.':ti;=;i':4'fgiiifi;.caiitl'j~re'!n'egal)'ve;;,Hkg C:it';::::R
~THER%.''"'"'.PNER~;,","":.";.TpiSi>'C'Oi.'.'i;~i;eiij>~iiS:formed~''t5i.ROC<
teak.';;,"::;FSAR'.':.'i'ccj@iit;:;.ijia1j',s'espiito:Cte,
800)5jm'>'mmes'g~i:arice51:i)iit.':"':NTCkva... Ue:::-:.''.i;.',e

=.'(Q$.t
80.0.":pp@:;.,@jan.';f,l:;3 Vl)i,NA,;i59%0!''
ii11;»»»iiii)::::»o'i,;::.Sii:"i »'»»!a'»d::!.!"»»f »b3kkMif)s'iii'»iic»»5~i t»ie35'di$igei,taChi.-"'ii"'O~!""ji!KXi!Nf4,,"%"--,I '-'-.e 'Continued
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BASES

Rod Group Alignment Limits
B Q-.k-S 8'3."'.4

j.y4,~4yr

BACKGROUND group a'0,l receive the same signal to move and shoul, therefore, all
position (continued) 5e at th', same indicated by the group'step counter r that group.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System is consid ed highly
precise (+ instep or + %8 inch). If a rod does not mo e one step for
each demand pose. the step counter will still count th pulse and
incorrectly ref lee the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides highly accur ate indication of a ual
control rod position. but a a lower precision than the step counters.
This system is based on induc e analog signals from a serie of
coils spaced along a hollow tube. To increase the reliability f the
system, the inductive coils are connected alternately to data sys em A
or B. Thus, if one data system fails. the DRPI will go on half
accuracy.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSIS

Control rod misalignment accidents are analyzed in the safety analysis
(Ref. 3) ~ The acceptance criteria for addressing rod inoperability or
misalignment are that:
a. There be no violations of:

1. Specified acceptable fuel design limits, or

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary integrity;
and

b. The core remains subcritical after accident transients.
Two types of misalignment are distinguished. During movement of a
control or shutdown rod group, one rod may stop moving, while the
other rods in the group continue. This condition may cause excessive
power peaking. The second type of misalignment occurs if one rod.fails to insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully withdrawn.
This condition requires an evaluation to determine that sufficient
reactivity worth is held in the rods to meet the SDH requi rement, with
the maximum worth rod stuck fully withdrawn.

(Continued)
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BASES

(
Rod Group Alignment Limits

B Q-.4-.S 8~4

In many cases, realigning the remainder of the group to the misaligned
rod may not be desirable. For example, realignsng control bank B to a
rod that is misaligned 15 steps from the top of the core would require
a pignificant power reduction, since control bank D must be fully
n88et'Q and control bank C must be inserted to approximately 100

Power operation may continue with one RCCA OP9@8LMF,:(~X::!'e3 trippableN
but misaligned, provided that SDM is verified R'EN' h'oeur. The
Completion Time of 1 hour represents the time necessary for
determining the actual unit SDM and. if necessary, aligning and
starting the necessary systems and components to initiate oration.
B.2.2 8.2.3 B.2.4 B.2.5 and B.2.6

For continued oPeration with a misaligned rod. IPP Feeac'os!Powver'ust
be reduced. SDN must periodically be verified withih"YfhTfts. hwot
channel factors (Fo(Z) and F~„) must be verified within limits. and the
safety analyses must be re-evaluated to confirm continued operation is
permissible. Reduction of power to 75X RTP ensures that local LHR
increases d to a misaliqned RCCA=will not cause the core designcriteria to e exceeded (Ref. 8). The Completion

(Continued)
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BASES

Rod Group Alignment Limits
B aa-.S 8484

~c. i
When Required Actions cannot be completed within their Completion
Time. the unit must be brought to a NODE or Condition in which the LCO
requiiements are not applicable. To achieve this status. the unit
must be brought to at least NODE 3 within 6 hours. which obviates
concerns about the development of undesirable xenon or power
distributions. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, for reaching MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging the plant
systems.

D.l.l and D.l.2
It II
RFG Li~

Nore than one-eel& rod becoming misaligned from its grou
dered position is not expected, and has the potential to reduce S N.
Th'e'r'e'fore. SDN must be evaluated. One hour allows the operator
adequate time to determine SDM. Restoration of the required SDM, if
necessary. requires increasing the RCS boron concentration to provide
negative reactivity, as described in the Bases 0f, LCO 3.1.1. The
required Completion Time of 1 hour for initiatiTrg boration is
reasonable. based on the time required for potenfial xenon
redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring. and the
steps required to

(Continued)

,
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BASES

Rod Group Alignment Limits
B Q-.k-S 8.'.-'X-4

ACTIONS
and (continued)

complete the action. This allows the operator sufficient time toalign the required valves start the boric acid pumps. Boration will
continue until the required SDM is restored.

@Rlftg'one:lgj~he >rejiBryaep~s:'.,=,,jfKgc0g4M!'$::z,.:",4hoQm,::8ann::;"":.:fjgerf~ag
Liiiii!ti8,;":-.";giidjLCO.":-3)1!b'!'~i,:.:GW!im'!':lBahlj:.''Iiijiit'ii'n~L!iiitj':;".,ga'ielP$!f,:-.thi.
iiit$4li'g'i'ie'dgraits"„:iie '-;i'ic.f'!'!!ih'!i'i:'-th'~Xr'ejii!'i::5f"'1'm~'rt15~'!'!'iii15'::;:

'"

p p a~Li~
If more than one rod is found to be misaligned or becomes misaligned
because of bank movement. the unit conditions fall outside of the
accident analysis assumptions. Since automatic bank sequencing would
continue to cause misalignment, the unit must be brought to a BODE or
Condition in which. the LCO requirements are not applicable. To
achieve this status.. the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience. for reaching MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant system.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR Q-.4-~: ~c 8''% ':

Verification that individual rod positions are within alignment limitsat a Frequency of '12 hours provides a history that allows the operatorto detect a rod that is be inning to deviate from its expectedosition.
The specified

Frequency takes into account other rod posi ion information that is
continuously available to the operator in the control room, so that
during actual rod motion, deviations can iomediately be detected.

(Continued)

,
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BASES

Rod Position Indication
B Q-.k4 8%57-

ACTIONS
(continued)

OPERABLE and the most withdrawn rod and the least withdrawn rod are
< 12 steps apartwithin the allowed Completion Time of once every
8 hours is adequate.

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to ~ 50K RTP puts the core into a condition
where rod position is not significantly affecting core peaking factors

(Ref. 3). The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours provides an
acceptable period of time to verify. the rod positions per Required
Actions C-.k4 p~l@f. and ~ t:.":1~2 or reduce power to ~ 50X RTP.

D-.0~4

If the Required Actions cannot be completed within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
requirement does not apply. To achieve this status . the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The allowed Completion
Time is reasonable. based on operating experience, for reaching the
required MODE from full, power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1. .1

Verification that. the DRPI agrees with the demand positiop within
12 steps ensures that the, DRP~is opeg.atiLig cors'ectly„Verffication
it~p24,";:@48:.:;=.@%29~-::.;-:arfd!,':228 'kepi.',,-xfthdi'a@.::,fir<the:.:,contj@3::WaiM"';.,shutdown
bankigpi:.:.'oj 3.:'des@
fQ)3,':f,'iij9e<efggi'die'it)eij",~ "'- - *'-

This
.sur eillance
~fs:„':pe7fomietj.,yi7orgt'o;,:r'eaNai,,;e',i'Via::.:.>, y,;:~after~each::,:,m~val:-:<Nztiie
@act'~i-.:=.:h'cad;~~$ iice3theriY$ @pki"'ij&a3;"-'fo&inti'ec'edsaf+1"a'nt
ti'ansieAts ffth'e SR N6're ef'fdoNed Nth the reactor at power.—

(Continued)

,
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DCL-97-106, LAR 97-09
ITS 3.3 ERRATA





3 4.3 STRU TATIO

3 4.3.1 REACTOR TRI SYST STRUM TAT P

TING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.1 As a minimum, the Reactor Trip System instrumentation channels and interlocks
of Table 3.3-1 shall be OPERABLE a]-'Be-cc

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-1.

~CT~IO: @

As shown in Table 3.3-1.

01-ot-A

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1.1 Each Reactor Trip System instrUmentation channel and interlock and the
automatic trip logic shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the Reactor
Trip System Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements specified in Table 4.3-1.

re@ u]I-eel Veri'' el an a s'pc~~a C]-oz-<<
4.3.1.2 TheAREACTO TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of each Reactor trip funct]on shall be

ithi it ii it ti p tt th

ce
Unda I
f-Ph

(nett]) ]] tgepcp cpa Canp] p']t n ynfntI ccpawrc 4p'apt Pttnaihon . o]-Ql JT

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2

32972503.4a TAB 10 1.

3/4 3"1 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 119
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 117





TA8LE 3.3-1

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEH INSTRUHENTATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. Hanual Reactor Trip

2. Power Range. Neutron Flux
a. High Setpoint
b. Low Setpoint

ANAL-NQ-.
QF- CHANNELS

ttEQVIRE

l. 2
3* 4* 5*

l. 2
IM.2

PLI
ACTION

3. Power Range. Neutron Flux
High Positive Rate

4. Power Range. Neutron Flux
High Negative Rate

5. Intermediate Range. Neutron Flux

6. Source Range, Neutron Flux
a. Startup
b. Shutdown
c. Shutdown

7. Overtemperature hT

8. Overpower hT

9. Pressurizer Pressure-Low

10. Pressurizer Pressure-High

11. Pressurizer Water Level-High

l. 2

1. 2

ggg 27<!~~,:.y~@yg

2H 4<",;'4'*

4* P* 11~ 4;5
3~9 4f»

l. 2

l. 2

1N

l. 2

01-06-LS2

01-0 -L

0-
0-

0 -19-LSS

OIABLO CANYON - UNITS I 8 2 3/4 3-2





TABLE 3.3- ntinued

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

12. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low

DIIBNE0.".'-':..R~.
PL ICAB

QF- CHANNELS A

13. Steam Generator Water Level
Low-Low

a. Steam Generator Water
Level-Low-Low

3/S.G. 1.2

b. RCS Loop ~T

ELETEO

15. Undervoltage-Reactor Coolant
Pumps

16. Underfrequency-Reactor Coolant
Pumps

17. Turbine Trip

a. Low Autostop Oil Pressure

b. Turbine Stop Valve Closure

4 ( I/Ioop) N-.A-.

2/bus

3/bus

1 ~ 2

1N
1ti>

27

01-19-LSB

1- -L

0 -48-LS

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 Z 3/4 3-3





FUNCTIONAL UNIT

18.Safety Injection Input
from ESF

19.Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker
Position Trip above P-7

20.Reactor Trip Breakers —.tf)

KRAAL-NO-.

QF- CHANNELS

I/breaker

2
2

TABLE 3.3- ntinued

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEH INSTRUMENTATION

HXES

l. 2

1. 2
3* 4* 5*

APPLICABLE
ACTION

26

96
10. A
11

01-49-L 8

21.Automatic Trip and Interlock
Logic

22.Reactor Trip System Interlocks

a. Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux. P-6

b. Low Power Reactor
Trips Block. P-7~I-4sp4

0-O'I-Input

c. Power Range Neutron
Flux. P-8

d. Power Range Neutron
Flux. P-9

e. Power Range Neutron Flux. P-10

f. Turbine Impulse Chamber
Pressure. P-13 ( Input to P-7)

23.Seismic Trip

2
2

3 direc-
tions (x.y,z)
in 3 locations

~ea-
44ene-ene 440<~
~ect4en ~eet4ens

1. 2
3* 4* 5*

1 ~ 2

1.2

26ll

st@6':f

8$

13

01-1 -H
0-
01-12-N
0 -37-
01-

-0-
01- -A
01- -A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 II 2,
TAB10.4A

3/4 3-4





TABLE 3.3-1 Continued

TABLE NOTATIONS

* When the Control Rod Drive
System is caPabl e of rod withdrawal Fair,.""."nfl;:;.":rodaaare..:nab::::::(dylyaiiisiited.

NBelow the P-6 ( Intermediate Range Neutron Flux Interlock) Setpoint.

SSBelow the P-10 (Low Setpoint Power Range Neutron Flux Interlock) Setpoint.

(nWi>:,:tba!Eat!ress(rid'":tor,.be! rdforsmd.::,nni8':1::,:::1'Efhfoors.»'after7$ npo(t';,.,from.".orms'Posai~ranbpa':,:.jjeiitron
F1iir'ic'ha'iiiiiil::tom':.":(js.,'is'anop'era~ala'jaiidnETbtpfpjk'lpbe(ERN'i!:'».:':P&t-.":.RTP,'.

(iinE>,:::::;fffjii (fitlf'tbsp((fh8.;:":,si(o'peblor thetso'drtpntro1iSystem(dihcajTabje:::oFE>Pt1iilidwttgg(P>aliis
(and (dkhii": a'JtSnirCre!: rajkniieii 'not'ifiifodessa!mTiOE Tire'y'm'OaireSCtj~ratr'(p.',biiti'dadetawi'ji'rO'iif'de

'.(nell!'<3L::.".,:.,Above„:::::.,the;:8"«'0,:.-.|Ier,-"..4nge!Hecit~ap~F~fuxggikei"'.Iock:..".

(nen'>:,'.:,::.(ET:::;;too(1'ndf'ie,.sony reenter",-'tro('(ybbrpaabTbreakersa'.that:. Sfin.."rCaTadn j'a::."kanlj;CTOSi d fdii

(i'>%t'd1!ackbnrs:."tlfei p~t fnteTNEEFdti!~iii"'..ifjn:p'tdosE1MWiiter1 Rks

pw)hÃ(j):.'::"Abofeftrhe'::p:"yE(kAc-w'Pmm a~reactor':ffb" "djfock)%(nterefotk!!

01-55-LS39

-A

01- -A

-A

1-1 -A

01-19-LS8

9
ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1 - With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the t4$aSajum RE{INKO Channels>>
. restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 48

hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours.

I'ml '!
'hannels.STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may proceed provided the followin'g "c'onditions

are satisfied:

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped conditio 'within 6 hours.
/

b. . )he iigperable channel
may be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing per pecification
4.3.1.1 and~set"':.gfnt'„':a@oibaent. and

c. Either.'THERMAL POWER is restricted to less than or equal to 75K of RATED
THERMAL POWER

within 4,ILPghours: or. i':f4~5'e~p'ow'e'r:
i.'angi";iatfce"":t3vi,gipuh~tii the OUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO fs~zsoper'age".~the."..",::ITS

1- -L

1-4 -A

-L
-A

01-53-A
-A

'fna6%~,,::.'::::.'.;;jd'thee~,sFbe;:sF'HF,=:9:::~ghlPgg",,hoer,m

Tnw):-:;.':~!:.:."',,""":Adfill((",Pwskf-:jfftheais (bennjeT fcnposra beTefbN'j(Pawfyffotsr P('jbEjd(P EAET(1'' mey
'roce'ed„:prov'ided,".:the'.;~'fp'l'm'i'';.'icondition'stare„::sat) sf~'e'dg(Not'e''.'',"';.::The'.,"~n'opemr'able

chpniiii'1;:may('bb':oypa'scsmft'fyor,":: op:,:,',to'p (a(Phoo'r'sbyor'ni Esfltanc'e'..'t'asti iis',::'.ofiothiii'"
r '".",*:"'~i:. "!.':-'- ''':-" '::::~<—': —::-: n .

as~~P1~aceit5i:::jirnoperabfe:.",channel Jn:::Erfppet'i,."tcoodttTon:.w(tif(n td:cheers:;:;:Eor

b-;::::::.-,:=.Eii::fin:-:(IPE:"SE::.wmftTiTn:::".I'Pit'oars.".

01-18-LS7

1-1 -A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TABQk-4A
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REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENT N SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. Manual Reactor Trip

2. Power Range. Neutron Flux
a. High Setpoint

b. Low Setpoint

3. Power Range. Neutron Flux
High Positive Rate

4. Power Range. Neutron Flux
High Negative Rate

CHANNEL
CHECK

N.A.

N.A. R(4&7".'0l)

D(2-.4) .
MQ—.Q.

R(4. 5':,,22)
R(4;-::::5'-'2>) S/u(IPZq)

C(f%$'R0$

CHANNEL
CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
CALIBRATION TEST

N.A. N.A.

TRIP
ACTUATING
DEVICE
OPERATIONAL
TEST

&444
RZy

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

NÃ8-FOR
le@

ACTUATION SURVK4444CK
LOGIC TEST 4l~~K4

N.A. — 4ggg-.4

1- -A
01-3 -A

5. Intermediate Range.
Neutron Flux

6. Source Range. Neutron Flu

7. Overtemperature hT

R(4-4)

8. Overpower hT

9. Pressurizer Pressure-Low S

10.Pressurizer Pressure-High S

11.Pressurizer Water Level-High S

12.Reactor Coolant Flow-Low S

R(4, 5)

N.A

S/U(1We(I>)
g(:P.:":::N

AVOCA'>>'hV>> Y

/U(l>,;",''(8).Q(SN 9) N.A
y~+gj+~5W+> ';>>~<>

> >~$+:;. g>,

,-.;4 j;.~M@v

Q(4'.;61
It-',g2);~M~.-.„:.4FQ N.A

R f/')~yo>~%F~@P~~".Q N.A

R (ZI~@P~~ ~<~Q N.Av» ~ r>>>>ri >>>@X~nNC Pl

R <FX~X~"~~"-"':-"'Q N.A

R kN):"-"."'.'":"::;~Q

N.A. Qg~-4-8
N".A.

P

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

OIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB10.4A
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TABLE 4.3-1 inued
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRijHENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

'

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
C EL

CHECK

CHANNEL

CALIBRATION

CHANNEL

OPERATIONAL

TEST

TRIP
ACTUATING

DEVICE

OPERATIONAL

TEST

ACTUATION

LOGIC TEST

13.Steam Generator Mater Level-
Low-Low

a. Steam Generator
Water Level-Low-Low

b. RCS Loop ~T
I

14.OELETEO

IS.Undervoltage-Reactor Coolant
Pumps

~ N.A.

R(@)"..=':="-':~N"SF@Q

R gg);-"..:;~.::~g,.-.:.CQ

R I2P~4'"%@~~~gN.A.

N.A.

N.A. N.A.

16.Underfrequency-Reactor
Coolant Pumps

17.Turbine Trip

a. Low Fluid Oil Pressure
b. Turbine Stop Valve

Closure

N.A.
N.A.

R (<~XK""'::KN A.

>@2);:,..-::g~„'~~ '.A.

QIPP4cs~~~~~~'~FegN A

S/U(I . 9) N.A.
S/U(li. 9) N.A. 01-24-LS9

IB.Safety Injection Input from
ESF

19.Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker
Position Trip

20.Reactor Trip System Interlocks
a. Intermediate Range

Neutron Flux, P-6
b-.

c. Power Range Neutron
Flux. P-8

N.A. N.A.

R(4)

R(4)

N.A.

N.A.

R

RZg

N.A

N.A.

N.A.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 3-11





TABLE 4.3-'nued
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

20.Reactor Trip System Interlocks
(Continued)

d. Power Range Neutron
Flux. P-9

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

R(4)

CHANNEL

OPERATIONAL
TEST

TRIP
ACTUATING
OEVICE
OPERATIONAL
TEST

ACTUATION
LOGIC TEST

e. Low Setpoint Power Range
Neutron Flux. P-10 N.A.

f. Turbine Impulse Chamber
Pressure. P-13 N.A.

R(4)

R tPBF;:::":"i~!:.:,'.":~."'ii

N.A. N.A21. Reactor-Trip Breaker N.A. H(7. 40)

]new)yNesctet;,-,'Trl p>8r'eNÃq,
'IJiider'v6l t5gj,''",:aid:;-'Shunt'pi:.fj,,
tiec)iijiwiPj'ii"~."~i<~4«~4. i~ii~giN'";"A~~g,.;,~~~a~',

22. Automatic Trip and Interlock N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Logic

N.A.

N.A.

23. Seismic Trip N.A.

24. Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker N.A

N.A.

N.A. H(7, 15).R N.A.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 3-12
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2 The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) instrumentation
channels and interlocks shown in Table 3.3-3 shall be OPERABLE with their Trip
Setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trip Setpoint column of
Table 3.3-4

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-3

ACTION: @+

a. With an ESFAS Instrumentation Channel or Interlock Trip Setpoint less
conservative than the value shown in the Trip Setpoint column but more
conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values column of
Table 3.3-4, adjust the Setpoint consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.

02-01-A

1- -L

1-01-A

- 4-L

~ en

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3.2.1 Each ESFAS instrumentation channel and interlock and the automatic
t t 1 Pi P 1 1 I 11 b ~ ',.ltbn PPLINILt b th

performance of the Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation
Surveillance Requirements specified in Table 4.3-2.

b. With an ESFAS Instrumentation Channel or Interlock Trip Setpoint less
conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values column of Table
3.3-4, declare the channel inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION statement
requirements of Table 3.3-3 until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status
with its Trip Setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.

- 4-L

1- -L 1

4.3.2.2 The requ>i.:,iQ:,":-ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of each ESFAS
ti h 11 b,~ ., 1';,,b t b ithi th 11 it t 1 1

months 'og::,'.;8'-:,':STASGERE9"„::!76$g7!'8ASIS~".

1- -L

1- -L 1

02-40-A

*ine7r)l:::";:,.::::;::,;:,:Sipar a-t.e.)it'T)GN';entry„::.":1s;-:g1'orrd",:,,d.'or::::eenrr::::::Frrndt)ona)!!UK~I:

'inerr)"...,.,"-:i~~Hot,.r,;er)iiir,ehd:,!to::::jre;::)rent'owed:;:ifor.':;,:t)Ie'.:::tur)1ine,.;dryyei,-:'aoxrtTi'ary,
fi'edr"ate'i',".))))'epirrntr.'! „.e4::;"rrn'r'rnS a'1!te'ii':."eti%iii:::i~e~niii.".atnn", i:canner'a%656
pSlg'h

1- 1-A

-A

.
DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 3-14





TABLE 3.3-3 Continued

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SY TBl INSTRUN ATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT NF IREO CHANNELS

3. Containment Isolation (Continued)

ACTION

01-

2) Automatic Actua- 2
tion Logic and
Actuation Relays

3) Containment 4
Pressure-High-High

c. Containment Ventilation
Isolation

1, 2. 3, 4

l. 2. 3, 4

14

17

1) Automatic Actua-
tion Logic and
Actuation Relays

„.1, 2,, 3
.4<:,p".':;:pgP?-"",'';:518+37'..";.':fggaT'568

8:,::::::dtuJjiÃ4
meovement„;:;ofhng,rIadi ate, „
~t'ii'ill:,ieet'eiiibIii'eeettiiii~i':eeetaJeieDKg

2) Deleted

3) Safety Injection

4) Containment
Ventilation Ex-
haust Radiation-
Hiah (RN-44A and
448)

4. Steam Line Isolation

See Item l. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and
requirements.
2 1, 2, 3. 4. 18',"N)

a. Manual 1 manual 4-rpaa~ WRaRje&lt tl t
line

P'I 3lQ~ 24 02-07-L 11

02-38-LS35

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3I4 3-17





TABLE 3.3- ntinued

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
KPMQ-. GHANNQ4

Ã RE MAEO CHANNELS TQ-FfQP-

NQQRQ4 APPLICABLE NODE

QIANA48
QPQNQQ:- ACTION

4. Steam Line Isolation (Continued)

b. Automatic Actuation 2
Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment Pressure- 4
High-High

d. Steam Line Pressure-l.ow 3/steam line 2N 3t93

22

20

02-07-LSll

02-0/-LSll

e. Negative Steam Line
Pressure Rate - High

3/steam line 3@l'> 20 02-0 -LS11

5. Turbine Trip Ir

Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

b. Steam Generator
Water Level-
High-High

3/stm. gen. ~rr—.geR-.

25

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
QR40-.4A

3/4 3-18





FUNCTIONAL UNIT

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

a. Manual'nitiation

TABLE 3.3-a ontinued

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TÃA440-. NQQN@4 APPLICABLE MODES
0F- REOIJIRKO,-:~:NANNM CNANNm
CHANNELS "%0-TQP

)
0PKPAkk

1 manual &Ran& 4-rRaRuA- 1, 2, 3
swi tch/pump e~Nyump s44eQpump

ACTION

24

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Stm. Gen. Water Level-
Low-Low

2 1, 2, 3 22

a. Steam Generator Wate 3/S.G.
Level-Low-Low

NS-.G~ QRAs-.4a 1. 2.
3'ne-S-.Qeach —S-.G-.

20

b. RCS Loop aT 4 (1/loop) N-.A-. N-.A-. l. 2 29

d. Undervoltage-RCP Bus

QAA-. R4Ak-4R BA -.G-.~ 4, 4-BIIg
any Q-S-.G-. ea~~

4-@Ace+ N-.A-. N-.A-.

2/bus 4Aee-ea 4Ate
beC&esses

35

e. Safety Injection
See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and
requirements.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 3-19





TABLE 3.3. '. tinued

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

7. Loss of Power
(4.16 kV Emergency Bus
Undervoltage)

a. First Level

1) Diesel Start

2) 'Initiation of
Load Shed

b. Second Level

RTA~Q-.
Or- REOONS",.;,"„eANNm
CHANNEL'S 'Q—'N1TP

1/Bus

2/Bus

HQQR@4 APPLICABLE MODES
CHANNELS

1. 2. 3. 4M

12348

16

1) Undervoltage Relays 2/Bus

2) Timers to Start
Diesel

3) Timers to Shed
Load

8. Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System Interlocks

1/Bus

1/Bus

16

16

a. Pressurizer Pressure. P-11 32~~>~>@PE l. 2, 3 21

b. DELETED

c. Reactor Trip, P-4 2 1. 2. 3 23

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Im 2
TABB)-.4A

3/4 3-20
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ACTION 19 - With
NeaCC~NWe:.~Npe~HbRq, restore the

inoperable channel to OPERABLE status wfthirP4PBP hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTIXIN
within the following 30 hours.

ACTION 20 - With
...:.-1!„. I I,, Ophrhha. ETPPTOP Pl POIIEIIOPEPPTIOP

may proceed provided the foTlowing conditions are satisfied:

1- -L

01-43-A

,I

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition within 6
hours. a4 t}i',

O. h:::::,:.:Etlll!ah'-".::,:.feb,,::-:: EÃ.:..,th.xhhif,:"i.-eol --„:::,-::TiltlifETTh

inoperable channel or one ad itional channel may be bypassed
for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing per Specification
4.3.2.1.

AC'6%:~20!g:,,.Pithy'one,'.„chaannel,'"::+~
t!'-I!xi',:,:':.i'iili''jii'!!I Pi!ho T!!IT 'Ijl:-'i!::: '1!1!I

" i:"i'!I'!""Exl Mdiv

~a:;::':,,:-:.:.,P)i::,:.'>nohpera, ',;,.-'p4~rine::.~y~"'placed:"yjjhe:.5- ';sse„
r'ri'hih'$ixi:,,;::,ij'-::.ho"; Ia'r'i;:"aiid)therh'nooI'j'e'i',,'axbl'eh'nhao'n"';:ra teer's iiiie8tih'ox

h~i:::-,:::i! . SI!R'„:,:~yi! I.:i'8::.h~k:;::::::::

HOTE~6neehra„„'iti~yl.:::,",ChhQQQI,:;may@be;,rbjpa .aiai.":Efneanir:-.QW!r,'hn rÃfOr.„
aii;ieil8'an:" ",t'ii'Sahne,":: 'iles:.:'%a'OafiCaho:ahrih;,.:-.".Q!'PaJi:".

02-08-NrCiY1$I'=,:gQ'g:,,,-:::,:,;i@i% r'rOn e Ohanneii, nsnpni.',a51 ~eh:.:::Sf@SF<!arid/Orgehj'i
I:',~)i'i'ilia::::i'-:~i"":ai.l.'.I'Ioeahiltli:

le~i!.,"HEI"":,':".*:::::Phhe!''hil'ihph

iii:,O,,he"'Too "IT!!~I:Eii'%h:,:-'Pxox!-: Ethh'"-:-,t11E!1
t'QLTii'."an,"-'.„'~'r:.

P@B~S». n'IENQQE:::8%Wi'2:::::hna~na::endrin NSPb:»fn-xirFhaapa'~HQ'iE"::Ther

up<at'i.:,:;.4) tteon5i's':::=:foF<ii'j',~kil'la'n5e:"::.teStin'~jier:':5j'hei'::f4c'atfonV4'. Sf''"::1'-..

EC~foa ~i' W'>i ue. nudzh ~ eg ao~eLe cxxj najs a.<
IHSS %hen We.MNU. k4rn&i nf Cbcn~z w,gw n

)
g hats plcrc 4+e <ncpercb~c e.hc.an~ rri cc g-cqt~g r~sm~ ~ in~aSe ~one/ + OPflbts'~CO

PZ h~rS; or" h~ ~ LJqq+ fkrSHr.-.~a
ps ka < +fenwxw'&-hfxfrs an~ p~ I +f~ ~f~,:„

90 hears.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8r 2
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ACTION 21-

ACTION 22-

TABLE 3.3-3 Continued

1- 4-L

02-14-M

1- 2-L

01-04-LG

ACTION STATEMENTS Continued

thttb,,',t,off BPOPEENLNi";,"B,,i..*' tl th
II O'Lt:::„B Lh I OPBBNIEE. tht I h B t

that the interlock is
it. t I B t t,f,, th t B,hl,,t...Bitt,,NNP,,

b:N"::ANOEB:.":!I"'l!Oib''*":;::.Bi!!NNB!ht!'B NB!h""':"'.

With, the number of OPERABLE Channels one less than the ~Rum
Req0'ired Channels

'
restore the inoperable

channel to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours, and in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the
following 6 hours; however, one channel may be bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.2.1 provided the other channel is
OPERABLE.

ACTION 23- 111th th... b f IIPEINBLE h I I th tl
ef- RegujgidjChannels, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status" wi'thin 48 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours
and in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

1-43-A

ACTION 24-

ACTION 25-

111th th N f IIPEIIABLE h I I th th
ef- Requfj',ed Channels, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status wi'thin 48 hours or declare the associated pump or valve
inoperable and take the ACTION required by Specification 3.7.1.5 or 3.7.1.2 as
applicable.

1-43-A

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the f4n4Rum
Req5$ 'f.'ed Channels , restore the inoperable
cNhannet'"to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours; however. one channel may be bypassed for up to
4 hours for surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.2.1 provided the other
channel is OPERABLE.

ACTION 29- Ill h th b f OPERABLE h I I th th
Re~qu,,roed Channels. STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may proceed
provide that within 6 hours, for the affected RCS Loop Delta-T
channel (s), either:

The Trip Time Delay threshold power level for zero seconds time delay is
adjusted .to OK RTP, or

01-43-A

g b.
' th N f IIPEINBLE h I I h th

sof BNequfred Channels, the affected Steam Generator Water Level-Low-
@~ .,g~- ow cCiannels are placed in the tripped condition.

AOTIOII BB - Nth,th , h f OPEINBLE h I I th th
ef- Llequir,ed''Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may proceed
provided the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the trip condition within 6
hours. ees orh!he~m:::.NODE!2@To',BÃhmasSu

b , The
inoperable channel may be bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing of other channels per Specification
4.3.2.1.

N
N

N i
N

s

e

O'em10Llf36:.:"2:-:::-:ggi'hh:,'the,",,huoiher:.:;:;:Of,.::.;GPhR'A'8L!F:;.,CheNOEnel Scuse:,::,,eSuS~Nghen,.QJe,".;.,::.";Requi'red

'fol::l'aw~i'ii'„.'coiidNi:t~'oui.-:ii%''sating'f~,id;!" '" - '= " "*"=

01-43-A

-A

-0 -M

-M

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
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TABLE 3.3- ntinued

ENGINEEREO SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

2. Containment Spray
Q-Rgaa44

a. Manual Initiation

b. Automatic Actuation Logic and
Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure-High-High

3. Containment Isolation

a. Phase "A" Isolation

TRIP SETPOINT

N.A.

< 22 pslg

ALLOWABLE VALUES

< 22.3 pslg

1) Manual

2) Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays

3) Safety Injection

b. Phase "B" Isolation

N.A.

N.A.

N.A

N.A

See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints
and Allowable Values.

1) Manual

2) Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays

3) Containment Pressure-High-High

N.A.

< 22 pslg

N.A

N.A

< 22.3 psig

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
%940-.4A
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TABLE 3.3-o
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE

tinued
UMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

7. Loss of Power
(4.16 kV Emergency Bus
Undervoltage)
a. First Level

1) Diesel Start

TRIP SETPOINT ALLOWABLE VALUES

with > 0 volts with a
secon me delay

and
> 2583 volts with
< 10 s cond time delay
One re ay
> 0 vo ts with a
< 4 second time delay
and
> 2583 volts with a
< 25 second time delay
with one relay
> d870 volts, instantaneous

.8 second time delay
and
> 2583 volts with a
< 10 s cond time delay
One re ay
> 0 vo ts with a
< 4 second time delay
and
> 2583 volts with a
< 25 second time delay
with one relay.
> 2870 volts, instantaneous

2) Initiation of Load Shed

785 volts with > 3785 volts with a
mme eTay

> 3785 volts with a
< ZO second time delay

< 1915 psig

- 5 seconds.

b. Second Level

1) Diesel Start
< 10 second time delay

2) Initiation of Load Shed > 3785 volts with a
< 20 second time delay

8. Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System Interlocks

a. Pressurizer Pressure, P-11 < 1920.6 psig
b. DELETED

c. Reactor Trip. P-4 N.A. N.g.

NOTE 1: Time constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for Steam Pressure - Low are r1 - 50 seconds and T2
NOTE 2: Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low Trip Time Delay

TD Bl(P) + 82(P) + 83(P) p 84
Where: P - RCS Loop ~T Equivalent to Power (RRTP), P ~ 50K RTP

TD - Time delay for Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low (in seconds)

B1 -0.007128
82 = +0 8099
83 = -3i.40
B4 - +464.1

NOTE 3: Time constants utilized in the rate-lag controller for Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate-High are r3-- 50 seconds.
50 seconds and r4

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 3-27





TABLt 2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. Safety Injection,

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CALI-
CHECK BRAT|ON

CHANNEL
OPERA-
TIONAL
TEST

TRIP
ACTUATING
DEVICE
OPERA-
TIONAL
TEST

MQQ==S-F4R
MASTER SLAVE lQKH

ACTCATIIIA REL I RELAY
LIRIC TEST TEST TEST khBEEEEHER

a. Manual .Initiation N.A.

b. Automatic Actuation N.A.
Logic and Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure- S

N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A.

RKF~""''-':-"-''-.".'~<

R29

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

M(1)

N.A.

N.A. N.A.

M(l) R

N.A. ~R. T-, 6TH~
High

= d. Pressurizer Pressure-Low S

e. DELETED

f. Steam Line

Pressure-Low

R<8')."ELR'~~a,-::.=:,,W N:A. N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A.

2. Containment Spray

~ a. Manual Initiation4J

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Re1ays

N.A,

N.A.

N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A.

N.A.

M(l)

N.A. N.A.

= M(l) R

LC

4. '~3-.

4, '~3—,4

ment Pressure- S

gh

R(g)~i~gPNPAP+gq N.A. N.A. N.A.

O~
(

)IABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
Rl@kAA
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'
TABLE 4.3-2 Continued

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALI-
BRATION

CHANNEL
OPERA-
TIONAL
TEST

TRIP
ACTUATING
DEVICE
OPERA-
TIONAL
TEST

MASTER SLAVE
ACTUATION RELAY RELAY
LOGIC TEST TEST TEST

3. Containment Isolation
a. Phase ",A" Isolation

1) Manual
2) Automatic Actuation

Logic and Actuation
Relays

3) Safety Injection
b. Phase "8" Isolation

1) Manual
2) Automatic Actuation

Logic and Actuation
Relays

3) Containment
Pressure-High-High

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

RZg
N.A.

N.A.
H(1)

N.A.
H(l)

N.A.

See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements.

N.A. N.A. N.A. R2 f N.A. " N.A.
N.A. N.A. N.A. N:A. H(l) . H(l)

N.A.
R

N.A.
R

c. Containment Ventilation
Isolation

N.A H(1) H(l)1) Automatic Actuation N.A. N.A. N.A.
Logic and Actuation
Relays

2) Deleted
3) Safety Injection See Item l. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements.
4) Containment Ventilation

Exhaust Radiation-High
(RH-44A and 44B) S N.A. N.A.

OIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 3-33





TABLE
4.3-'NGINEEREOSAFETY

tinued
EH INSTRUMENTATION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
I LI I CI

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALI-
BRATION

CHANNEL
OPERA-
TIONAL

EST

TRIP
ACTUATING
OE VICE
OPERA-
TIONAL
TEST

MODES FOR
MASTER SLAVE NOH

ACTIIATIIIR RELAY RELAY~
LOGIC TEST TEST TEST

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure-

High-High

N.A.

N.A. N.A.

RLe'6J&5
vc, A~+

N.A.

N.A.

RZQ

N.A.

N.A.

H(1)

N.A. N.A.

H(1) R 4. '~
N.A. N.A.' —,2-.

d. Steam Line Pressure-Low

e. Negative Steam Line Pressure S
Rate-High

S. Turbine Trip and Feedwater
Isolation

a. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation Relays

b. Steam Generator Water
Level-High-High

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

R'(,6'.A.

R~LM

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.'(l)

N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A.

H(1) R 4-.4

N.A. N.A. 4-,4

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation Relays

c. Steam Generator Water
Level-Low-Low
1) Steam Generator

~Water Level-Lmv-Lotv

2) RCS Loop ~T
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N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

R'(em3

N.A.

N.A.
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N.A.

N.A

N.A.

H(l)

N.A.

N.A

N.A. N.A.

H(1) R 4. 'R. '5

N.A. N.A. 4—. 2-,
84Q.

N.A N.A
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TABLE 4.3-2 Continued

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHANNEL'ALI-

FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK f ~ gRATION

6. Auxiliary Feedwater (Continued)

d. Undervoltage - RCP .A j ,ES)~
I

e. Safety Injection See Item 1 above

7. Loss of Power

CHANNEL
OPERA-
TIONAL
TEST

TRIP
ACTUAT'ING
DEVICE
OPERA-
TIONAL ACTUATION

OGIC TEST

MASTER
RELAY
TEST

SLAVE
RELA

TEST

N.. R II.A. II.A. N.A.

f Nftylj tl 111 REIN

a. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus N.A.
Level 1

b. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus N.A.
Level 2

8. Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation System Inter locks

a. Pressurizer Pressure. N.A.
P-11

RL6):,'-',:"'

N.A.

R '.A.

N.A. N.A.

N,A. N.A. 4—,B-,-Q—.4

N.A. ~-3—.4

N.A.

(1)
(2)

(3)

b. DELETED

R t T IF. F-I N.A. N.A. N.A. Rrf'ETKN.A. N. ~ . N.A.

R,„,::R, rhd "IEE ECII,:...,,

Each train shall be tested at least every 62 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.
F th C I i 11 t I h t II El I ~ lll h It I . CIIANNEL FRNCTECINL TENT h 11 h 4
at least once every &93 days.
Trip function automatically blocked above P-11 (Pressurizer Pressure Interlock) setpoint and is automatically blocked
below P-11 when Safety Injection on Steam Line Pressure-Low is not blocked.

(4) DELETED
(5) For Mode 3, the Trip Time Delay associated with the Steam Generator Water Level-Low-Low channel must be less than or equal to
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RADIATIONMONITORINGINSTRUMENTATIONFOR P NT OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHECK

'T.:

ACTUAYtON @~CHANNEL
CHANNEL t,OGlC!@) DR"~'FUNCTIONAL
CALIBRATION TEST'~4'+%TEST

MASTER!Sut~~,
RE@'(/AREL'AY@~"yQJRVQLLANCR

Fuel Handii Buikli
jH~'ijhi'nTiaivWN::: !'@84 ~i,=,",::,APp~.„':.':::::::::::::l::l-.N:'P::.-..::::-:,'::NA'-:%;,;,p le Ni::-::,:.::;;:::::"::::::::!::::e':":.:gL~!:;Ni

. AAW,„' ' W I' 'M»»»»4&h'P~N%4N4ACAV»'»»h N»NFY4 W+O':WWhPNME/N»» hVWAS»4 0 h OV1W%hk 'A»'YNNWN4Nh'AY+)k '5's»'Vk
a. "Storage A'rea

1) Spent Fuel Pool S
2) New Fuel Storage S

b. Gaseous Activity
Fuel Handling Building S R P'~>gg Q~~.Q NK~ffk~w:.":-
Ventilation Mode Change(a)

Control Room
VenNation Mode Change S R 0 AII

~l
%II",:::';:,'-:,:::":,:*::::.*--:::"':::-:-:(- '-,-::,:%!W1

tia onReta
':COnfiotRciOm."At'nio»Spheie

+.'(ntake.'f(adlatk'e~).'.»%~~~8~»M~-.-@~@::~e:.'-:N~~~~aÃbp~:-"@pHA~4~xex@CV~Nk~~~,

0 -0-

3. Containment
a. Gaseous Activity

1) Deleted
2) RCS Leakage
3) Containment Venti-

lation Isolation
(RMMAor 448)

b. Particulate Activity
1) Conlainment Venti-

lation Isolation
(RMMAor 44B)

2) RCS Leakage

S
S R

R Q

gr< .'@t'ai».

P~!

~D:TESWWlSI81

(a) The requirements for Fuel Handling Building Vensation Mode Change are app
folkwing installation of R%45A and 45B.

,ewl'.(b)'.Each',tiaHI.",.shkt be.:testÃ.'at:fettst":,Once':.'ever'jKSZ:,|fbi::or'I,e':STAGGER
"'': -'WPi'i'

Me+w':(c)„~''Veiification:::oui'dfeiri't::.'Is": "'ir'equk'ed ",~.": ':g

g li~~

- 8-H
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4.3

This Enclosure contains a brief description/justification for each marked-up change to existing current
plant Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up
of the CTS). The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure
4. All proposed technical changes to the CTS are discussed below; however, some administrative
changes (i.e., format, presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS)) may not be discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets "f]"
indicates the information is specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER

01-01

01-02

01-03

NSHC

LG

LS1

DESCRIPTION

A Note, "Separate Condition entry is allowed for each
Function," is adde o the ACTIONS for the Reactor Tri
System, ESFAS, emo u ownasoa pies oeac
e uire con, and Acci ent onitonng
nstrumentation. is change clarifiies those situations where

the current TS ACTION Statements are not uniquely
associated with a particular Function or where the required
channels are specified on a per steam line, per loop, per SG,
per bus, etc., basis. This change is consistent with current
operating pracbcea and NUREG-t431. []
The CTS require that response time testing performed on
each reactor trip and ESFAS function every months and
that alternate trains be tested in successive tests. The CTS
description of the channel testing protocol matches the
improved TS definition of STAGGERED TEST BASIS.
However, several trip functions do not require response time
testing, as indicated by N.A. in the tables of response time
limits [(presently located in Tables 3.3-2 and 3.3-5 of the CTS,
which are being to the FSAR per CN 01-35-LG)]. The
improved TS specify that required response time testing be
performed on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS and do not
impose any requirements as to which train should be tested.
Therefore, the word "requirement" is added to the CTS and the
requirement to ensure that each train is tested every

c
months is moved to the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.16 and

JB SR 3.3.2.10.

In CTS SR 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.2.2, the active verb is changed
from "demonstrated to "verified." This allows Reactor Trip
System and ESFAS sensor response time verifications to be
performed per WCAP-13632-P-A Revision 2, "Elimination of
Pressure Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements."
This change is consistent with Traveler TSTF-111 Rev. 1,
which revises the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10
to allow the elimination of pressure sensor response time
testing.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 1





CHANGE
NUMBER

01-21

NSHC DESCRIPTION

The monthly and quarterly channel calibrations associated
with Notes (3), (4), and (6) of CTS Table 4.3-1 have been
moved from the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Setpoint
Function to the Overtemperature [hT] Function. This change
clarifies the relationship of these surveillances to the f, (hl)
penalty portion of the Overtemperature [bT] Function. The
primary purpose of these surveillances is to verify correct f,
(hl) input to Overtemperature [BTJ. Although these
surveillances affect all power range neutron flux channels, and
appropriate action must be taken for any affected power range
neutron fluxchannel, this change groups the surveillances
with the most appropriate reactor trip function for
OPERABILITYconcerns.

01-22

01-23

[] The applicable portions of CTS Table 4.3-1 Notes (3) and
(6) are incorporated directly into ITS SR 3.3.1.3 and
SR 3.3.1.6, as discussed in CN 1-25-A. Note (4) has been
deleted from the daily, monthly, and quarterly surveillances
associated with Notes (2), (3), and (6) of CTS Table 4.3-1
since these surveillances are not CHANNELCALIBRATIONS,
rather they are comparisons and adjustments as needed.
These changes are consistent with NUREG-1431.

Quarterly COTs have been added to CTS Table 4.3-1 for the
Power Range Neutron Flux-Lowand Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux trip functions in the event extended operation
within their APPLICABILITY(i.e., MODE 1 below P-10 and
MODE 2) takes place. The CTS only require a COT prior to
startup for these functions. New Note f(19)] has been added
to require that the new quarterly COT be performed within
12 hours after reducing power below P-10 for the power range
and intermediate range instrumentation (P-10 is the dividing
point marking the APPLICABILITYfor these trip functions), if
not performed within the previous 92 days. [In addition, new
Note (20) has been added] such that the PW and P-10
interlocks are verified to be in their required state during all
COTs on the Power Range Neutron Flux-Lowand
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip functions. These
changes are consistent with NUREG-1431 and traveler WOG-
106.

This chang adds new Note [(22)] to CTS Table 4.3-1 and
new Note [ )] to CTS Table 4.3-2 that explicitly require the
18-month calibrations to include verifications of affected time
constants, consistent with NUREG-1431.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 7





CHANGE
NUMBER

0143

01<5

01-46

01<7

01-48

01-49

NSHC

LS4

LS18

DESCRIPTION

The "Total Number of Channels" columns in CTS Tables 3.3-1
and [3.3-3) and the ["Minimum Channels OPERABLE ) column
in CTS Table [3.34] and the reference to them in the
ACTIONS are relabeled as the "Required Channels"
consistent with NUREG-1431. ACTION Statements are
revised to use the ITS terminology, "Required Channels".
Changing the column titles is purely administrative. The
numbers in the columns are adjusted, ifnecessary. Where the
numbers are adjusted, those changes are described in
different CNs. gncL 4 3-3

The "MODES For Which Su eillance Is Required'olumns in
CTS Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 [ are deleted since this
information is envelo'ped by CTS Tables 3.3-1 and [3.3-5j and
is redundant given the integrated OPERABILITYISR format in
improved TS Tables 3.3.1-1 and 3.3.2-1.

The Overtemperature [ET], Overpower [bT], Pressurizer
Pressure - High, and Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low
trip functions, which currently reference ACTION
Statement [6), are now referenced to new ACTION
Statement [2.1], consistent with ITS 3.3.1 Condition E. This
change is more restrictive since one less hour is available
under new ACTION Statement [2.1] than under the
combination of current ACTION Statement [6) and LCO 3.0.3.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

A new note (f) is added and applied to the Functional Unit 6.c.
The note is for clarification only as the CTS Table 3.3-1
indicates that only 1 channel is required to be OPERABLE and
that there is no trip function under these conditions.

CTS ACTION 7 is revised to allow a reduction in power below
P-9 in lieu of tripping the inoperable channel. The ACTION is
also revised to allow bypassing a tripped channel for four
hours for surveillance testing other channels. Note (j) is added
to Table 3.3-1, Applicable Modes for Functional Unit 17.a
and b that states that the requirements are only applicable
above P-9.

CTS ACTION 9 is deleted and revised ACTION 6 is used
which allows a power reduction below P-7 in lieu of tripping
the inoperable channel. Note (g) is added that specifies that
Functional Unit 19 of the CTS does not have to be applied
until the power level associated with P-7 is reached.
ACTION6 also allows the tripped channel to be bypassed for
up to 4 hours to perform surveillance testing on other
channels.
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CHANGE
NUMBER

01-50

01-51

01-52

01-53

01-54

01-55

01-56

NSHC

LG

LG

LS37

LS39

DESCRIPTION

ACTION [28] of the CTS duplicates CTS ACTION [6] and is
deleted.

This change moves the description of the P-7 inputs, i.e., P-10
and P-13, to the Bases since they are duplicated by Functional
Units [20.e and 20.f), The Required Channels column for P-7
lists "1 per train" since this is a more appropriate convention
for a logic function. These changes are consistent with
NUREG-1431. [This change also deletes the surveillance
requirements for P-7 per CN 3.3-54 in the ITS since the COTs
and channel calibration apply to P-10 and P-13 not to the P-7
logic function.]

This change moves the specifics on how to verify permissive
functions of ACTIONS [8] and [21] to the Bases, consistent
with NUREG-1431. This information is more appropriately
controlled outside of the TS while the underlying requirement
to verify proper permissive operation is unchanged.

CTS Table 3.3-1 ACTION Statement [2.c) is revised to be
consistent with ITS SR 3.2 4.2, as discussed in CN
4-04-LS-12 in the 3/4.2 package.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

APPLICABILITYNote [') and ACTION Statement [11] for
Functional Units [1, 6.b, 20, and 21] of CTS Table 3.3-1 are
modified to provide an alternative to opening the reactor trip
breakers (RTBs) while still assuring that the function and intent
of opening the RTBs is met. As currently worded, these
ACTION Statements result in a feedwater isolation signal
(FWIS) when in MODE 3with a T~ less than [554 F. FSAR
Table 7.3-3 and FSAR Figure 7.2-1 (sht. 13) detail the FWIS
generation on the coincidence of PQ and lowT~.] A more
generic action, which assures the rods are fully inserted and
cannot be withdrawn, replaces the specific method of
precluding rod withdrawal. The revised APPLICABILITYand
ACTION Statements still assure rod withdrawal is precluded.
This change does not involve any safety impact and is
consistent with traveler TSTF-135.

T CTS 3.3.1 ACTION 2.c requires that power be
reduced to less than 75% or that SR 4.2.4.2 be performed
whenever power is ~ 50%. This power level requirement
should be ~ 75% since ifpower is decreased below 75% per
the first part ofAction 2.c, the required ACTION is complete
and in addition, SR 4.2.4.2 is only required for power levels
a 75% with one power range detector inoperable.
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CHANGE
NUMBER

02-07

02-08

02-09

02-10

02-11

02-12

02-13

02-14

NSHC

LS11

LG

DESCRIPTION

[Note (a) is added to CTS Table 3.3-3 for the Steam Line
Isolation Functional Units 4.a, 4.b, 4.c, 4.d, and 4.e to state
that the LCO requirements are not applicable in MODES 2 and
3 when the MSIVs are closed and deactivated]. Note [(b)] is
added to CTS Table [3.3-3] for the Feedwater Isolation and
Turbine Trip Function [Functional Units 5.a, and 5.b] to state
that the LCO requirements are not applicable when the
[MFIVs, MFRVs or the associated bypass valves] are closed
[and deactivated or isolated by a closed manual valve). When
these valves are dosed [and deactivated or isolated by a
closed manual valve], they are already performing their safety
function. These changes are consistent with NUREG-1431.

[This change revises ACTION20 and 35 in CTS Table 3.3-3
and adds new ACTION 20.2 and 55.2 which are applicable tc
Fun cti en at Units 1.c, 1.d, 1, ~4.d, 4.e, 5. b, 6.@.1)a, and
S.dt. These ACTION Statements, written tc reflect the
APPLICABILITYof the affected channels and consistency with
ITS 3.3.2 [Conditions D and I], are more restrictive, by one
hour, than the current ACTION Statement[s] which invoke[]
LCO 3.0.3 ifthe inoperable channel is not placed in trip within
6 hours.

Separate ESFAS entries for the motor<riven and turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are no longer necessary,
consistent with NUREG-1431. The only difference in the
requirements (an SR 4.0.4 exception for response time testing
of the turbinMriven auxiliary feedwater pump) has been
addressed in the ITS by a Note in Surveillance Requirement
3.3.2.10. [The details ofwhich actuation signal starts which
pump is moved to the Bases for Sl and RCP undervoltage].

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

The Functional Unit for Loss of Power [CTS 7.a, 7.b] is moved
to improved TS 3.3.5.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This change modifies ACTION Statement [21] for permissive
P-11 f ] to provide specific shutdown requirements to exit
APPLICABILITYin lieu of applying LCO 3.0.3. This change is
more restrictive by one hour, consistent with NUREG-1431.
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CHANGE
NUMBER

02-28

02-29

02-30

02-31

02-32

02-33

02-34

02-35

02-36

02-37

02-38

02-39

02QO

NSHC

LG

LS23

LS34

M

LG

LS35

LG

DESCRIPTION

This change moves information inserted by LA114/112 on
containment spray and safety injection coincidence to the
Bases, consistent with NUREG-1431.

q7-io
A new f cbonal unit 9 is added, per@ icense Amendment
Reques that incorporates ACTION . new) and
Surveillances for the residual heat removal (RHR) pump trip
from low refueling water storage tank level.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Note (2) of the CTS Table 4.3.2 is revised. The testing
frequency was relaxed from monthly (M) to quarterly (Q) via
License Amendment 102/101, but the Note was not revised
nor was it shown as applicable to Functional Unit3.c.4)~
This change revises the APPLICABILITYof Functional Unit 7
to require OPERABILITYwhen the associated DG is required
to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2 of the ITS. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Delete MODE 4 APPLICABILITYfrom the Manual Initiation of
MSIVs since the valves are not required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 4 per CTS 3.7.1.5 or ITS 3.7.2.

Move valve numbers in CTS ACTION 18 dealing with
containment ventilation isolation to the Bases, consistent with
NUREG-1431.

This administrative change affects the manner in which the
CTS 4.0.4 exception for testing the TDAFWpump is
presented. The exception allows entry into MODE 3 to
perform the TDAFWpump response time testing. In NUREG-
1431, the CTS 4.0.4 exception from fCTS 3.7.1.2 has been
interpreted so that it allows response time testing to be
deferred as] is reflected in the ITS SR 3.3.2.10 NOTE.
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CHANGE
NUIIBER

02-41

02<2

02-43

02~

02<5

02-46

02%7

02<8

03-01

03-02

03-03

NSHC

LS36

LS38

LG

LG

LS42

LS28

LG

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

A new Action 15 is added and applied to Functional Unit 7. a.
2) and 7. b. 1) that allows the affected Emergency Diesel
Generator to be declared inoperable and requires entry into
Specification 3.8.1.1 when more than one relay per bus is
inoperable. Current ACTION 16 does not address the above
situation and requires entry into LCO 3.0.3. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

The requirements of this specification [CTS 3.3.3.1] are moved
to [four] separate specifications in the improved TS. The RCS
Leakage Detection requirements are moved to improved
TS 3.4.15. [The Fuel Building requirements are moved to
improved TS 3.3.8.] The Control Room requirements are
moved to improved TS 3.3.7. [The Containment Ventilation
Isolation requirements are moved to improved TS 3.3.6.]

The requirements stipulated in ACTION [a] are moved to ITS
Tables [3.3.6-1, 3.3.7-1 and 3.3.8-1], with explicit direction
contained in the ITS ACTIONS Bases. The 4 hour AOT for
setpoint adjustment is eliminated.

The requirements associated with the criticalitymonitors are
moved to a licensee controlled document. These monitors are
required by 10CFR70.24; however, there is no requirement for
[them] to be in the Technical Specifications [as criticality
monitors. They are retained, however, as initiators of the
Iodine Removal mode of the FHBVS for a fuel handling
accident until RM and are installed in accordance
with License Amend nt 70/69 Since Part 70 is invoked in
the operating license, ese mon tors willbe retained in the

lant desi n.

qy,
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CHANGE
NUMBER

03-04

03-05

03-06

03-07

03-08

03-09

03-10

NSHC

LS14

A

LS16

LS-24

LG

DESCRIPTION

This change adds the APPLICABILITYfor movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies consistent with NUREG-1431. The
CTS APPLICABILITYof "All"MODES does not cover the
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies when the core is
oNoaded.

ACTION Statement [34] for the [Control Room AirIntake] []
radiation monitors have extended Completion Times, from [1
hour] to 7 days for one required channel inoperable, consistent
with NUREG-1431.

ACTION [c] of CTS LCO 3.3.3.1 is revised to state the
Specification 3.0.3 exception is [retained only for the Fuel
Handling Building Radioactivity Instrumentation]. The LCO
3.0.3 exception is not needed in ITS 3.3.7'or ITS 3.4.15 since
Required Actions are provided with the appropriate reggdial
measures for all combinations of failures, including shutdown
actions, or reference is made to the associated plant system
TS for the systems sffeoted by the iliiilperebitityof the
radiation monitors. []. giai,g
The APPLICABILITYfor the Fueg3uilding'xhaust radiation
monitors has been revised to read "during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel [handling] building. [The
REQUIRED CHANNELS for Instrument 1.b. has been revised
from one as specifed by the CTS to two as specifed by
NUREG-1431 to provide protection against a single failure that
could prevent the transfer of the FHBVS to the iodine removal
mode.]

The CTS have been revised to include manual initiation of the
fuel handling building and manual and automatic initiation of
the control room pressurization system. These systems are
not classified as ESF functions in the CTS even though CTS
surveillarlce 4.7.5.1 e.2) requires that the CRVS automatically
switch~othe pressurization mode on a Phase "A"signal.
The FHBVS is not an ESF function since its only function is to
mitigate a fuel handling accident. This revision incorporates
the Actuation Logic, Master Relay, and Slave Relay Tests
included in NUREG-1431 for the CRVS and the TADOTfor
the manual actuation of both systems. The automatic
actuation tests are conducted as part of the CTS, and the
relay tests are currently performed even though not specifically
called out in the CTS.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

The DCPP descriptive information related to the Required
Channels per normal intake is moved to the Bases.
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CHANGE
NUMBER

03-11

03-12

03-13

03-14

03-15

03-16

03-17

04-01

05-01

NSHC

A

LS29

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This proposed change adds an ACTION and an allowed
outage time of 4 hours for one inoperable Containment
Ventilation Radiation instrumentation or actuation channel.
The CTS via ACTIONS 18 and 33 requires that for one or two
instruments or channels inoperable that CTS 3.6.3 or 3.9.9 be
entered. The revised TS willrequire that ITS 3.6.3 or 3.9.4 be
entered ifthe instrument or channel cannot be returned to an
OPERABLE status within the revised AOT. This change is
consistent with the requirements of NUREG-1431.

This change revises CTS ACTION 34 to require appropriate
MODE changes or condition changes for the CRVS with one
inoperable normal intake monitor and new ACTION 36
specifies actions for two inoperable normal intake monitors.
The CTS requires that ifthe required ACTIONs for one
inoperable CRVS monitor is not met that LCO 3.0.3 be
entered. In addition, the CTS does not specify a required
action ifboth monitors are inoperable. NUREG-1431 requires
that for the above conditions that appropriate actions be taken
to place the plant in acondition of non-APPLICABILITY.
These ACTIONs specify a shutdown requirement for MODES
1-4 that is one hour less than LCO 3.0.3, and immediate
ACTION for inoperability in MODE 5 or 6, and immediate
action for inoperability during fuel movement. These changes
are consistent with NUREG-1431. Refer also to CN 0348-M,
CN 03-04-M, and CN 3.3-51.

NOT USED TS 3.3.6 for DCPP includes MODES 1-4 and
unng movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment, in addition to MODE 6, in the LCO
APPLICABILITY.These requirements are inferred in
CTS 3.6.3 and are repeated here for clarity.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

DCPP LCO 3.3.3.2, Movable Incore Detectors, is relocated to
a licensee controlled document, see Attachment 21, page 11.

DCPP LCO 3.3.3.3, Seismic Instrumentation, is relocated to a
licensee controlled document, see LAR 9547.
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CHANGE
NUMBER

08-03

08-04

08-05

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

08-11

09-01

10-01

11-01

NSHC

LS17

LG

LS27

LS30

LG

DESCRIPTION

This change revises CTS Table [3.3-10] to clarify the number
of channels required to be Operable. This is an administrative
change which deletes the "Minimum Channels Operable"
column []. The required ACTIONs are now based on one
channel inoperable or two channels inoperable, rather than
"less than the Total Number" or "less than Minimum Number."
This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Consistent with NUREG-1431 (ITS 3.3.3 Required
ACTIONs C.1, E.1, and G.1), this change deletes the
requirement to initiate an alternate means of monitoring within
72 hours when two channets of Containment Radiation Level
~Vk@ are inoperable as specified in CTS [3.3.3.6
ACTION d. In addition, a special report is required within 14
days that identiTies the alternate method of monitoring the
appropriate parameter(s), as well as the current special report
requirements ].

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not Used.

Not Used.

This change revises the DCPP CTS 3.3.3.6 to conform to
NUREG-1431 and revises CTS Table 3.3-10 to both add and
delete instruments per the Reviewer's Note on ISTS
Table 3.3.3-1.

The explosive gas monitoring instrumentation willbe
controlled by the Explosive Gas Monitoring Program
established in accordance with ITS 5.5.12, see Attachment 21,
page 15.

The Turbine Overspeed Protection System is relocated to a
licensee controlled document, see LAR 95-07.

LCO 3.3.3.7, Chlorine Detection Systems, is relocated to a
licensee controlled document, see LAR 95-07.
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3!4.3

Page 1 of 31

NUMBER

TECH SPEC CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE WOLF CREEK
PEAK

CALLAWAY

01-01
A

01-02
LG

01-03
LS1

01-04
LG

01-05
A

A Note, "Separate Condition entry is allowed for each
Function," is added to the ACTIONS for the Reactor Trip
System, ESFAS, []and Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation. This change clarifies those situations
where the CTS ACTION Statements are not uniquely
associated with a particular Function or where the
required channels are specified on a per steam line, per
loop, per SG, per bus, etc., basis.

The improved TS specify that required response time
testing be performed on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
and do not impose any requirements as to which train
should be tested. The requirement to ensure that each
train is tested every months is moved to the Bases for
SR 3.3.1.16 and S

Changing "demonstra d o "verified'llows Reactor Trip
System and ESFAS sensor response time verifications to
be performed per WCAP-13632-P-A Revision 2. This
change is consistent with traveler TSTF-111.

In CTS Tables [3.3-1 and 3.3-3], the ["Channels to Trip"
andJ 'Minimum Channels OPERABLE" columns are
deleted. []The ACTION Statements have been revised
accordingly.

The LCO 3.0.4 exception [footnote ¹J in CTS Table 3.3-1
is deleted entirely. ACTION Statement [BJ in CTS
Table 3.3-1 permits continued operation for an unlimited
period of time. Therefore, no exception to ITS LCO 3.0.4
is needed for this ACTION Statement [J

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see CN 1-58-A.

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes, see also CN
246-LS42.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, see also CN
2-46-LS42.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.3

Page 11 of 31

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

0142
M

0143
A

01<4
A

0145
M

0146
A

This change adds direction to ACTIONS 7, 11, and 13 in
CTS Table 3.3-1 to be in MODE 3 within 12 hours, in lieu
of LCO 3.0.3 entry, if inoperable EAM/TTDtimer(s) or
channel(s) aren't tripped within 6 hours.

The "Total Number of Channels'olumns in CTS
Tables 3.3-1 and [3.3-3] and the ['MinimumChannels
OPERABLE"] column in CTS Table [3.34) and the
references to them in the ACTIONS are relabeled as the
"Required Channels" consistent with NUREG-1431
Rev. 1. ACTION Statements have been revised
accordingly.

This change deletes the "MODES For Wh'urveillance
Is Required'olumn in CTS Tables 4.3- 4.3-+and 4.3-
3). u.
The Overtemperature [hT], Overpower [hT), Pressurizer
Pressure - High, and Steam Generator Water Levei-
Low-Lowtrip functions, which currently reference
ACTION Statement [6), are now referenced to new
ACTION Statement [2.1], consistent with ITS 3.3.1
Condition E. This change is more restrictive since one
less hour is available under new ACTION Statement [2.1]
than under the combination of current ACTION
Statement [6] and LCO 3.0.3.

ACTION Statement 13 of CTS Table 3.3-1 and ACTION
Statement 36 of CTS Table 3.3-3 are revised to reflect
operating and testing options that have existed since the
SG Water Level Low-LowEAMfRD design was
implemented, but were not listed in the TS since they
were not necessarily the options of choice.

No, not in current
design or TS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in current
design or TS.

No, not in current
design or TS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in current
design or TS.

No, not in current
design or TS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in current
design or TS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, reviewed in
OL Amendment
No. 43 dated
April 14, 1989.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.3

Page 15 of 31

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

02-04
LG

The requirements stipulated in ACTIONS a and b are
moved to ITS Table 3.3.2-1, with explicit direction
contained in the ITS ACTIONS Bases.

Yes Yes Yes'es
02-05
M

02-06
LS33

The Functional Unit for Containment Purge Isolation,
CTS 3.c, is moved to improved TS 3.3.6. Improved
TS 3.3.6 adds requirements on the OPERABILITYof the
containment purge radiation monitors and extends the
Applicabilityto the Manual Initiation and BOP ESFAS
actuation logic to include during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies within containment and Core Alterations.

Functional Unit 4.a.1 of curret TS Table 3.3-3 has been
deleted.

No, see
CN 02-20-A.

No, retained in
CTS.

No, see CN 2-20-A. Yes

No, see CN 2-25-A. No, see CN 2-25-A.

Yes

Yes

02-07
LS11

02-08
M

[Note (a) is added to CTS Table 3.3-3 for the Steam Line
Isolation Function to state that the LCO requirements are
not applicable in MODES 2 and 3 when the MSIVs are
closed and deactivated]. Note [(b)] is added to CTS
Table [3.3-3] for the Feedwater Isolation and Turbine Trip
Function to state that the LCO requirements are not
applicable when the [MFIVs, MFRVs and the associated
bypass valves] are closed [and deactivated or isolated by
a closed manual valve]. Eiw

[This change revises ACTION 20 and 35 CTS Table
3.3-3 and adds new ACTION 35.2 whi are applicable
to Units 1.c, 1.d, 1.f, 4.d, 4.e, 5.b, 6.c, and 6.d].
These ACTION Statements, written to reflect the
Applicabilityof the affected channels, are more
restrictive, by one hour, than the current ACTION
Statement[s] which invoke[] LCO 3.0.3 ifthe inoperable
channel is not placed in trip within 6 hours.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.3

Page 19'of 31

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
97-io

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

02-29
M

02-30
A

02-31
A

02-32
LS23

A new functional unit 9 is add d to the DCPP CTS, per a
License Amendment Reques that incorporates ACTION

. (new) and the appropriate Surveillances for the
residual heat removal (RHR) pump trip from low refueling
water storage tank (RWST) level.

This change deletes Note (3) from Functional Unit 2.b.
The slave relays listed in Note (3) were never associated
with containment spray.

The - Note for Functional Unit6.g of CTS Table 3.3-3 is
deleted. This note is no longer needed given that the ITS
provideds separate Condition entry on a per pump basis,
as evaluated under CN 2-46-LS42, and given the
adoption of ITS LCO 3.0.6 and the Safety Function
Determination Program.

These changes affect the ACTION STATEMENTs for
inoperable undervoltage or degraded voltage relays. For
all trip functions, new statements are added which require
that the diesel generator, which was made inoperable by
the inoperable undervoltage or degraded voltage relay,
may be declared inoperable in lieu of entering LCO 3.0.3.
Ifthe number of OPERABLE channels per bus is less
than the Required Number, one hour is now allowed to
restore the channel to operability before compensatory
actions are required.

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.-

No, see
CN-0248-LS28.

No

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, see CN
2-18-LS-31.

Yes

Yes

No, see
CN 2-18-LS-31.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.3

Page 24 of 31

TECH SPEC CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE WOLF CREEK
PEAK

CALLAWAY

03-05
LS14

03-06
A

03-07
LS16

03-08
M

03-09
LS24

03-10
LG

ACTION Statement [34] for the [Control Room AirIntake]
[]radiation monitors have extended Completion Times,
from [1 hour) to 7 days for one required channel
inoperable.

ACT NHof fSLCO3.3.3.1isrevisedtostatethe
Speci ic 3.0.3 exception is [retained only for the Fuel
Handling Building Radioactivity Instrumentation].

The Applicabilityfor the Fuel [Handling] Building Exhaust
radiation monitors has been revised to read 'during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
[handling] building." [The REQUIRED CHANNELS for
Instrument 1.b. has been revised from one as specifed by
the CTS to two as specifed by NUREG-1431 to provide
single failure protection.)

The DCPP CTS have been revised to include manual
initiation of the fuel handling building and automatic
initiation of the control room pressurization system.
These systems are not classified as ESF functions in the
CTS. This revision incorporates the Actuation Logic,
Master Relay, and Slave Relay Tests included in
NUREG-1431for the CRVS and the TADOTfor the
manual actuation of both systems.

The CPSES Surveillance frequency for the performance
of a CHANNELOPERABILITYTEST for the radiation
monitoring instrumentation channels would be extended
from once per 31 days to once per 92 days. This change
is consistent with the ITS.

The DCPP descriptive information related to the
Required Channels per normal intake is moved to the
Bases.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 314.3

Page 26 of 31

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

03-15
M

03-16

d>heel.

03-17
A

04-01
R

05-01
R

06-01
R

This change revises DCPP CTS ACTION 34 and adds
new ACTION 36 to require appropriate MODE changes
or condition changes for the CRVS with one or two
inoperable normal intake monitors. These actions
specify a shutdown requirement for MODES 1R that is
one hour less than LCO 3.0.3, and immediate action for
inoperability in MODE 5 or 6, and Immediate action for
inoperability during fuel movement. Refer also to CN 03-
08-M, CN 03-04-M, and CN 3.3-51.

.3.6for C Pinciu sMODES14an during
moveme of irradiate uel assemblies 'n
ontai ent, in addi' to MODE6, in e LCO
pp 'bility. The requirements a inferred in

C 3.6.3 and e re eatedhere rclari .

The CPSES restrictions on opening of the containment
pressure relief valves is moved from the Radiation
Monitoring Instrumentation specification in the CTS to
ITS 3.6.3 and the ITS Administrative Controls Section
5.5.1 for the ODCM.

DCPP LCO 3.3.3.2, Movable Incore Detectors, is
relocated to a licensee controlled document.

DCPP LCO 3.3.3.3, Seismic Instrumentation, is relocated
to a licensee controlled document.

DCPP LCO 3.3.3.4, Meterological Instrumentation, is
relocated to a licensee controlled document.

Yes

No

Yes, see
Attachment 21,
page 11.

Yes, see
LAR 95-07

Yes, see
Attachment 21,
page 13.

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

0

A/~

No

No

No
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.3

P.age 29 of 31

TECH SPEC CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
PEAK

08-04
LS17

08-05
A

08-06
LG

08-07
A

Consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1 (ITS 3.3.3 Required
Actions C.1, E.1, and G.1), this change deletes the
requirement to initiate an alternate means of monitoring
within 72 hours when two channels of Containment
Radiation Level [,.

are inoperable as
specified in C(TS 3.3.3.6 ACTION d],

In conjunction with CN 8-03-A, this change rearranges
the ACTION Statements for the single channel Functions
(i.e., SG Water Level - Wide Range and AFW Flow
Rate). No change in AOT is requested, therefore this is
an administrative change.

Specific equipment ID numbers are moved to the ITS
Bases.

This CPSES-specific change revises the definition of
Core Exit Temperature thermocouple channels. The
change clarifies that 2 Core Exit Temperature
thermocouple channels per quadrant per train with each
channel consisting of 1 thermocouple, is the same as
2 channels per quadrant with each channel consisting of
2 thermocouples.

Yes

No, see CN
8-11-LS-30.

No, not in CTS.

No

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





IV. SPECIFlC NQ SlGNiFtCANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATlONS

NSHC LS1
(continued) Q5PP

testing requirements for those other sensors. The specific sensors installed at [ y] and that require
RTT are listed below:

- Steam Generator Water Level
- Pressurizer Pressure
- Steamline Pressure

- Containment Pressure
- Reactor Coolant Flow

Rosemount/Model 1154
Rosemount/Model 1154
Barton/Model 763 and
Rosemount/Model 1154
Rosemount/Model 1154
Rosemount/Model 1154

The basis for eliminating periodic response time testing for each sensor is discussed in the WCAP and/or
the EPRI report. These reports provide justification that any sensor failure that significantly degrades
response time willbe detectable during surveillance testing such as calibration and channel checks.

The applicability of the generic analysis ofWCAP-13632-P-A Revision 2 has been confirmed for [DCPP].
Each of the above transmitters is included in Table 9-1 ofWCAP-13632. ln addition, the following
discussion addresses the four actions raised in the NRC SER dated September 5, 1995:

(a) A hydraulic response time test willbe performed on any new or refurbished transmitter,
prior to declaring the affected channel operable, to determine an initial sensor-specific
response time value.

(b) A hydraulic response time test willbe performed on units that use capillary tubes after
initial installation of replacement transmitters or following any, maintenance or modification
activity that could damage the capillary tubing or degrade the response time
characteristics of installed sensors.

(c) [DCPP] does not utilize pressure sensors that incorporate a variable damping feature in
the RTS or ESFAS channels that are required to have their response times verified.

(d) (DCPP has established an enhanced monitoring program for those Rosemount
transmitters that require monitoring per NRC Bulletin 90%1 and Supplement 1. Some of
those transmitters are RTS or ESFAS transmitters that require RTT'. These transmitters
will remain in the enhanced monitoring program until they are replaced or the alternative
method of performing periodic drift monitoring as described below is initiated:

Ensure that operators and technicians are aware of the Rosemount transmitter
loss of fillwilissue and make provisions to ensure that technicians monitor for for
sensor response time degradation during the performance of calibrations and
functional tests of these transmitters, and

2. Review and revise surveillance testing procedures, if necessary to ensure that
calibrations are being performed using equipment designed to provide a step
function or fast ramp in the process variable and that allows simultaneous
monitoring of both the input and output response of the transmitter under test.
Thus allowing, with reasonable assurance, the recognition of significant response
time degradation.)

Based on these results, the Technical Specifications are revised to indicate that the system response time
shall be verified utilizing a sensor response time justified by the methodology described in
WCAP-13632-P-A Revision 2. Allocations for sensor response times may be obtained from: (1) historical
records based on acceptable response time tests (hydraulic, noise, or power interrupt tests), (2) inplace,
onsite, or offsite (e.g. vendor) test measurements, or (3) utilizing vendor engineering specifications.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 16





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS2
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RE RICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSP IFICATIONS

Qz

A new ACTION Statement [2.1] is created which is essentially the me as current ACTION Statement [6],
and is similar to current ACTION Statement [2], but does not req e a reduction in THERMALPOWER to
less than 75% RTP or the measurement of the QPTR ifabove 7 % RTP. This new ACTION Statement is
applied to the Power Range Neutron Flux, High Positive Rate [ High Negative Rate] trip functions. Since
these are rate functions, their effectiveness is not improved by reducing power.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no significant
hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin 50.9f, that a
proposed amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for
a testing faci%'tyinvolves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation ofthe facilityin
accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident previously
evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration
standards, as applied to the relaxation applicable to the power range neutron flux, high positive rate [and
high negative rate] trip functions:

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated'7

Overall protection system performance willremain within the bounds of the previously performed
accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed. The proposed change adds a
relaxation to the ACTION associated with an inoperable channel in the power range neutron flux,
high positive rate [and high negative rate] trip function. No power reduction below 75% RTP or
QPTR monitoring above 75% RTP would be required since these actions have no basis for this
rate trip function.

The high positive rate [and high negative rate] trip functions are insensitive to the static power
level. The proposed change willnot affect any of the analysis assumptions for any of the
accidents previously evaluated. []The proposed change willnot affect the probability of any
event initiators nor willthe proposed change affect the ability of any safety-related equipment to
perform its intended function. There willbe no degradation in the performance of nor an increase
in the number of challenges imposed on safety-related equipment assumed to function during an
accident situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

DCPP No Signficant Hazards Evaluations 19





IY. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDSCONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS8
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

This change reflects a revision to current ACTION Statement [6]. Ifthe requirements current ACTION
Statement [6] are not met, LCO 3.0.3 would be entered. This ACTION Statement is vised to state that if
the ACTION requirements are not met, THERMALPOWER must be reduced to ow the P-7 interlock
setpoint within the next.6 hours. Most of the Functional Units that impose ACT N Statement [6],
Pressurizer Pressure - Low, Pressurizer Water Level - High, Reactor Cool Flow - Low, Two Loops
(above P-7 and below P-8), RCP Under voltage, and RCP Underfrequen are automatically blocked
below P-7 and an ApplicabilityNote has been added accordingly. The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low (Single
Loop) reactor trip function does not have to be OPERABLE below the P-8 setpoint; however, the Required
Action must take the plant below the P-7 setpoint, ifan inoperable channel is not tripped within 6 hours,
due to the shared components between this function and the Reactor Coolant Flow - Low (Two Loops) trip
function.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no significant
hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin 50.91, that a
proposed amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for
a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation of the faci%tyin
accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident previously
evaluated; or

3. Involve a signiTicant reduction in a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration
standards:

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated?

Overall protection system performance willremain within the bounds of the previously performed
accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed. The proposed change adds a
relaxation to the ACTION Statement associated with an inoperable channel in CTS Table 3.3-1
Functional Units [9, 11, 12.a, 12.b, 14, and 15] by keeping the end point of the shutdown action
above the CTS requirement ifan inoperable channel isn't placed in trip within 6 hours. The new
ACTION Statement would reduce power to less than P-7 (10% RTP) within the next 6 hours in
this situation as compared to entry into LCO 3.0.3 (power ~ 5% RTP) in the current TS. The
proposed change in the ACTION Statement willnot affect any of the analysis assumptions for any
of the accidents previously evaluated. An LCO 3.0.3 shutdown to s 5% RTP is not required to
meet the initial conditions of any accident analysis crediting these trip functions. The proposed
change willnot affect the probability of any event initiators nor willthe proposed change affect the
ability of any safety-related equipment to perform its intended function. There willbe no
degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety-
related equipment assumed to function during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed
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RTS Instrumentation QL
3 . 3 . 1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

(continued)

SR 3.3.1. 14 NOTE-
Verification of setpoint is not required.

Perform TADOT,
gag
months B

SR 3.3.1.15, - 'OTE
Verification of setpoint is not required.

Perform TADOT.

------NOTE------
Only required
when not
performed within
previous 31 days

Prior to reactor
startup

SR 3.3.1.16 - - - NOTE-
Neutron detectors are excluded from response
time testing.

Verify RTS RESPONSE TIME is within limits.
>ifzP
months
on a
STAGGEREO TEST
BASIS

SR'!!S,"9":::1"::;."I7~!:,x:::::.Periorm:,::CIOATIOJI';IRE1'C-.":,"KSTS K8
'iiionthe

3.$45

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.3-17





ESFAS Instrumentation QD
3 . 3 . 2

I

(
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I. One channel inoperable. I.l

OR

----------NOTE-------------
The inoperable channel may
be bypassed for up to
4 hours for surveillance
testing of other channels.

Place channel in trip.
6 hours

I.ZR~FNBe in MODE. Q2.

NN

1%2FAC!Be:,,;,:in.,';IEEKr'3FF~oi
Lun'ti'oJi~6";"::bii"

12 hour s.s.m
s

32'Thurs

, NOT'.:'USN
.o> s ~9HP 33 qq6

5
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p/d. cA channel i'n cut-cut.
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DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.3-33





ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

(:;j SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.8 --------NOTE
Verification of setpoint not required for
manual initiation functions.

Perform TADOT. months

SR 3.3.2.9 - - - 'NOTE -- --
This Surveillance shall include verification
'that the time constants are adjusted to the
prescribed values.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
X8 months

(
SR 3.3.2. 10 -----NOTE

Not required to be performed for the turbine
driven AFW pump until'P3 hours after SG
pressure is ~ QQ@9 659 psig.

Verify ESFAS RESPONSE TIMES are within limit.

8 pe

2
months on a

STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

(continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.3-37





ESFAS Instrumentation QG ~
3 .3 . 2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.11 -- NOTE
Verification of setpoint not required. 3.s61

Perform TADOT.

SR S.g-2-lX per f) /CD <+ '"
Log c TeW

@mo Ois

t8 rnon~s
[~9- l3

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.3-38





ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

( Table 3.3.2-1 (page 67: of SB)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation"System Instrumentation

FUNCTION

APPLICABLE ED
tSDES OR

OTHER
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOMABLE TRIP

CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREHENTS VALUE SETPOINT

5. Turbine Trip and
Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic 1 2(j)
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

2 trains H ~ SR 3.3.2.2
SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.6

PS

'. SG Mater
Level —High
High (P-14)

1.2 j . ~9P per SG I 99 SR 3.3.2.5( ),p SR 3.3.2.1.

SR 3.3.2.9 ~~;:s~,,5."f8%

SR 3.3.2. 10 .

c. Safety Injection Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation functions
and requirements.

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

a".j4". nua
'

b.Automatic
Actuation Logic and
Actuation Relays
(Solid State
Protection System)

1 ~ 2 '

NI:"'.S:,::SV+fiS ~~~!Jig

SR 3.3.2.2 NA
SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.6

3.341

ed. SG Mater
Level —Low Low

1.2.3 — Q5".'~ per SG SR 3.3.2.1
SR 3.3.2.5
SR 3.3.2.9
SR 3.3.2.10

B-PS

8
3.3-46

M'<@
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Table 3.3.2-1 (page 49 of 81X)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation"System"Instrumentation

Qe

FUNCTION

APPLICABLE NODES
OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED
CONDITIONS CHANNELS

SURVEILLANCE ALLOMAB LE
CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE

ED

TRIP
SETPOINM

6. Auxiliary
Feedwater
(continued)

45.Safety
Injection

Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation functions and
requirements.

3.341

N-44+'M ~~ ~P'9-0
SR '%44-.40

delay delay

4g.Undervoltage
Reactor Coolant
Pump

4Q I per
bus

SR 3.3.2.%
SR 3.3.2.9"
SR 3.3.2.10 '7735<~RhE

B.PB

3.3-127

y e
8 KVdltEDM.,,iewewhwr vMwvÃ

3.3-116

4Y Nl'30SEO

3.341

7. Autema4$ eWM))~e
MKK
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FUNCTION

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED REQUIRED

CONDITIONS CHANNELS
SURVEILLANCE

CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

ED

ALLNAB LE TRIP
VALUE SETPOINT

N '~4 's~ ~~4
N
SR '%44-.0Q~4'~

G~~e4
A'.

gem'duel ~ &m~d
pbnp rr p on ~gg

e!Tc,ne uk'lou

sn s.s.~. I
SP 3 31 I
Ss2 3.P,r.(2-

3. 3-Z9

92.52 l~
>. 8> N9 '5

(continued)

ED

,
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B 3.3.1

Source Ran e Neutron Flux (continued)

M4AILE to provide core protection against a rod
withdrawal accident. If the QQ Rod;";Cori7%1,:::,:.System is not
capable of rod withdrawal, the source range detectors are not
required to trip the reactor. However, their monitoring
Function must be OPERABLE to monitor core neutron levels and
provide indication of reactivity changes that may occur as a
result of events like aq8uncoAt'r..imaged boron dilution.

The requirements for the
NIS source range detectors in HOOE 6 are addressed in
LCO 3.9.3. "Nuclear Instrumentation."

Overtem erature hT

The Overtemperature hT trip Function is provided to
ensure that the design limit DNBR is met. This trip
Function also limits the .range over which the Overpower hT
trip Function must provide protection(and; it:;,':jr,'ol."ec'ts:::,:hagi'insist
jesse.„'=:,:,.exjt":bP'PbogTfzg;:,,end,,'eostiresYt'h'it:,'';thejixii~Y: uaL'ii'jj'is
i~thjii'-,.',the'.-'-1'j)iitkgdifiiied>st.::::,::the,'.;ONBRgo re'ati'on. The

coolant temperature, axial power distr ibution, and reactor
power as indicated by loop hT assuming full reactor coolant
flow. 'Protection from violating the DNBR limit 'is assured
for those transients that are slow with respect to delaysf t t tt t

The
Overtemperature bT trip Function uses each loop's DT as a
measure of reactor power and is compared with a setpoint that
is automatically varied with the following parameters:

~ reactor coolant average temperature -the Trip Setpoint is
varied to correct for changes in coolant density and
specific heat capacity with changes in coolant
temperature;

~ pressurizer pressure —the Trip Setpoint is varied to
correct for changes in system pressure; and

~ axial power distribution - f(hI), the Trip Setpoint is
varied to account for imbalances in the axial power
distribution as detected by the

~ NIS upper and lower power range detectors. If
axial peaks are greater than the design limit, as

indicated by the difference between the upper and lower NIS
power range detectors, the Trip Setpoint is reduced in
accordance with Note 1 of Table 3.3. 1-1.

~ Dynamic compensation is included for system piping delays
fr the core to the temperature measurement system.

~T,. as used in the overtemperatyre and overpower ~T trips.
represents the 100 percent RTP v'alue of ~T as measured by the

(continued)

9
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

plant for each loop. For the initial startup of a refueled
core. ~T, is initially assumed to be the same as the last
measured cT value from the previous cycle until cT is
measured again at full power. Accurate determination of the
loop specific ~T values should be made quarterly when
performing the incore/excore recalibration at steady-state
conditions (i .e., power distributions not affected by xenon
or other transient conditions). The variation in indicated
~T between loops is due to the variance in both real hot leg
temperatures and hot leg temperature measurement biases. The
real hot leg temperature variance between loops is primarily
caused by asymetrical flow in the upper plenum, and the
difference in hot leg temperature measurement bases,
primarily caused by differences in hot leg temperature
streaming error between loops. The change in the indicated
loop cTs with burn up is caused primarily by the change in
the hot leg streaming biases as the radial power distribution
changes.

The Overtemperature hT trip Function is calculated for each
loop as described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if
0 td t dt d td t 11.
)he pressure and temperature signals are used for other

t 11 tt —,.1 ~tt'tt t tt
logic must be able to withstand an input failure to the
control system, which may then require the protectibn
function actuation. and a single failure in the other
channels providing the protection function actuation. Note
that this Function also provides a signal to generate a
turbine runback prior to reaching the Trip Setpoint. A
turbine runback will reduce turbine power and reactor power.
A reduction in power will normally alleviate the
Overtemperature hT condition and may prevent a reactor trip.
The LCO requires all four channels of the Overtemperature hT
trip Function to be OPERABLE

Note
that the Overtemperature hT Function receives input from
channels shared with other RTS Functions. Failures that
affect multiple Functions require entry i'nto the Conditions
applicable to all affected Functions.

In MODE 1 or 2. the Overtemperature hT trip must be OPERABLE
to prevent ONB g2.'-„:out,-:graf::-',4.:-;;co>ricidepce)':. In MODE 3, 4, 5,
or 6, this trip Punctiori does not have to be OPERABLE because
the reactor is not operating and there is insufficient heat
production to be concerned about DNB.

.
(continued)
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(Pe f. ~).

geJ, i~(.
-fh;s W0
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

Over ower hT

The Overpower ET trip Function ensures that protection
is provided to ensure the integrity of the fuel (i .e.,
no fuel pellet melting and less than 1X cladding strain)
under all possible overpower conditions[VorgCandi'g'n":,I;:.';:ac(
: '~eaeht:::":;-;tRef::;::edgg. This trip Function also 'li'mits thee
required range o'f the Overtemperature aT trip Function and
provides a backup to the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Setpoint trip. The Overpower hT trip Function ensures that

he allowable heat generation rate (kW/ft) of the fuel is notIt uses the hT of each loop as a measure of
reactor power with a setpoint that is automatically varied
ith the following parameters:

~ reactor coolant'verage temperature —the Trip Setpoint is
varied to correct for changes in coolant density and
specific heat capacity with changes in coolant
temperature; and

~ rate of change of reactor coolant average
temperature- including dynamic compensation for the delays
between the core and the temperature measurement system.

'T,,

as used in the overtemperature and overpower rT trips,
represents the 100 percent RTP value of ~T as measured by the
plant for each loop. For the initial startup of a refueled
core, ~T, is initially assumed to be the same as the last
measured ~T value from the previous cycle until ~T is
measured again at full power. Accurate determination of the
loop specific ~T values should be made quarterly when
performing the incore/excore recalibration at steady-state
conditions (i .e., power distributions not affected by xenon
or other transient conditions). The variation in indicated
de between loops is due to the variance in both real hot leg
temperatures and hot leg temperature measurement biases. The
real hot leg temperature variance between loops is primarily
caused by asymetrical flow in the upper plenum, and the
difference in hot leg temperature measurement biases ins
primarily caused by differences in hot leg temperature
streaming error between loops. The change in the indicated
loop ~Ts with burn up is caused primarily by the change in
the hot leg streaming biases as the radial power distribution
changes.

The Overpower hT trip Function is calculated for each loop as
per Note 2 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if Overpower hT is
hach tdi t 1 p.~al t P t
signals are used for other control functions-.™ AC-4hese
~Os-. 'thugs'; the actuation logic must be able sto withstand an
input fai"lure to the control system, which may then require
the protection function actuation and a single failure in the
remaining channels providing the protection function
actuation. Note that this Function also provides a signal to

(continued)
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(continued)

power and reactor power. A reduction in power will normally
alleviate the Overpower hT condition and may prevent a
reactor trip.
The LCO requires four channels

of the Over ower hT
trip Function to be OPERABLE $2,;,oUh:..of-."4,';:,':im'ii6dencH . Note
that the Overpower aT tri FuncJ>on receives i'riput roe

**+'I<8 ~iI(8.~
+sS ~

S ) C

.~) '.I~)(,(s<P g3
'g)6

8'continued)
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G~ f i d)

channels shared with other RTS Functions. Failures
that affect multiple Functions require entry into the
Conditions applicable to all affected Functions.

In NODE 1 or 2, the Overpower hT trip Function must be
OPERABLE. These are the only times that enough heat is
generated in the fuel to be concerned about the heat
generation rates and overheating of the fuel. In NODE 3, 4,
5. or 6. this trip Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the reactor is not operating and there is
insufficient heat production to be concerned about fuel
overheating and fuel damage.

Pressurizer Pressure
SpaU ~

fail'~

The same sensors provide input to the Pressurizer
Pressure —High and —Low trips and the Overtempe ture hTtip. ~st p i p
also used to provide input to the Pressuriz Pressure
C t 1S t:.~ t ti 1gi
must be able to withstand an input failure to the control
system, which may then require the protection function
actuation, and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation.

a. Pressurizer Pressure-Low

The Pressurizer Pressure —Low trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit
due to low pressure.

The LCO requires four channels
of Pressurizer

Pressure —Low to be OPERABLE 'f2~otLt,'.«:,.Of':»,"4;:;:;Coin8d&fiC8).

In NODE 1, when DNB is a major concern, the Pressurizer
Pressure - Low trip must be OPERABLE. This trip Function
is automatically enabled on increasing power by the P-7
tow,:=."Precut&?crim siiVe,;interlock (NIs power range p-10 or
tiirbine impu1ase pressure greater than approximately 10K of
full power equivalent

(continued)
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(continued)

RTS Instrumentation A
B 3.3.1

ll. Reactor Coolant Pum RCP Breaker Position

IIOT!!USKO
Rt—.
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(continued)

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

Th RCPR k P Itk ~tkp
Function ensures that protection is provided
against violating the DNBR limit due to a loss of flow
in two or more RCS loops. The position of each RCP
breaker is monitored. Above the P-7 setpoint @ad

. a loss of flow in two or more
loops will initiate a reactor trip. This trip
Function will generate a reactor trip before the
R t C I 11 —I ~ T kp R tP I t I
reached.

The LCO requires one RCP Breaker Position channel per
RCP to be OPERABLE ~48,pot"wf:.».':.4Xe~o,"'nc'ides)'.. One
OPERABLE channel is suf'fic'ienC foi thss Function
because the RCS Flow-Low trip alone provides
sufficient protection of unit SLs for loss of flow
events. The RCP Breaker Position trip serves only to
anticipate the low flow trip, minimizing the thermal
transient associated with loss of 'an RCP.

This Function measures only the discrete position
(open or closed) of the RCP breaker, using a position
switch. Therefore, the Function has no adjustable
trip setpoint with which to associate an LSSS.

IIDDRR t th P-I pkt~Rp':-.th RCPR k P Itk ~tkp
must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint. all reactor
trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked since

f.h"e're
38,"-,~~As,p.ffigc4488t„-':pj's(Qctioa~to:,:;::58coricernsij5boot;:

of"flow in two RCS loops is automatically enabled.
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(continued)

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

Undervolta e Reactor Coolant Pum s

The Undervoltage RCPs reactor trip Function ensures
that protection is provided against violating the DNBRit d t 1, f fi,i P 'lit.,'Rtd 1 p...TP,
voltage to eaehboth RCP b0sesgti s monitored'.':by,.',:;tw';.:i.;e3a'yi''.:i'acts.
Above the P-7 setpoint, a loss of voltage detected

on'Ne:e'r-'eR.bath

RCP buses@:;S:.'..:e.,"".;8:eempletegOSi..'::.0'f"-"::fk'Ow'=;eddVaentp-'": will
initia'te a reactor strip. @i4:,.i'C::-':thi~S"''5v'iris'':>.tW~i'inde',':: vol'tage
trip Function will generate a 'reactor trip before" tFe Reactor""
Coolant Flow-Low Pw~o~ Trip Setpoint is reached. Time
delays are incorporated into the Undervoltage RCPs channels to
prevent reactor trips due to momentary electrical power
transients.

The LCO requires ~ t% Undervoltage RCPs channels 4eae-per-p'~ per bus to be OPERARBLE(('1-":,':per-.',bus.:'',-.:both;: busses)..

In NODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint. the Undervoltage RCP trip
must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor trips on
loss of flow are automatically blocked

slriVW
„.:;„sinec acnere-:;sspsnsutr

prnifuCt>u~n:;:te:-'.:.bLe"::Cuneernesd;:.eebnaut'ipNB-,
'

p- " in py/the reactor trip on loss of flow >n ':tou,re":!R'CS
loops is automatically enabled.

13. Underfre uenc Reactor Coolant Pum s

The Underfrequency RCPs reactor trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit due to
a loss of flow in two or more RCS loops from a major network
frequency disturbance. An underfrequency condition will slow
down the pumps. thereby reducing their coastdown time following

p 1 t ip. ~:-,d~t:!i d 1 I 1 d
so that reactor heat can bde removed imediately after reactor
trip. The frequency of each RCP bus is monitored. Above thePf,tpi . 1 ff d dt ~t..
bO::::",reLaysqpr~iioneÃCP buses will initiate a reactor trip. "This
trip Fturiction wilT generate a reactor trip before the Reactort 1 Pi —1 ~fipdtpi 1 id. Ti
delays are incorporated into the Underfrequency RCPs channels
to prevent reactor trips due to momentary electrical power
transients.

(continued)
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Underfre uenc React r Coolant Pum s (continued)
I

The LCO requires . Underfrequency RCPs channels
er bus to be OPERABLE".," ';,.'„:

In MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint, the Underfrequency RCPs trip
must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor trips on
loss of flow are automatically blocked

sj'r'tie;",',,there~gi~j:ns~uf,;,.'icien6heat

the reactor trip on loss offlow in"two or more RCS loops is
'automatically enabled.

Steam Generator Water Level —Low Low

The SG Water Level —Low Low trip Function ensures that
p t ti i p idd gi t 1 ft i k~

L5." the~event'';,"0'7

SGs must contain a minimum amount of water. A narrow range low
low level in any SG is indicative of a loss of heat sink for
the reactor. The level transmitters provide input to the SG
Level Control System. Therefore, the actuation logic must be
able to withstand an input failure to the control system. which
may then require the protection function actuation, and a
single failure in the other channels providing the protection
function actuation. This Function also performs the ESFAS
function of'tarting the AFW pumps on low low SG level.

The LCO requires Acr- „three channels of SG Water Level —Low Low
per SG gk:-:.pei",:-.SG';;.:S~Yoite"""SB)and,',.";.foOr,:.=":cha'nn'el',:-'„'of,.;,".:,RCS, ~T(!3,P$ 'os)':
to be OPERABLE'";;The~jii's'il):;,:l':atf4n%f;.':::t5e-,::,md)'an~i)'grjaI..".:sHhctoi:

c~i'ised'.:",'coijt'i,',~l';;::sjstem~ i'c4) oii'Chat'.~resiilggjyi=,.'inc'ondft'i'on„=
. 'i'iijii'$.n'i~i

of„,.'"a'i>,,':r''ot'ect3'o
cond''6oii'.'>.-.'"'Qh'us,".~~t65~85$ ~ j'i'.'events'.-:-",shiite'ractsei
'feedwpt'i't;:.:::.-.:;coiit'i!Nj) nd(ipact.oi',:,'p'iN
wj4hj';the:.,"';reqg,':r:.e'me'r'it's'';."".."Of)IEEE~2

Reiiiov'al::'of'<.:V)':s,
ifeeChate'ri.,:;;'fl'Ow,,'i".ca~~i~.
iepal ate",.(iiihiii„geiiiiitii!:;i''mv'i!i)ixiiiiileii'equi'i

grim':-',: mi'.,"i' ~je'iiei'it5gm5 l,"jl~ei'ie)jt'i",1'j)jtorp'i'oi1'd~
ciiiij3jajm~~3t'h;,IKEE~i279„-'1971~and.':=:,.'~ah~'sf jlthe',",:::o'i",:~'.'r'i'8,'-,:,:.dHign

S3'~ *

l'.his

'~8V8@Condf 4)QA,.)8,':d848NBdgA,A'""QrtBpp58am,':„.:'',geA
i~hal:i+a„;:gii'ii'ei%'ted':,'io'ii."iiiji'-tl''!t'"e'a'ctb~ii':::4'midi:"s't'i'r'0":.:ith'e',.-'iiiiitiii"

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

b. Turbine Tr i —Turbine Sto Valve Closure
(continued)

a load rejection. and the Turbine Trip-Stop Valve Closure
trip Function does not need to be OPERABLE.

Safet In ection In ut from En ineered Safet Feature Actuation
~Ss tern

The SI Input from ESFAS ensures that if a reactor trip has not
already been generated by the RTS. the ESFAS automatic
actuation logic will initiate a reactor trip upon any signal
that initiates SI. This is a condition of'cceptability for

accidentsSaXe c*redist for varying levels of ESF performance and
rely upon rod insertion, except for the most reactive rod that
is assumed to be fully withdrawn. to ensure reactor shutdown.
Therefore. a reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal
is present.

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values are not applicable to this
Function. The SI Input is provided by ~ I ogicgin the SSPS
oimtftrp~oPBESFAS. Therefore, there is no measurement

sionai'ith

whi'ch to associate an LSSS.

The LCO requires two trains of SI Input from ESFAS to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2 ,'(1."-".out:-o':-".2::,"':ooinoidencef.

A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is present.
Tt f . thi t ip F ti tSNBCE '~BBM-~~
when the reactor is critical.

In HO E 3. 4, 5. or 6. the reactor is
not critical, and this trip Function does not need to be
OPERABLE.

Reactor Tri S stem Interlocks

Reactor protection interlocks are provided to ensure reactor
trips are in the correct configuration for the current unit
status. They back up operator actions to ensure protection
system Functions are not bypassed during unit conditions under
which the safety analysis assumes the Functions are not
bypassed. Therefore, the interlock Functions do not need to be
OPERABLE

(continued)
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18. Reactor Tri S stem Inter locks (continued)

when the associated reactor trip functions are outside
the applicable NODES. These are:

a. Intermediate Ran e Neutron Flux P-6

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock is
actuated when any NIS intermediate range channel goes
approximately one decade above the minimum channel
reading. If both channels drop below the setpoint. the
permissive will automatically be defeated. The LCO
requirement for the P-6 interlock ensures that the
following
functions are performed:

~ on increasing power, the P-6 interlock allows the
manual block of the NIS Source Range, Neutron Flux
reactor tripdand:.'::aIgowasj~t'hexb>gh uoltageitoi!'IFe!de,-„
8+gizejg,'"~/Pcs prevents a pr'ematureblock of the
source range trip and allows the operator to ensure
that the intermediate range is OPERABLE prior to
leaving the source range. annf

9 ~ on decreasing power, the P-6 interlock automatically
energizes the NIS source range detectors and enables si
the NIS Source Range Neutron Flux reactor tripgand <0 I~ (,4

The LCO requires two channels of Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux. P-6 interlock to be OPERABLE in NODE 2 when
below the P-6 interlock setpoint tl:::-:,:ilut;::-„:.'oft%;.coincideneeI:.

Above the P-6 interlock setpoint, the NIS Source Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip will be blocked, and this
Function will no longer be necessary.

(continued)
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Power Ran e Neutron Flux P-8 (continued)

power . the reactor trip on low flow in any loop
is automatically blocked.

+re& z-W-og-3 nt~~i
The LCO requires Acr- channels of Power Rang Neutron
Flux. P-8 interlock to be OPERABLE in NODE

In NODE 1, a loss of flow in one RCS loop could result in
DNB conditions, so the Power Range Neutron Flux. P-8
interlock must be OPERABLE. In NODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 ~

this Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the
core is not producing sufficient power to be concerned
about DNB conditions.

Power Ran e Neutron Flux P-9

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-9 interlock is actuated at
il ..lai.:iI.Pi'W'' -tiit: "shiit P

determined by two-outh=of=four NIS™power range detectors.
The LCO requirement for this Function ensures that the
Turbine Trip —Lou F4&i ROM~a 5to::-„":Oil Pressure and Turbine
Trip-Turbine Stop Valve Closure reactor trips are enabled
above the P-9 setpoint. Above the P-9 setpoint. a turbinet ih.~, P.,htt!!i,,,td!!C -!55:,,::::":.P!Illd!'5 .55th'h
Sl,".SLaa„no, e . enRrea Or:,,-,"'phbrahr,:","::a

Rea<aj,'::::.Cist'rol,:systems::. A reactor trip is automatically
'initiated on a turbine trip when it is above the P-9
setpoint. to minimize the transient on the reactor.

The LCO requires Aeghvm channels of Power Range Neutron
Flux. P-9 interlock t'o"be OPERABLE in ROBE I (E,-.",,out::-:o't:.-",3

cAAc::SNM~7.

In NODE 2,
3, 4, 5, or 6, this Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the reactor is not at a power level sufficient toh,,::.iinr,:,.:i,tll d t

B

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

e. Power Ran e Neutron Flux P-10

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10 interlock is
t td t~lDEp

determined by two-out-of-four NIS power range detectors.If power level falls below 10K RTP on 3 of 4 channels, the
nuclear instrument trips will be automatically unblocked.
The LCO requirement for the P-10 interlock ensures that
the following Functions are performed:

~ on increasing power. the P-10 interlock
allows the operator to manually block the
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor trip. Note
that blocking the reactor trip also blocks the signal
to prevent automatic and manual rod withdrawal;

on increasing power, the P-10 interlock allows the
operator to manually block the Power Range Neutron
Flux- Low reactor trip;
on increasing power, the P 10 interlock automatically
provides a back up signal o block the Source Range
Neutron Flux

detectorarhs h".",eo'tta e!aod
etdoraei;maooet; b1oc !~at'|+t,%8:.:i:'od::~st o:r

the P-10 interlock provides one of the two inputs to
the P-7 interlock; ~~

~ on decreasing power, the P-10 interlock automatically
enables the Power Range Neutron Flux- Low reactor
trip and the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor
trip (and rod stop) and

J

~~CA'6&El',BBS)Ag"'POD V~4%'-P:"-M"".f'A58g~lOCk:'",.autOmaaY'fCN1$.

def88% ';the:,:.,516ck(of>jthil~~40Ui.:,ci;,::riiigi);:niiitioiisflux
hn'p,';~i'i''!'i~th~p.,-'.".6~'inii',j'ILIES::":,''.'th'e';":„:iOurcae,:.;~i''a'n'ji'.''hi'jh'"
v53t5g~e:~

The LCO requires AejEKree channels of Power Range Neutron
Flux. P-10 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2('2".«:;,'Oljt;:.-':-

if@3'.-:.

OPERABILITY in MODE 1 ensures the Function is available to
perform its decreasing power Functions in the event of a
reactor shutdown. This Function must be OPERABLE in
MODE 2 to ensure that core protection is provided during a
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21. Automatic Tri Lo ic (continued)

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in NODE 1 or 2
when the reactor is critical. In NODE 3, 4, or 5,tt ETE t tp P tt t t PfdtpdtE h

the Q@ Contr'ollgod
ty t,t p t1 1 d tthd 1:::':Et:;'! ...'i ti'f Ttty
tiiserted.

2R',."':~-:.Se fs7ifi.c',Wiip

~RsdyTh~~~f «ghrhyi&jcoh gw'Pph P'd yM+t'~~( d Yd A~)Px ~fPSE Ph
ho@PE

EShdd'hdh
v@4 h~f

.

i''ny„'-'XW'Os".:..Of"thj":'-'.tl'reeI,:,ijt'h'OE96ika::1'.-",idi:i~jOi'iiI'mOii'itOter'8'd'."'(eim
tIepto'col:":"~tke"'.hoNieifjil~7

I~PNr~;::trsaxi~j~iensedr~a",.('atrcce'i ertcmeterss')::arse:::;atthcherei,::to~the

cogta~meot,-.,base,':ze,;4hreeNeparate,::,:1pxptzons,:,420!degrees;:ap~a~x'ach";,:::,"seyj'es~acc~)'ii'i'':o

d.$':i:,:Kt.i:oil$'P::":;;.'.:::09tp)t'"„4iq'A8,'1$~'Ar&.'::,gran&'r'a@%i:: wh'8fi':-''.gr'o6'rid
(ilail'.e'i::a'ti'i'"s';".',inc'e'K',~fh'i'"!jire

'<5$PS);:";,'i~iifjtmc'','eg"„':the thsre'se'ts. e„Ea
'Tiiiii t'sa "ciisi':bii :,'tat:":::is"': "'"."'"-:"' "" "".'" ""t '"ai'id';jihreradcetcr

f$lis tP ijuPunn"ic)n ~a~
bK CPGEtdLE in Nlo&G
X ~2 when we rea~
l5 /sit tiechal 4not ~ abc.d~e* 5h& ccsPihsn ~

~Cfoul

asv ~ Ld.rsjas)ctrl~
~ ~r~

Mdnna($ in ~s'-tG 4s ne ~t,he 1 e producesMra$ nz A
OrC r Cpuinc4 ~ bs. Qf@Zdjp~ O~K~2ssaN~vM

The RTS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of'0:,CRIl
60.,": 6(4);(-2)Y4)~

ACTIONS

7'r)st+
p g,/ P~uns

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application of
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be
entered independently for each Function listed in Table 3.3.1-1.

In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative with
respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, instrument loop,
signal processing electronics. or bistable is found inoperable, then
all affected Functions provided by that channel must be declared
inoperable and the LCO Condition(s) entered for the protection
Function(s) affected. gherji',CpsYpe@zred."."Cha@8~8.,"iA%f85$ ):,",:3.:;-:3~1-",.:1

are;,:aP ate| f1 ed:";pe,.:',:g::,.-":.,::ceSa'TP
h::e: CetidctSi ieifiiijy,::,beeiite raid. Spe~iaha~tet„'.-" Ci.";iiaCh'~atpeam'::.:i'ihe'~!;:, O'Op

ski.".":::et~ccrp~i''iiis:.:::a jir'cjLiir
~iatem'hen

the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function exceed
those specified in one or other related Conditions associated with a
trip Function, then the unit is outside the safety analysis.
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered if applicable in
the current NODE of operation.

(continued)
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In the event a channel's setpoint is found nonconservative with respect to the specified Trip
Setpoint, but more conservative than the Allowable Value, the setpoint must be adjusted
consistent with the Trip Setpoint value. When a channel's Trip Setpoint is nonconservative with
respect to the Allowable Value, declare the channel inoperable and apply the applicable
ACTION statement until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with its Setpoint adjusted
consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.





BASES

ACTIONS G.l and G.2 (continued)

RTS Instrumentation D~

B 3.3.1

level. The Completion Time of 2 hours will allow a slow and
controlled power reduction to less than the P-6 setpoint and takes
into account the low probability of occurrence of an event during
this period that may require the protection afforded by the NIS
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip.

H.l -Ao<u~

Condition I applies to one inoperable Source Range Neutron Flux trip
channel when in MODE 2, below the P-6 setpoint, and performing a
reactor startup. With the unit in this Condition. below P-6, the
NIS source range performs the monitoring and protection functions.
With one of the two channels inoperable, operations involving
positive reactivity additions shall be suspended imediately.
This wi 11 preclude any power escalation. With only one source range
channel OPERABLE, core protection is severely reduced and any
actions that add positive reactivity to the core must be suspended
imediately.

Condition J applies to two inoperable Source Range Neutron Flux trip
channels when in MODE 2, below the P-6 setpoint, and performing a
reactor startup. or in NODE 3. 4, or 5 with the
QQ Rud':COKrOs]~SyStem CaPable Of rnd WI thdraWa i+Ore!a'l|i::.!redarnet
t'iil1y, 1na'ewrttledb. With the unit in thiS COnditian, be'IOW p-6, the

(continued)
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within 1 hour or the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within the next
6 hours. Verifying the interlock status 'manually accomplishes the
interlock's Function. The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on
operating experience and the minimum amount of time allowed for
manual operator actions. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience. to reach MODE 3 from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
The 1 hour and 6 hour Completion Times are equal to the time allowed
by LCO 3.0.3 for shutdown actions in the event of a complete loss of
RTS Function.

T.l and T.2

Condition T applies to the P-7, P-8, P-9, and P-13 interlocks. With
one arjLaorre:::Piqtlziid channel(sl inoperableml

he associated interlock must be

wi'tVisn 1 hour or the unit must be placed in MODE 2 within the next
6 hours. These actions are conservative for the case where power
level is being raised. Verifying the interlock status manually
accomplishes the interlock's Function. The Completion Time of
1 hour is based on operating experience and the minimum amount of
time allowed for manual operator actions. The Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach
NODE 2 from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
unit systems.

U.l~ and U.2~
Condition U applies to the RTB Undervoltage and Shunt Trip
Mechanisms, or diverse trip features, in MODES 1 and Z. With one of
the diverse trip features inoperable. it must be restored to an
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or the unit must be placed in a NODE
where the requirement does not apply. This is accomplished by
placing the unit in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours (54 hours total
time)

T C p1 i Ti f6| i |1 ti
based on operating experience, to reach NODE 3 from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

(continued)
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A Note modifies SR 3.3.1.6. The Note states that this Surveillance
is required only if reactor power is > SQ 75K RTP and that

+PE CA

The Frequency of 92 EFPD is adequate. It is based on industry
operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data for instrument drift.
SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3. 1.7 is the performance of a COT every f/9 9 days.

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the entire
channel will perform the intended Function.

Setpoints must be within the Allowable Values specified in
Table 3.3.1-1.

ims

SR 3.3.1.7 is modified by fuqiinotes:,:.::,!''! a-Note 1:„t4iet provides a 4
hour delay in the requirement to perform this"Surveillance for
source range instrumentation when entering MODE 3 from MODE 2. This
Note allows a normal shutdown to proceed without a delay for
testing in MODE 2 and for a short time in MODE 3 until the RTBs are
open and SR 3.3.1.7 is no longer required to be performed. If theunit is to be in MODE 3 with the RTBs closed for > 4 hours this
Surveillance must be~erformed prior to 4 hours after entry into
NOOmOE 3. ¹stez2~reesqvqitresKthat-:,%Tee,::::qua ivters7yi-,:COT,.",'fosrsfthevsouroe":r,a~he
~5'nst ruat'i,:~t):igcilg~ijic::liide,,„
ass os:i'ted,
ISiiter, O'C ''S&a'ra~di'ni','the'4'rgieLuii'e'd8<t ambo'e::ifu'r.,'-':it. ie'-'':eaiat h'O':.:xiiitcondi~ti'on'vs<

The Frequency of 990 days is justified in Reference 7.

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.13

'SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks every
gg months.

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the interlocks
and the multichannel redundancy available. and has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.3.1.14 z~
SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TAOOT f the Manual Reactor
Trip, RCP Breaker Position, Sessmi'omTrlp nd the SI Input from
ESFAS. This TADOT is performed every & months. The test shall
independently verify the OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt
trip mechanisms for the Manual Reactor Trip Function for the Reactor
Trip Breakers and Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip
Bypass Breaker test shall include testing of the automatic
undervoltage trip.
The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the Functions and
the multichannel redundancy available. and has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints
from the TAOOT. The Functions affected have no setpoints associated
with them.

SR 3.3.1.15

SR 3.3. 1.15 is the performance of a TADOT of Turbine Trip Functions.
This TAOOT is as described in SR 3.3.1.4, except that this test is
performed prior to reactor startup. A Note states that this
Surveillance is not required if it has been performed within the
previous 31 days. Verification of the Trip Setpoint does not have
to be performed for this Surveillance. Performance of this test
will ensure that the turbine trip Function is OPERABLE prior to
taking the reactor critical. This test cannot be performed with the
reactor at power and must therefore be performed prior to reactor
startup.

SR 3.3.1.16

SR 3.3.1.16 verifies that the individual channel/train actuation
response times are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed
in the accident analysis. Response time testing acceptance criteria
are included i
the:";FSAR';;:(Rif:,":,":"",,K')::. Individual component response times are not
mode%ed i"n 'the analyses.

,I (continued)
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'

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

BASES

,

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the values of
selected unit parameters. to protect against violating core design
limits and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary, and
to mitigate accidents.

The ESFAS instrumentation is segmented into three distinct but
interconnected modules as identified below:

Field transmitters or process sensors and instrumentation:
provide a measurable electronic signal based on the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured;

Signal processing equipment including aeke9 di'j'~t~~a;l,:. protection
system, field contacts, and protection channel sets: provide
signal conditioning, bistable setpoint comparison, process
algorithm actuation, compatible electrical signal output to
protection system devices, and control board/control room/
miscellaneous indications; and

Solid State Protection System (SSPS) including input, logic,
and output bays: initiates the proper unit shutdown or
engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation in accordance with
the defined logic and based on the bistable outputs from the
signal process control and protection system.

Field'ransmitters or Sensors

To meet the design demands for redundancy and reliability, more than
one. and often as many as four. field transmitters or sensors are
used to measure unit parameters. In many cases, field transmitters
or sensors that input to the ESFAS are shared with the Reactor Trip
System (RTS). In some cases. the same channels 'also provide control
system inputs. To account for calibration tolerances and instrument
drift. which are assumed to occur between calibrations. statistical
allowances are provided in the Trip Setpoint and Allowable

<<si dM ~a ~+ men~or r-4
Pv~p ~ p 0< f 8 fyglcwe +CAN
5+fdf 4 +v4 l~(t ling j ~

~@+'lcd""pd Q~ ~~ s'+p( 'oM rzsoc 'rtM

rely'' gw i~~aeg:~ R~e ~e-".a'c,W
AE'Rf')~AIM y~ eD Ars~~i Z ~g~»Qna,
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BACKGROUND Si nal Processin E ui ment (continued)

actuation. Again, a single failure will neither cause nor prevent
the protection function actuation.

These requirements are described in IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 4). The
actual number of channels required for each unit parameter is
specified in Reference 2.

The channels are designed such that testing required to be performed
at power may be accomplished without causing an ESF actuation.

Tri Set pints and Allowable Values

The Trip Setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are
set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when the
"as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy.

The Trip Setpoints used in the bistables are based on the analytical .

limits stated in Reference 2. The selection of these Trip Setpoints
is such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, instrument
drift. and severe environment errors for those ESFAS channels that
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49
(Ref. 5). the Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values specified in
Table 3.3.2-1 in the accompanying LCO are conservatively adjusted
with respect to the analytical limits. A detailed description of
the methodology used to calculate the Trip Setpoints ~ including
their explicit uncertainties, is provided in~!'!0 "

'!N!!P!,-::,'::!i!IIR!!!'ll'",',;!!gi!,,,:.!!:!i!gl!...",!!!i!!i! 1':

H&Nodbl:ogy:-:,:,':
V4rihb5;::-'„".,:,:::;::,'H~:4993!(R!ef. 6) .

'he" actii'a I no'm'inal Tr ip Setp'ofn't"
eritered into- the bistable is more conservative than that specified
by the Allowable Value to account for changes in random measurement
errors detectable by a COT. One example of such a change in
measurement error is drift during the surveillance interval. If the
measured setpoint does not exceed the Allowable Value. the bistable
is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the
consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable,
providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of
the DBA and the equipment functions as designed.

g<~ I J
5c,

The Process Protection System is designed to permit any one channel to be tested and
maintained at power in a bypassed mode. If a channel has been bypassed for any
purpose, the bypass is continuously indicated in the control room as required by
applicable codes and standards. As an alternative to testing in the bypass mode,
testing in the trip mode is also possible and permitted.

(continued)
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.

BACKGROUND Solid State Protection S stem (continued)

transients. If a required logic matrix combination is completed,
the system will send actuation signals via master and slave relays
to those components whose aggregate Function best serves to
alleviate the condition and restore the unit to a safe condition.
Examples are given in the Applicable Safety Analyses. LCO, and
Applicability sections of this Bases.

Each SSPS train has a built in testing device that can automatically
test the decision logic matrix functions and the actuation devices
while the unit is at power. When any one train is taken out of
service for testing, the other train is capable of providing unit
monitoring and protection until the testing has been completed. The
testing device is semiautomatic to minimize testing time.

The actuation of ESF components is accomplished through master and
slave relays. The SSPS energizes the master relays appropriate for
the condition of the unit. Each master relay then energizes one or
more slave relays, which then cause actuation of the end devices.
The master and slave relays are routinely tested to ensure
operation. The test of the master relays energizes the relay, which
then operates the contacts and applies a low voltage to the
associated slave relays. The low voltage is not sufficient to
actuate the slave relays but only demonstrates signal path
continuity. The SLAVE RELAY TEST actuates the devices if their
operation will not interfere with continued unit operation. For the
latter case. actual component operation is prevented by the SLAVE
RELAY TEST circuit, and slave relay contact operation is verifi d by

check of the '
nin the slave rela :

.g',,;i.:, '., gi, '.p~l~8~~pBK..„'fOr%ed,sOA$ &
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,

APPLICABLE Eac of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or
SAFETY ANALYSES, ore ESFAS Functions. One of the ESFAS Functions is the
LCO, ANO primary actuation signal for that accident. An ESFAS
APPLICABILITY Function may be the primary actuation signal for more than one type

of accident. An ESFAS Function may also be a secondary. or backup,
t ti ig 1f tt id t. ll

Functions such as
manual initiation, not specifically credited in the accident safety
analysis, are qualitatively credited in the safety analysis and the
NRC staff approved licensing basis for the unit. These Functions
may provide protection for conditions that do not require dynamic
transient analysis to demonstrate -Function performance. These
Functions may also serve as backups to Functions that were credited
in the accident analysis (Ref. 3).

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an ESFAS Function to
be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected
channel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.

The LCO generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three channels in
each instrumentation function and two channels in each logic and
manual initiation function. The two-out-of-three and the
two-out-of-four configurations allow one channel to be tripped a~re

bypasse~d!.:":during maintenance or testing without causing an ESF
i'ni'tiation. Two logic or manual initiation channels are required to
ensure no single random failure disables the ESFAS.

The required channels of ESFAS instrumentation provide unit
protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents. ESFAS
protection functions are as follows:

1. Safet In 'ection

Safety Injection (SI) provides two primary functions:

1. Primary side water addition to ensure maintenance or
recovery of reactor vessel water level (coverage of the
active fuel for heat removal, clad integrity, and for
limiting peak clad temperature to < 2200'F); and

. (continued)
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~ Start of AFW to ensure secondary side cooling capability:
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO. and

Containment S ra —Manual Initiation (continued)

simul tane sl arT:": ':;SU's$ ~gna. '..;..:mos~F4~be'<'preset to

b.

Simultaneously turning the two switches in either set
will actuate containment spray in both trains in the
same manner as the automatic actuation signal. Two
Manual Initiation switches in each train are requiredto be OPERABLE.

Note that Manual
Initiation of containment spray also actuates Phase B
containment isolationg~irid..-:,CVJ',.

Containment S ra -Automatic Actuation Lo ic and
Actuation Rela s

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consist
of the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of containment spray
must be OPERABLE in NODES 1, 2, 3'4 and 8 4 when there
is a potential for an accident to occur, and
sufficient energy in the primary or secondary systems
to pose a threat to containment integrity due to
overpressure conditions. Manual initiation is also
required in NODE 4, even though automatic actuation is
not required. In this NODE, adequate time is
available to manually actuate required components in
the event of a DBA. However, because of the large
number of components actuated on a containment spray,
actuation is simplified by the use of the manual
actuation push buttons. Automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays must be OPERABLE in NODE 4 to support
system level manual initiation. In MODES 5 and 6,
there is insufficient energy in the primary and
secondary systems to result in containment
overpressure. In NODES 5 and 6, there is also
adequate time for the operators to evaluate unit
conditions and respond, to mitigate the consequences
of abnormal conditions by manually starting individual
components.

(continued)
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6

Containment Isolation- Phase A Isolation

(1) Phase A Isolation-Manual Initiation

Manual Phase A Containment Isolation is
actuated by either of two switches in the
control room. Either switch actuates both
trains. Note that manual initiation of Phase A
Containment Isolation also actuates Containment
Banaa Verit'ii~aB on Isolation.

(2) Phase A Isolation -Automatic Actuation
Lo ic and Actuation Rela s

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays
consist of the same features and operate in the
same manner as described for ESFAS
Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase A Containment
Isolation must be OPERABLE in MODES 1. 2, 8:;-, and 0 I,
when there is a potential for an accident to occur.
Manual initiation is also required in MODE 4 even
though automatic actuation is not required. In this
MODE, adequate time is available to manually actuate
required components in the event of a DBA, but because
of the large number of components actuated on a
Phase A Containment Isolation. actuation is simplified
by the use of the manual actuation ~ 7%el l
Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays ust be
OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system level manual
initiation. In MODES 5 and 6, there is insufficient
energy in the primary or secondary systems to
pressurize the containment to require Phase A
Containment Isolation. There also is adequate time
for the operator to evaluate unit conditions and
manually actuate individual isolation valves in
response to abnormal or accident conditions.

(3) Phase A Isolation-Safet In'ection

Phase A Containment Isolation is also initiated
by all Functions that initiate SI. The Phase A
Containment Isolation

(continued)
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(2) Phase B Isolation -Automatic Actuation
Lo ic and Actuation Rela s (continued)

c~(fl0 ~m QJ

isolation. There also is adequate time for the
operator to evaluate unit conditions and
manually actuate individual isolation valves in
response to abnormal or accident conditions.

(3) Phase B Isolation —Containment Pressure

The basis for containment pressure MODE
applicability is as discussed for ESFAS
Function 2.c above.

4. Steam Line Isolation

Isolation of the main steam lines provides protection in
the event of an SLB inside or outside containment. Rapid
isolation of the steam lines will limit the steam break
accident to the blowdown from one SG, at most. For an SLB
upstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), inside
or outside of containment, closure of the MSIVs limits the
accident to the blowdown from only the affected SG. For an
SLB downstream of the MSIVs. closure of the MSIVs
terminates the accident as soon as the steam lines
de ressurize.

a. Steam Line Isolation -Manual Initiation
Manual initiation of Steam Line Isolation can be
accomplished from the control room iji'~ji~~ndFvjjiak::
skfkclf."';,onh'each «~g:. 8.

The LCO requires Owe Vni:
channels p~e~e-::Va. Ke to be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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(continued)

b. Steam Line Isolation -Automatic Actuation Lo ic
and Actuation Re a s

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in the same
manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of steam line
isolation must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2. and 3 when
there is sufficient energy in the RCS and SGs to have
an SLB or other accident. This could result in the
release of significant quantities of energy and cause
a cooldown of the primary'ystem. The Steam
Isolation Function is required in MODES 2 3 unless ~
all NSIVs are closed and ge„'»-::aetivhtei9 In NODES 4, ~ H ~~c
5, and 6. there is insuffic'ienT; energy n the RCS and
SGs to experience an SLB or other accident releasing
significant quantities of energy.

Steam Line Isolation —Containment Pressure —Hi h Q
~Hi

This Function actuates closure of the NSIVs in the
event of a LOCA or an SLB inside containment 4e

itt! t 4 9
to containment to:,":::a''..':sinle,:;,:;$ 8. The transmitters (d/p
cells) are located outside containment with the
sensing line (high pressure side of the transmitter)
located inside containment. Containment
Pressure-High 8 ~Hjgh provides no input to any
control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels are
sufficient to satisfy protective requirements with
two-out-of-three logic. However, for enhanced
reliability, this Function was designed with four
channels and a two-out-of-four logic. The
transmitters and electronics are located outside of
containment. Thus, they will not experience any
adverse environmental conditions, and the Trip
Setpoint reflects only steady state instrument
uncertainties.

Containment Pressure —High 8 P~). tj must be OPERABLE in
NODES 1, 2, and 3, when there is'sufficient energy in
the primary and secondary side to pressurize the
containment following a pipe

(continued)
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(2)

Steam Line Pre ure —Low (continued)

Steam Line Pressure- Ne ative Rate-Hi h

Steam Line Pressure - Negative Rate- High
rovides closure of the MSIVs for an SLB when
ess than the P-ll setpoint, to maintain at

least one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the
reactor, and to limit the mass and energy
release to containment. When the operator
manually blocks the Steam Line Pressure - Low
main steam isolation signal. when less than thP-ll setpoint. the Steam Line
Pressure- Negative Rate-High signal is
automatically enabled. Steam Line
Pressure —Negative Rate -High provides n
to any control functions. Thus, three 0
channels are sufficient to satisfy requi
with a two-out-of-three logic on each st
line.

oi t
P B E

r nts
e

h ust
! hen

darylt in

Steam Line Pressure —Negative Rate- Hig
be OPERABLE in MODE 3 ':;:,:per.;:,:";steam~liri
less than the P-11 set int, when a se
side break or stuck op n valve could re
the rapid depressuriz ion of the steam
line(s). In NODES 1 nd 2, and in MOD
above the P-ll setpo nt, this signal i
automatically disab ed and the Steam i
Pressure- Low sign is automaticall e
The Steam Line Is ation Function is r
to be OPERABLE i MODES 2 and 3 unl s
NSIVs are close and Q'e,-::eetN'a.

"
MODES 4, 5, an 6. there ss insufficie
in the primary and secondary sides to a
SLB or other ccident that would resul
release of s gnificant enough quantiti s
energy to c use a cooldown of the RCS.

, when

e
abled.
ui redll
energy

ye an
in a
of

and 3 unless a 1 MSIVs are closed and
ge.'-,.',aCtlvat . This Function is not required
to'be OPERABL in NODES 4, 5, and 6 because
there is insufficient energy in the secondary
side of the unit to have an accident.

(continued)
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(continued)

Turbine Tri and Feedwater Isolation

The primary functions of the Turbine Trip and
Feedwater Isolation signals are to prevent damage to
the turbine due to water in the steam lines, and to stop
the excessive flow of feedwater into the SGs. These
Functions are necessary to mitigate the effects of a high
water level in the SGs ~ which could result in carryover of
water into the steam lines and excessive cooldown of the
primary system. The SG high water level is due to
excessive feedwater flows.

The Function is actuated when the level in any SG exceeds
the high high setpoint. and performs the following
functions:

~ Trips the main turbine:

~ Trips the HFM pumps;

~ Initiates feedwater isolation; and

~ Shuts the HFM regulating valves and the bypass
feedwater regulating val vestaÃ'Cider:::::Pith.:-.";.PQ. ~ 1

This Function is actuated by SG Mater Level -High Hig
The RTS also initiates a turbine trip signal whenever
reactor trip (P-4) is generated.

a. Turbine Tri and Feedwater solation -Automatic
Actuation Lo ic and Actuati n Rela s

Automatic Actuation Logi and Actuation Relays consist
of the same features a operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS nction 1.b.

b. Turbine Tri a Feedwater Isolation —Steam
Generator Wader Level -Hi h Hi h P-14

This gnal provides protection against excessive
dwater flow. The ESFAS SG water level

;. gkn <ke- ~
~g pilaf) <

"<gv CCV (continued)
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+prie<-ouk
ALL P d6eK

NA C<d.Gnat
I~ALCLh'~

(uu. Insane A
jna&ad

7.
emova':."-:: HR: x<RU .'~Tri™-'.<!Refu 'in %Mat'ere: tora "T'Bn:

+~q p 'RW 7:e'.::owmi- v

At the end of e injection ph e of a LOCA. t RWST will
be nearly em y. Continued c ling must be ovided by the
ECCS to re e decay heat. he source of er for the
ECCS pump is manth:B&yqswit ed to the
contain nt reci rculati sum . ~TIiiiqp =.'trfp:,",::featgre@s
63.ock p) f~~the':AHR:'.;: ..; r,eXaMreajj'~ "::, ng''-:::.'~i'ictioii«fi,'',
hhe;";. titairiaie'iit!8'ei f"'laa'hSeu~i"::stiiiip,.- "e low head i e dual
he 'reiieval (RHR') ualps draw

e water from th containment r irculation sump the RHR
umps pump the ter through t RHR heat excha er, inject

the water back nto the RCS. d supply the co ed water o
the other EC pumps. Swit over from the R to the
containmen sump must occu before the RWST empties to
prevent age to the RH pumps and a los of core c lingcapabil'. For simila reasons, switch er must n occur
before here is suffi ent water in th containmen sump to
support ESF pump suc on. Furthermor ~ early swi chover
must not occur to e sure that suffic ent borate water is
injected from the ST. This ensur s the rea or remains
shut down in the recirculation mod .

(continued)
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7. Residual Heat Removal Pum T on Refuelin Water Stora e Tank
Level - Low

At the end of the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST willbe nearly
empty. Continued cooling must be provided by the ECCS to remove
decay heat. The source of water for the ECCS pumps is manually
switched to the containment recirculation sump. This pump trip feature is
blocked ifthe RHR pumps are already taking suction from the
containment recirculation sump. The low head RHR pumps draw the
water from the containment-recirculation sump, the RHR pumps pump the
water through the RHR heat exchanger, inject the water back into the
RCS, and supply the cooled water to the other EGCS pumps. Switchover
from the RWST to the containment sump must occur before the RWST
empties to prevent damage to the RHR pumps and a loss of core cooling
capability. For similar reasons, switchover must not occur before there is
sufficient water in the containment sump to support RHR pump suction.
Furthermore, early switchover must not occur to ensure that sufficient
borated water is injected from the RWST. This ensures the reactor
remains shut down in the recirculation mode.

During the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST is the source of water
for all ECCS pumps. The RHR pump trip on RWST low level provides
protection against a loss of water for the ECCS pumps and indicates the
end of the injection phase of the LOCA. The RWST is equipped with
three level transmitters. These transmitters provide no control functions.
Therefore, a two-out-of-three logic is adequate to initiate the protection
function actuation.

The Allowable Value/Trip Setpoint upper limit is selected to ensure
adequate water inventory in the containment sump to provide RHR pump
suction. The high limitalso ensures enough borated water is injected to
ensure the reactor remains shut down.

The transmitters are located in an area not affected by HELBs or post
accident high radiation. Thus, they willnot experience any adverse
environmental conditions and the trip setpoint reflects only steady state
instrument uncertainties.





Insert A continued

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when there is
a potential for a LOCA to occur, to ensure a continued supply ofwater for
the ECCS pumps. This Function is not required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 5 and 6 because there is adequate time for the operator to
evaluate unit conditions and respond by manually starting systems,
pumps, and other equipment to mitigate the consequences of an
abnormal condition or accident. System pressure and temperature are
very low and many ESF components are prevented from actuating to
prevent inadvertent overpressurization of unit systems or are not required
to be operable.
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(continued)

During the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST is the
source of water-for all ECCS pumps. A low 4ew level
in the RWST provides
protection against a loss of water for the ECCS pumps
and indicates the end of the injection phase of the
LOCA. The RWST is equipped with Ger- three,:;":;level
transmitters. These transmitters provide no control
functions. Therefore. a two-out-of-thrdeAer- logic is
adequate to initiate the protection function
actuation.

0
gb The RWST-Low hew Allowable Value/Trip Setpoint has

upper limit
is selected to ensure enough borated water is injected
to ensure the reactor remains shut down. The high
limit also ensures adequate water inventory in the
containment sump to provide ECCS pump suction.

The transmitters are located in an area not affected
by HELBs or post accident high radiation. Thus, theywill not experience any adverse environmental
conditions and the Trip Setpoint reflects only steady
state instrument uncertainties.

(continued)
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I

~ Thfs3Functions must be OPERABLE in NODES 1, 2,
3. and™4 when there is a potential for a LOCA to
occur, to ensure a continued supply of water for the
ECCS pumps. ~ >Thss':~Functiore are >s~~mot required
to be OPERABLE in NODES 5 and 6 because there is
adequate time for the operator to evaluate unit
conditions and respond by manually starting

systems'umps,and other equipment to mitigate the
consequences of an abnormal condition or accident.
System pressure and temperature are very low and many

. ESF components are administratively locked out or
otherwise prevented from actuating to prevent
inadvertent overpressurization of unit systems.

8. En ineered Safet Feature Actuation S stem Interlocks

To allow some flexibility in unit operations. several
interlocks are included as part of the ESFAS. These
interlocks permit the operator to block some signals.
automatically enable other signals, prevent some actions
from occurring, and cause other actions to occur. The
interlock Functions back up manual actions to ensure
bypassable functions are in operation under the conditions
assumed in the safety analyses.

a. En ineered Safet Feature Actuation S stem
Interlocks -Reactor Tri P-4

The P-4 interlock is enabled when a reactor trip
breaker (RTB) and its associated bypass breaker is
open.

This Function allows operators to
m8nulM$,'.:::m5lo+c,",reaccuat'wji of sI systems after the
'ini'tial-pha'se of"injectiori is complete. Once SI is
blocked, automatic actuation of SI cannot occur until
the RTBs have been manually closed. The functions of
the P-4 interlock are:

(continued)
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En ineered Safet Feature Actuation S stem
Inter ocks —Pressurizer Pressure P-ll
(continued)

5, or 6 because system pressure must already be below
the P-ll setpoint for the requirements of the heatup
and cooldown curves to be met.

The ESFAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
~etRe~ L0:,:.C&A::,:60.::..86&C .'Yg');"{>':,:~9'.

ACTIONS A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each Function listed on
Table 3.3.2-1.

In the event a channel 's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter,
instrument Loop: signal processing electronics, or bistable is
found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that
channel must be declared inoperable and the LCO Condition(s)

(continued)
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~ Phase 8 Isolation—.- aad

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed for up toft- hours tor surveillance testing,
provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliability analysis assumption of NCAP-10271-P-A (Ref. 8)
that 4 hours is the average time required to perform channel
surveillance.

Y'H~,p

D.l D.2. 1 and D.2.2

Condition D applies to:

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and the
master and slave relays. If one train is inoperable, 6 hours are
allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE status. The specified
Completion Time is reasonable considering that there is another
train OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event occurring
during this interval. If the train cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status. the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the
LCO does not apply. This is done by .placing the unit in at least
MODE 3 within an additional 6 hours (12 hours total time) and in
MODE 5 within an additional 30 hours (42 hours total time). The
Completion Times are reasonable. based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

~ Q-Pressurizer Pressure —Low

~ aS-Steam Line Pressure-Low;

(continued)
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ACTIONS D. 1 0.2. 1 and D.2.2 (continued)

.-~H" h

Steam Line Pressure —Negative Rate —High:

~ Steam,:::LMe;;,Pressure':—".77m.:

(CXSd Sfvitt "cut')

~ W~~R
Qw; (~g 5+f iICQ ov+)

A xu,'ii a~ peedma~~ SG Water level —Low Lo

BR'O

ga ~

If one channel is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the
channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the tripped
condition. Generally this Condition applies to functions that
operate on two-out-of-three lo ic '..exelud15g .': res~su „'iver.:,::,pressure
~9%,:„".: n :! a>nmen ';: . rex i '.'":::: i: : .'Therefore. fai'lure
of"one a ne p aces" t -e'nc ion in a wo-out-of-two
configuration. Qne Kh'ee!enepertablip'channel must be tripped to
place the Function in a'ne-"out™oxf-~twoa configuration that
satisfies redundancy requirements.

Failure to restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or
place it in the tripped condition within 6 hours requires the
unit be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and MODE 4
within the next 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems. In MODE 4, these Functions are no longer required
OPERABLE.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the
inoperable channel oe;:;OAe::adl'4'jo%$ ;,':::Niannek': to be bypassed foru* ', hours for surveillance Teseting of other channels. The

hours allowed to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or to
place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition, and the
4..xhours allowed for testing. are justified in Reference 8.

(continued)
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(continued)

E.l E.2. 1 and E.2.2

Condition E applies to:

~:::i-:l".::,.::eau'ap(ident;:%r,: burne~. igh"..'

Containment Spray Containment Pressure —~h-8 4High, Higl&

~ Containment Phase B Isolation Containment Pressure — MP 'k

(High, High)~
&c~ L,my <sole ~lnmun+ R.ezJ'um - 8!'$'6 -Hips,

None of these signals has input to a control function. Thus,
two-out-of-three logic is necessary to meet acceptable protective
requirements. However, a two-out-of-three design would require
tripping a failed channel. This is undesirable because a single
failure would then cause spurious containment spray initiation.
Spurious spray actuation is undesirable because of the cleanup
problems presented. Therefore. these channels are designed with
two-out-of-four logic so that a failed channel may be bypassed
rather than tripped. Note that one channel may be bypassed and
still satisfy the single failure criterion. Furthermore, with
one channel bypassed, a single instrumentation channel failure
will not spuriously initiate containment spray.g~j',„ e',:Cgitv~eA&rl5
apl';~',;:,':lS gna1"-"::',i s":.",a1 s07i1ntBfgo'cted'»,o'I'titgSIKBnu:""811!",1:,:':'inn'ti@'n|'t lraste

liiitheuttstii'iii1ta'nteeu's::"::SE,.";::and,"sgui anj~!si'gna is".::

~+inrnen+
To avoid the inadvertent actuation of containment spray and
Phase B containment isolation, the inoperable channel should not
be placed in the tripped condition. Instead it is bypassed.

. Restoring the channel to OPERABLE status, or
placing the inoperable channel in the bypass condition within
6 hours's sufficient to assure that the Function remains
OPERABLE and minimizes the time that the Function may be in a
partial trip condition (assuming the inoperable channel has
failed high). The Completion Time is further justified based on
the low probability of an event occurring during this interval.
Failure to restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. or
place it in the bypassed condition within 6 hours, requires theiii ii di Iiiiii,iiiiii iii iiii,

Fe'f,ÃSE„".F~Qjthm..:42~hmlig. The al 1 owed
Completion Times are rea'sonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. In
MODE 4 5, these Functions are no longer required OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

(continued)
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(continued) .

G.1 G.2. 1 and G.2.2

Condition G applies to the automatic actuation logic and
t ti 1 f tt St Li I 1ti

and AFW actuation Functions.

The action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and the
master and slave relays for these functions. If one train is
inoperable. 6 hours are allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE
status. The Completion Time for restoring a train to OPERABLE
status is reasonable considering that there is another train
OPERABLE. and the low probability of an event occurring during
this interval. If the train cannot be returned to OPERABLE
status, the unit must be brought to NODE 3 within the next
6 hours and NODE 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable. based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
Placing the unit in MODE 4 removes all requirements for
OPERABILITY of the protection channels and actuation functions.
In this MODE, the unit does not have analyzed transients or
conditions that require the explicit use of the protection
functions noted above.

The Required Actions are ied by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed tor up to '„ hours for surveillance testing
provided the other train s OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliabi lity analysis (Ref. 8) assumption that 4 hours is the
average time required to perform channel surveillance.

I.'ogChts'o j",":P;-'pppIjej~toYthe.'::automaUi:!actpaCfon:.",','Iogic..".'.,"and'bbotaSos r~lha ~a':-:fhrst~hs'!'Tii'iibj'o's'iTi::t'ji*:;:;":said'::.'Fiaifiiiati'i'gso'fiick>os
,obc, boo,::<

phou
stasti'is's=".ros,asohsabis.'ooos'idbiii'iig':„'that"::tfisrao~i st!aii5thi~i4t'ra

so"='PER'iSI:'E':,'.::"„.'aii'd',-::::tbas::~1@iij'robab'i lit'S~bf';,

(continued)
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ACTIONS I.l and I.2 (continued)

par'tie'1:;::.:tr'i~p;,condttTon,:wbwewre,'-one ~adjT8ona1@ripperd,:;sjxnnal;='.;:will„::
reshl tice'~ttoat'ioii~g~ke'!!6'!hoer',::.::coiij'teteon,,Tjiiwfi's,,''"aiisth fj'edi'!'n
Jeff.'8'„;.:,-:::1;::Fagfigg".-'.;4'i~g
Qtus':":::.'.or:."""pl'ace<jtx~ji~the$%~,'pjed~mm4tion"".:e'thief''",hours,;=':.

$j'ed;o:":','nope'rtaih'p'e ,nperri'j noe'I4 ot reaohISND'-'„'Jim',,"'fiilprip'oNtet~
s'o'ndi'td'on'ski'nt...hnPo'rdepi y.,e'i''a,neer'.;:,'en%hant,,"ohiiltinijinp tedt",:.,isjsteieoe
ten!80DE,'2':,::.this"Ponotioii;:"'is'.,ii4:. o'npeeor.":::reqej'r'edPQ.,ElNBLK;.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note allows the
inoperable channel to be bypassed for up to 'ours for
surveillance testing of other channels. The 6 'hours allowed to
place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition. and the
4 hours allowed for a second channel to be in the bypassed
condition for testing, are justified in Reference 8.

J. 1 and J.2

NOT,':;USED~N' vsv+

PURIPs-.

g] ], f(.I.Z

K.2.1 and K.2.2
~gsl92-'T

Co ditio K applies tod.-.
. ~?a~< gE%: Mg:;. KsM$

(continued)
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Condition K applies to WST Level Low
yips-. Restoring the channel to PERABLE status or placing the
inoperable channel in the condition within 6 hours is
sufficient to ensure that the Function remains OPERABLE. and
minimizes the time that the Function may be in a partial trip
condition (assuming the inoperable channel has failed ~low).
PTac c anne

~
'

C 'a
~ ~

n
~4 V ~ ~ The

6 hour Comp etion Time is justified in Refe o f th
channel cannot be placed in the +~condition within 6 hours.
and returned to an OPERABLE status within 72 hours. the unit must

The 72 hour Allowed Outage Time'CAOT)
is the same AOT that is allowed for one inoperable 'RHR pump:
This comparison is reasonable because the possible consequenc s
of losing a second level channel can, '" "" :- - be no
moro ~ o " the loss of . RHR pump. and the probability of
ios~ng the level channel is ~ lower than that of losing an RHR

pump. The allowed Comoletion Times for shutdown are reasonable,
based on operating experience. to reach the required unit
conditions from full po~er conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systens. In MOOE 5. the unit does not
have any analyzed transients or conditions that require the
explicit use of the pump tr~ function noted abov

OV Q pO HO~< g Va(4,» A~ (Oi OWT

5 ho~qg gnh HabE, S ~A" 9he n<xk

50 haul

'
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.

8

ACTIONS K.l K.2.1 a d K.2.2 (continued)

RNST Level - Low~ghT;""'g s::.'::NtY AHA;::,pump

~sP'estoring
the channel t OPERABLE stat or placing the i operable channel
in the bypass condition wit in 6 hours is suff cient to ensure
that the fu tion remains ERABLE. and mini zes the time that
the Functio may be in a artial trip condit on (assuming the
inoperable channel has f iled ~%3m). P,.: agog,:~%he aud-;,'of~
servings=:.,::::,c'e ~oja:„,'-::."jp~by

-
s:p~OVj'enerate~si'„:;gh'~fe~d.:~i'i,.'g'nal'-:"'„.on

t,h'at~cha" '6",':,-';;".Rich";jw'f l"".,;+isis':e;-',:,'that~iind

f alii.'i,': 'f',:.':'jr'":,;5dditi''"',al'.idion'O8'kl:ei ei%" nt>4th'ii'.:::RHR~'j'iiii5s

Time i - justified 7 Reference 8. 'If e channel cannot be
laced n the b pass conditio

with n 6 hours, a d~pelurned:;::t0;:::'arF~t) , LEgta Us'.:~e5f~a.'':.';7..

'imgediaC 7enet r".:.f; .

8'. =:8. -~cog „oerei~'i'lmedfPik eoe im-ef.AOT)': ie'a.,'.,tlie).;saeeeAOTi:,th~B
l1: .„'il joaeeifi, "o,""., oooo,"ooeerba) eRHf,-',',, "i~!j i'': )e." ooiiiji ra~1" os! Ch",'."

"'S'Oeab'te.;"b"',:a'iiSe itbe'p'OaeS'ibl'ei'O', Seqiieiiiggifg~, Oee'Oe',,a!Seeeed,
j1 ee'vj'l,"..::,:jhiii)".„"'cs'an';g)jn"'t '"i'juice;sf%"ase.,::.:,.:bej

Ilos'sj'if';ones „'RHR)'pump'":;.,'-:-"ii'jd,jib p'abilIi,tyjofgjl'os].
chaennoel::4s'".,e9en'::.;:Ioweq'.',tha$ :""tha ";;;:of,':.:-„"..km7iij:;::!a'n'iRHR'.:."„:

'
'j.-.':-:;.-::;:jThe

operatin experience, to reac the required unit conditions from
full pow r conditions in an rderly manner and ithout
challen ing unit systems. NODE 5, the unit does not have any
analyz transients or con tions that requir the explicit use
of the ~chez@-ieRpomp~fi;:i" functions noted a ove.

The R quired Actions are odified by a Not that allows placing a
seceded channel in the b ass condition fo up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing. he total of 12 h urs to reach NODE 3 and
4 hours for a seeead c annel to be bypa sed is acceptable based
on the results of Ref ence 8.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

(except Af~ ~« ~ ~ ~ "'
SR 3.3.2.8 pg
SR 3.3.2.8 is the performance of a TADOT This test is a check
of the Manual Actuation FunctionsIti p f d %'h. E hll
Actuation Function is tested up to, an 'sncluding, the master
relay coils. In some instances, the test includes actuation of
the end device (i .e., pump starts, valve cycles. etc.). The
Frequency is adequate. based on industry operating experience and
is consistent with the typical refueling cycle. The SR is
modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints during
the TAOOT for manual initiation Functions. The manual initiation
Functions have no associated setpoints.

SR 3.3.2,9

SR 3.3.2.9 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every g@ months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the, instrument loop, including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of Q83 months is based on the assumption of an
@83 month calibrat~on interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint methodology.

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this test should
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to the
prescribed values where applicable.

SR 3.3.2.10

This SR ensures the individual channel ESF RESPONSE TIMES are
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3,2. 1L) (continued)

accident analysis. Response Time testing acceptance criteria are
included in the
%Ref —9,4 FSAR~:a:nd';",:SR,:S8:2'.-III'es oii1y;.apples'calli'e '.t7i,.those
rtonctsons:::::iith!N;"spec'i'ts'e'diileiaLt. Individuai component response
times are not modeled fii the analyses. The analyses model the
overall or total elapsed time, from the point at which the
parameter exceeds the Trip Setpoint value at the sensor, to the
point at which the equipment in both trains reaches the required
functional state (e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves
in full open or closed position).

For channels that include dynamic transfer functions (e.g.. lag,
lead/lag, rate/lag, etc.), the response time test may be
performed with the transfer functions set to one with the
resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate FSAR
response time. Alternately, the response time test can be
performed with the time constants set to their nominal value
provided the required response time is analytically calculated
assuming the time constants are set at their nominal values. The
response time may be measured by a series of overlapping tests
such that the entire response time is measured.

ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an Q83 month STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. Testing of the final actuation dev'ices, which make
up the bulk of the response time. is included in the testing of
each channel. The final actuation device in one train is tested
with each channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in
response time verification of these devices every $183 months.
The g@ month Frequency is consistent with the typ'ical refueling
cycle"and is based on unit operating experience, which shows that
random failures of instrumentation components causing serious
response time degradation, but not channel failure, are
infrequent occurrences.

This SR is modified by a Note that clarifies that the turbine
driven AFW pump is tested within 24 hours after reaching @@@3
650 psig in the SGs.

SR 3.3.2.11

SR 3.3.2. 11 is the performance of a TADOT as described in
SR 3.3.2.8, except that it is performed for the P-4 Reactor

5~tI (dlt,(diff~ 4,(l )zc4A. ~ I'~s/
klg L QAhgjg Vndd V4

s'<Ce ~ 4~ eMA,~
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TSTF-111, Revision I

-I( I
$nser~t

(Znsei+. pp. 8 9. '3-/38)

Response time may be verified by actual response time tests in any series ofsequential,
overlapping or total channel measurements, or by the summation ofallocated sensor response
times with actual response time tests on the remainder ofthe channel. Allocations for sensor
response times may be obtained Rom: (1) historical records based on acceptable response time
tests (hydraulic, noise, or power interrupt tests), (2) inplace, onsite, or oRite (e.g. vendor) test
measurements, or (3) utiTizing vendor engineering specifications. WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2,
"Elimination ofPressure Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements," dated January 1996,
provides the basis and methodology forusing allocated sensor response times in the overall
verification ofthe channel response time for specific sensors identified in the WCAP. Response
time verification for other sensor types must be demonstrated by test.

The aHocations for sensor response times must be verified prior to placing the component in 'in'+'c.(
operational service and re-verified followingmaintenance that my adversely afFect response time.
In general, electrical repair work does not impact response time provided the parts used for repair
are ofthe same type and value. One example where response time could be affected is replacing
the sensing assembly ofa transmitter.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ESFAS Instrumentation
8 3.3.2

SR 3.3.2.11 (continued)
zf

Trip Inter lock,
The.': ';:motit~h7Frequency is based on operating experiencep

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints during the TADOT. The Function tested has no
associated setpoint.

(9

REFERENCES

3.

FSAR, Chapter g.

FSAR, Chapter J:.

FSAR, Chapter LS.

IEEE-279-1971.

10 CFR 50.49.
5

. 'CAP,.::":-,11082@Rev;-.:,"2:~

.,",:Horst'jnenio'o3$ etyoint:,~Hethoccdo, OWjfiij',"':Proiiactiiin)Ssst'eesi
9!'abl"o:: !Cas7iyonPSt alai''on'si@E'a'g.is:2)kV ersiiii ki:: Iaa~ÃX 999

.
"

''Afi;-;~FNNOP'~Kxfevsj~on;.of.,::Sl'ave

8. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Rev. 1, June 1990.~ I'iiA'i:::,-':-iiiiig::-:.,ii-oui: N1! i',:.: t'ai!? ii"ill!- iii'Wa
NOI?'Nel ajse~ddneih99e!

10<:-'",:,.SCAN...-:,'SASS ll>weel!abigfty~Assessment:,::otS'Potterecand::Broefzi'eid

,

WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2, "Elimination ofPressure Sensor Response Time Testing

Requirements," January 1996.

?a?oe? IiciBz, Re-il.5, " IAidse?rt~hoLise ge?aooinw Ilail?HhoJoio~v

Pra'ieoai~ <QS?dms, aaeelo CtlnqGn e/n <5 /a~d Z

Zg N(~q> I->~t 5 t Cte &~a~~ " Sgnpai? t / I g g.
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SR 3.3.2.12

SR 3.3.2.12 is the performance of an ACTUATlONLOGlC TEST as
described in TS 1.0 "Definitions." This SR is applied to the RHR Pump
Trip on RWST Level-Low actuation logic and relays'which are not
processed through the SSPS. This test is performed every refueling
outage. The frequency is adequate based on site and industry operating
experience, considering equipment reliability and history data.

QP g. 9. 2. 1&

f9
gc-

SR 3.3.2.g is the performance of a TADOT This test is a
h k Fth N 1At tl F thf AFII~

It is performed every
+18 months. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested up

to, and including, the master relay coils. In some
instances, the test includes actuation of the end device
(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). The Frequency is
adequate, based on industry operating experience and is
consistent with the typical refueling cycle. The SR is
modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints
during the TADOT for manual initiation Functions. The
manual initiation Functions have no associated setpoints.





PAM Instrumentation
B3.3.3 ~E

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display unit
variables that provide information required by the control room
operators during accident situations. This information provides
the necessary support for the operator to take the manual actions
for which no automatic control is provided and that are required
for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation
ensures that there is sufficient information available on
selected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unit status and
behavior following an accident.

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is
important so that responses to corrective actions can be observed
and the need for, and magnitude of, further actions can be
determined. These essential instruments are identified ~~:-', !it'h"!PS'AR:! '"'"ti!.',",!!gl'6'R f. i)
addeesAagbased" upon the r'ecomm'endht'io'ns of Regulatory Guide 1.97
(Ref. 2) as required by Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 (Ref. 3).

The instrument channels required to be'OPERABLE by this LCO
include two classes of parameters identified during unit specific
implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A an Category I
variables.

Type A variables are included in this LCO because they provide
the primary information required for the control room operator to
take specific manually controlled actions for which no automatic
control is provided, and that are required for safety systems to
accomplish their safety functions for DBAs.

Category I variables are the key variables deemed risk
signiticant because they are needed to:

(continued)
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LCO

(continued)

8.

iipue'pe;,';;groiii'4STito:thirst'ontaiieeot:-Re ,c'i'ii~iiletib~ii.''Suiiip,",i',:.

reflj r:.. e

8~Containment Pressure Wide Ran e Pand'".b:=":.'CorkainmenK
Pressure.:Norma::Ran e

i i ii ~i i iiii
verification of RCS and containment OPERABILITY.

Containment pressure is used to verify closure of main
steam isol ati on val yes (NSIVs) d6r;a'ng'.;;"-'a".;;:Ia>'n..'tYa&m~li.ne

brNk7jaskde~ioRajfeeaC, and contai'nmeiit spray Phase"8
is'o at'icon when ASM ~h'j"'h.-.,high containment pressure is
reached.

8othjynetrumeotecere,'",,r~eq0, recieeto':;cover,::the~4e iiTetory„-: GUid'e
,.'.rouge~I!BqU'ir8lleA e':i

I

Containment Isolation Valve Position

CIV Position is provided for verification of Containment
OPERABILITY, and Phase A and Phase B isolation''-,:.':.and
owing

p w twp, wAf7 Qv9w A&0Awt wv5I .v Apfiiv 4~w

When used to verify Phase A and Phase 8 isolation. the
important information is the isolation status of the
containment penetrations. The LCO requires one channel of
valve position indication in the control room to be
OPERABI E for each active CIV in a containment penetration
flow path, i.e.. two total channels of CIV position
indication for a penetration flow path with two active
valves. For containment penetrations with only one active
CIV having control room indication. Note (b) requires a
single channel of valve position indication to be OPERABLE.
This is sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation
status of each isolable penetration either via indicated
status of the active valve, as applicable, and prior
knowledge of a passive valve, or via system boundary
status. If a normally active CIV is known to be closed and
deactivated, position indication is not needed to determine
status. Therefore. the position indication for valves in
this state is not required to be OPERABLE. ThisjFunctioj

for.";,".","e'ach~i'nopoe~i'ab'I'e;-.','.val,ie,","iiidii:alfie);,;;~pote "(a) to the
Required Channels states that the Function is not required
for isolation valves whose associated penetration is
isolated by at least one closed and deactivated automatic
valve, closed manual valve, blind flange. or check valve
with flow through the valve secured.

(continued)
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. BASES

LCO
(continued)

10. Containment Area Radiation Hi h Ran e

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for the
p tl I f Igff1 t f1 tl

for use by operators in determining the
need to invoke site emergency plans. Containment radiation
level is used to determine if a high energy line break
(HELB) conta~qirjg':.',p~d~oaCCi..~pjlUj'd'"'has occurred, and
whether"'the event is'nside or"outside of containment.

I I . '.., ':-:ll d

conditions that represent a potential for containment
breach from a hydrogen explosion. This variable is also
important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating actionsl

i'ec, 'wars",'::;i, os: .', ':::;;:sMr't
'

r

12. Pressuri zer Level

Pressurizer Level is used to determine whether to terminate
SI. if still in progress, or to reinitiate SI if it has
been stopped. Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also
used to verify the unit conditions necessary to establish
natural circulation in the RCS and to.verify that the unit
is maintained in a safe shutdown condition.

13. 8"<"Steam Generator Water Level Wide Ran e Pand""6%5leam
en ra r'' l.g>:N rrt '~A n

SG Water Level is provided to monitor operation of decay
heat removal via the SGs.

TP ~ lg gl I "p f fg I d
above the lower tubeshee .

The measured. differendt'ial pressure is displayed in ~
Pg PI 11';I '.

g&gr'~
scpciQRPS

(continued)
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PAN Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES

LCO 19. Auxil iar Feedwater Fl ow (continued)

.4Rlf1 i Typ A
operator action is required to throttle flow during an SLB
accident to prevent the AFW pumps from operating in runout
conditions. AFW flow is also used by the operator to
verify that the AFN System is delivering the correct flow
to each SG. However, the primary indication used by the
o erator to ensure an ade uate inventor is SG level
LNaororr!Ranrre}":::rTrrr,'.inr}anorrara,l":,,::"rrR:,anvenoon}~~condfbone.

2&:".,:(neQ}'Refoe}nn:.ir}5teo':Stoma e'::Tank%. AWSTI'a}}Ster'::~Level:

RHSl„.w~'teergleve+l:;. js::;:,.vsed.:,'.';%a:.p~vi'ri,'fyyt'headwater~,:sourrce
(vari'l'abi'.,'l„';i.:,tj:,go',-:thi;-':",:~rjeficy,"cor'e>~imling'hjy'stein)'(ECCL>
a'n6',,Comit'ai'nmen'tdjPa'y~,'-S est'ems'',";.-@Bh~ia jy}a'l~oJ",.P'rij$de';"::.;an'""

'jiidi'catio'nr'os,''::t'im'jfpi'.;:,!qi'fI'~t'i'atlng'i.:CoM~>'@,rec'i':r'cu'I,'a')o~
'fr'om-;:th'e'sumj,.';:fo'fgowjn'9.;:;a~)LKA'.~~~;.'Th'ejRNST;: le~@/, .~A

ed<'oorrar/rro'i',r'p a'i ithe aReaai'Cha }'!}. }er~a'Reiii
oriel)<~'praises.;"',::::lr'n,:,;1'r'i'i.'pai'atfan

J'ufo'r.-,'.;,:",'ti':a't'i'ster,':,'":.'"to &Id",:::Leg":..r$(iicu Kbw",.

APPL ICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCOis applicable in MODES l. 2. and 3

0'riljii'e'qu'i.i:;jd":.-.ti'.;ibklOPHNBL'E"-.":.:i5':;NODES::..l1,",aiid',"2. Th
=-

nabl'es -are
related" to the diagnosis and"'pre-planried aetio'equired to
mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are assum d to occur in MODES 1,

li'kelihood of an event tlat would require PAM instrumentation is
low: therefore, the PAM instrumentation is not required to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change
restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the
applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS
may eventually require unit shutdown. This exception is acceptable
due to the passive function of the instruments. the operator's
ability to respond to an accident using alternate instruments and
methods'nd the low probability of an event requiring these
instruments.

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application of
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be
entered independently for each Function listed on Table 3.3.3-1.

(continued)
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

8 3.3A4 Remote Shutdown System

Remote Shutdown System
5 3.3.4

Q~

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room operator with
sufficient instrumentation and controls to place and maintain the
unit in a safe shutdown condition from a location other than the
control room. This capability is necessary to protect against the
possibility that the control room becomes inaccessible. A safe
shutdown condition is defined as MODE 3. With the unit in MODE 3,
the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System and the steam generator (SG)
safety valves can be used
to remove core decay heat and meet'll safety requirements. The

g t pply f t f th ATII gy,t
ilgmpjxtendedm-operant) ei~%o

HT0wBEe'Bt..'utnudtd I:, sucehstsme.tdhgamt:.,et'thergcwonttioTh",;is~4tr'aenesfe'rred: ba'ct'-:::".to
thhtre'i'Cognntr''oil'Ro'aiii,:.-',or'.-,'at':,'copdol'down::.'Tis': iiiitiat'i'durum outside the co'ritrol
room.

If the control room becomes inaccessible, the operators can
establish control at the remote shutdown panel '(h~t>AhvtdbwA.„"."panels,
and place and maintain the unit in MODE 3.

Not"'aTl""coiitrolhs"and'ecessary

transfer switches are located at the mneme hot shutdown
anel. Some controls and transfer switches will have to be operated
ocally at the switchgear, motor control panels, or other local

stations. The unit automatically reaches MODE 3 following a unit
shutdown and can be maintained safely in MODE 3 for an extended
period of time.

+fiowingThe OPERABILITY of the)remote shutdown control and instrumentation
functions ensures there is sufficient information available on
selected unit parameters to place and maintain the unit in MODE 3
should the control room become inaccessible.

ZnserSA: ~
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Th g,th d... ',,'T,gt,,l, mtf'f'. 'ffg::,ptt'g..

appropriate socdtt'ons outside the control room with a capability to
promptly shut down and maintain the unit in a safe condition in
MODE 3.

The criteria governing the design and specific system requirements
Of the RemOte ShutdOWn System ijiataumentati~TFunotanpa~~andi'CnntrnsiS
are located in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, "50C I9 (Ref. 1'lh."="

(continued)
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INSTRUMENT CONTROL FUNCTION

1. Reactor Trip Breaker Indication

2. Pressurizer Pressure

3. Pressurizer Level

4. Steam Generator Pressure

5. Steam Generator Wide Range Water
Level oa. Auxilic,rq Feeder

Wow'.

Condensate Storage Tank Water
Level

READOUT/CONTROL
LOCATION

REQUIRED
NUMBER OF
CHANNELS

Hot Shutdown Panel

Hot Shutdown Panel

1/stm. gen.

1/stm. gen.

Hot Shutdown Panel 1

Reactor Trip Breaker 1/trip breaker

Hot Shutdown Panel 1

Hot Shutdown Panel 1

7 g. Charging Flow Hot Shutdown Panel 1

RCS Loop 1 Temperature
Indication

Dedicated Shutdown
Panel

Hot and Cold Leg
Temperature
Indication

q~. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow
Control
- AFW Pump, and Associated Valves- Transfer Switches

f0 H. Charging Flow Control- Centrifugal Charging Pump- Transfer Switch

ll N. Component Cooling Water Control- Component Cooling Water Pump- Transfer Switch

l2 H. Auxiliary Saltwater Control- Auxiliary Saltwater Pump- Transfer Switch

l9 )A'. Emergency Diesel Generator Control- EDG Start

Hot Shutdown Panel any 2 of 3 AFW
4kV Switchgear pumps

Hot Shutdown Panel 2 of 2 pumps
4kV Switchgear

Hot Shutdown Panel any 2 of 3 CCW

4kV Switchgear pumps

Hot Shutdown Panel 2 of 2 pumps
4kV Switchgear

EDG Local Control 3 of 3 EDGs
Panel





Remote Shutdown System
8 3.3.4

BASES

APPL lcABLE The, Remote shutadown,System,, st~~egtatTon:.":Phunct'Tons'!!and','::the

(continued) co'nthraibutor'"tpo the're<fuction of unit risk to accidents and as suchit has been retained in the Technical Specifications as indicated ~
y:,rCriterson:.NTof'lBXCFR$5KSBCc3(2):<ii li) .

LCO The Remote Shutdown Rstrmi7eit'atlon~lFunrKS™onward:;"":,the,'.',hot

the instruiiieiitation and controls necessary to place and mai~ntain theunit in MODE 3 from a location other than the control room. The
instrumentation and controls 4y~~ required are listed in
Table 3.3.4-1 in the accompanying LCO.

The controls. instrumentation, and transfer switches are requiredfor:

'! l161caLtlon:

~ RCS pressure control:

Reecho'r.::tri p

~ Decay heat removal via the AFW System and the SG safety valves
er-4G-ADVs;

~ RCS inventory control via charging flow; and

~ Safety support systems for the above Functions. including
"':::ll encl'. p 1 g . d= '=Chesel generators.

A Function of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all required
instrument and control channels

d'or:''.thah-:.::;::.fun@i'./on,':.„.:'3,Lsted'."''::..in",'.:.@ble~3 3::4.;.„'.:1'.

required information or control capability is available from several
alternate sources. In these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as long

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

f
' BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.4.3 (continued)

The Frequency of $1% months is based upon operating
experience and consistency with the typical industry refueling
cycle.

NOTEaIA~I Oaa„Se:il lancaa:::a'fP!he',; react.oui!;triRib.reate7!;,:'Oi? ErRANILIiTYNi'i'.::oot
'reiOi'reiad:.::aataa'aiitt''oV:thiNSURVEIULlNNErE'! REOUIRaENENT:.::,'ai'iioee.':a'jTRIP,"
'ACTUAT88G~DEVICPQPXRAT$084"'".;jTEST,:,',0'f jthe„'',isaac'tor:".:,';::.ti;i'p.;::brehker',
jeeertoi'm eed;:aa'ai j:iaeitaior;:the,.-'SURVEIEh'ANOEIiREOUIRENENTi::;:fo'i.'::„::; E;„"',O',:.O! '1!,.

"

REFERENCES

f

(QSZOACi<~C( ur 6 I j(i7l. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 19~~

> iA)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation Q~
B 3 . 3 . 5

BASES

Tri Set pints and Allowable Values

The Trip Setpoints used in the relays are based on the analytical
limits presented in FSAR. Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). The selection of
these Trip Setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided
when all sensor and processing time delays are taken into account.

'I

The actual nominal Trip Setpoint entered into the relays is normally
still more conservative than that required by the Allowable Value.If the measured setpoint does not exceed the Allowable Value. the>
relay is considered OPERABLE.Q Ac md<4 +~~d<W ~ W .M~"o'+5<

~~1 ~ /I/@Mhf4- MOAN',~C. Amer JS

Prneier CCI- Ok&tRG
Setpoints adjusted in accordance without™he Allowable Value ensure
that the consequences of accidents will be acceptable. providing the
unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the accident
and that the equipment functions as designed.

Allowable Values and/or Trip Setpoints are specified for each
Function in the LCO.

The nominal setpoints are
selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by the surveillance
procedure does not exceed the Allowable Value if th ela 1 U~d<i4o~+$ ~
performing as required, If the measured setpoint does no exceed
the Allowable Value. the~ i ysidered OPERABLE. Operation
with a Trip Setpoint less Ve than the nominal Trip
Setpoint, but within the Allowable Value, is acceptable provided
that operation and testing is consistent with the assumptions of the
unit specific setpoint calculation. Each Allowable Value andlor
Trip Setpoint specified is more conservative than the analytical
limit assumed in the transient and accident analyses in order to
account for instrument uncertainties approp iate to the trip
function. These uncertainties are defined"

RCMP,,:;-:." ''82-,".Aev„.',, "''

Nest~pgllQUse„'S&TpQlAC~HPNodo ~p«)foP@.:I!rQtec 1'G~n@$ '.sos::.'D1BbTo
La'njo~n>St'etio'n's:"-,:EaiOI e>2 It'V ereI5nj:"@Ref. 37.

fBnl5c Nike-cgf

APPLICABLE The LOP DG start instrumentation is required for the
SAFETY ANALYSES Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems to function in any accident

with a loss of offsite power. Its design basis is that of the ESF
Actuation System (ESFAS).

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on the loss of
offsite power during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The actual
DG start has historically been associated with the ESFAS actuation.
The DG loading has been included in the delay time associated with
each safety system component requiring DG supplied power following a
loss of offsite power. The analyses assume a non-5Kechanistic DG

loading, which does not explicitly account for each individual
component of loss of power detection and subsequent actions.

(continued)
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Q> tOe
LOP OG Start Instrumentation

B 3.3.5

BASES

APPLICABLE The LOP DG start instrumentation channels satisfy
SAFETY ANALYSES Criterion 3 of

<continued) ~g~g ~ ye peg<>~ >)

LCO
4c O„ng+h8er WrC~ ~rpe„.oy8,rg emeeZ

The LCO for LOP DG start instrume tation requires that B4mej ~~0
channels per bus beth-@he loss of voltage 'pnd$ tm ,chinnp3sgper,

vol'tage with"::::-:oiie.'.,'-"t3'me''i.'~j'ei'+8'ii,',for";DG

I:DP DG start instrumentation supports safety systems associated with
the ESFAS. In MODES 5 and 6, the ~~ channels must be OPERABLE
whenever the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
the automatic start of the DG is available when needed. Loss of the
LOP DG Start Instrumentation Function could result in the delay of ,

safety systems initiation when required. This could lead to
unacceptable consequences during accidents. Dur.ing the loss of
offsite power the DG powers the motor driven auxiliary feedwater
pumps. Failure of these pumps to start would leave only one turbine
driven pump, as well as an increased potential for a loss of decay
heat removal through the secondary system.I APPLICABILITY The LOP DG Start Instrumentation Functions are required in MODES 1.
2, 3, and 4 because ESF Functions are designed to provide protection
in these MODES. Actuation in MODE 5 or 6 is required whenever the
required DG must be OPERABLE so that it can perform its function on
an LOP or degraded power to the vital bus.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative with
respect to the Allowable Value, or the channel is found inoperable,
then the function that channel provides must be declared inoperable
and the LCO Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

Because the required channels are specified on a per bus basis, the
Condition may be entered separately for each bus as appropriate.

A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application of
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of

(continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

t BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

In these circumstances the Conditions specified in LCO 3.8.1, "AC
Sources -Operating," or LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources -Shutdown," for the
DG made inoperable by failure of the LOP DG-shar4 instrumentation
are required to be entered imediately. The actions of those LCOs
provide for adequate compensatory actions to assure unit safety.

'Aj Rote'.:;=jsiaddgft:,0:.':ago~jypags~nggarifipopajab'li.! ch~~~g::"|oi'rTUpMO
2

SQ. E ~.5 I

SIIRVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)
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Containment FeKfi~afen Isol ation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

BASES
m

BACKGROUND
(continued) ~ iejtNRjao isolation. which closes

containment veen'''latin isolation valves
These systems are described

in the Bases for LCO 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation Valves."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALY

The containment purge and exhaust ~e~tgPR'>ei isolation
instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3" of

'F

IcI.:,Rg"-'::gd'(c~)XEI'6 Ei>.

The safety analyses assume that the containment remains
SES intact with penetrations unnecessary for core cooling isolated early

in the event, within approximately 60 seconds. The isolation of the~ cigtainmegC';.,ie~i:ilatleI valves has not been analyzed
mechanist'icaoy in belie dose calculations. although its ~isolation~.asl jgja,'«:,:consei~Vatzyi:."jjo33tljo:;:time) is assumed. The
containment piir'ge and exhaust veen't'1Iemt'io'n"isoTation radiation
monitors act as backup to the gl signa,to ensure closirlg of th
purge and exhaust oontaf t~!yentfga51oK1sd7K1on valve . ey
are also the primary means or aut~aTically isolating containment
in the event of a fuel handling acciden during shutdown.
Containment isolation in turn ensures me ting the containment
leakage rate assumptions of the safety alyses. and ensures that
the calculated accidental offsite radi o

'
s el

10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) limits. Ot dn ~ Sauced Ni&sn Con&snmcnf

LCO The LCO requirements ensure that the instrumentation necessary toinitiate Containment Purge and Exhaust LIedtsi'::Iataon Isolation. listed
in Table 3.3.6-1. is OPERABLE.

1. Manual Initiation
IIOT::.'1IEEO

: (continued)
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Containment E
Ye7itl::$5Fion Isolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The . Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation
Relays, Containment Isolation —Phase A, and Containment Radiation
Functions are required OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4. and during
CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment. Under these conditions, the potential exists for an
accident that could release fission product radioactivity into
containment. Therefore. the containment purge and exhaust
ieif4imlatj'i)) isolation instrumentation must be OPERABLE in these
MODE'S.

"'""

While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel handling in progress. the
containment purge and exhaust veriti'gXtTori isolation instrumentation
need not be OPERABLE since the potenfIal for radioactive releases is
minimized and operator action is sufficient to ensure post accidentoffsite doses are maintained within the limits of Reference 1.

ACTIONS The most comon cause of channel inoperability is outright failure
or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to exceed the
tolerance allowed by unit specific calibration procedures.
Typically. the drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function. This determination
is generally made during the performance of a QP4FY,:',",pod]',os,''.CHYilriil::
C'almb44jori. when the process instrumentation is set up 'for= '"
adju'stiiient to bring it within specification, Drift:;can;::":.jlso".':be
observed,',.Cworing~g",':Chsjije,.Fghe. ceto,"::o.;:CFTjianCh'>g45bser'ae'e'dtwoold;'P'roegt
action':Xo'qcoi:i"":wC"'..:4jie":="djscrejiiic'jM'ftfie Trip Setpoint is 1ess
conservati"ve than the tolerance specified by the calibration
procedure, the channel must be declared inoperable irmediately and
the appropriate Condition entered.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this
Specification may be entered independently for each Function listed
in Table 3.3.6-1. The Completion Time(s) of the inoperable
channel(s)/train(s) of a Function will be tracked separately for
each Function starting from the time the Condition was entered for
that Function.

A.l

Condition A applies to the failure of one containment ~ti!w i 1 t. 4 tiec vA "''~ 4gN's

(continued)
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QRQ4 CRVS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.7 Control Room
Instrumentation

I~If!!: (,i:, .( ( (((((((R!8! ( ( ((

BASES

BACKGROUNO The QRQ4 CRYS provides an enclosed control room environment from
which 4hebotb units can be operated following an uncontrolled
release of radioactivity.

Upon
receipt of an actuation signal. the CRERNE CRgS;"".sbsfts"::i!frm%ormal:
operati'o~n:;ands initiates filtered ventilation and pressur>zation of
the control room. This system is described in the Bases for
LCO 3.7.10. "Control Room

'
Ventidation System-."sh

had:4s.::coamon:to;::both:-.units..*

The actuation instrumentation consists of redundant radiation
monitors in the air intakes a4 toNthe control room areaj. Tfier%
joe,'ij~>ae.'recrors';:;.iy.;:;eacs'h',~0T,."..~ne,:j~~;,":nosrma;:i';,;conn;o ~,:;;;room":air,
5'nt8kes,.",'::.c'CHpeve ji-;:.zLnce'i„'::thej"':take$svctsej<fore"::aicomon>ar'ea~~the
go'i".'.t'ai„'''.a'ii'd

deteit~i:;i."~:.a jehi.,"ej'~'ir'ed''.::t'o
fbi...'t;use'.",'„'O'h!arse';.",'-:;-'A,=:;-"::coLtta)nmi5t::':g'so'):Ni;m'j),'jja)fiick;.Ki'gh
radiation signa l from Ny,'j',Chei of these jeji'tied'-,".:detectors Tocfhe
normslbjnwtate,will initiate '

CRVS
pi"'essii;~aa'ti'o'n:frcmCthe'=-.presspr| zatlonyritate.:,;with,;:th'ill!owest

S
3

y

::,',he",::,",u,'.,'.TLe:ibu Ld(ing(::.:a!nd'!one::::.",own..".;t;he'."S(o('uth'"i.:::thabsi'twuo',.",„i adi:anti'osn

fiionjters),, The" control'oom operator can a so" in''tieatwe CAGED CRgg
PwreSiSuriiatienaimaane by manual SWitCheS in the COntrO1 rOOm. "'ahe

vv\w vow w4v me

~ I

I"emov'al„',':an'da're~ i..',eiB)t)'on„'."",:;-':;Neith'er
Rl! (t;,:(,si!i p(((((i(i'."*(-((i(.''(m"":"i!'""";:!!riiiu","(:: '(ll((

'c.",t.f,.'cUmstanCes;'s!
((coYco~~~ ew(

APPLICABLE The control room must be kept habitable for the operators
SAFETY ANALYSES stationed there during accident recovery and post accident

operations.

The GREFA CRVS acts to terminate the supply of unfiltered outside
air to the control room. initiate filtration, and pressurize the
control room. These actions are necessary to ensure the control
room is kept habitable for the operators stationed there during
accident recovery and post accident operations by minimizing the
radiation exposure of control room personnel.

(continued)
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(O BASES

GRQ4~~CRYS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

In NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the radiation monitor actuation of the
GA¹S CRVS is a backup for the-R phase::.-'.gaignal actuation. This
ensures initiation of the QtQ'-S 'CRVS Bursng a loss of coolant n
accident or steam generator tube irupture a'nvolv~j'n~>a%re'fease:;,.o:
E'a ioa ive,ma equi'i: s.

The radiation monitor actuation of the CREFS in NODES 5 and 6.
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies P~;~and

,

(continued)
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QKF4jCRVS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES

APPLICABLE CQRB'AL~RATIONQ, is the primary means to ensure control
SAFETY ANALYSES room habitabfTfty in the event of a fuel handling or waste

(continued) gas decay tank rupture accident. The GAQ=S CRVS!:::pres'sur':..i'zaUon
lyse'em actuation instrumentation satisfies Criteri'on ' "

*"*'xHlm9'!ss'(*::>Iles'a, t RIYAL)KShi~ 044

LCO The LCO requirements ensure that instrumentation necessary to
initiate the BRESB CRVSFpressur''i'sation"s est'eiii is OPERABLE.

I. Hanual Initiation rgt+~ +
(

The LCO requi es two channels OPERABLE. The operator can
initiate the 013 presevriMtYon"„.,":age::;:Beat any time by
using two""sswitchesin the control room. This action
will cause actuation of all components in the same manner as
any of the automatic actuation signals.

The LCO for Manual Initiation ensures the proper amount of
redundancy is maintained in the manual actuation circuitry to
ensure the operator has manual initiation capability.

2. Automatic Actuation Lo ic and Actuation Rela s

The LCO requires two trains of Actuation Logic and Relays
OPERABLE to ensure that no single random failure can prevent
automatic actuation~in'1$ themprgs'su'r'i'sitionisysteiii.

(continued)
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BASES

QRQ=S~CRYS Actuation Instrumentation . p,
p"

B 3.3.7 M
d

ACTIONS
(continued)

B, l. 1 8.1.2 and B.2

Condition B applies to the failure of two QKF4 CRItS actuation
trains. two radiation monitor channels, or two maniial channels. Thefirst Required Action is to place one GAG=-S CRVS train in the

pressuRr,.'zaf55ii*mode of operation
iamediately. This accomplishes the actuation instrumentation
Function that may have been lost and places the unit in a
conservative mode of operation. The applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.7. 10 must also be entered for the GRQ4
CAVD train made inoperable by the inoperable actuation
'instrumentation. This ensures appropriate limits are placed upontrain inoperability as discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.7.10.

C, 1 and C2

Condition C applies wh the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for C dition A or B have not been met and the unit
is in MODE 1, 2. 3. 4. The unit must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO requir ments are not applicable. To achieve this
status, the unit m t be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 5
within 36 hours. he allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based
on operating expe ence, to reach the required unit conditions fromfull power condi ons in an orderly manner and without challenging
unit systems.

~ ~f~ IX

~
~4 c>~

(continued)
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ARC4FHBVS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8 Fuel HandhojcBui lding
Instrumentat) ohn

~F t II%:-3 t IFFFFFFFFFFI 3 t tl

BASES

BACKGROUND The ARGSgHBVS ensures that radioactive materials in the fuel
3 Ildt g 'f. "Ft f 11 I g f I h dll g td

are filtered and adsorbed prior to
exhausting to the environment. The system is described in the Bases
f Ittl 3113. "F I lf, ',3'I'F 3' lldt g ~f,,t!3'tel",
System." The system iiiidt'iates filtered ventilation of"the fuel
building automatically following receipt of a high radiation signal

;fcraottt,-",;:f;h'e

Spent,::Final:.;::,Po~l,,fiom storer...:::"orrltftrtcmi@he,,~New",;:;FeelKStortapdesVaXilt::;fioan'i'too~re
B'i~froiiiqa'anoints:.."',ms'oh'n'sttorrs!'A8 lli!8:'.,".mb'en!!itis'tatg'i'd3:. -IniatTation niay'lso be performed m'aiii7ally as need'ed'"from"'the main control room od"r<

fgi1Ãhandj,''i'".i'bujilding.

h dt tl
either of pie two monitors, provides AQGSFHBVS initiation. Cash

These
actions function to prevent exfiltration of contaminated air by
initiating filtered ventilation, which imposes a negative pressure
on the fuel building.

APPLICABLE The FQAGSFIQVS ensures that radioactive materials in the fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES building atmosphere following a fuel handling accident ~a-NGA are

filtered and adsorbed prior to being exhausted to the environment.
This action reduces the radioactive content in the fuel building
exhaust following a LQGA-er- fuel handling accident so that offsite
doses remain within the limits specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1).

The %AGSFHBYS actuation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
N7~6FRl.":SF36.<NH'2) (3,'::>")'::.

rhg 32~:3edhhhi~ d~~~ a ri'er'. ad4 as".. 'Fd~
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BASES

LCO

%AGSFHBVS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8

8

Fuel Buildin Radiation (continued)

Only the Trip Setpoint is specified for each ARGSFHBVS Function in
the LCO.

Qg A"ikc-QJf

APPLIE BILITY Tt I PBIBB PBEB I Itt tt t t IIPE~LE~
~f-43I-aRd when moving irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
building. to ensure the FBAGSFHBVS operates to remove fission
products associated with

"'
a fuel handling

accident.

,O
High radiation initiation of the RQGSFHBVS must be OPERABLE in any
NODE during movement of irradiated fuel "assemblies in the fuel
building to ensure automatic initiation of the AQGS L!BVS when the
potential for a fuel handling accident exists.

While in HOOES 5 and 6 without fuel handling in progress, the
RRGSFHHVS instrumentation need not be OPERABLE since a fuel
handling accident cannot occur.

ACTIONS The most eamon cause of channel inoperability is outright failure
or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to exceed the
tolerance allowed by unit specific calibration procedures.
Typically. the drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function. This determination
is generally made during the performance of a QN4FT.;.':3'nd7or.:.:-,:.:,:,Channel:

gbl'i~brat$ 'oj. when the process
instrument;ation is set up for adjustment to bring it within

(continued)
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%AQQBVS Actuation Instrumentation
8 3.3.8

BASES
t

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.8. 1 (continued)

channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the
same value. Significant deviations between the two instrument
channels could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus't is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff. based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties'ncluding
indication and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria.it may be an indication that the sensor or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit.
The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal,
but more frequent. checks of channels during normal operational use
of the displays associated with the LCO required channels.

I SR 3.3.8.2

A 0Ã LFTg is performed once every 92 days on each required channel
to ensure the entire channel will perform the intended function.
This test verifies the capability of the instrumentation to provide
the FBACS actuation.

The Frequency of
92 days is based on the known reliability of the monitoring
equipment and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

3.P. g. > Qo>

(continued)
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FQAGSFHBVS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8

BASES

REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.8.4

SR 3.3.8:4 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a check of
the manual actuation functions and is performed every QQ months.
Each manual actuation function is tested up to, and including. the
master relay coils. In some instances, the test includes actuation
of the end device (e.g., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). The
Frequency is based on operating experience and is consistent with
the typical industry refueling cycle. The SR is modified by a Note
that excludes verification of setpoints during the TADOT. The
Functions tested have no setpoints associated with them.

,I
SR 3.3.8.5

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 9@ months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete
check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The test
verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter within
the necessary range and accuracy. The Frequency is based on
operating experience and is consistent with the typical industry
refueling cycle.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.3

This Enclosure contains a brief discussionfjustification for each marked-up technical change to
NUREG-1431, to make them plant-specific or to incorporate generic changes resulting from the
Industry/NRC generic change process. The change numbers are referenced directly from the
NUREG-1431 mark-ups (Enclosure 5A). For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B text in brackets "[ ]"
indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to all the JLS plants. Empty brackets indicate
that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.3-01

3.3-02

3.3-03

3.3-04

3.3-05

3.346

3.3-07

3.3-08

3.3-09

This trip function or design feature is not included in the plant design or it is not credited
and has no safety function.

For the Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip function based on turbine stop valve position, 4 of 4
channels are required to close to less than 1% open in order to generate the reactor trip
signal. Thus, it is acceptable to have more than one Turbine Stop Valve Closure - reactor
trip function channel inoperable and placed in trip per current TS Table 3.3-1, Functional
Unit [17.b], ACTION Statement [7]. In addition, the 4 hour bypass note applies only to the
[LowAuto Stop Oil Pressure] channels. ITS 3.3.1 Condition P has been revised.

This change to ITS 3.3.1 Condition R is consistent with the current licensing basis. A
4-hour AOT for SSPS logic surveillance testing has little usefulness ifthe RTBs cannot be
bypassed for the duration of that testing. RTB surveillance testing retains the current
2-hour AOT.

Not applicable to Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). See Conversion Comparision
Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table ( closure 6B).

Retains CTS power requirement of 75% RTP in the ITS SR .3.1.6 Note concerning when
the incore/excore calibration is performed. The ISTS pro sal would require unnecessary
delays in the post-refuel power ascension. As per the rrent TS 4.0.4 exception, it is
acceptable to go above 75% RTP during power asc sion provided the calibration is
performed within 24 hours of exceeding 75% RTP. he Note is further revised to permit
achieving e uilibrium conditions (per CTS 4.2.2.2.d.1) prior to performing the required
surveillance

Note 3 is added o ITS SR 3.3.1.11 to be consistent with the CTS Table 4.3-1 Note [5].
This ensures that this exception for power and intermediate range detector plateau
voltage verification, as discussed in the ITS BASES for SR 3.3.1.11, is included in the
Technical Specifications rather than being only found in the BASES. The note replaces
the exception to LCO 3.0.4 in the current TS.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

The addition of footnote [(m)] to ITS Table 3.3.1-1 for Function 10 clarifies the low flow
setpoint relationship to the quantity identified as Minimum Measured Flow, consistent with
the current TS.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS 1





CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.3-20

3.3-21

3.3-22

3.3-23

3.3-24

3.3-25

3.3-26

3.3-27

3.3-28

3.3-29

3.3-30

3.3-31

3.3-32

3.3-33

3.3-34

3.3-35

3.3-36

This change adds note 2 on [Containment Radiation Level (High Range)) calibration in ITS
SR [3.3.3.2] to be consistent with current TS Table [4.3-7 Note (2)]. This note is
acceptable as it reflects the unique calibration requirements of these high range radiation
monitors as defined in the current TS.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Consistent with CTS [3.3.3.5], [RCP breaker indication is excluded from CHANNEL
CHECKS and reactor trip breaker and RCP breaker indications are excluded from]
CHANNELCALIBRATIONSin ITS SR 3.3.4.3 since these SRs have no meaning for[~]functions.

~cS
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

-[Nerved)- InS~+-rim4 pc.~ w

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

The current TS require the response times associated with the [
] containment [purge and

exhaust] isolation functions to be verified against the specific response time values
contained in the [FSAR]. The ITS is revised to match the current TS and the response
time values are [moved to the FSAR per CN 01-35-LG]. As is done with the Reactor Trip
System and the ESFAS instrumentation, this method is an appropriate way to control
response times.... SR 3.3.6.8] are added to require the response time
verifications.

Improved TS [3.3.6 ACTIONA is modified by a Note and] Table 3.3.6-1 is changed to be
consistent with current TS [3.3.2 Functional Unit 3.c and current TS 3.9.9]. Subfunctions
[b, c and d] of Containment Radiation are stricken since only the gaseous []channel
provides the actuation function [and the bracketed setpoint is changed to reflect plant-
specific requirements). [The number of gaseous monitors required for CORE
ALTERATIONSor during movement of irradiated fuel has been revised to one (either RM
44A or B) per the CTS ].

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change adds an LCO 3.0.3 exception Note 1 to ITS 3.3.8 to reflect industry Traveler
TSTF-36, Rev. 2.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).
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CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.3-51

3.3-52

3.3-53

ITS ACTION B.2 of LCO 3.3.7 is deleted, since DCPP cannot operate with both
pressurization systems running at the same time. The design of the system is such that
operation of two pressurization fans would over pressurize the supply ducting to the filters.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

The REQUIRED CHANNELS description for Functions 2.a and 3.b.(1), of ITS Table 3.3.2-
1, are revised per the CTS to note that only two switches (one per train) exist and that
both must be moved coincident for manual initiation.

3.3-54

3.3-55

3.3-56

3.3-57

3.3-58

3.3-59

3.340

3.341

3.3%2

3.3-63

3.344

3.345

3.346

3.37

Function 18.b (P-7) of ITS Table 3.3.1-1 is clarified. COTs and Channel Calibrations
apply to the P-10 and P-13 inputs, not to the P-7 logic function. This change is an
administrative clarification to address the relationships between these interlocks in the
plant's design.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not used.

This change adds new ITS 3.3.2 Condition [N] to reflect current TS Table 3.3-3 ACTION
Statement [24] on manual AFW [and manual MSIVclosure] initiation.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Consistent with the design and current TS, Surveillance Requiremenlf 3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.7
sre5not used by any function listed in Table 3.3.2-1 and are deleted.~.

tres qT f2vi
This change revises the ITS SR 3.3.2.11 Frequency topyaf months per current TS Table
4.3-2 Functional Unit [8.c], which is the ESFAS PQ permissive. The month Frequency
for the surveillance of the basic switch logic associated with the opening of the reactor trip
breakers is the value specified in the current TS. [Deleted the Note stating that verification
of set point is not required per the CTS.]

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change revises ITS Table 3.3.2-1 [Notes (b) and (g)] per current TS Table [3.3-3]
Notes [¹ and ¹¹]. This revision is a clanfication to the operator that describes the
circumstances under which the [Steamline Pressure Negative Rate - High, Steam
Pressure-low, or Pressurizer Pressure-low functions may be or are blocked relative to the]
P-11 permissive.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

The MODE 4 requirement of the CTS is retained and added to Table 3.3.2-1 for Sl
actuated by Containment Pressure high-high. ITS 3.3.2 ACTIONS D and E are revised
accordingly.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS 5





CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.3-86

3.3-87

3.3-88

3.3-89

3.3-90

3.3-91

3.3-92

3.3-93

3.3-94

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

ITS 3.3.1 Condition V is deleted. It is not entered from Table 3.3.1-1 nor do the Bases
clarifywhen itwould be needed, raising the concern of misinterpretation. Condition V
does not replace LCO 3.0.3 requirements to assess when the plant is outside the licensing
basis. There is no similar ACTION Statement in the current TS for the Reactor Trip
System. This change is consistent with Traveler TSTF-135.

ITS 3.3.4 is revised per current TS [3.3.3.5] with regard to [remote shutdown panel]
controls. [Remote shutdown panel] controls are added to the LCO, Condition A, and

3.3-95

3.3-96

SR 3.3.4.2. By explicitly including the controls, the specification is clarified to be more
than instrumentation. This change is acceptable because it does not change the meaning
while retaining the clarity of the CTS.

ITS 3.3.1 Condition H, Required ACTION H.1, and the second part of Function 4
Applicability(MODE 2 below'P) in ITS 3.3.1 are deleted since they provide no real
compensatory measures. IVff)th their,deletion, there is no need to repeat the > PW
Applicability in conditionede4nd(G J in accordance with Lcc 304, the intermediate range
detectors must be OPERABLE p iso entering the Applicabilityof the retained part of
Function 4 (i.e., MODE 2 above PW). Condition H and Required ACTION H.1 ensure the
same thing and, therefore, can be deleted. This change is consistent with Traveler
TSTF-1 35.

[]Note 2 for ITS SR 3.3.1.3 is revised to replace the bracketed 15% RTP power level
constraint with 50% RTP. The specified power level in ITS SR 3.3.1.3 should reflect the
applicable safety analysis basis consistent with the [APPLICABILITYand] Required
Actions of ITS LCO 3.2.3 (AFD) and LCO 3.2.4 (QPTR).

3.3-97

3.3-98

3.3-99

As revised, this surveillance requirement is acceptable in that it assures the surveillance is
performed after the appropriate plant conditions are attained and still provides sufficient
time to perform the surveillance in a controlled manner.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).
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CHANGE('UMBER JUSTIFICATION

6

3.3-125

3.3-126

3.3-127

3.3-128

3.3-129

3.3-130

3.3-131

3.3-132

3.3-133

3.3-134

3.3-135

3.3-136

{3.3-137

ITS SR 3.3.1.11 is modified by a Note that requires verification that the time constants are
adjusted to the prescribed values. The addition of this Note is consistent with SR 3.3.1.10
and is required because SR 3.3.1.11 is used for the Power Range Neutron Flux - High
Positive Rate [and High Negative Rate J trip functions which have a time constant
associated with their calibration.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

The MODE 2 applicability for the undervoltage RCP start of the steam4riven AFW pump
is deleted and the surveillance Frequency is revised per the DCPP CTS. Thus, the
Required Actions ofACTION I are revised to include entering MODE 2 for function 6.g and
MODE 3 for function 5.b, and the required surveillance is changed from SR 3.3.2.7 to SR
3.3.2.8. This anticipatory start of the steam4riven AFW pump is not credited for MODE 2
operation, only the SG low level start signal is used for MODE 2 or 3.

This change revises ITS Table 3.3.4-1 to be consistent with CTS 3.3.3.5.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Cornparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change revises ITS LCO 3.3.5 and SR 3.3.5.3 to include the DG start sequence
delay timers from CTS Table 3.34.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

A MODE change restriction has been added to ITS 3.3.1 Condition C per the matrix
discussed in CN 1<2-LS-1 of the 3.0 package (see LS-1 NSHC in the CTS Section 3/4.0,
ITS Section 3.0 package).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparision Table (Enclosure 6B).

The Condition for Function 4.c is changed from Condition D to E consistent viith the CTS.
Plant design requires this Function to be bypassed, not tripped if inoperable.)

~is Chan)e. /ddt rigid sR 3.3.2. I'3 whichis+tne. per/un <~cd. o$
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 Page 2 of 21

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-07

3.3-08

3.349

3.3-10

3.3-11

3.3-12

3.3-13

3.3-14

Note 3 is added to ITS SR 3.3.1.11 to be consistent with the
CTS Table 4.3-1 Note [5]. This ensures that this exception,
for power and intermediate range detector plateau voltage
verification as discussed in the ITS BASES for SR 3.3.1.11, is
included in the Technical Specifications rather than being
only found in the BASES.

Deletes the Reviewer's Note in ITS Tables 3.3.1-1 and
3.3.2-1 and adds a Note reflecting the Allowable Value as the
LSSS. Trip Setpoints are listed in the Bases.

The addition of footnote [(m)] to ITS Table 3.3.1-1 for
Function 10 clarifies the low flowsetpoint relationship to the
quantity identified as Minimum Measured Flow, consistent
with the CTS.

[The Overtemperature hT setpoint equation had a bracket in
the wrong place and was corrected.) In addition, the f, (hl)
penalty function was corrected and the Q inequality sign was
changed to an equal sign~~
Added "or Rod Control System incapable of rod withdrawal,"
which makes Note (f) the complete antithesis of Note (b).

Corrects typo in the inequality sign of ITS Table 3.3.2-1
Note (h).

The equations for Overtemperature ~T and Overpower ~T are
revised to be consistentwith the DCPP CTS. The value of
the time constant v, has always been 0 seconds and the
factor utilizing the time constant has not been shown as part
of the equation ln licensing documents since the factor value
has been unity. Thus, the factors utilizing the time constant
has been deleted.

Retains the monthly COT for Function 6.h of ITS
Table 3.3.2-1, per CTS Table 4.3-2 Functional Unit 6.h. No
TADOT is performed.

Yes

No, retained CTS
format.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see CN
3.3-105.

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No, see CN 3.3-38.

No, see CN 3.3R1.

Yes

No

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

No, see
CN 3.341.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, (CTS per
OL Amendment
No. 15 dated
4-8-86)

Yes, (CTS per
OL Amendment
No. 102 dated
8-21-95)

No, see CN
3.3Q1.

Yes

No

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 .Page 5 of 21

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-26 The Pressurizer PORV and Block Valve Controls are deleted
and RCP Breaker Position and AFW Suction Pressure are
added to ITS Table 3.3.4-1, consistent with the current
licensing basis for compliance with GDC-19. The PORVs
may be used for eventual plant cooldown; however, they are
not required to attain HOT STANDBYwhich is the basis for
the listed functions. The added functions may be used to
ensure decay heat removal by the SGs in attaining HOT-
STANDBY.

No, not in CTS. No, see CN 3.3-24. Yes Yes (per FSAR
Section 7.4".3

and SER
Sections 7.4.2
and 7.4.3.2)

3.3-27

3.3-28

3.3-29

3.3-30

This change modiTies ITS SR 3.3.3.2 and SR 3.3.3.3 to allow
for different surveillance frequencies for the hydrogen
monitors than other PAMS components. The manufacturer
for the CPSES hydrogen monitors specifies a more frequent
calibration frequency than that required for the other PAMS
instruments. The more frequent calibration is required to
assure function operability.

Tie breaker changes per CTS Table 3.3-3, ACTION
Statement 19 for Functional Unit 8.b.

The portion of Condition C f(relabeled as D per CN 3.3-74)]
referring to one or more functions with one or more automatic
actuation trains inoperable is revised to cover BOP-ESFAS
only.

FUALAocLLQhlt'7 I'5 PPAlfEJ ~ Qg y~ '~)r ~
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in'o,

not ln CTS.

+tfh-Pes

No, not ln CTS.

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No, not In CTS.

No

No, not in CTS.

Yes

No

Yes (CTS per
OL Amendment
No. 99 dated
4-18-95)

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 . Page7of21

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-36

3.3-37

3.3-38

3.3-39

3.340

3.3-41

Revisions reflect revised BDMS setpoint in CTS

Several ITS Required Action Note are modified to allow a
channel to be placed in bypass r surveillance testing.

The CPSES design uses the N-16 based overtemperature
and overpower protective functions. Several changes to the
setpoints, Required Actions and Surveillances of
NUREG-1431 are required to maintain the current licensing
basis.

ITS Table 3.3.7-1 is changed to be consistent with CTS
Table 3.3-3. The Actuation Logic was split to reflect the
SSPS, with only MODE 14 Applicability, and BOP-ESFAS
portions and associated SR requirements in the CTS.

Add "and setpoint adjustment" to ITS 3.3.1 Condition E,
similar to the Note for Condition D.

ITS 3.3.1 Condition L is deleted to match the plant-specific
design and the CTS for the Source Range Neutron Flux
Function in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the Rod Control System
incapable of rod withdrawal and all rods fullyinserted. Under
these conditions, the source range instrumentation does not
provide a Reactor Trip System Function. The source range
channels provide only indication [and inadvertent boron
dilution mitigation] when in this Applicability. Requirements
related to the source range neutron flux channels in
MODES 3, 4, and 5 when all rods are fully inserted and are
not capable of being withdrawn have therefore been [moved
to ITS 3.3.9. Footnote (f) of ITS Table 3.3-1 is added to
Function 5 and revised accordinglyj.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

No

No, not in CTS.

Yes

No, see CN
3.3-123.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No, not in current
design or TS.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (CTS per
OL Amendment
No. 94 dated
3-7-95)

No, not in
current design
or TS.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-57

3.3-58

3.3-59

3.340

3.3-61

3.342

3.343

3.344

Not used.

Adds new ITS 3.3.2 Condition [N] to reflect CTS Table 3.3-3
ACTION Statement [24] on manual AFW [and manual MSIV
closure] initiation.

Adds new ITS 3.3.2 Condition [R] to reflect CTS Table 3.3-3
ACTION Statement [21] on BOP-ESFAS portion ofAFW
initiation.

Consistent with the design and CTS, Surveillance
Requirement[s 3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.7 are deleted as they are]
not used by any Function listed in Table 3.3.2-1.

Change ITS SR 3.3.2.11 Frequency to months per CTS
Table 4.3-2 Functional Unit [B.c], which is the ESFAS PQ
permissive. [Deleted the Note stating that verification of set
point is not required per the CTS.]

Consistent with the CPSES design and CTS, isolation of the
MSIVs also requires isolation of the associated upstream drip
pot isolation valves.

Revise ITS Table 3.3.2-1 [Notes (b) and (g)] per CTS Table
[3.3-3] Notes [¹ and ¹¹]. This revision is a clarification to the
operator that describes the circumstances under which the
[Steamline Pressure Negative Rate - High, Steam Pressure-+
low, or Pressurizer Pressure-low functions may be or ar
blocke fr%lative to the] P-11 permissive.

R ise ITS Table 3.3.2-1 Note (j) to exclude the MFRVs,
consistent with CTS [3.7.1.6]. []

N/A

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No, already in
CTS.

NIA

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

No, adopted
ISTS format.

Yes

No, used for
BOP-ESFAS.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

NIA

Yes

Yes

No, used for
BOP-ESFAS.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 Page 11 of 21

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-65

3.3-66

3.347

3.3-68

3.3-69

3.3-70

A Note is added to the steam generator water level-
high-high trip function to reflect the CPSES design and CTS.
In the CPSES design, only three channels of the four steam
generator water level signals provide input to this trip
function. Therefore, in order to satisfy the single failure
criterion, ifone of these three channels is used as input to the
Steam Generator Water Level Control System, its associated
bistable must be placed in the tripped state.

The DCPP-specific MODE 4 requirement of the CTS is
retained and added to Table 3.3.2-1 for Sl actuated by
Containment Pressure High.

In PAMS, add CPSES-specific operability requirements and
Required Actions for the T-hot and T-cold indications
consistent with both the current licensing basis and the intent
of NUREG-1431. Ifa T-hot indication is unavailable,
equivalent information is available from the Core Exit
Temperature indication which is also a RG 1.97 variable.
Similarly, ifa T-cold indication is unavailable, equivalent
information may be derived through the use of the steam
generator pressure and steam tables, because the RCS cold
leg temperature closely follows the steam generator
saturation temperature.

A DCPP-specific Note is added to state that CONDITION D is
only applicable in MODES 1 and 2. A new CONDITION H is
added to require entering MODE 3 ifCONDITION B is not
met when entered due to not meeting CONDITION D.

@he phrase "...that is not normally energized" is deleted per
the CTS. Allof the 'entation listed is normally
energized at power/

The PAM instrume tion list is modified to reflect the CPSES
design and CTS.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, see CN
3.3-71.

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No, see CN
3.3-21.

No

No

No

No

No)

No, see CN
3.3-21.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 Page 14 of21

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-86

3.3-87

3.3-88

3.3-89

3.3-90

3.3-91

3.3-92

3.3-93

3.3-94

Surveillance Requirement 3.3.5.2 is revised to reflect the
current CPSES plant design and licensing basis. A Note is
added to SR 3.3.5.2 indicating that setpoint verification is not
applicable for the performance of the TADOT. This
verification is performed during Channel Calobrations (see
SR 3.3.5.3).

Not used.

Revise ITS 3.3.9 to apply in MODE 2 only below P-6 and to
reflect ACTION Statement 5.b per CTS Table 3.3-1.

Revise COT in ITS SR 3.3.9.3 to add the 4 hour allowance
from ITS SR 3.3.1.7.

Exclude neutron detectors from CHANNELCALIBRATION
ITS SR 3.3.9.4 per CTS Table 4.3-1, Functional Unit 6,
Note 4.

Add CHANNELCHECK and response time surveillances
(ITS SR 3.3.9.1 and SR 3.3.9.5) per CTS Table 4.3-1,
Functional Unit 6, Note 12.

Adds SR 3.3.4.2 Note that the ASP controls for the TDAFW
pump and SG ASDs are not required to be verified prior to
entry into MODE 3, consistent with CTS SR 4.3.3.5.3.

ITS 3.3.1 Condition V is deleted. It is not entered from
Table 3.3.1-1 nor do the Bases clarifywhen it would be
needed, raising the concern of misinterpretation. Condition V
does not replace LCO 3.0.3 requirements to assess when the
plant is outside the licensing basis.

ITS 3.3.4 is revised per CTS [3.3.3.5] with regard to [ASP]
controls.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not ln CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, adopted ISTS
formaL

Yes

Yes

Yes, see also CNs
3.3-31, 3.3-130, and
3.3-131.

NA

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No

NA

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, adopted
ISTS format.

Yes

No, adopted
ISTS format.

No

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-131

3.3-132

3.3-133

3.3-134

3.3-135

3.3-136

(3.3-137

ITS 3.3.5 Condition B is replaced with new Conditions B, C,
D, and E. Condition C in the ISTS is changed to Condition F.
The CPSES CTS have specific actions for the various bus
undervoltage and degraded voltage function. These actions
allow an appropriate amount of time to restore an inoperable
channel or declare the associated power source or bus
inoperable and take action to isolate an inoperable power
source. These actions are a proper way to respond to the
inoperable channels because the actions result in taking the
Required Actions in ITS 3.8 associated with the affected
power source or bus. The new Conditions match the Actions
of the CTS.

The trip setpoints for the loss of power diesel generator start
instrumentation are relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This approach is consistent with a format allowed
by a reviewer's note for the RTS and ESFAS instrumentation.

This change revises ITS LCO 3.3.5 and SR 3.3.5.3 to include
the DG start sequence delay timers from DCPP CTS Table
3.3-4.

This change is WolfCreek specific to revise the NOTE in
Condition K of ITS 3.3.2 consistent with CTS Table 3.3-3
Action 16 for Function 7b and Amendment 43 to provide
4 hours foran additional channel to be placed in bypass for
surveillance testing of other channels.

A MODE change restriction has been added per the matrix
discussed in CN 1-02-LS-1 of the ITS 3.0 package.

The TADOT perfromed under ITS SR 3.3.2.7 includes
verification of relay setpoints since the trip actuating devices
being tested are the same circuits tested under ITS SR
3.3.5.2.

The Condition for Function 4.c is changed from Condition D
to E consistent with the DCPP CTS.

No

No -adopted ITS
format.

Yes

No

Yes

No, adopted ISTS
format.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No, adopted ISTS
format.

No

No, adopted ITS
format.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No, adopted ITS
format.

No

No

Yes

Yes

No}
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

.3 PRESSURIZER

L TING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.3 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with a water volume of less than or equal
to 1600 cubic feet:.:(90$ '.'::ofqispiri) and two groups of pressurizer heaters each
having a capacity of at 1'east"lSO kW aNf::ea blÃ4f~5esn ~leel"-"fr67n':,;an

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTION:

N!08"-Q

a. With one group of pressurizer heaters inoperable. restore at least two groups
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be 'in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With the Pressurizer w'a%i'r::,.„;;level::p@5%>thai::;..',~T'>m>$
be in at least HOT STANDBY 'wi'th the

= "
ill,:„".,:i;os

fp~ l-.tj-,.:.-.'nyi':ted:.and-,the$ Raif,:.,clritic6. ~sos ~em=.jiijapfNe:of"iad:vi~kh,di'.i%il.--'341K'S4

0844iL829

EILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.3.1 The pressurizer water volume shall be determined to be within its limit at
least once per 12 hours.

4.4.3.2 The capacity of each of the above required groups of pressurizer
heaters shall be verified at least once per
R?-days-. KBimoRhs:,::;

4.4.3.3 The emergency power supply for the pressurizer he'aters shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE at least once by transferring power from the
normal to the emergency power supply and energizing the heaters.

~h g~g~eJg /N7KRtlA(

08'42-".L6

M48%828

3IABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2

l'AB11.4A
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

ACTION:(continued)

(,
VAVV

d,":::,.:.I!i:.id,:,.~M...,,.fTIVVVi::.::,, ddt.,:;:.„, *,:,derV~l,,.e,"-:-:::tddtedlVvI'lite"'i!'did!i',-:,:'d-")-,'-I'!V!""":.dd ":Ild:Id l':.:.: I dV~RHI!ii d ltTll':, h!'Jl
e're': 'idire':,I'ede'd; ceded'i%DE:: e.

9(gEachilg'lttrve,::,;nsdedMj, o.:-",savtTsgp.-„'.thTs".actaon-iaestddiave~beenxve6i'ifded.. Tto",:janet
Snreaidliiiidadj eq'nTreiii'anna.-'dirdifi-."S:2::

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.6.2.1 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within each
of the above limits by:

08',iNN

08.'-.$ 3-'LS'l2

c-. a~sdMeasurement of the CONTROLLED LEAKAGE to the reactor coolant pump
seal'Sd at least once per 31 days when the Reactor Coolant System pressure is
2235 + 20 psig with the modulating valve fully open. The provisions of
Speci7ication 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3 or 4.

4-. b;:Performance of a Reactor Coolant S stem water inventory balance at
lea'st once per 72 hours-..",';

Os-".$ M12

,O notdvdrado1,:ed:.:,todbe
pi,'r'frowned''::".ante-,";O'Zkbonrs,-:after:.."-::es'tabl:ishnidnt":ofd:::-„":s'tea jiistarta:!ojienra't'i'<"

06.8RU836

98;;INf4
4.4.6.2.2
isolation valves

. Reactor Coolant S stem pressure
iN474s

shall be demonstrated OPE LE by verifying lea age to be within itslimit:
lee.ok u ~a ~<h Rer~iea iver~~

a. during startup.

0'f9!783

e-. b>Within 24 hours following valve actuation due to automatic or manual
act'fdovn or flow through the valve. After each disturbance of the valve. in lieu
of measuring leak rate. leak-tight integrity may be verified by absence of
pressure bu>ldup in the test line downstream of the valve.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3
or 4.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 4-20





SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

( SURVEILLANCE

RCS PIV Leakage
3 4 14

FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.14.1 -------- ------- NOTES
1. Not required to be performed in NODES 3

and 4.

2. Not required to be performed on the RCS
PIVs located in the RHR flow path when in
the shutdown cooling mode of operation.

3. RCS PIVs actuated during the performance
of this Surveillance are not required to
be tested more than once if a repetitive
testing loop cannot be avoided.

(

Verify leakage from each RCS PIV is equivalent
to ~ 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of valve size up
to a maximum of 5 gpm at an RCS pressure > f
ggt6 9 psig and ~'!g8% psig.

In accordance
with the
Inservice
Testing
program,
and g
months 2af

ANQ

NGQWWer-
~ays er- mee-.

4eakag SA z4
e

AND

(continued)
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

(I BASES

ACTIONS experience. to reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions
(continued) in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

io

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.9.1

This SR requires that during steady state operation. pressurizer level is
maintained below the nominal upper limit to provide a minimum space for a
steam bubble. The Surveillance is performed by observing the indicated
level. The Frequency of 12 hours corresponds to verifying the parameter each
shift. The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess level for any deviation and verify that
operation is ~~.",ogs~Rent:.:„':.~44$ the safety analyses assumptions

oi;'nsurfng4h5t::;,.:.a'.liteai'ii~''bubb'1'e."''exih'4''ski'ij"'".;5ie<pr'emur'j'zei";.Alarms are also
avail'able for ea~fyKefection of a normaa1 fevel indications.

SR 3.4. .2

The SR is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated to be capable of
producing the minimum power and the associated pressurizer heaters are
verified to be at their design rating. This may be done by testing the power
supply output and by performing an electrical check on heater element
continuity and resistance. The Frequency of ~aye X~B~monSs: is considered
adequate to detect heater degradation and has been shown by operating
experience to be acceptable.

SR 3.4.9.3

KfsSBFBeeanastrates,::.thacet;th eeh eaterrscan.'~s;e:.: senaaap@ rarnsLrsr~ed;;:; rene@Be
'ac real

miths~~~jj'j
;ver''i'fsfcs"tio6's: Yi'f:.:.,"i%eij'i'r''ejj~er",':"":,iso

jj3i5s'.'EFERENCES

1. FSAR, Section 15.

NUREG-0737, November 1980.
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES (continued)
APPLICABILITY
(continued)

Low temperature overpressure prevention is most critical during
shutdown when the RCS is water solid. and a mass or heat input transient can
cause a very rapid increase in RCS pressure when little or no time ~we is
5FBff55l~Yfor.;:,.:operator action to mitigate the event.

eQ
The 's modified by ~o Notes. 8Re71 -:StMaes'.,:eha~g-that
accumu ator isolation is only requIred when 'thee accumu ator pressure is more
than or at the maximum RCS pressure for the existing temperature. as allowed
by the P/T limit curves. This Note permits the accumulator discharge
isolation valve Surveillance to be performed only under these pressure and
temPerature conditions. No~a::,2Ptatees:,,that,:mwovrcefCth~an,,one:--:c arsging';;PeumwP'':Imy
be, capable,::;::of mlngec6p~n: peto"the!'RCSt dii'ig'iiij~$:."':andraii t'oc

rid'ar,'.jj59~j~i. "~%"- r~Xt4'o5',.':-,.

ACTIONS A. 1 Grid~:"8~:.7:

With Oee @we or more SI N4 pumps oi;;.-%7io';CCPs~~capable of injecting into the
RCS, RCS overpressurization is possible.

To iomediately initiate action to restore restricted coolant input capability
to the RCS reflects the urgency of removing the RCS from this condition.

O
The:::CC~an,ptheeDP~areyeapashTe;:,:Of~~g feyfpy,'.diit'OOheaRCS::::beth~gaper,',a,'Tng
a 1 omn8:.,ora sg exults'ne'ous fy,".qi'The!J~OPera tS'on'.:;:P'5:::,'1 1aclwiitead1 to vtbegc once! to oII's,"
s'vecfiimdiv<a','. thm':.'e,: pTRC'-,"'.,! i hf'e4iii Ie teal'1'iiiitatti'hoes!vareibaesedv'" ":,:::ltCS'::itewmperature
a'sgfoll owe:„

GreateÃghan:,::270',,„:::

Less4han" N eqMRa-::270':Pb&u
gr''e'at'eb"",trhantig'aon'roximest'ei:

~182p,

I::,,:-,„t~!,.!i,.;:.:@::Kt: I
appr'oxiiiiateiy„"-;:,162~F<b4, gr!este~t
thawn*'happ'ro'ximatelj:~i34:~F

Les nathan!!or,,„::,::caquet:goO

n eot0n @intact, e~ACS!"

Tm'::CCPs.;,AM) Nne:„.:PDP:

One':::,:CCP,.':!A%!"'.o~~YN98

tl .~CI!I!:.*Ni:!PIIP

O~ne~CCP.":,.':,0%;one.".POP
'AiIO

ECCS!charagv Tng~vnaeoNonapl~ov..paN
Sisoleted

(Continued)
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Gr;
LTOP System

B 3.4.12

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

The Completion Time represents a reasonable time to investigate and
repai r several types of relief valve failures without exposure to a lengthy
P I d fth Iy hydlfhdIE dth~ it::,,...>!ij'hay t P t t
against overpressure events.

G.l

The RCS must be depressurized and a vent must be established within 8 hours
when:

Both required RCS Class I PORVs are inoperable; or

(9

A Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A, B~
D, E, or F is not met; or

c. The LTOP System is inoperable for any reason other than
Condition A, 83 C, 0, E, or F.

The vent must be sized ~ LFN square inches to ensure that the flow capacityis greater than that required for the worst case mass input transient
reasonable during the applicable HODES. This action is needed to protect the
RCPB from a low temperature overpressure event and a possible brittle failureof the reactor vessel.

The Completion Time considers the time required to place the plant in this
Condition and the relatively low probability of an overpressure event duringthis time period due to increased operator awareness of administrative
control requirements.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

SR 3.4.12.1:'-:.'' "::4'-"- >: " and SR 3.4.12.3

To minimize the potential for a low temperature ove~rressure event byttt g th I p t p Pfltty. .. I f E,:,;E'I!~ pI ~ ~'I'da I"ff'd'" ptt ft 'tg
into the RCS and the accumulator discharge isolation valves are verified
closed and Peeke4-et4"::-;:;::¹ijYgbreaakirj)jjx'n,',;! jpVegTifjcat)w)jthMa,::;sich
Kceumalants~or,.";,:ys,.;:,'iepTated!vi'e~v
.t%7jui redd'eel'Sta tde'd'.""go! tjdtja~~ky"tO(kali!5'm"','"

CCCI
The 5$ 9'umpl and ~One;;CCfI, eh~~ pwpEQ are rendered incapable of
injecting into the RCS::fiipej'j'ampij. through removing the power from the pumdjs
by racking the breakers out under administrative control o~r.';:bythgso:,atfngCthhe

hi%-"'':! Ii'' tgi i:.'::"i'i'---:iI Atr.::-',:I,: hi-:--'-::::i""- ' w''Ii'hhd'I-:::I-"idd'j"-":'*:,',:t'i

r='Continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
8 3.4.14

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

B.l and B.2

If 1 k g t b d d. ~i~,, a:,'SR!'I tt tl
Required Actions accomplished."ted% ptat1t mGs~e brought to a NODE in
which the requirement does not apply. To achieve this status. the
lant must be brought to NODE 3 within 6 hours and NODE 5 within 36
ours. This action may reduce the leakage and also reduces the

potential for a LOCA outside containment. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable based on operating experience, to reach the required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant system.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of leakage testing on each RCS PIV or isolation valve used
to satisfy Required Action A.l and Required Action A.2 is required to
verify that leakage is below the specified limit and to identify each
leaking valve. The leakage limit of 0.5 gpm per inch of nominal valve
diameter up to 5 gpm maximum applies to each valve. Leakage testing
requires a stable pressure condition.

For the two PIVs in series. the leakage requirement applies to each
valve individually and not to the comtined leakage across both valves.
this'::!methosd-.PesWts,-'m,:.""testjngyaichÃVNve~i.'atelyv: If the PIVs are
h'Ot iHdtgidhdl'I~'eat'age tedvtva'd. On'ahtalVe day hhVey "failed COmpletely
and not be detected if the other valve in series meets the leakage
requirement. In this situation, the protection provided by redundant
valves would be lost.

Testing is to be performed every . months, a ty ical refueling cle.
The: month

Frequency is consistent with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) (Ref. 8) as contained in
the Inservice Testing Program. is within frequency allowed by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASHE) ONlFCode, SeeMea-Q
PAKYjlo (Ref. 7y), and is based on the need to perfourm such
saurveillances under the conditions that apply during an outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power.

(Continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4. 14.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

iP:."-B!Pi,-,":R,.".':I;:...PBP™RPS!PSPPPSP.":::PBB:~,::gP';,~,-:::OPPrP~P,,a::::,,;S
8),'I:QÃe6,'.".:.forijvp'l,;vs'.wh8rg.'':fITg48rj,,'p7.„".88$Ure$ :AQUI':,„461Kf400,'„:"d$88A4 sh

p",: ':,,"",,: i!pi!:*.ipppp!i!!p'*":,!ll:-:',:,,
- ",!happ!p'p,'i",,-it,',"ikrp!B:::lp':B:.:i'

j~G::,:. "i!BSS'Srpd'i'ii':,:dil!fei'BTABBBrljt'G:::::Fhdp:::GABiihpB$ j"'GBe'ii'
'n

addition, testing must be performed once after the valve has been
opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight reseating. PIVs disturbed
in the performance of this Surveillance should also be tested unless
documentation shows that an infinite testing loop cannot practically be
avoided. Testing must be performed within 24 hours after the";:bivalve has
been reseated. Within 24 hours is a reasonable and practical time
limit for performing this test after opening or reseating a valve.

The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure associated with
NODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testing at high differential
pressures with stable conditions not possible in the NODES with lower

pressures'ntry

into NODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the necessary
differential pressures and stable conditions to allow for performance
of this Surveillance.

In addition, this
Surveillance is not required to be performed on the RHR System when the
RHR System is aligned to the RCS in the shutdown cooling mode of
operation. PIVs contained in the RHR shutdown cooling flm path must
be leakage rate tested after RHR i s secured and stable unit conditions
and the necessary differential pressures are established.

pTestlAy@ssr.",:,ASGt",,:re h1"r~'drBi or:::j3 eeHR),V-,BG&Bonpp.,dirGrddi~oA„:yves::,BBGRB

CGAit'fjOlr!PQGSp'pOS1'tlGA'>1mdXCBCIOA,',1MdBCBBtBAt:,"OpBATAQ;.SARBBTOCkS!BAd
Sy'St'BRI'pphi'i'jghj'ii'BPBSS26Ci:.e:'!ill Bk''BS::."'::i

SR 3.4.14.2 Bnd 3.4.14.3 IÃ'PDSKQ

(Continued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FRONI NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.4

CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.4-23 ITS SR 3.4.12.3 is revised to be consistent with the requirements denoted in LCO
3.4.12 and Industry Traveler WOG-51, Rev. 1. This change clarifies that the SR (to
verify the accumulators isolated) is only applicable when accumulator pressure is
greater than or equal to the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold leg
temperature allowed by the P/T limitcurves provided in the PTLR.

3.4-24

3.4-25

Improved SR 3.4.14.1 requires testing of PIVs prior to entering MODE 2 whenever the
unit has been in MODE 5 for seven days or longer. This surveillance frequency is not
in the DCPP CTS. DCPP tests the valves on an onth Fr
acceptable based on valve type, interlocks, position indication and syste rm
functions. These valves meet the criteria for testing at least every onths but do
not require additional testing based on when the unit is in cold shutdown. None of
these valves change position during normal plant operation. There is little reason to
anticipate leakage to initiate in mid cycle when they have not changed position. In
conformance with the CTS, DCPP has chosen not to include this surveillance
frequency of retesting the valves following an extended period of operation in MODE 5.

Consistent with the CTS, the gross activity limit is added to LCO 3.4.16 Condition B
rather than its first reference being in SR 3.4.16.1. This change is also consistent with
the treatment of DOSE EQUIVALENTl-131.

3.4-26 DCPP design designates two pressurizer PORVs to provide the function for low
temperature overpressure protection. The valves have been designated as a Class I

system. The PORVs are air operated. The air supply is not a Class I system,
consequently, the design includes a back-up nitrogen Class I system to power the
valves in the event the air supply is not available. The surveillance for the nitrogen
back-up system is in the DCPP CTS but not present in NUREG-1431. Improved TS
SR 3.4.11.3 has been added to provide assurance of the operation of the nitrogen gas
supply to the PORVs. Methodology of verifying operability has been moved to the
Bases.

3.4-27

3.4-28

TS 3.4.12 Applicabilityfor MODE 6 has an additional qualification ifthe head closure
bolts are not fullyde-tensioned. With the bolts fullyde-tensioned this TS is not
Applicable because the lack of tension provides a pressure relief path across the
vessel flange. This Applicabilityis in the current licensing basis.

This change has added the description of a secured open valve. This description is in
use in the DCPP CTS and in plant procedures. This description is also consistent with
that used in NUREG-1431 SR 3.5.2.2 and SR 3.5.2.5.

3.4-29 The definition for CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST (CFT) would be retained from the
current DCPP TS to the improved TS. CFT is in active use in numerous procedures in
the plant. The CFT is used in applications for which the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST (COT) is not fullysuitable. Although CFT and COT definitions appear similar,
there is one important difference. Strict adherence to COT requirements includes
quantitative adjustments as appropriate to bring setpoints into the desired range. This
requirement for quantitative adjustment can not be satisfied in a reasonable manner on
some components/sensors/channels due to their design. CFT however, is a qualitative
test to determine functionality. A toss of function indicated by the CFT results in a
notification to, following existing procedures, restore the functional performance. The
CFT is in the current licensing basis.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS
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EMERGENCY CORE C OLING SYSTENS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENT

4.5.1.1 Each accumulator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by

1) Verifying that the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover-pressure in the tanks are within their limits. and

2) that each accumulator isolation valve is open ~pewer,,

At least once per 31 days and within 6 hours after each solution
volume increase of greater than or equal to 6',.6C
of~:nart,SE.:»',:r~8o e::..",'jodicft~R!'le&el/by verifying the boron
concentration"of the accumul'ator solution. This surveillance is
not required when the volume increase makeu source is the RWST and-@he

0147-LG

c. At least once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above 1000 psig by
verifying that power to the isolation valve operator is disconnected by
sealing the breaker in the'open position.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TS35.4A
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EHERGEN Y C RE C LING Y TEMS

RVEILLANCE RE IREHENT n in d

b. At least once per 31 days by:

1) Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water-by

. and

02-16-LG

2) Verifying that each ~E'alve (manual, power-operated, or
automatic) in the flow path that is not locked. sealed. or
otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

0249-LG

~gag gEP~I&4 //VT/='7~J~ ~
At 1 t ~wW 1i p 0 fth ti t
sump and verifying that the subsystem suction inlets are not restricted
by debris and that the sump components (trash racks. screens'tc.)
show no evidence of structural distress or corrosion:

JZE t/El IV/d ///7 ~JA L
At 1 t ~w:
1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path

that is-: ~d "lac&edam'ss@Ied=:::::or-:e%erTvi'eerwaec ned"'"~
'pos'jtioni~ actuates to its correct positimoii on j'A-

0" I:-'~ii!4:51Ãsl~ t ti WN
signal.

2) v ifwgtlt t~e(ap'»
start( automatically upon receipt of F@4eCy

~~e""ai'"::" (",'*!. 'I t'da t w t
signal.

a) Centrifugal charging pump.

b) Safety Injection pump. and

c) Residual Heat Removal pump.

!::::02-.'17-A':::::;

:02-12'IABLO

CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2

TS35.4A
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(' EMERGENCY RE COOLING SY TEM
2

URVEILLANCE RE UIREMENT n in

%jr,.)Vyin~g,"g)~7jeear%neegji't'h~gosej(fee':~en.'~og. PgoQTaI.',„.
t,.ha".tj':jic5,':.,
t~'t~i'2" lith""i::!,""-"'!"::::2""i'hh"::i'i'""'::.::hid'"i"22'-'2- -."hi"'di

By verifying the correct position of each electrical and/or m
position stop for the following ECCS throttle valves:

02-12-LG

echanical

'02-13-TR3

~~/ /~A +N~V~
2) At 1 t

,
Charging Injection
Thro 1 V lv

8810A
8810B
8810C
8810D

Safety Injection
Thr l V lv

8822A
88228
8822C
8822D

02-1 G

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2
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CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

03-04 LG Consistent with NUREG-1431, the ACTION b terminology is revised.
The requirement to restore at least one ECCS subsystem is revised to
"immediately initiate action to restore" a residual heat removal (RHR)
subsystem. With both RHR pumps and heat exchangers inoperable,
itwould be unwise to require the plant to go to MODE 5, when the
only available heat removal system is the RHR. Therefore, the
appropriate ACTION is to initiate measures to restore one ECCS RHR
subsystem and to continue the ACTIONS until the subsystem is
restored to OPERABLE status.

03-05 TR2

Also, the alternate requirement (ifRHR cannot be restored ) to
maintain Ts <350'F by use of alternate heat removal methods is
descriptive i5normation and is moved to the Bases. The transition to
MODE 3 is already prohibited in this scenario by the ECCS
specification for MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the requirement to submit a special
report within 90 days of an ECCS actuation and injection event is
deleted. This change is acceptable because the requirement to
submit a report is sufficiently addressed by the reporting requirements
contained in 10 CFR 50.73.-

03-06

03-07

Consistent with TSTF-90, a Note is added to the LCO that clarifies an
RHR train's ECCS function is operable if it is capable of being
manually realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. This is an
administrative change to provide clarification.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

03-08 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

03-09 This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

03-10

03-11

LS6

LG

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the requirement to demonstrate ECCS
train OPERABILITYin MODE 4 in SR [4.5.3.1] has been revised to
delete the 31 day surveillance to verify the correct position of each
valve in the ECCS flow path which is not already locked in place, and~the month aurveilance to verify automatic actuation of ECCE

gq pumps and automatic valves.

The minimum RCS temperature limitbelow which the CCP and Sl
pumps must be demonstrated not capable of injecting into the RCS is
replaced by the statement "below the temperature where LTOP is
required as specified in the pressure temperature limits report
(PTLR)." The minimum temperature is a plant specific requirement
based on the reactor vessel material characteristics documented in
the PTLR and is periodically reviewed and adjusted as required.
Referring to the PTLR for the current value is consistent with the
relocation of the pressure temperature limits from ITS Section 3.4.3 to

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 5
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.5 Page5of7

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
PEAK

03-05
TR2

03-06
A

03-07
M

03-08
A

03-09
M

03-10
LS6

The requirement to submit a special report within 90

days of an ECCS actuation and injection event is
deleted.

A note is added to the LCO that clarifies an RHR
train's ECCS function is OPERABLE if it is capable of
being manually realigned to the ECCS mode of
operation.

The surveillance frequency to verify a maximum of one
CCP capable of injecting into the RCS is changed
from "at least once per 31 days thereafter, to at least
once per 12 hours thereafter."

A footnote is added to SR [4.5.3.1.1] indicating that
the CTS SR to verify the RHR interlock action is not
applicable when the RHR suction isolation valves are
open to satisfy LCO [3.4.8.3].

The surveillance frequency to verify a maximum of two
CCPs capable of injecting into the RCS is changed
from within 4 hours after entering MODE 4 from
MODE 3 or prior to the temperature of one or more of
the RCS cold legs decreasing below 325'F, whichever
occurs first and once per 31 days, to once per 12

hours.

This change deletes the 31 day surveillance to verify
position of valves in the ECCS flow path, and the Q
month surveillance to verify automatic actuation of Pg
ECCS pumps and automatic valves. (MODE 4)

Yes

Yes

No, the once per
12 hour
surveillance
frequency is in the
CTS.

No, not in CTS.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see CN 03-09-
M.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see CN 03-07-
M.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No. see CN 03-07-
M.

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

In conformance with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1. the requirement for having the charging
pumps/safety injection pumps 'inoperable'as been revised to preclude injection
into the RCS. This change is consistent with the cold overpressure analysis
requirements. This change results in the operability statements being revised and
allows deletion of the notes which were in place for testing or accumulator filling.
This change is less restrictive on the configuration of the centrifugal charging and
safety injection pumps but does not result in a less conservative operational
position as flow to the RCS is still precluded.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

g
erformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
el ow:

"The Cumission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 5D.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. ifoperation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.- or

2 . Create the possibility of a nm or different kind of'ccident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The intent of specifying that the required number of centrifugal charging
pumps/safety injection pumps be inoperable is to preclude the possibility of
injecting flow into the RCS in excess of that analyzed for the low temperature
overpressure protection system. The method of precluding flow is inconsequential to
the probability or consequences of any previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new
or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing
normal plant operation, Thus. this change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed event.
The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged. Thus there is
no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS-4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS6

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

pygmy

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the requirement to d onstrate ECCS train OPERABILITYin MODE 4 has
been revised to delete the 31 day surveillance to ve the correct position of each valve in the ECCS flow
path which is not already locked in place, and the month surveillance to verify automatic actuation of
ECCS pumps and automatic valves. This change is acceptable because the ECCS operational
requirements are reduced due to the stable reactivity conditions and limited core cooling requirements
associated with operation in MODE 4 and the unlikelihood of occurrence of a DBA in MODE 4. It is
understood these surveillance reductions increase the possibility that automatic positioning of ECCS
valves and actuation of ECCS pumps may not occur on a Sl actuation signal. In MODE 4, sufficient time
exists for manual actuation of the required ECCS to mitigate the consequences of a DBA.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves NSHC. This
determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91, that a
proposed amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for
a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation of the facilityin
accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident previously
evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration
standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated'

Due to the stable conditions associated with operation in MODE 4, the probability of occurrence of
a DBA is lower than in MODES 1, 2, and 3. Because of the reduced core cooling requirements,
sufficient time is available for manual actuation/alignment of required ECCS equipment.
Therefore, this proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 20





RVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

ECCS-Operating
3.5.2

FREQUENCY

m

g'ann

SR 3.5.2.2 Verify each ECCS manual. power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path, that is not
locked, sealed. or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

31 days
s

~ '

mim:::,Seer:::":!V:.:;,:fr~!EiÃS! .,'. i i! Nfl::Ai:Hn

SR 3.5.2.4 Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at the
test flow point is greater than or equal to the

~ required. developed head.

In accordance with
the Inservice
Testing Program

SR, 3.5.2.5 Verify each ECCS automatic valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation
signal.

months'df

I
I ~

P

3.5.2.6 Verify each ECCS pump starts automatically on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. +month 8

' ~

I I

It!'SfS':,ND~~~!."::,:-.".'erify. for each ECCS throttle valve listed
b1 . he~l~il'ati t'ai i th
correct position.

IAareng" Eqqjecg.'nn- :',%,fet-.yy'@~e'en
P~!<>Z: 'ot ':1'::v >; .':~ .

' 'EV':""

Y~":~-'-"""-"'.-";!88709'."'s-"-:<4'V~~'l$':~f'V-.": 8822D

Q months

2$

8-PS

~ ~

~v

SR 3.5.2.8 Verify, by visual inspection, each ECCS train
containment PSYCH.~g~T$tleiAsump suction inlet
is not restricted"Gy d'ebris and the suction
inlet trash racks and screens show no
evidence of structural distress or abnormal
corrosion.

)~oaths a

zj

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1
3.5-5





BASES

Accumulators
B 3.5.1

BACKGROUND
(continued) This interlock also prevents inadvertent closure of the

valves during normal operation prior to an accident.
However, if these valves were closed. they would be

. automatically opened as a result of an SI signal. These
features ensure that the valves meet the requirements of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) Standard 279-1971 (Ref. 1) for "operating bypasses"
and that the accumulators will be available for injection
without reliance on operator action.

The accumulator size, water volume. and nitrogen cover
pressure are selected so that three of the four
accumulators are sufficient to partially cover the core
before significant clad melting or zirconium water
reaction can occur following a LOCA. The need to ensure
that three accumulators are adequate for this function is
consistent with the LOCA assumption that the entire
contents of one accumulator will be lost via the RCS pipe
break during the blowdown phase of the LOCA.

~ ~ e

mm

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The accumulators are assumed OPERABLE in both the large
and small break LOCA analyses at full power (Ref. 2 andI'. These are the Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that "

establish the acceptance limits for the accumulators.
Reference to the analyses for these .DBAs is used to assess
changes in the accumulators as they relate to the
acceptance limits.

in We. RC,S PIP's+.
ilrbgAI,'". ftqg<9" afgebrea k kIOCj~Ai isa~!d obul ee~nde drguiggottfne

/k'.:ijjjPi...'il":.eve@,:-",~',',-'„i.'"':i'mi'eii:fiNip',~dulia'r'ge'!to.";,;:hi,."'jC8
98~8'0QA~jBs~RCS~Ws$ uaY,'o':.-";Wc''888M+to'ib9159igaCcUN&u, 'atOK
press~u~k'::~

In performing the LOCA calculations, conservative
assumptions are made concerning the availability of ECCS
fimv ivtthVno!er'eBittm„:akvenimfon."ECCS„pump~tl~mjvstl~l.",anffeteicvdeI': ey,':::aha~ <erat'i 'k6; In thae early stages of"a
LOCA. with oi. without a loss of offsite power. the
accumulators provide the. sole source of makeup
water to the RCS. The assumption of loss of offsite power
is required by regulations and conservatively imposes a
delay wherein the ECCS pumps cannot deliver flow until the
emergency diesel generators start. come to rated speed,
and go through their timed loading sequence. The,,::de1yyI
bfmmeIIs-,:.:::conJenvamCisye.yy,=.:se,"::,,xjthan::;adgdht saona2ii aecnbndpso
arc'coun't4foi''":.":O'I.".:."aigpa'I,-,:::.":gene'r'ate on;-':":.-:.,irl'n"cold I'eg

brea'k'cenarios,"theentire contemnts of one accumulator are
assumed to be lost through the break. iio„:.:::oolPeraaurreacti'og
israsrsumed,.during,:t he bIm~vd;":,~fa ge ofa"'la rge br+a'e".

LOCA'."

NRK-UP OF NUREG-1431. REV. 1 BASES 8 3.5-2 (continued)





BASES

ECCS -- Operating
B 3.5.2

LCO In MODES 1, 2, and 3. two independent (and redundant) ECCS
trains are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is
available, assuming a single failure affecting either
train. Additionally, individual components within the

. ECCS trains may be called upon to mitigate the
consequences of other transients and accidents.

In NODES 1. 2.. and 3. an ECCS train consists of a
centrifugal charging subsystem, an SI subsystem. and an
RHR subsystem.

Each train includes the piping. instruments, and controls
to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suctionf tt Rfl5T Sl ig

„''."a.KPg f~lg<„'g

event~,reeqvfPPiij:;,,ECCS-,,:.'.a~tim;„~a:-.',jf'l'm'jP''acth'.-':;"iC",requi'red„,',.f5
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During recirculation operation. the flow path for each
train must maintain its designed independence to ensure
that no single failure can disable both ECCS trains.
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APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements
for the limiting Design Basis Accident. a large break
LOCA, are based on full power operation. Although reduced
power would not require the same level of performance, the
accident analysis does no" provide for reduced cooling
requirements in the lower NODES. The centrifugal charging
pump performance is based on a small break LOCA, which
establishes the pump performance curve and has less
dependence on power. The SI pump performance requirements
are based on a small break LOCA. NODE 2 and %DE 3
requirements are bounded by the MODE 1 analysis.

NARK-UP OF NUREG-1431, REV. 1 BASES B 3.5-13 (continued)





BASES

REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

ECCS —Operating
B 3.5.2

tt MEME I h. 'EllWeaftslhi tft f
testing may be accomplished by measuring the pump developed
head at only one point of the pump characteristic curve.

'This verifies both that the measured performance is within
. an acceptable tolerance of the original pump baseline

performance and that the performance at the test flow is
~ ~~IIIB)mth I f E I

"the plant safety analysis. SRs are specified in TeehR~
the app'i!fmdbl e,-™,portions::„:.offthe

lnser vice Testing Program. whicli enchomphahsshesgteeNeitW

„,Bra., ''.:'„'67+of

the O'SHE COde ~or;:: pereadguuganhd,;¹fntenagaereef,«",:%Veer...:~~

ASHMode provides the activities an8 frequencies necessary
to satisfy the requirements.

SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2 6

These Surveillances demonstrate
valve actuates to the required p
simulated SI signal and that eac
receipt of an actual or simulate
Surveillance is not required for
sealed, or otherwise secured in
administrative controls. The

hat each automatic ECCS
sition on an actual or

ECCS pump starts on
SI signal. This

valves that are locked,
he required position under
month Frequency is based

on the need to perform these Surveillances under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for unplanned plant transients if the
Survei lances were performed with the reactor at power.
The month Frequency is also acceptable based on
onsideration of the design reliability (and confirming

operating experience) of the equipment. The actuation
logic is tested as part of ESF Actuation System testing,
and equipment performance is monitored as part of the
Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.5.2E7

e:,::,:,--:-vi~ Iwmf:"II f:tll,:, t~h:,-,-::~r*".
i'ii the ECCS flow paths

' 'is necessary for
proper ECCS performance. These mande.,wtbrntbl~nOuU
ValVeS a!PrOeSj t, Tug7ngnw, Iugr'fnlOMW'::ba'l'entvngliiid1aye
g~gc nTda1.':fljctst':.and:::Seats -'e4gw to etgew "ensure that the
proper posi )ormnhg for restricted flow to a ~ru tured cold

E,*,";:::fh m!Wfh„,-:,;fr) tt...) I:::I...,h,
POESiN~Onh,::.Ofgagthrutti'efr'u'naut"-:Sula'luefoan".:be';.:a o'C

O„galiamhej:"t)y„'onf'i:qii$

ig',".',:Vie:.::seali'Wdg'ed'').:h'a~e,":n'it'j8eej'.:".N'Cere'd'-'>jiicee
Ch'P'j3585$ p'erfoma7ic8™of'~Sic'-:5~0'Herbal.8fic8est'!g;:@8'tiih4~ng
thve3 ~ ~m=.,t'o™~.a."'.rFiptm;ed:~c8Id'jlegihstii$i~~jfhat'he

other'oT"

egs receive at least the" requ>red minimum flow.
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BASES

ECCS -- Operating
B 3.5.2

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

The mon h
requency is based on the same reasons as those stated in

SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6.

SR 3.5.2.8

Periodic inspections of the contai ment recirculation sump
suction inlet ensure that it is un estricted and stays in
roper operating condition. The month Frequency is
ased on the need to perform this Surveillance under the

conditions that apply during a plant outage. on the need to
have access to the location. and because of the potential
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
erformed with,the reactor at power. This Frequency has
een found to be sufficient to detect abnormal degradation

and is confirmed by operating experience.

Op~ening,":i he~cRnCaehnman8!;,~gyircuja%4hu,:sa!umap,:,,"accesseh'sech,";fq
NOOK::,;.,l;,g4i',.oi)jh,:.4;,:
fiiuespde,:,:,the,.::a'cci'uenC„":arn'a'I js'is'@:;::T~hiearef~6r'e,':: !CCQ!'8.0!'8„'."musae
h~-:",~lujerdjatecjj't'(enj'ared~4. (Rif'-"8)

REFERENCES l. 10 CFR 50'. Appendix A. GOC 35.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. FSAR. Sections 6.3 and 7.3.

4. FSAR, Chapter 15. "Accident Analysis."

5. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello. Jr., from R.L. Baer,
"Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS
Components." Oecember 1, 1975.

6. IE Information Notice No. 87-01.
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ECCS —Shutdown g
B 3.5.3

~
~

. B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.3 ECCS -Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The Background. section for Bases 3.5.2. "ECCS-Operating,"
is applicable to these Bases, with the following
modifications.

In MODE 4. the required ECCS train consists of two separate
subsystems: centrifugal charging (high head) and residual
heat removal (RHR) (low head).

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat
exchangers. and pumps such that water from the refueling
water storage tank (RWST) can be injected into the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) followi~n the accidents described in
Bases 3.5. 2,end::":,,:suibsequenstly!!transfiii-.'i'n ."."::RILR::::!pump,-suctiod
to',:Ne:;containmeent".'::i%5I rciili'anti'oii'a"'„'".':i:.:

,I
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Applicable Safety Analyses section of Bases 3.5.2 also
applies to this Bases section.

oue to the stable co~re. rteaotiTityilandrtl~ls~~rrheat
removal')conditions"assocfated with operation innlOOE 4 and
the reduced probability of occurrence of a Design Basis
Accident (DBA), the ECCS operational requirements are
reduced. It is understood in these reductions that certain
automatic safety injection (SI) actuations~ 8m.',:not
available. In this NODE. sufficient time exists for manual
actuation of the required ECCS to mitigate the consequences
of a DBA. 1I'Ref.:,":::.4>':-

Only one train of ECCS is required for NODE 4. This
requirement dictates that single failures are not
considered during this NODE of operation.

The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of
Qeheaeat. XO>.:CFRVSGF36(cN'P)":, ii8

LCO In NODE 4. one of the two independent (and redundant) ECCS
trains ~as.:defTned. fonsNOIIEIÃ4)jg~is required to be OPERABLE
to ensure that sufficien ECCS flow is available to the
core following a OBA.

co'n'sidere'+ PERABLBEPdjrl'ng':::a"::I
"

Ia'entiaan'dBopertatip'n)'for'.,
dueoa''yah' +flem'O'Vii)::;;lhf:,."'Cap'aa"',',ref;:b'ei nlgiii'anwu'a;j'kiri:*'a: 'i'gnedl.

Ciuiahcav>M QI IC'+ jP
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BASES

ECCS -Shutdown
8 3.5.3

LCO (Cautioned) ~h„:.jih":.'Comate:,,'.Or41Oeilli':%Oct fECCSWOd~e':;:."O.:::epehrat h,:~aa gn
'".'

1'1,",i ia'!'ie 1""'! 1!I!'~iiTgt ie1!itI,."
"''""'l!l!','",it<'"!1':-:till!gg,:

mo'Ch:"," ').'ij-':.MODE-',:-.4.": c

In MODE 4, an ECCS train consists of a centrifugal charging
subsystem and an RHR subsystem. Each train includes the
piping, instruments'nd controls to ensure an OPERABLE
flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST and
transferring suction to the containment recirculation sump.

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is
required to provide an abundant supply of water from the
RWST to the RCS via the ECCS ihat;gi'i@)and%R%~pumps and
their respective supply headers to each of the four cold

th 1 gt tht .11 1th
may be switched to take its supply from the containment
recirculation sump and to deliver its flow to the RCS hot
and cold legs.

b'ea',;:;i+is) dh el>OPKRASLC<,,du'j,ingj,sjstem,.',a',l,':i..'gnme
'operhahj'i'i',"::Ci)r,-';.;d'eche jjf'ieat':.,'-,-remhosv'al„"'.."".':.;.'i:.:;f~'Cawpaablk,:"Of;,"',being

manwua"Il'y'„;:.,--'j';i."a1'ijnedj(r'em'Oti~ii.'~locN:c)',"'.to:.the;,'.BC','mode,';::of:
e: i,.t.":,":,.„"::,::!eh'ai'-:tht;"ii!i:.s:,:.:Wi hl 'll'~ight'*'- '1!.:"""
operatt'!'iiiidn',."tuhei'ilHR'aiode'idur'inlg!HGOE~ir4!,:-

APPLICABILITY In NODES 1, 2, and 3, the OPERABILITY requirements for ECCS
are covered by LCO 3.5.2.

In NODE 4 with RCS temperature below 350'F, one OPERABLE
ECCS high!:::hied~and.:;..;,:illowgheadiltrain is acceptable without
single failure considers'tion, on the basis of the stable
reactivity of the reactor and the limited core cooling
requirements.

In MODES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is
extremely low. Core cooling requirements in NODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled,"
and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Not Filled."
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by
LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation —High Water

Levels�

"
and LCO 3.9.6. "Residual

Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation —Low Water
Level."

ACTIONS

ACTIONS (continued)

A,l

With no ECCS RHR subsystem OPERABLE, the plant is not
prepared to respond to a loss of coolant accident or to
continue a cooldown using the RHR pumps and heat

B 3.5-21
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.5 Page 1 of 1

NUMBER

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE WOLF CREEK
PEAK

CALLAWAY

3.5-1

3.5-2

3.5-3

3.54

3.5-5

3.5-6

3.5-7

Replaced "pressurizer pressure" with "RCS pressure."

The Completion Time of LCO 3.5.1, Condition B, is
changed from 1 hour to 24 hours to reflect the CTS.

Adds the word" mechanical" with regard to throttle valve
position stop consistent with the CTS.

This change increases the RCP seal flow Completion
Time from 4 to 72 hours, with a new added verification
that at least 100 percent of the assumed charging flow
remains available.

Deleted reference to CCP discharge header pressure to
reflect CTS.

SR 3.5.3.1 Note is moved to LCO per Traveler TSTF-90.
t

Not used.

Yes

No, not part of the
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, per LAR 96-
03.

N/A

Yes

No, not part of the
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes, license
Amendment
pending.

Yes

No, LCO 3.5.5 is
not applicable.

No, not part of the
CTS.

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes, CTS per OL
Amendment No.
91.

Yes

No, LCO 3.5.5 is
not applicable.

No, not part'of the
CTS.

Yes

N/A

3.5-8 Moves the Notes from the "APPLICABILITY to the "LCO.. No, not part of
Also revises the wording in Note 2 from "declared CTS.
inoperable" to "made incapable of injecting.

Yes Yes Yes

3.5-9 The seal injection/return valves (BGV0198-BGV0202) are
included in ITS SR 3.5.2.7 since they are included in CTS
4.5.2.g.2.

No, not partof the
CTS.

No, notpartofthe
CTS.

Yes Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





DCL-97-106, LAR 97-09
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

071-A

3.6. 1.7 One purge supply line and/or one purge exhaust line of the Containment
Purge System may be open or the vacuum/pressure relief line may be open ~

provided the vacuum/pressure relief
isolation valves are blocked to prevent opening beyond 50'90's fully open).
Operation with any two of these three lines open is permitted.

07~-R

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4.

ACTIQN ~ ikris:..~
11-02-A

03-13-A

07~R

07-05-A

'ewXhauat~l<Vp'IVeS:dree,,„:":VaCu'u'm'/preecaauretrei'a'ef;,:".Vaa',Ve,:,a::: Ornsthe:.''-e:

:,'rjr'Ope'ri''ab'le'i;."fe~r'."rletalLSOntaeiestherhth'an~i::,leakaivre,COSe the Open iSOTatian=
vvalve'Cs) or isolate the pene ratronCsT 'f!IovtarthAs: within 1 hour;
otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

r'"",iim -i',,iw:,:.:p., mer,,."::in,-;,vwl:i,,!m::,,:;:::,:,::::: .,::::,, !:, rw:-gl,:i:
v'a

]'east"'.",osne'r.';,8'0's'4d."-Iji@

r'losead,',: t'o!'co'miplj':iv.nth'."t:%whee':Rej'i'iire dj!'AcubiclTr:-:CL49,,:„,I! ~tornii(piii,"

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

07%2-LS9

4.6.1.7.1 The position of the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves and the vacuum/pressure relief isolation valves shall be determined closed 07<3-A
at least once per 31 days e~cxep:;f,, or'o,,rie,: vinyl'i nTY~a~nertat aon$f!1awYgjtb..:-wKi je~."in,ti, r,6m!v:,:.',~!I"'4'7-04-R

01~-LS1

11-02-A

03-13-A

4.6.1.7.3 The lÃ4oQi„svacuum/pressure relief isolation valves shall be verified ED
to be blocked to prevent opening beyond 50't least once ~IT
;",;:,,::::!revs:!I,, mwlftre.. rlÃt -:

. -:::. Iree!1 IRK"::'r| !
e 'luis,. ra 'rue,!means'i

ee~-:;:-:=.:::SeparateeCo~nftlen~~bg~isiml::1'dwell::tfor:,:;:sark~pen raNon-::.flwiora 'NIr

e(;"':,;"g6nteecrr:,::.:y~ I lcsb1e,",Cojiijr'krona,',~i8",'„:AeiiurrpedjActsones,.',:oaf:: tahe,,;,","',6
eiihileaka''lite;"r!e!'sii1te'".':i'l'-:"-,exceidfig thee;."ov'craik!'.""""'8'n'n!Lesntj/1'eaawkavpe'l'ravste"".3

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-10





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

C NTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

0844-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.1 Two Containment Spray Systems shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3 and 4.

ACTION: @+

With one Containment Spray System inoperable, restore the inoperable Spray System
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be. in, at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours:
hears-er- iriif be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following QO 78 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

08-11-LS2

08-02-A

4.6.2.1 Each Containment Spray System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked. sealed. or otherwise secured
in position. is in its correct position;

By veri fying that '
. each pumj~Z devel opsed.".»-:head 08~8.LG

~et.::.:t'e;:::.floswhtea~gs, n~e~ls
' "

greater than or
equal to gOSjaasad-thi~or'eqm~eljde~irg,aye ead when tested pursuant to

.. e@I serv't:ce:.':,:estrus'.Pf!off,'Bm;

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its
correct position on an actual or simulated actuation signal. and

2) Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

d. At least once per 10 years by

unobstructed.
verifying each spray nozzle is

0846-LG

;:::.;:„--::,:,::."!,::AddTtf5naIly,",:.-aa'cTsiipTjt1on timey&!1'g',.-,days:=:,frma.:::dtn'scosery~of:-.:;:fagdurce@o
'aine'!th'e:.-.;.c'ohdi'tion's:,"of;3! d!e'1::!anwdfgg6::,.g:3':.:i

08-11-LS2

,
DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-11 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 402 114
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 4R 112





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE w'44:

a. A spray additive tank with a contained volume of between %26-aad
gwgei3:::925!gg f b t 311 3 323 by Igbt II bg

solution, and

09-01-A

09-02-LG

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable. restore the system to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours; restore the
.Spray Additive System to OPERABLE status within the next 48 hours or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

09-03-A

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated,
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked. sealed, or otherwise secured
in position. is in its correct position:

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1) Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank. and

2) Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical analysis.

3 I t,,b ffrgtbt,,b,t tt I I *

At least once per 5 years by verifying both spray additive and RWST

full flow from the test valve 8993 thr'ougli:":eacfhvsoTution.,:,:;flbow!p~iM:,.'in osef-M
the Spray Additive System.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-12





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
\

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued

2) Verifying a cooling water flow rate of greater than or equal
to 1650< gpm to each cooler, and

10-03-LG

3) Verifying that each containment fan cooler unit starts on low speed.

~~ pg~Qc (e7M4c-
Att t ~ty tttgttt t tt tf
cooler unit starts automatically on 'aaluask'ua
or,",„siIO1ahed,'actuatxqii signal.

1043-LG

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-14 Amendment Nos. 89 and 88
March 2, 1994





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.6.3.2 Each aptomata'c containment
Oth~rWiae.:::Seaened: r~n'""'jYOraatren Shall

y:
EGFV~I~G IW, e&JAt

a. Verifying that on
signals each
position.

isolation valve the%la'not"'::.I ontedv;.:.'..sealed:.",,or

ai::~;achual~or~~sxmuk,ated

I'r

1147-LG

1148-TR1

11-07-LG

1147-LG

N t'-2:::,:,,:,,:.;",i:,,::,,:,,;-:,:...::::::...::;,-,::S,,P, t"~t!E@t1 '~t,,!I!t~',, evi,-,:,-:fl'.-
pa '!:

:,.;...-,.—,::::::,,-.—,::,:,:-:E,.-,,t..:::,,gallpl~c.,~er,—.,;:!,rlrrsl.::.,:,r:::i~~t::::,,:,--v,.::::: .,t. ',-.. d".
i noji eikbl he'by7robntei:rmient" r'soiat)'. ia'r::.": vatfves'i

.",~:i'.FNer japphoabre::.;;condr'ttorrs,:.',:and'.'",Rerior'i'.,:::Aotr~sxpg!sytpcfroatioii"
''6:".«:,1~'ld ijiaC<iTita i'r'v'rae'n't

ixce8hbl:""th8~$vgi'.,83lk'.c08553~nle .t::~..Nak89i'-.:i'448~8cc8ptifYc8.'::.cking

1142-A

1143-A

03-13-A





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
C

ELECTRIC HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4.2 Two independent Hydrogen Recombiner Systems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With one Hydrogen Recombiner System inoperable+ ~ restore the inoperable system to
OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours.

13-05-LS23

;fuiiCtiOnI'„'"i.:S'".Iii'nba)ied",-,':;;andjieStar'e,"'.One;',hydrOag'e'ri.'.:':'reCOmbijer:.',>tO;:,.OPERABLE
'sttatiis':.,::w'itb1'ii,",:7,:-::-::dsayts'-.','otr'rb'eiib'o'i at!'lbeasatIOT!4TANOBY,:,iattiii'i~i'tbe'! iiestt!6,,hojrsb

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

t t ~

~
~

~

~
~~I

~~
~

~
~

~~~ v~N

~ a ~ ~
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~I

}~
~ ~~

A

~

~ ~I~u ~I~~

~ ~~~ I

~ ~

~

~t

4.6.4.2 Each Hydrogen Recombiner System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

g.~ gL,TMC l~~&l+4-,,
A t,t t ~a:: sit,%t
,.at..W.:a R tt t t t

'
t. lt..~

13-01-LS17

13 2-L 8

1343-LG

8
b. At least once each 1 2-L&l8

13-04-LG

2) Verifying through a visual examination that there is no
evidence of abnormal conditions within the recombiner
enclosure

, and

3) Verifying the integrity of all heater electrical circuits by
performing a resistance to ground test

13%3-LG

13C3-LG

+,,~.;,,:,",:3:; O:a":"is::,:.'b~dt:::::a y7loabTe> 13<5-LS23

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-18 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 102
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 101

July 25, 1995





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

'2-05

12-06

12-07

13-01

13-02

13-03

LS16

LG

LS17

LS18

+i5 ~On"-6 is not
appl'colgate. 4 DCÃ. Si.g
C~mJcr„'i=~ Con p'~

able (g„cia vre 36).

LG

Revises the Frequency of the hydrogen monitor surveillance to perform
CHANNELCALIBRATIONfrom 92 days on a staggered test basis to
once per 18 months consistent with NUREG-1431. The hydrogen
monitors are part of the PAM instrumentation and their primary function
is to detect high hydrogen concentration conditions that may occur
during accident situations. This change is acceptable because the
primary means of reducing hydrogen concentration during accidents is
via the independent hydrogen recombiners [and hydrogen purge
systems]. Failure of the monitors would not affect the capabilities of
[these systems]. Further changing the CHANNELCALIBRATION
surveillance interval from 92 days (on a staggered test basis) to every
[18 months] is not expected to effect the reliabilityor performance of the
hydrogen monitors based on industry operating experience.

The details provided for performing the CHANNELCALIBRATIONare
moved out of the SR. This information is procedural in nature and is not
consistent with the level of detail in NUREG-1431. The information is
moved to the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.3.2.

A new SR is added for DCPP requiring a CHANNELCHECK every 31
days (ifenergized) for the hydrogen analyzer/ monitors. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

A new Condition has been added to this specification. This Condition
describes the Required Action for two hydrogen recombiners
inoperable. Whereas in the current specification LCO 3.0.3 applied, this
change allows up to 7 days to restore one hydrogen recombiner to
OPERABLE status, based on the availability of the containment
hydrogen purge system to provide the required safety function. In order
to use this ACTION time, the Required Actions require that the
hydrogen control function be verified available within 1 hour and once
every 12 hours thereafter. This administrative verification willassure
that the hydrogen purge system is capable of performing the safety
function ifan event occurs. Also, the Bases for operation of the
recombiners indicates that ifa design basis event occurs, 8 days or
more would elapse before the containment atmosphere approached the
lower flammability limitfor hydrogen. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the inoperability of two hydrogen recombiners willnot
significantly jeopardize the capability of the facility to respond to a
design basis event This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

The cur nt R t perform a hyd en recombine unctional tes very
6 mo s is rev'd toevery18 nths consist twith NURE 1431.
Thi change i considered acc table due to t redundancy d

p ven high liabilityof the s tern. Hydrog recombiner o crating
xperience as shown that nctional test f 'res are rare. additio

the fully r undant and ind ndent hydro n purge syst provid
an alte te, and equally ective, metho of controllin ydrogen The
propos d change is in a cordancewith UREG-1366 Improve ent to
Tech calSpecificatio equirements" ndNUREG- 431.

Descriptive information regarding the current hydrogen recombiner
surveillances is moved into the Bases. The proposed changes to the
surveillances are consistent with the wording and detail present in the
NUREG-1431 surveillance requirements.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 13





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

13-04

13-05

LG

LS23

The SR to perform a CHANNELCALIBRATIONon all the hydrogen
recombiner instrumentation is moved to a Licensee controlled document
in accordance with NUREG-1431. These calibrations and any
necessary compensatory measures (i.e., substitute test instrumentation)
will be controlled administratively by the plant preventive maintenance
and operational procedures. This change is acceptable based on the
system redundancy, available alternate means of controlling hydrogen,
the fact the recombiners are controlled manually, and the
instrumentation does not provide essential control or interlock function.
In addition, the functional test required by the TS every months
verifies the operation of the hydrogen recombiner inst mentation. This
change is ccnsistent with NUREG-1431.

Added statement that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable to ACTION. This
allowance is based upon the pressure of another 100% hydrogen
recombiner, the hydrogen purge system and the time available for
operator action after a LOCA.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 14





CONVERSION COMPARISON I ABLE - CURRENT TS 314.6 Page a of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

12-02
M

12-03
LS15

12-04
M

12-05
LS16

12-06
LG

12-07
M

13-01
LS17

DESCRIPTION

The MODE of Applicabilityfor the hydrogen monitors is
extended to MODE 3.

The ACTION is revised to require a special report to be
submitted within 14 days in lieu of being in HOT
STANDBYwithin 6 hours, ifone train of hydrogen
monitoring cannot be restored to OPERABLE within 30
days.

Adds the requirement to be in HOT SHUTDOWN within
12 hours ifboth trains of hydrogen monitoring are
inoperable and one train was not restored within 72
hours.

Revises the frequency of the surveillance to perform
CHANNELCALIBRATIONfrom 92 days on a staggered
basis to once per 18 months.

The details provided for performing the CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONare moved out of the SR. The
information is moved to the Bases.

A new SR is added for DCPP requiring a CHANNEL
CHECK every 31 days for the hydrogen analyzer/
monitors.

A new Condition has been added to this specification.
This condition describes the Required Action for two
hydrogen recombiners inoperable.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS
requirement
redefined (see 12-
06-LG).

Yes

No, SR already in
CTS.

Yes

WOLF CREEK

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

Yes

CALLAWAY

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section,

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

Yes

13-02
LS18

The current SR to perform a hydrogen recombiner
functional test every 6 months is revised to every 18
months.

, CTS reqereV es
Refueling Interval i

A
months.

Yes No, CTS already
has 18 month.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION (NSHC)

PAGE

I. Organization

II. Description of NSHC Evaluations...

III. Generic NSHCs

"A"- Administrative Changes ..
"R" - Relocated Technical Specifications .

"LG"- Less Restrictive (moving information out of the TS)

"M"- More Restrictive

IV. Specific NSHCs - "LS"
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;
IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC S18
10 CFR 50. EVALUATION

FOR
I"~~ HP liCILhlE. ~

TECHNICALCHANGE HAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE I ~PP
REQUIREMENTS WIT N THE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

The current surveillance requirement to perf a hydrogen recombiner fun 'onal test every 6 months is r vised to
every 18 months consistent with NUREG- 31. This change is considered cceptable due to the redund cy and
proven high reliabilityof the system. Hy ogen recombiner operating exp ence has shown that functio I test
failures are rare. In addition, the fully dundant and independent hydro en purge system provides an a emate,
and equally effective, method of co oiling hydrogen. The proposed ange is in accordance with NU EG-1366,
"Improvement to Technical Specif tion Requirements," and NURE -1431.

This proposed TS change ha een evaluated and it has been d ermined that it involves NSHC. is
determination has been pe rmed in accordance with the crite set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as uoted below:

"The Commissi may make a final determination, p rsuant to the proceduresin 50.91 that a proposed
amendment t an operating license for a facilitylic sed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or f r a testing facility
involves no ignificant hazards consideration, ifo eration ofthe facilityinaccoidanc with the proposed
amendme would not:

1. nvolve a significantincrease in the p obability or consequences ofan a cident previously
evaluated; or

Create the possibility ofa new or ifferent kind ofaccident from any ident previously evaluated;
or

Involve a significant reductio in a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the ree categories of the significant h rds consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a signifi nt increase in the probability or co sequences of an accident pre ously
evaluated?

The proposed change, to ext d the surveillance interval for the h rogen combiner functional te ts, does
not result in any hardware c nges. The hydrogen recombiners e not assumed in the initiatio of any
analyzed event. Their role i in reducing hydrogen concentratio in containment, and thereby I'ting
potential accident conseq nces. Hydrogen recombiner opera ng experience has shown th functional
test failures are rare. Th, the extended surveillance interval ll not result a loss in the ca bilityto
reduce hydrogen conce tion in containment. Additionally, the unlikely event both reco biners fail, a
diverse method of redu ng hydrogen concentration is availa le utilizing the containment rge system.

Does the change cre e the possibility of a new or differen ind of accident from any a ident previously
evaluated?

The proposed cha e does not necessitate a physical a eration of the plant (no ne or different type of
equipment willbe i stalled) or changes in parameters veming normal plant ope 'on. The proposed
change willstill e ure the recombiners are maintaine operable. Thus, this cha e does not create the
possibility of a ne or different kind of accident from y accident previously eval ated.

Does this chang involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The increased interval between hydrogen recom ner functional tests is acce table based on the relative
simplicity of the recombiner system and industry xperience which indicates hat the recombiner availability
can be assured with reduced testing. As a res t, any reduction in a margin of safety willbe insignificant.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NS
(con ued)

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARD CONSIDERATION DETERININ ION

B sed on the above evaluation, it is concluded t t the activities associated with N C "LS18" resulting fro the
co ersion to the ITS format satisfy the NSHC tandards of 10 CFR 50.92(c), an accordingly a NSHC findin is
justifi
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Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.7 ».»»'»: » + '»'»»»»»s»a», ». »w'»:a.».»'»S» eg»'»i»"»»t»:»i»"»~+»4»''»'»'»'.;j

, . „Btf,...'.atl00:,:~pi,f.oHYp8%@@M!.4,sQ]$4$ f~:,bp.',~+3eak

3.6-13

Perform leakage rate testing for containment
purge supp'ij~iind'="exhaujt;:;:arid,ivacuumlpresaure
reign,;"!valves-wi-h resi I>crit sea Is $ n
acc'"ordaupe,-;willi,'tiie,'CoMn atng@t~L''eakage,.gaae
Testi'ngi.P'ii'iijir'~i'j.

184 days

AND

Within 92 days
after opening
the valve

3.6-17

SR 3.6.3.8 Verify each automatic containment isolation
valve that is not locked, sealed or otherwise
secured in position. actuates to the isolation
position on an actual or simulated. actuation
signal.

months

zQ

SR 3.6.3.9

B-PS

SR 3.6.3.10 Verify each i'2 inch containment
vacu e7preisiii'e:,.-;~re,:ref: valve is locked to
rest'ri'ct. thee va ve from opening > 8~60".

g months

zf
B-PS

(continued)

OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-14





SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Containment Spray and Cooling Systems

SURVEILLANCE

PS

3.6.6A

FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6A. 1 Verify each containment spray manual, power
operated, and automatic valve in the flow path
that is not locked. sealed, or otherwise
secured in position is in the correct position.

31 days

sR 3.6.6A.2 operate each i,'".eau, red
4am-t~:- ~6FGUmmforr~ 15 minutes.

31 days

PS

SR 3.6. 6A 3 Verif
~;,.',::,,.'ComponeA5 cooling water flow rate Kg>i~8ch
r~e u~i",ed':::CFCU i's m Ltd': gpm.

31 days

PS

SR 3.6.6A.4 Verify each containment spray pump's developed
head at the flow test point is greater than or
equal to the required developed head.

In accordance
with the
Inservice
Testing Program

SR 3.6. 6A. 5 Verify each automatic containment spray valve
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position. actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

@months

zQ

SR 3.6.6A.6 Verify each containment spray pump starts
'automatically on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

@months
2"f

ii 3.6.ii.i i ii issm: s~ ss it
CFCU+starts automatically on an actual or

simulated actuation signal.
3.6-14

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.6-20





Spray Additive System

3.6.7

PS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.7.2 Verify spray additive tank solution volume is
KKBH-sN 4e"::-2C d MQQ~ Rl':,::::9s.

184 days

3.6-10

B-PS

SR 3.6.7.3 Verify spray additive tank gGH solution
concentration is ~ 80K and ~ 32K by weight.

184 days

B-PS

SR 3.6.7.4 Verify each spray additive automatic valve in
the flow path that is not locked, sealed. or
otherwise secured in position. actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

Pf months

SR 3.6.7.5 Verify spray additive flow W~ from each
solution's flow path.

5 years

B-PS

DCPP Nark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.6-23





SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Hydrogen Recombiners

SURVEILLANCE

3.6.8

FREQUENCY

PS

SR 3.6.8.1 Perform a system functional test for each
hydrogen recombiner. g months

SR 3.6.8.2 Visually examine each hydrogen recombiner
enclosure and verify there is no evidence of
abnormal conditions..

h

'g months

29

SR 3.6.8.3 Perform a resistance to ground test for each
heater phase.

MI months

2'I

(I

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.6-25
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Containment Isolation Valves (

83.6.3

BASES

SR 3.6.3.8

p p p p y pthis Surveillance when performed at the 'onth Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.3.9 Rot:."Used

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a PhYse~A~Phase,„'8:;,'mr@CVI.:
signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material fry containment following
a OBA. This SR ensures that each automatic

'
valve will

actuate to its isolation position on a containment isolation signal. This
surveillance is not required for valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise
secured in the required position under administrative controls. The:. month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the

'onditionsthat apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at

ower. 0 crating ex erience has shown that these corn onents usuall ass

SR 3.6.3.10

Veri fying that eaCh &NB |P„ inCh COntainment gurge rgreaauref~atuumi:::reeQef
valve is blocked to restr'i'ct opening to ~$9-:g 60@ dies required t'o ensure
that the valves can close under OBA conditions wTthin the times assumed in
the analyses of References I and 2. If a LOCA occurs. the auage containment
pressurke/vacuum..-::reILef~alves must close to maintain containment leakage
wi%1An the values assumed in the accident analysis.
V~

The month Frequency is
appropriate because the blocking devices are %5 typica y removed +Ay~ti,'1Ã ii: WS"

(Continued)





Containment Pressure (
B3.6.4A

8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

8 3.6.4A Containment Pressure

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment pressure is limited during normal operation to preserve the
initial conditions assumed in the accident analyses for a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) or steam line break (SLB). These limits also prevent the
containment pressure from exceeding the containment design negative pressure
differential with respect to the outside atmosphere in the event of
inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System.

Containment pressure is a process variable that is monitored and controlled.
The containment pressure limits are derived from the input conditions used in
the containment functional analyses and the containment structure external
pressure analysis. Should operation occur outside these limits coincident
with a Design Basis Accident (DBA). post accident containment pressures could
exceed calculated values.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

Containment internal pressure is an initial condition used in the DBA
analyses to establish the maximum peak containment internal pressure. The
limiting DBAs considered, relative to containment pressure, are the LOCA and
SLB, which are analyzed using computer g5eTed pressure transients. The
worst case LOCA generates larger mass aiid e'nergy release than the worst case
SiB";::XSL'g*,:,,:aT3OX,gtower)Vgenerates,::,the::greartes't::.mass:."mnsL!energy~rg1eaXe::,':,rat'e.

pressure standpoint (Ref. 1).

The initial pressure condition used in the contai t analysis was ~~!16
psia (I+4"XP'Ppsig ). This resulted in a maxim peak pressure from a USA~~ SL'8:":.,',.Ot842><25 psig. The containment a sis (Ref. 1) shows that the
maximum peak calculated containment pressur , P,, results from the limiting
hggA SC8!!KggQCi:„'pcweg. The maximum containm ressure resulting from the
worst case C4P~& GE87~$2~36 psig, does not exceed the containment design
pressure, SS ~47 psig.

The containment was also designed for an external pressure load equivalent to
-8:5~2-.S psig. The inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System was

(Continued)
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
B 3.6.6A

BASES (Continued)

SR 3.6.6A.5 and SR 3.6.6A.6

These SRs require verification that each automatic containment spray valve
actuates to its correct position and that each containment spray pump starts
upon receipt of an actual or simulated actuation of a containment -".,g
4Ngh-9:-4 hlq~AAgh pressure signal @thy',cNncÃdeot@S„"-;::-',s4'gn'a'I. This
SurveiTiance is not required for valves that are locked. seafed. or otherwise

d tt dp t d d t t t

ormal tests of. centrifugal pump performance required by SedAea-Q. p8II6gef
the ASME OEHNCode (Ref.-8 9). Since the containment spray pumps cannot be
tested with flow through the spray headers, they are tested on recirculation
flow. This test confirms one point on the pump design curve and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inseryice tests confirm component
OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient failures by abnormal

erformance. The Frequency of the SR is in accordance with the Inservice
esting Program.

pewer-. Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillances when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore. the
Frequency was concluded to be accept le from a reliability standpoint.

z9

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.6. 6A. 7

This SR requires verification that each
QFCUNactuates upon receipt of an actual or simulated safety injection signal.

month Frequency is based on engineering judgment and has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience. See SR 3.6.6.5 and
SR 3.6.6.6, above. for further discussion of the basis for the R month
Frequency. 2$

SR 3.6.6A.S

With the containment spray inlet valves closed and the spray header drained
of any solution, low pressure air or smoke can be blown through test
connections. This SR ensures that each spray nozzle is unobstructed and
provides assurance that spray coverage of the containment during an accident
is not degraded. Due to the passive design of the nozzle, a test at B4e

10 year intervals is considered adequate to detect
obstruction of the nozzles.

~<a, +<<;>s ~>~ ''. t ':a gp. ppcaa~~ >:y<s
. Pk'1"',~PALS"'w~~'4%SSS~~.S'~4~88<'nba.-'.Xle@r~$ !~~4Z~ '.~<4-'..':.".%444k%:;X@'~N~i<M ';.'.'.".4<'~:-':v:"'~%?~~k'0+4/AviÃiYiM.RN:.";.'",,,,V'(40nl'1nuBU)
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Spray Additive System
B3.6.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

assurance that the system is able to provide additive to the Containment
Spray System in the event of a OBA. This SR does not apply to valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these valves were
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This SR does not require any testing or valve manipulation.
Rather, it involves yerificatio , . that those
valves outside containment and capable of potentially being mispositioned are
in the correct position.

SR 3.6.7.2

To provide effective iodine removal. the containment spray must be an
alkaline solution. Since the RWST contents are normally acidic. the volume
of the spray additive tank must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive
to adjust pH for all water injected. This SR is performed to verify the
availability of sufficient eaOH solution in the Spray Additive System.,life,
re Ouv radar vol umeeima ybe sur jsiT4edkmsng'<any iid'icaateedl'.,":feyel:.ban'drof,;:;50'iso''"as)

184 day Ftequency was developed'based on the low probabiTitsy ot an undetected
change in tank volume occurring during the SR interval (the tank is isolated
during normal unit operations). Tank level is also indicated and equi'pjed
Nfth7e'geMg;..'eeva:.ealarm in the control room so that there is high confi'dence
cia a level ...owen:.';:ace . agg,".":vg.ue.,would be
detected.

SR 3.6.7.3

This SR provides verification of the NaOH concentration in the spray additive
tank and is sufficient to ensure that the spray solution being injected into
containment is at the correct pH level. The 184 day Frequency is sufficient
to ensure that the concentration level of NaOH in the spray additive tank
remains within the established limits. This is based on the low likelihood
of an uncontrolled change in concentration (the tank is normally isolated)
and the probability that any substantial. variance in tank volume will be
detected.

SR 3.6.7.4

This SR provides verification that each automatic valv in the Spray Additive
System flow path actuates to its correct position. Th s Surveillance is not
required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. The month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded
to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

2'f
(Continued)
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Hydrogen Recombiners „„0<
BASES (Continued)

d. Corrosion of metals exposed to containment spray and Emergency Core .

Cooling System solutions.

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in containment following
a LOCA. the hydrogen generation as a function of time following the
initiation of the accident is calculated. Conservative assumptions
recommended by Reference 3 are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen
calculated.

Based on the conservative assumptions used to calculate the hydrogen
concentration versus time after a LOCA. the hydrogen concentration in the
primary containment would reach 3.5 v/o about 636~daji after the LOCA and
4.0 v/o about 2 days later if no recombiner was"fuiictYoning (Ref'. 3).
Initiating the hydrogen recombiners when the primary containment hydrogen
concentration reaches 3.5 v/o wi ll maintain the hydrogen concentration in the
primary containment below flarmability limits.

Th recombiners are designed such that, with the conservatively
calculated hy gen generation rates discussed above. a single recombiner is
capable of limit'he peak hydrogen concentration in containment to less
than 4.0 v/o (Ref.~. The Hydrogen Purge System is ~M~ designed and
Rnstrtictjd such that i'tSis Desi'jn Ckassp~l,,',,(fbi'

The hydrogen recombiners satisfy Criterion 3 of
iOC886.".::98KHP)'.<7f).

@co~n~.. mary~ ne

LCO Two hydrogen recombiners must be OPERABLE. This ensures operation of at
least one hydrogen recombiner in the event of a worst case single active
failure.

Operation with at least one hydrogen recombiner ensures that the post LOCA

hydrogen concentration can be prevented from exceeding the flaomability
limit..

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, two hydrogen recombiners are required to control the
hydrogen concentration within containment below its flanmability limit of
4.1 v/o following a LOCA, assuming a worst case single failure.

In MODES 3 and 4, both the hydrogen production rate and the total hydrogen
produced after a LOCA would be less than that calculated for the DBA LOCA.
Also. because of the limited time in these MODES. the probability of an
accident requiring the hydrogen recombiners is low. Therefore, the hydrogen
recombiners are not required in MODE 3 or 4.

(Continued)
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Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.8

BASES (Continued)

C.1

If the inoperable hydrogen recombiner(s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time. the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status'he plant must
be brought to at least NODE 3 within 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours
is reasonable, based on operating experience. to reach NODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of a system functional test for each hydrogen recombiner ensures
the recombiners are operational and can attain and sustain the temperature
necessary for hydrogen recombination. In particular, this SR verifies that
the minimum heater sheath temperature increases to > 700'F in ~ 90 minutes.
After reaching 700'F. the power is increased to maximum power for
approximately 2 minutes and power is v 'fied to be ~ 60 kW.

Operating experience has shown that the components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.8.2

This SR ensures there are no physical problems that could affect recombiner
operation. Since the recombiners are mechanically passive. they are not
subject to mechanical failure. The only credible failure involves loss of
power, blockage of the internal flow, missile impact. etc.

A visual ins ection is sufficient to determine abnormal conditions that couldP
cause such failures. The month Frequency for this SR was developed
considering the incidence o hydrogen recombiners failing the SR in the past
is low. z~
SR 3.6.8.3

This SR~Rh1dr~ Ts'~pereformed gfrollTonin~g, he::;:,flmcto'onai;,;,tes YofgSR::»:3:;6:8;:1 ~.

requires perforiaance of a resists'nce"to ground test or eac heater phase to
ensure that there are no detectable grounds in any heater phase. This is
accomplished by verifying that the resistance to ground for any heater phase
is ~ 10,0 ohms.

gH
.The mo h Frequency for this Surveillance was developed considering the
incidence of hydrogen recombiners failing the SR in the past is low.

(Continued)
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3 14. I . I ~ilhth '34331 1341331343L%hti'4 tK43 -:I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

,I

3.7.1.1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: NODES l. 2 and 3.

ACTIONse:

a. With one or more main steam line Code safety valves
inoperable,

Ithl 4 h . th th I 4 41 I I 33331353
restored to OPERABLE status or

otherwise. be in at least HOT STANDBY wit'hin 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

rsh::":!cne~ i+:":::PRErrfoe,.;:,,ttie..''Poijegigarige grphi:set&ironiRua:-:T.

kkthlA'' 7':;flQUPK~~" .Qth8r'@88"':."::ijIMiAgBKA'8BSR'%9jj3"Njjjljg'pgiqhoUP
FnrdÃ'i'ii.::"-.~':,":;4%i'f4h@%::I'@hemi',:.:s':.,':'~

I:":tii.-::::,:-3!4th::;:,., t, ...,:.,*h~!,„„:I:,:...., -, 3::,;:I:,,;,th,, .:3:, Yh! fuihr.*
'PER'A84E-',".":.,';:bepiii,''::,at)jI5)'" YNOOE',3''.4iXh!iF't 4

-':nVRC~6i:hotu':.'::!aaCh;«8
NDE4'4kkiithiiiE3;P~eh'our;S",:E

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.7.1.1~,
4-.O-.ih-. ',Ve 1'fray;,',,' aIrdlirTreiqu'"r:„"':,

hll-;'hs'. -. hfl":ii3:-':the:-fhsh~fl III'3 334!Ifth:4 till'14th 'It*at'hul h~h'hiiihhih'lhII!,':"::::

™~~~~:-4~~afSeparate',:.Casnri LtlTOn:.en;, SS:,:%ll~d=:.;:fni!,:,eadh~BSSVB

,,'; 4 . V~I,!,:W'll. ~!. II!eI:h: ,„11%313':,*."3::;,,. ! ,I3

gi-vf-<3
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i

NXIMUM Al LOWABLE POWER

TABLE 3.7-1

LINE SAFETY VALVES
WITH INOPERABLE STEAM Py P4 LS3

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INOPERABLE
SAFETY VALVES ON ANY OPERATING
STEAM GENERATOR

NXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER RANK

PERCENT OF RATED THERMAL POWER

*
01-04-LS3
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p 2

4 Khrg',»

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

igl f,ify,,g th t h~ m~f,,':::...btg,,il..hfh',:,ll
aut'omR~'o valve in the palp H~a. jp fiow path ariCh&th~~ikimi
sing.:'lesly.''M)jth~e',ste~Xt'Urine'.,~di'ivan;:~ that is not locked.
sea'led. or otherwi~se secure in position. is in its correct
posi tion.

.02-09-A

02-09-A

'\ g d<

id

~ ~

rp

'Fasting
th t t bi -d I 2 2 d t -d I b 2

tfhe'!!Insaesriv'i'cce't!TteastfX~gprorgeiam. "The provisions of specification
4.0.4~are no applicable for entry into NODE 3 for the steam
turbine-driven pump.

- ere~ gg.u
.„;,'-::::;.Ati t ~by ifigtht h

and valve o ens* as designed automatically

E''n'ew)., eocrt iaeF'ueclpie dHTElzvad-
+, ea::.-::0':; l~eas:~oneepi ...,,,', y,.: veer.: ldtiigteacb~i»,:: ...,...p,, "s errDe" " - ""'2'-":"'-tg'i:-'i.:!-"::::agii'i: -"-,'iitw~i!gtwi!CUhif8iii'i""'."2:

02-12-TRl '

~

'
~ th

~ ~ C
,\'

~ ~

2

~ ~

(,

Notareqgitrgeddato'!be,performedgeor the steam turbine-driven pump. when unti9„:E4
tine~red:goof~tear,'''the SeCOndary Steaiii Supply preSSure iS greater than 660 pSig.

~i,="2 tll gti~gt'.:,2:: gdbge e~t:::,2 . ~.-, ",::~gy

2 ~

2

p ~
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PLANT SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.3 The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) I~vg'hall
be at least 41:„:-":34~

. and the Fire Water Storage Tank (FWST) Revel:: shall
be at least g::-':2l for oiie Unit

operation an !41*'!7g i i Il ii i""'i'"

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1. 2 and D-.ra

Pl!"::';PSODE8'4Swmien~5xteamali nerctaori: NN~~Tje8:; a~ter,;::thaht: removal,:!

ACTION;

K.-RW

With the CST 0,8v~f p~5
with)o:-".~lgAgt. or with the CST flow path not open to tfie AFW
pumps suction, within four hours restore the required CST,:
conditions; or. be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in HOT,SHUTDOWN wshtlo~~mIBSnc,e:: upon tsceam-,:g eneraeton

With an FWST 1wltns21
either.:~l:iaido. or with the FWST flow path not capable of"being
aligned to the AFW pump suction, within seven days restore the
required FWST conditions; or, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN pi'thoutgi;.i."lg'atÃcFupon',.:skFam

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.3.1

4.7.1.3.2

4.7.1.3.3

The CST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byiiii gii ~!I::!,'i il i ii ii .

The FWST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byii i gii~.j: . 'lily! iiii ii ii ii
Verify the FWST is capable of being aligned to the Auxiliary
Feedwater System by cycling each FWST valve in the flow path
necessary for realignment through at least one full cycle once per
quarter.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8I 2
4WQ 4AA
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PLANT SYSTEMS

10X ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.6 Four 10X

O

, 3 $ nes shall be OPERABLE.

APPI.ICABILITY, NODES 1. 2. and 3-.~
eiiii!~DADE O'Wl tt'

' 'tlI I El:-;.: I, .! Idr . 'f:!DNNN:
ACTION:

a. Mith one less than the required number of 10X ADVe::BA88
DPEIIAELE. t th I I bl ~ IDE Ahggh LE!,'i!t
OPERABLE status within 7 days g~>,; g4Q%~5t~apg,"ICah7i%: or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within tlie nex't Eliours anil in HOT SHUTDOMN

without;,,rseTdance~u~on eXe jjma aneratir,.":":,fiat:.'::.Neat~xeWva T::within the

b. Ihtht I tt tt qi d b d flt44DP
OPERABLE, restore at least one of the inoperable steam generator
10X ADVs to OPERABLE status within 72 hours; or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOMN wrthout
rrel1anfgV~U'~on;,st crea jtenerator:;" for'i~ca ""'eeoval within the foll wing

612"hours.

gnee>:."a tithed%"tee,:PnrrrjjnreWP f!yea::;'YnnjraerabTe:,:::.:,reatetie':aW'ee~.eh74~
',:"*::,',Ii'apggjELEE!u!!I'i'::i:'i Eh!i

iIEi4ii'hi"'"''''ii'E
iiiitiiii'ilia'Iltlilgigrxil'D'Ell'',"4'ill"',::YiADIIEar'-'Et!I"",E."-:::!EE~i"" "M-'-'jj" !E":i'a.:,!hi D

r'erijoeva'Irwi;th'i'i) '8 hogrs":t

SURVEILLANCE E UIREMENTS

4.7.1.6 Each

demonstrated OPERABLE:

IOK ADY Trued.
shall be

a. At least once per 24 hours by verifying that the backup air bottle for
each steam generator 10X ADV has a pressure greater than or equal to
260 psig, and

ed.C,h EF~LTQI- ~a7~~
Atl t ~by ifyigtht 11 t g t
10X ADVs will o crate

(neew'>'.;,:lgeer!fy„.,":,:oils",::„cam~tle~nyec fe eoacah:.11th!!AOV'!'Bl hinvcalvejonce"jeer::."':IP8
MA S~P'~
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PLANT SYSTEMS

'3/4.7 3 VITAI COMPONENT COOLING WATER 'Q 'YSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.3.1 At least two vital component .cooling water loops shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

ACTION:mm

With only one vital component cooling water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

,

4.7.3.1 At least two vital component cooling water loops shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a.%~~:.;"~At least once per 31 days hy verify~ that each CCM valve
(manual, power-operated. or automatic) g~irp~883'OHji~th
servicing safety-related equipment that is not 1ockedH.
sealed. or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position: and

mcus R~~QC, Ig~zuA~
b. At least once s, ~verif ~ that each automatic

Va1 Ve;~yqthP,.":,f I ias;;P asth~<Batfm 'anat'::, .O¹d S areal ed;:-Or
,'efvff.svelte'secern,," n':;,, s. ',.off
eqapiPment "actua'tes to -pts correct position on a-s'messy

an aHctom~on:-sfimc&o'ated
lt

46$6~!",:YQP~4$!.:.".":evacLfifdQk":;PsoomeP,.",samSe;,, sfa&N'llt1cBPifvPI!o~nj'afnt'fac,.'Uglier
$ . mHu:: BMQ,.sdc$98t j&g fgn3lg8$'.-:35asf jounce.",.

'"
9

~~a RC FcgdL(<r~

:,::*:*.!!E~,:::::::,Holt:,,o?m*,mtpi::;,.:::i:pp::,,~B.~!apl. !if!!Lotl-':,ll'I!pIppppvp ~:--:-,--
Hppp::-:,'::,:.'-:-'::,:::,:.-"if,."",-,:"-i'"':HH""!:::::-:I""'ttt!~1!i!,"„':"" Hilt""'f""::"'op:'tlatppt:.

„.'.:.:.~SO ataan,;OfÃMglfaMV'.;.~O,=,: nHdiaadÃal,.':Ccmppnenta;":,dance;":nn.":;:render:.";:tt'tfe:.':d¹ffatem
5noMra :es.
ktatXPPP; MNQ"AC'OPHL%k

.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 4 AUXILIARYSALTWATER SYSTEM":

L IMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4.1 At least two auxiliary saltwater trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4.

ACTION:()

With only one auxiliary saltwater train OPERABLE, restore at least two trains to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.4.1 At least two auxiliary saltwater trains shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
at least once per 31 days by veri~f~in that each valve (manual. Og power-

P t~) ..idh"ie~i+h. I I P f tf- I tg t ib t th t
is not locked. sealed. or otherwise secured inposition, is in its correctPplti:i. h,P&I'illbd,ldlitl'I,,:...:::,.(,,::,fiilntbtdiji!I:;,di',",:,-:...Ifjj'tibdT~llhWIIEÃthhdtffttI" ehb::::::::-":i'ji~b!.:::!i,ifiwib"j,I-""I

I

i''":: ll:::::::::-'Ill h:-":::-:: ':tilj'-"":'..Itb:-".

YneW)~VerTi'S,,;-;:eath~ASM,:;pcjjep:.,'Starcta-;;:autneat:,foal;. y.«,nn an::.;:a al:;ser~Sdaauated
5ctu@l'QHY@fgA8l':~'alit'e88%0Ac8

~c.n R~va.inJ5, aN~i„a<A-L.

',„I","-t",d dli*,',"",:,:Iwi'i,e th
":*':l l 'hi!pi':4!i'!:.":b:":'d:,::::d"":-::',"'ib'than id~i"::.:.:- !ff."::hiihijijfj(ij:,:: plt

+.:"@kjitery~lKCarhle".Cnwnd'ftinna:;:aef jjrejPjjred,aetguanaf OPtCQ,P"';.di.:,d';f,:I".Rj:.5"::,LOOPS::."-',;
'"'hiibdid':::::::::-::::::::::::.:.'--'-:.:.:ll:--)di':.!ii'--ti'i-'-':i'--I:,::::::::,iij~iiiae""''::.":::,i--:.-"ii'--":lib ii brfIjjjd flip
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SURVEILLANCE REgUIRENENTS Continued

b. At least once per 31 days by:

sad- verifying that
p t f tl tip t' 1th th h t

operating, 4<q«<,(,~

10 OL Lf

io-fu-L(y

'tan.'L-tn
-heaH

(natu) pel'(ytyfn ref'aubfed QEVI Fusee rsr'uef fin eeeftfffnnee bhf'eitqftet(entilenfyb Flea ry nest pu>yypfb (hiwrfp)
c. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL or (I) after any structural io-os-e

maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2)
i onfollowing painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone

communicating with the system by:

1) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration
and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 1% and uses
the test procedure guidance in ANSI N510-1980, and the system flow rate
is 2100 cfm + 10~;

~10-iW-

o-OS-A
d. At least once per 18 months, or (1) after any structural maintenance on e

charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following painting, fire, or chemical
release in any ventilation zone communicating with the system, or (3) after
yyph f h 1 p b p tl,by ffyfp,~.tbt lb n ly' p ttf 'b pl
obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of ASTM
D3803-1989 at 70~ R.H. for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 1%

fo-Ztf-A
ilhnVuraeuec c( w'E and c.t
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LANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Continued

M5 /MtEBIA(
At least once per ~m<hs by: TlJPF

~XX)

Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 3.5 inches
Water Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate of 2100 cfm +
10X;

Verifying that On a~<aytbal!~nr.":aaNiBated~raotuatt~ng„,a-ghana
signal. Fhe sys em aut~at~cal"iy switches

into the pressurization mode of operationN

~ I,
e

~ ~

4)

Veri fyingr,:::.;,":;.onFa"':STAGBEREOrKSTsBA'gI8$ that the system IlrIrBB-
maintains the con ro rooiii at a positive pressure of greater
than or equal to 1/8 inch Water Gauge relative to the outside
atmosphere during the pressurization mode of system operation; andi

V ifigthtth h t di ipt 5 Ikll h t tdi
accordance with ANSI N510-.1980.

v l
I
~ I

After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank, by
verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration and IG-~~
bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 1X in
accordance with ANSI N510-1980 or a DOP test aerosol while operating
the system at a flow rate of 2100 cfm + 10X: and

After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank, by verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place
penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less
than 1X in accordance with ANSI N510-1980 for a halogenated hydro-
carbon test gas while operating the system at a flow rate of 2100
cfm + 10X.

v

~ e ~

~ a
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.6 AUXILIARYBUILDING VENl":KA'Am| SYSTEM 'AS'::

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.1 Two Auxiliary Buildin '
VFn5p~8-'~on System

exhaust trains with one comon HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber"bank and at
least two sp~~l~8~Af@exhaust fans shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

b.

With .the HEPA filter arid charcoal adsorber bank inoperable, restore the
HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber bank to OPERABLE status within 24
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

With only one s~~pfy'~@rid'aN;':exhaust fan OPERABLE, restore at least
two iojj1+~cirjggtg8lexhhau&sfans to OPERABLE status within 7 days or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.6.1 Each Auxiliary Building
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by:

-baRk-aced verifying that the train operates for at least 10
continuous hours with the heaters operating, and

;Lnew~~~"::Peddr arm;.;required,:ABVS:::.",',ail'ier~zsysXem:;>fes6Fg~.fa,,':accordance,::Athath7,
Viiit1'Rgt~.qf't."..::.:3l't'ai':iTesti:i'''Proji,'gi"";(~~~-

gEFu~&g /N1~8~
b. At least once per ~mnths or (1) after any structuralit th lithdiiit h 1 d h h ill.

or (2) following painting, fire. or chemical release in any
ventilation zone comunicating with the system. by:

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
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JPPAT STBS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS Continued

1) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration
and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 1» and uses
the test procedure guidance in ANSI N510-1980, and the system flow rate
is 73,500 cfm + 10%;

~ ~

2) Verifying a system flow rate of 73,500 cfm+ 10» during system g-~q-g
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

c. At least once per 18 months, or (1) after any structural maintenance on tlie
charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following painting, fire, or chemical
release in any ventilation zone coamunicating with the system, or (3) after
every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, by verifying, wieiwwr55 i~o- -Ls s

"

. th t 1 b H ly i f p i b
sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory 7;.

Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria
of ASTH D3803-1989 at~70% R.H. for a methyl iodide penetration of less than
6< <~~< 0I. M('n()(.~

d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by: io-08-A (,
1) Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters and

charcoal adsorber banks 'is less than 3.7 inches Water Gauge while
operating the system at a flow- rate of 73,500 cfm + 10~,

ep( p ~(n QOVCKD Gna.%iieet')

Verifying that flow is established through the HEPA filter and charJ5aa
adsorber bank on signal, and 12:CSi-feeiOA C('.md 0 mu.lLLftd-

3) Verifying that the heaters dissipate 50 + 5 kW when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510-1980. ~io-o

4) Verifying that leakage through the Auxiliary Building Safeguards Air
Filtration System Dampers M2A and M2B is less than or equal to 5 cfm
when subjected to a Constant Pressure or Pressure Decay Leak Rate Test
in accordance with ASME N510-1989. The test pressure for the leak rate
test shall be based on a maximum operating pressure as defined in ASME
N510-1989, of 8 inches water gauge.
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CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

01-05

01-06

01%7

01-08

~,',v,i. ~,'a .,s:,. „'" i '>s;; an't. l e ~ 'a '" .i'DArl'ma' ~ I '.. ~ pA'~Ai lL'W

~~ ~.l
+)~X..

DESCRIPTION

the CTS requirement o reset the power range neutron flux-high trip setpoints
based on the number of MSSVs inoperable to a maximum allowable power
determined in accordancVwith calculations or analysis to account for
Westinghouse NSAL 9440 nd NRC Information Notice 94%0. However,
the Completion Time of 72 hou roposed by WOG43 has been retained
and is justified based on the low pro bilityof an event occurring during this
time and the need to provide sufficient

'
to reset the channels in an

orderly manner without inducing a transie due to human error. Retention of
the CTS requirement for resetting the rea trip setpoints is acceptable
because this requirement is more conserva

'
than the ACTIONS specified

by either the ISTS or WO&43, as revised. f

The exception to TS 3.0.4 is no longer needed due to the note associated
with the revised surveillance. The exception was allowed to TS 3.0.4 due to
the fact that the applicable MODES must be entered in order to perform the
required surveillance (ifthe MSSVs are tested in place) and to allow Mode
changes to be made ifthe applicable action was met. In the CTS, MODE 1,
2, or 3 could be entered. In NUREG-1431, the surveillance is modified by a
more restrictive note that specifies that the surveillance need only be current
prior to reaching MODE 2. The surveillance note still allows MODE changes
into the MODE ofApplicabilityof the LCO, i.e., MODE 3 for testing purposes.

The new ACTION adds an explicit requirement to be in MODE 3 in 6 hours
and MODE 4 in 12 hours ifany steam generator (SG) loop has less than two
MSSVs OPERABLE. NUREG-1431 requires that the plant only be placed in
a MODE where the specification is no longer applicable, which in this case
would be MODE 4. The CTS would require the plant to enter TS 3.0.3
because operation with less than two MSSVs OPERABLE per SG is an
undefined condition, and thus not permitted. Therefore, the new ACTION
eliminates the one hour allowed for action via TS 3.0.3. This requirement is
more restrictive with the loss of the one hour forACTIONs required by TS
3.0.3.

The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the In-service Testing (IST)
Program developed per TS 4.0.5 and contained in the Administrative Section
of the ITS. The surveillance directly references Table 3.7-2 for liftpoints and
incorporates the requirement that the MSSV as-left liftpoints to be within+I-1
percent of the nominal setpoint.

Not Used.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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CHANGE
NUMBER

01-09

NSHC
h/o+ Llse.d.

LS31

DESCRIPTION

recommendatienrnNNestingh
end-aspecifiomlculation and-en
&nee-thm

4,
ision.

01-10

01-11

01-12

02-01

LG

LG

LG

The note on Table 3.7-2 stating that the set pressures of the MSSVs shall
correspond to the ambient conditions of the valve at dermal operating
temperatures is moved to the Bases of ITS SR 3.7.1.1. This change is
acceptable because it removes details from the TS that are not required to
protect the health and safety of the public while retaining the basic limiting
condition for o eration.

The MSSV4ne.orifice size is moved from Table 3.7-2 to a licensee-
controlled document. This is design information that is not required in the
ITS for operating or OPERABILITYconcerns.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 38)

The descriptive material related to the definition of an auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) train is deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bas Ys. This change
is acceptable because it removes details from the TS that are not required to
protect the health and safety of the public while retaining the basic limiting
condition for operation.

02-02

02-03

LS5 The ACTION specifies the requirements for allowed outage time (AOT)
should one of the steam supplies to the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
(TDAFW) pump become inoperable. A previous interpretation required that
the TDAFWpump be declared inoperable and the ACTION statement for
one inoperable pump be entered. This revision is a relaxation of the CTS
requirements.

The ACTIONs are modified to require restoration of the systems to meet the
LCO within 10 days of discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This new
requirement is intended to prevent multiple overlapping ACTION entries such
that the intended AOT is exceeded. This proposed change is acceptable
because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are both
appropriate and consistent with NUREG-1431.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CHANGE
NUMBER

06-03

06-04

06-05

06-06

06-07

06-08

06-09

06-10

07-01

07%2

NSHC

LS14

LS24

LG

LS25

LS37

DESCRIPTION

This change adds an exception to LCO 3.0.4 for the 7 day ACTION to
restore the atmospheric [dump] valve OPERABILITY. This change allows
the plant to change MODES ifone atmospheric [dump] valve is found
inoperable while in MODE2 or 3. Allowing MODE transition with an
inoperable atmospheric [dump] valve does not significantly increne the risk
since the remaining valves are OPERABLE.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B)

Asurveillance is added that requires the manual cycling of the atmospheric
[dump] valve [block] valves [every 18 months]. This proposed change is
acceptable because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are
both appropriate and consistentwith NUREG-1431.

This change adds a new ACTION for three or more inoperable atmospheric
[dump] valves that requires action within 24 hours. The CTS would require
entry into TS 3.0.3 for three inoperable atmospheric [dump] valves.
However, NUREG-1431 recognizes the low probability of an accident
requiring the atmospheric [dump] valves, thus permitting this configuration.

This change moves the requirements for the surveillances to the Bases. The
details of the specific test requirements such as those dealing with the
"remote manual controls ae not included in the STS, but are included in the
Bases section for the SR. fVenfication that the block valves to the 10%
ADVs are open is moved to the Bases as a procedural surveillance.] This
change is acceptable became it removes details from the TS that are not
required to protect the heath and safety of the public while retaining Pe basic
limiting condition for operahon.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change revises the LCO to refer to the atmospheric [dump] valve lines
versus atmospheric [dump] valves.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The LCO is changed from the OPERABILITYof each main feedwater line to
the OPERABILITYof four feedwater flow path isolation valves [and
associated bypasses] [andre requirement to have the valves dosed or
isolated ifnot OPERABLE is moved to Applicability. The ACTIONS are also
revised to compensate forCe line requirement deletion].

The LCO Applicabilityis revised to exclude [MFIVsor FRVs] that are closed
[and de-activated or isolated by a dosed manual valve]. NUREG-1431
recognizes that ifone or more [MFIVsor FRVs] or associated bypass valves
are closed [and de-activated] and verified closed, their safety function is
being fulfilledand there is no need to enter the ACTION statement.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

08-02 A

DESCRIPTION

A Note is added to the ACTION that references a potential interaction with
ITS 3.4.6 dealing with OPERABILITYof the RHR system in MODE 4. The
Note requires that the applicable TS be entered for the RHR train made
inoperable by the inoperable (component cooling water (CCW) or auxiliary
saltwater (ASW)] system. The ACTIONS of the referenced TS (RCS Loops-
MODE 4) require more immediate action than are required by the [CCW or
ASW] ACTIONS.

08-03

08-04

08-05

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

09-01

09-02

09%3

09-04

09-05

09-06

LG

TR1

A

TR1

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A Note is added to the fCCW] surveillance that clarifies that the system is not
made inoperable by the isolation of individual components. This change is in
accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only.

The surveillance is modified to clarify that valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in their correct position are not required to be tested. This
change is in accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only.

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the signal is moved to the Bases.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each CCW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated signal actuation at least once
per ths.

The su i ances are revised to clarify that only verification of the correct
position of valves in the flow path is required.

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change revises the existing surveillance to verify that a motive source is
available that would permit the required ASW valves to be repositioned. This
change is consistent with the intent of NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The surveillance is reworded and the requirement to verify the position of
automatic valves is deleted since the ASW system has no automatic valves.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each ASW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal at least once
per ths.

2A
Not app icable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is capable of
being placed in the correct position in accordance with the Inseivice Testing
(IST) Program.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





.Qi CHANGE
NUMBER

10-11

NSHC

LS19

DESCRIPTION

The Frequency of the surveillance requiring veriTication of the CR ventilation
system capability to maintain a positive pressure is relaxed to months
a STB, consistent with NUREG-1431. The new Frequency requires one of
the two trains to be tested every Q onths instead of both trains every Q
months. Themostlikelycauseofafaiure oac ieve ereq e press e
is a failure of the ventilation pressure boundary. Thus, when one train
successfully demonstrates the ability to maintain the pressure, in all
likelihood the other train willalso. This results in less testing of the CR
ventilation system than is required by the CTS.

10-12 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-13

10-14

10-15

10-16

10-17

10-18

10-19

10-20

10-21

10-22

LG

LG

LG

LS36

LS39

LS38

The footnotes indicating that CR ventilation system is common to both units,
and that the system may be considered OPERABLE with no chlorine
monitors ifno bulk~lorine gas is stored within the SITE BOUNDARY,are
moved to the Bases.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The requirement to have an available emergency power source for the CR
ventilation system is moved to the Bases. This change is consistent with the
Bases of NUREG-1431 forventilation systems required during fuel
movement.

The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not identified as a
separate SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable o DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The ACTI to immediately suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERA ONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies when both
trains of R ventilation are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6 and during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is deleted consistent with NUREG-
1431. This change is acceptable because the immediate suspension of
CORE Al TERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel provides adequate
protection from a release of radioactivity. Boron dilution events leading to
criticalityare not postulated as these events are prevented from occurring.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.7 Page 2 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

01-07
A

01-08

01-09
LS31

01-10
LG

01-11
LG

01-12
A

02-01
LG

DESCRIPTION

The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the
IST Program. The surveillance directly references
Table 3.7-2 for liftpoints and incorporates the footnote
from the table requiring the MSSV as left liftpoints to
be within+I-1% of the nominal setpoint.

Not used.

dehtWan

the%/estinghoase88At".
/Vof (J en'.

The Note on Table 3.7-2 stating that the set pressures
shall correspond to the ambient conditions of the
valve at normal operating temperatures is moved to
the Bases of ITS SR 3.7.1.1.

/.
The MSSgkne rifice size is moved to a licensee-
controlled document.

The proposed change would require that the plant be
placed in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours instead
of COLD SHUTDOWN within 36 hours.

The descriptive material, definition of an AFW train, in
the LCO is moved to the Bases.

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes

justifying-
FcvisccRHgh

peinhHoi
inoperable
MSSVs.

Yes

Yes; moved to
FSAR.

No; already
part of CTS.

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Ncrm~5'M~

MA

Yes

Yes; moved to
FSAR.

No; part of
CTS.

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

NA

Nerrefarto't44~.

aa

Yes

Yes; moved to
USAR.

Yes

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

NA

Ale;refers0~~.
eA

Yes

Yes; moved
to FSAR.

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.7 Page 12 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

08-02
A

A Note is added to ACTION that references potential
interaction with ITS 3.4.6 for RHR MODE 4
operability.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

08-03
LG

The requirement to perform the 18 month surveillance
"during shutdown'ould be moved to the Bases.

No, not in CTS. No, not in CTS. Yes Yes

08-04
A

08-05
A

08-06
TR1

08-07
M

08-08
A

08-09

08-10
A

09-01
M

A Note is added that clarifies [CGAoperability.

Surveillance is modiTied to exclude valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their correct
position.

The SR ls revised to allow credit for an actual
actuation and moves signal specifics to the Bases.

A new surveillance specific to DCPP is added that
requires verifying th'at each CCW pump starts
automatically on an actual or simulated signal
actuation at least once perp ths.

Surveillance is modified to only be applicable to flow
path valves.

Not Used.

The Callaway specific Note applicable to cycle 1

surveillance requirements is no longer needed.

A DCPP existing surveillance is revised that requires
verifying that a motive source is available that would
allow the required valves to be repositioned.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

NA

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

No

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 314.7 Page 13 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

09-02
A

09-03
A

09-04
M

09-05
TR1

09-06
M

09-07
A

DESCRIPTION

A Note is added that requires entry into applicable
LCOs ifan inoperable [ASWj system makes the
affected equipment inoperable.

The DCPP specific surveillance is reworded and the
requirement to verify the position of automatic valves
is deleted since the ASW system has no automatic
valves.

A new surveillance specific to DCPP is added that
requires verifying that each ASW pump starts
automatically on an actual or simulated actuation
signal at least once per months.

The SR is revised to allo edit for an actual
actuation and moves signal specifics to the Bases.

A new surveillance specific to DCPP is added that
requires verifying that each valve in the flow path that
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position
is capable of being placed in the correct position in
accordance with the IST Program.

A Note is added to the [AS'urveillance that
clarifies system OPERABILITYrequirements.
Isolation of [ASW) flow to individual components does
not render the system inoperable.

DIABLO
CANYON

No, ASW only
supplies CCW
heat
exchangers.

Yes

Yes

No, refer to
09-04-M. This
requirement did
not previously
exist.

Yes, also refer
to change
09-01-M.

No, ASW only
supplies CCW
heat
exchangers.

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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CONVERSION CONIPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.7 Page 15 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

10-08
A

10-09
LS27

10-10
TR1

10-11
LS19

10-12
LS32

10-13
LG

Ezv

The description of the ventilation filterspecific testing
requirements are moved to the VFTP, as defined in
the Administrative Controls of the ITS, or deleted as
being duplicated in the applicable RGs or Standards.
A SR is added that requires [ CR and Auxiliary
Building ventilation system] filter testing in accordance
with the VFTP.

The ACTION for an OPERABLE ventilation train not
being capable of being supplied from an emergency
power source is deleted.

The SR is revised to allowcredit for an actual
actuation and moves sIgnal specIIIcs to the Bases.

Frequency of the surveillance requiring verification of
the control room ventilation system capability to
maintain a positive pressure in the CR is relaxed to

months on a STB.

Deletes the STB for the 31 day testing.

The DCPP specific footnotes indicating the control
room ventilation system is common to both units and
that the system may be considered OPERABLE with
no chlorine monitors ifno bulk chlorine gas is stored
within the SITE BOUNDARY,are moved to the
Bases.

Yes

No, refer to
change 10-16-
LG.

Yes

Yes

No, CTS
surveillance is
not STB.

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION

(continued)

IV. Specific No Significant Hazards Considerations - 'LS" (continued)

LS31.
LS32
LS33.
LS34..
LS35..
LS36.
LS37.
LS38.
LS39..
Recurring No Significant Hazards Considerations - "TR"

TR1.

.Not applicable to DCPP

..Not applicable to DCPP

..Not applicable to DCPP
.Not applicable to DCPP

.56
58

..Not applicable to DCPP

..60





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS3
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THATIMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

The CTS allow continued operation with inoperable MSSVs ifthe power range neutron flux high reactor
trip setpoints are reduced. The amount of reduction in the trip setpoint is dependent on the total number
of inoperable MSSVs per SG and is intended to compensate for the lost relief capacity (heat removal
capability an5 thus overpressure protection) should a transient requiring their operation occur. In the
proposed specification, the CTS requirement to reduce the power range high neutron flux reactor trip
setpoint is retained; however, the time to complete resetting the trip setpoints would be changed from four
to 72 hours. ~@ME Q
The CTS require that, ifthe MSSV cannot
power range high neutron flux reactor trip
1431 requires that the reactor power be re
OPERABLE status; however, NUREG-143
setpoints. The Westinghouse Owners Gr
WOG-83, as revised through draft Rev. 1)
power range neutron flux high trip setpoint
eventat artialreactor owertobe72ho

restored to an OPERABLE status within four hours, the
etpoints must be reset in the same 4-hour period. NUREG-
uced in four hours ifthe MSSV cannot be returned to an
would not require resetting the power range neutron flux high
p (WOG) has proposed changes to NUREG-1431 (traveler
aL 1) propose that the completion time for resetting the

o compensate for a positive MTC or a control rod withdrawal
, 2) specifies that power level reductions be per the

The above changes are consistent with NUREG-1431 as revised by WOG-83 and NSAL-94-001.
This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no significant
hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

P p fs
Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter, NSAL 9441 and 3) deletes the Maximum Allowable % RTP
for 5 MSSVs OPERABLE. However, pending approval of draft Rev. 1 ofWO&83, the changes proposed
in the traveler have been modified to retain the current TS requirement to reset the power range neutron
flux-high trip setpoints based on the number of MSSVs inoperable to a maximum allowable power
determined in accordance with calculations or analysis to account for Westinghouse NSAL 94-001. The
allowed Completion Time to reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux trip setpoints is reasonable based on
operating experience to accomplish the required ACTIONs in an orderly manner. The power levels
specified per NSAL 94-001 are based on a conservative algorithm developed by Westinghouse to bound
the required relief capacity.

The Commission may make a finaldetermination, pursuant to the proceduresin 50.91, that a
proposed amendment to an operatfng license fora facilitylicensed under 50.2f(b) or 50.22 or for
a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation of the facilityin
accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan accident
previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibi%'ty ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident previously
evaluated; or
Involve a signiTicant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

DCPP No Signfiicant Hazards Evaluations
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDCONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS19
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THATIMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

The CTS requir~ha the CR [emergency filtration (ventilation) system (CREFS)] trains be tested at least
once every ~months by verifying that the system maintains the control room at a positive pressure of
greater than or equal to [1/8 inches) of water gauge relative to the outside atmosphere during the
pressurization MODE of operation. This testing is currently performed on both [CREFS tra'

by the CTS. NUREG-1431 would revise the Frequen to at leas once eve months on a STB, whic
would require testing only one train every+ on s. This revised testing Frequency rs consistent with Loy)i
NUREG-0800, Section 6.4 for proving the [CR] pressure boundary integrity. The test willstill evaluate the
integrity of the CR structure and the ability of the [CR ventilation s stem) to maintain a positive pressure
with respect to the outside atmosphere and adjacent areas every months. he venti ation system]
OPERABILITYverification conducted every 31 days is not revised and willverify OPERABILITYof the
system components.

The NSHCs involved with the proposed amendment have been evaluated, focusing on the three
standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in paragraph 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under paragraph
50.21(b) or paragraph 50.22 or a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, if
operation ofthe facilityinaccordance with the proposed amendment would not:

Involve a significantincrease in the probability or consequences ofan
accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident fiom any accident
previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the NSHC.

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated?

v

The proposed change does not alter the unit configuration or operation or the function of any
safety system. Consequently, the change does not increase the probability of an accident as
defined in the FSAR Update. Revising the testing Frequency to verify the CR pressure boundary
consistent with NRC guidance does not effect the analyzed accident, its probability, or its
consequences.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

DCPP No Signficant Hazards Evaluations





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS31
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THATIMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

QalM
gS<

The CTS allow continued operation with inoperable. MSSVs ifthe power range neutron flux high trip
setpoints are reduced. The amount of reduction in the trip setpoint is dependent on the total number of
inoperable MSSVs and is intended to compensate for the lost relieving capacity (heat removal capability)
should a transient requiring their operation occur. On January 20, 1994, Westinghouse issued NSAL 94-
001, which stated that the reductions in the power range neutron flux high trip setpoint required by TS
Table 3.7-1 may not be bounding for the LOL/TTevent since the power range neutron flux high trip
setpoint specified may not be low enough to preclude secondary system overpressurization. In the
proposed specification, the requirement to reduce the power range neutron flux high trip setpoint is
revised such that the required setpoints satisfy the requirements of NSAL 94-001 or specific unit safety
analyses. The reduction in trip setting prevents a power increase above those settings should the unit be
operating with a positive MTC. The MSSVs are set to protect the secondary system against
overpressurization in accordance with ASME codes and mitigate the consequences of anticipated
operational transients. This change has been identified as less restrictive since the applicable set points
have been revised consistent with NSAL 94-001 as opposed to NUREG-1431.

A unit may continue to operate with up to three MSSVs inoperable per steam line provided the power
, range neutron flux high trip setpoint is reduced as specified. Currently administrative controls are used to

assure that the neutron high flux trip settings are reduced to appropriate levels per NSAL 94-001 should
entry into the be required.

Upon receipt of.Westinghouse NSAL 94%01, reanalysis of the LOLA%event was performed. An analysis
was performed for one MSSV inoperable on each SG that verified the plant could continue to operate at
100 percent rated thermal power. The analysis assumed worst case assumptions and that the lowest set
MSSVs (the first to open during a pressure transient) were all inoperable. The analysis verified that the
SG pressure would not reach 110 percent of design following a LOL/turbine trip transient. For two or three
MSSVs inoperable on any SG, the algorithm recommended in Westinghouse NSAL 94-001, was used to
calculate the power range neutron flux high trip setpoints. The algorithm recommended by Westinghouse
is based on extremely conservative assumptions to determine the power level/steam flowthat can be
handled by the remaining OPERABLE MSSVs, i.e., that a reactor trip does not occur and that feedwater is
unavailable. The calculation is documented and verified and specifies where the power range neutron flux
high trip setpoints must be set to meet the required analysis. The required setpoints specified in Table 3.7-
1 incorporate the uncertainties of the neutron flux measurement and the heat balance measurements as
recommended by Westinghouse.

The NSHCs involved with the proposed amendment have been evaluated, focusing on the three
standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below.

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin paragraph 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under paragraph
50.21(b) orparagraph 50.22 or a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, if
operation ofthe facilityinaccordance with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significantincrease in the probabi%'ty or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

DCPP No Signflicant Hazards Evaluations
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(8 IV.. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDSCONSIDERATIONSgpg 69

NSHC LS33
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION IVV V» 6'l4

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE S RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TEC CALSPECIFICATIONS

)
The proposed change would revise the ACTIONf r MODES 1 and 2, which curre tly appl
inoperable [main feedwater isolation valve (MFI to apply to one or more [MFIV . This i

A

than the current requirements which apply to onl one inoperable valve.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.9
below: *

~

to one
less restrictive

SHC. This
(c) as quoted

.91, that a
or 50.22 or for
cilityin

"The Commission may make a fnal determination, pursuant to the proceduresin 5
proposed amendment to an operafng license fora facilitylicensed under 50.21(b)
a testing faci%tyinvolves no signifcant hazards consideration, ifoperation ofthe f
accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a signifcantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan acci nt previously
evaluated; or

2 Create the possibilityofa new or different kind ofaccident from any ac ent previously evaluated;
of

3. Involve a signifcant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of th ignificant hazards consideration
standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increa n the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated? iiI-gg gt~< VA

gpgv~ p c

The proposed change e an insignificant e on the probability of occurrence of an
accident because num r of inoperable [M s] ould not affect any accident initiators.
Therefore, the obability fan accident w not be ignificantly increased.

. The ope ilityof [MFIV could ha an effect on the co equences of accidents that take credit
for [MFI closure. How er, th accidents are very low bability events that are not
expect o occurduring the I'i eofthe unit. Neverthele, should one of these low
probability events occur, the cci nt analyses assume that rious failures of equipment occur,
and the failure of an [MFI is co sidered in these failure assu ptions. Furthermore, other
equipment would be expe ed t function to backup the [MFI function. These include feedwater
check valves that prevent ba ow through the feedwater lin, flowcontrol valves that direct
AFW flow away from a b n feedwater line, and feedwater control valves and feedwater pump
trip circuits that can minate feedwater flow. Effective decay heat removal from the unit can be
accomplished wi only one SG. These factors tend to mitigate the consequences of having more
than one [MFI inoperable ifan accident should occur.





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS33
(continued)

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant effect on the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accidents.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves the numbe f inoperable P/IFIV . As
equipment available to backup the fMFIV should an accident ur.
that an accident sequence would procee s expected and analyzed i

Although some of the backup components are not in TS, they are de

oted above, there is other
This equipment assures
the unit safety analysis.

gned to high standards and

i

are periodically tested to assure operability. Therefore, the propose change would not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of saf ty?

The change involves the operability of equipment used to mitiga postulated accidents. As noted
in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, there is backup equipme tavailable in the design to assist
in performing the [MFI nction. This equipment is expecte to operate and would perform the
[MFI functions in su i ent time to avoid a significant redu on in any margin of safety.
Ther ore, the propose changewouldhave no significant dverse effectonmarginsofsafety.

NO SIG FICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERAT N DETERMINATION

Based on the abo ev ation, it is concluded that the activitie associated with NSHC "LS33" resulting
from the conversio t e ISTS format satisfy the NSHC stan ards of 10 CFR 50.92(c), and accordingly a
NSHC finding isju 'ied.

DCPP No Signfiicant Hazards Evaluations
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Table 3.7.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves versus

Ap~aNe HKimvm,4''owag5 Power

MSSVs
3.7.1

CA@!I4 NUMBER OF 0IiEfVNL'6 NSSVs
PER STEAN GENERATOR" (:..-:.<..".'"::4%~~':~'-'"';fNX9%N::.'AEEÃABLE

pQ( 1IJ+MAILk i (QJ Q~ I

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.7-3
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MFIVs and MFRVs Bnd';.Associated''-:Bfpysss~VN,yes
'""3".7.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the closure time of each MFIV;";.~'$~~$;:.,'69

Bc'' s'.
In
accordance with the
$$ AserO'c&~!TBsY+I g
ajjji~ ~S

BPe8,,:.""/83!8+veri g":the",,~p1's ere::tie:,::ego7jeac~h:',HFRK-.:-:aodLessooie~tT
QIQlas~s~vQ'i.vs'".hs-:,"p:~7+sNc~oll(ls.',

'8::::-,*:,8,
COLO'"

SHUTKNI~
4ft:::!'iiot-:!mqegreqoenhjj
thaei'oeoee':.. j~et892hd'""~

i'R':,,8'8'7!'8',:9,::;-:!'88'ritz":;eachitasiV" c6igtes:%oMh%gisg5t'ioii! p~oC1tsa
'~h.":88!'~aeeese:.:!!OC!-: .'tTIIM:.:i%ed!!8888~8. he l1!P>8888,;::i,

iM~emfhscwv~

QPP g ~ rt~,„chic>A4d
hylic

t/Ajl/e
)

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, REV. 1 3'. 7-9





'Of SURVEILLANCE REGUIRENENTS

SURVEILLANCE

3.7.4

FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.4.1 Verify one complete cycle of each ADV. months

2'I

Ri!SVAI",:i!i::-::V,/fan",'!.!~TR i'- -:,I i0 $:9-!:AOK!I!I. k8
iibn¹

r,

OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.7-11





AFW System
3.7.5 r Q

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

P:.:~'::.,aatraqnsir'ed;:-,A~tion",and
~Ssmi~t~d~COmmi@t).Og
TilBR„:".:f91. jCog+d...t:;30A,~F
Oi:,"::G(riot.:4i'e5

t6R='-,Be:.N>ooPe

P2~-'":'Be">q"HMK-:-4 N6~e" "
j.e:,.''~,~ice)oreg„':::,"'"emj
gjriilr8tii:""',AY~".:K8.

VMM81i,'-'.lioorm

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.5.1 Verify each AFW manual. power operated. and
automatic valve in each water flow path. Qnd
in both steam supply flow paths to the steam
turbine driven pump,9 that is not locked.
sealed. or otherwise secured in position, is in
the correct position.

31 days

SR 3.7.5.2 A.tttVtt:ss sac )k%:tt,tt 4VtVtK4 t 0 tVWt( s lt.tttt.tt.+t,4.h(AAtW,'4t:tttt&t~'"':<WN%tpj 'Oj":s ~,;,:sPdr'.< ...~, x:~e".g)@'~~':.n.': <~iw""A~ ming."'rt

Not"„',rejiiiiK,:0)'~%';:~r.„.',fir:..med,.fbi.'-„;'>Chegti4iie
dJ' VRfl,iA%ÃpvAlp(UAt;i3.~.24~hoTi&@gfKBi~
i;&%@3)'659$psi'9%:..-ncthi~&migjeii~ah~o>r~

Verify the developed head of each AFW pump at
the flow test point is greater than or equal to
the required developed head.

Xn;!aaoor.d nce
N):.,th,"::;::thi

=
5''; rs'iiek~e:;;: esK
Pl'.Qgl!Bllll

SR 3.7.5.3 NOTE
Not applicable in MODE 4 when steam
generator is relied upon for heat removal.

Verify each AFW automatic valve that is not
locked. sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, actuates to the correct position on
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

g months

2)

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1
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Surveillance Requirements (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

AFW System
3.7.5

FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.5.4
NOTES

k~gNot required to be perfo'rmed for the turbine
driven AFW pump until 24 hours after > QO@9
650: psig in the steam generator.

2. Not applicable in MODE 4 when generator is
relied upon for heat removal.

Verify each AFW pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

g months

Zg

SR 3.7,5.5 rofjQsed

,9
SRÃ857:,'fi!5.';:,:!vFssf:y~,thejFIsT;::;.;.4e':::::ojpsb'! e o, gasng jpA5ned,<tKthe

'AA~e'itW';;:bs-".".:chic'::..'.~iig...:j'a@~Y::-,„'':-'.''7;.,:jM'je:.:;,'."i;j::th'eject'ei
N'tl ."',",',',,"" *,i e~!i'f,":". "I''t ... W:-'h.",:.. e~!i ti:I,', *ti"
LUL>M<~e:

~92:::days

DCPP. Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1
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CCW System
3.7.7

'SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.7.1 --- NOTE
Isolation of CCW flow to individual components
does not render the CCW System inoperable

Verify each CCW manual. power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety related equipment. that is not locked.
sealed. or otherwise, secured in position, is in
the correct position'.'-

31 days

SR 3.7.7.2 Verify each CCW automatic valve in'the flow
path that is not locked. sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation
signal.

g months

z9

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify each CCM pump starts automatically on an P(months
actual or simulated actuation signal. ze

,9
DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-19





Surveillance Requirements (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and .

associated Completion
Time of Condition Agnot
met.

B.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.8.1

Verify each QlS A% manual-. 5g power operated.
'I I th fl I th

safety related equipment, that is not
locked.'ealed.or otherwise secured in osition. is in

the correct position gy;;.:.)BED ,."a,'.;entfve~jfnrge;::,-,58
ajai0ob1e,::-,sto!j j8iat7gh. liei)i: e'ski'i'oidotb@~ee'afs'b)N
'r'lf.::,%i'i'ijj»"

Tp~ii
oedh%yil sthhehOiOiM:;'''posti~s'

31 days

SR 3.7.8.2 I tfy h~ 'fthm -,:,-n,„tm
valve in the flow path tha't is not™locked.
sealed, or otherwise secured in position,:.I~I:":;HIth t
position.* ~RA-

fIA
a'ceo~™gance~xs:Ch
thwgnservi'r'e
':.Fist':.,'',:;:piejrasm.

SR 3.7.8.3 Verify each QS 'ASA pump starts automatically
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. g months

DCPP MARK-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.7-21





UHS
3.7.9

( '3.7 PLANT SYSTENS

3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

LCO 3.7.9 The UHS shall be

OPERABLE'PPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Sewsu-Psh NY'@~the",.IIII
llo Bus::

~An
p

~mrs>(0'I-

A.l

eC4~P,:fa~ee:,.'..aYjecgfd,':C5t
h 'i::;: "'h'jj~ii"i.i'll""'i'lli''i

~s
NP'hciurs

9
Tjiiie',:.'::if,':::'.:Cei'N,.5~8ii':,,A';:.-."ni5

jet='»

B.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.10.3 Verify each gRLSS CRVS train aetuatee
autoamticallyi swftc'h'etsTlinioghi,:.":.piessyri:zationa
mode.::;of iogerati'tVti,"oii an actuaT oi'smulat'ed
actua't'ion signal:

CRVS
3.7.10

FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.10.4 Verify one Qt94 LRVS train can maintain a
positive pressure of ~ 9.,486 inches water
gauge, relative to the
bMdkaH ogside~etmosphep9 during the

d

af"'
a
STAGGERED
TEST BASIS
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RVE ILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7. 12. 1 Operate each AOOS train for ~)|g
m!nntea::;,:<awned::rene!trpaf,tfn r~" etg: SCOnIOOOO'Sa

31
'days

37-2I
2

1

RR 2.2.22.2 2 f 2 2 2 ~ Rhfhtthtmth ftft
teSting in aCCOrdanCe With the !fawcen:!gat!2!O
FAlterh?!Testing~i?roirtam-'fVFTPJ.'==

In
accord
ance with
the VFP.,

'2

SR 3.7.12.3 Verify each : V8 train actuates on
an actual or simulated ac uation signal 8gdgf+h
2 2 W'ohtt'i'2 2 ht teh., Rf~llkhi!ii

""""i"'-'KPA%fI'lies"and~cfiajgel"';"ads'Orbi".e.

@2/ PS

months

77:

SR 3 7 12 4 goTjUS'EO'xa ,~3
er4

2

SR 3 7 12 5 F'''-::-"-'""-'OT"'OXED~~''-

7h%h 2 '::::'2 22i, fitch r::,,Wfhtehf-~ehfhffh'::::-::ll, 2:,*;.
HPA'2'aPd,.;.'.e!28;.;1 e1'ee'cet heebie'ir':,')a,::.:":; teO~SfrOfmWheen
58bjected ~t~"„-".~':CeiMik:."Prej)ii,i:-,'„ji„::~Pi;:,mls".,e
OeteCa j!4t%akgRke'4@tp~kj~aeiar'dRarjC'i.,":i~'th,-"':;ASNEr
863;03989:";=.i7!je@M)Oji,.mj9m'<fear.""i%he,;.".".,fbi,'~r,'aN
.C~stpi'~hi]3,':.'P&h':has'ed".:."ei,'.:,~imaxkrmiiFO~Pi".ritw'g
Pi'jiigie~i',de'fi'iield':~Xn".":2ASHE 8516~1989.:"",'f:.8
~he,'" 2:2 ehhst

+z J,~18
moi?
'th'st

~ ~
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lit'L

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

kame
444

80. Two AQGS RaIBYS trains
inoperable durfng
movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the
fuel building.

Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel
gaod9'gjguilding.

Imedi ately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.13.1 Operate each ARCS LHB~VPtrain for

~ 15 minutes3.

31 day
s

SR 3.7. 13.2 Perform required ARGY FHBVS filter testin in
accordance with the Vents't'atho~::f t!.'ter,:;: ~atMAg

SR":::3",''.:7:NF'3~~"':::@9,,::::>Verify each AQGS FH8V8 train actuates on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

In
accordanc
e with
the ~PFSP.

2
months

ps

SR 3.7.13.4
I

Verify one RQGS FPBVS train can maintain a
pressure ~9:.:,:Q5 inches water gauge with
respect to at~mospheric pressure during the ~s5

d f P ti
non ~~9
ths
on a
STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

~ ~ r
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3.7 PLANT SYSTEHS

3.7.17 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.7.17

3.7-51

LC
briri n'iigi';::::::,enid,',:stoii'ig~e,:,"': ajtt
g""rjhn!D-'"'.."Shealg t!bse",;

~!i., ' ttt-'1::,':::,I::,t=t ttttt::,- trht:*:::t, t."::::-':llitthtCQ:.
Orr

Ib~!'.befit!".'ghte:::,.'::;gnrtr)lhtegl'4'Ch%9lk!A el;ft,',Ohms»» + Igr'tO ':ar: IIIBiIIBIOIIII'Ofiig'."'.g

njer ght»jgaerCi.'ritii0:"2gei''BR~iigjqisf''tt»II'e::fOJrtochrij Irg!".Coritr1it'idii'S

B Ire"::::.Bm.:i
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=boiNiip~iYjthet--.astse'mbt„i e'st's:::tr''I'Ith'raid" i he,:ra'cci!L»I:at» b etiii.'.,Bsa:

b~7fgFd I'Ii'"e».;8:7 g~f'='d!~!Afj
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'NAtegpged@$ 0,"::@le: ',fv83li 'voUs;;jjQv

33,:::,'.":,.:"'!!The'rassetmmbires::,axe.::::Ont:"::,;. :»A,sgcfiectecfboaftd!pat't'nisi erj'th"
'arr'jr; f:"::~lfebs!OT.lm'hr'A'g',.':::

0,-,:-:%T-:::::-.-::::":
.;

iioiiifigm7P;:„.::N'jA.".':.":,:jmj',:':ass~,jgif~~ie'::
h~6te'rated:";;~~5" the'-:::fuel';;.~rodgg~;:;or

5''Y.:': yaVK>~Ti>j':;:.y.,V»,treed)ReF<~uek<Of~,Sfs@i.-ait,;.:80QFHND'lP19

SJ!:":,:,"':'.nIeeseasemb11as~arg'.":,sit":;»I rrto,,",.aVjit'te'rn"::,nrj't'h»tmttei irate"
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3,7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

HSSVs
B 3.7.1

APPLICABILITY In

MODES 1. 2. and 3, erAy-4weggjVe
p MSSVs er steam generator are required to be OPERABLEEto':.-1gmiit=
'Sesunda ra~ipreaaurle.

In NODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring the
HSSVs. The steam generators are not normally used for heat removal
in MODES 5 and 6. and thus cannot be overpressurized; there is no
requirement for the HSSVs to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS

1

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each HSSV.

A.1 'd'A'F2

filth II%V i w b1 . ~mit. iiemv~k
so that the available HSSV relieving capacity meetsReference 2
requirements

gorK~nGe~d:..':operation with less than all IfiveI HSSVs OPERABLE for
eac'h steam generator is permissible, if THERMAL POWER is

limited to the relief capacity of the remaining
SS s. This is accomplished by restricting THERMAL POWER P„':.ieFthe

a.ow&ip~t8 O'PQt:re@:.RU~X@~~~e, 9VC@so that the energy transfer
o the most lVm7ting steam generator i's not greater than the

1 b1 1 f ty th t t g t

.::. "::one'S:'"-:.s
8 'operia ',,eg@:;~ia-,.58';~c'Tati58$ N,;.,3.1g- eIW:,:~4emon'ski;.'s%:i:a

gnscrk 8

Rheo,;a~NSSVCj"::),':,-;>sgnoperab1eFPte:.:peer7must~b~e:;.;,reducedgfm"'''::4y
bOi'ip~jtr'eqmuiared anti On";.""A%fft'O',"imVealej;:,:1'e
v'ali'ii'.:snehified~i'n,"tabl'e;:,8.7.: lent,,"d'or'ii.s'iTBiiiiingiitb"it'hh'sniimbei';!of:
OPrEBAvBLNMmSSVS!rrieg'ardleeusS..:':.ofuthenvafiiehyefftheTMTO'e

nEqjugif „nalysis.,"utha,:-:thefhaeseondasrfyEm stemfiPressure:Pe ariersulvtfrig

3

S

Vp s

d p

P

P vP

f

s

,i;,O'iii;.." jp11mrftln'g'a,; '::::i S4~1 Otrn!",fad ijj'~njpiNj) naivtilh
tiirini"avtebd'Flyby'.,',":,a';ra-',t'aint'rlpijeithe":.hijh'".',:PvrteMurife'ra pmresasureaors
OTOTf,:lan'd"ithe~rMSSu -:.'iiialnstafnrastefam';'r rmesmsaudrae.-::,b'eIblv',lti X aft:: desgina
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( iNSERT B

The Reactor Trip Setpoint reductions applied in TS Table 3.7.1-1 are derived on the following
bases:

One MSSV Ino erable

The limiting FSAR Condition II accident for overpressure concerns is a loss of external
load/turbine trip. The event is analyzed with the RETRAN-02 computer program to
demonstrate the adequacy of the MSSVs to maintain the main steam system lower than
1210 psia, or 110% of the 1085 psig SG design pressure.

In a PG&E calculation, the transient is reanalyzed to determine the effect of only foui
MSSVs per SG being available. The analysis assumes a 3% tolerance for all the
available MSSVs. The MSSV on each SG with the lowest nominal setpoint was
assumed unavailable, and the Unit 2 model is used because of its higher thermal ra::>g.
The results of the calculation show that the peak pressures in the SGs are lower than
1210 psia, or 110% of the 1085 psig, SG design pressure.

Thus, with one MSSV inoperable per SG, the remaining MSSVs are capable of providing
sufficient pressure relief capacity for the plant to operate at 100% RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP). However, the value applied to the high neutron flux trip setpoints must
be lowered an additional 6% RTP to account for instrument and channel uncertainties
(Ref. 7). This adjustment results in a setpoint of 94% RTP; however, the setpoint will
remain at 87% RTP for additional conservatism.

More than One MSSV Ino erable

For more than one MSSV on each loop inoperable, the following Westinghouse algorithm
contained in NSAL 94-001 is used:

where:

Hi)
(w,h„N)

(100/Q)
K

Hi) Safety Analysis PR high neutron flux setpoint, percent

Q = Nominal NSSS power rating of the plant (including reactor coolant
pump heat), MWt





INSERT B - Continued

Conversion factor, 947.82 (Btu/sec)/MWt

Minimum total steam flow rate capability of the operable
MSSVs on any one SG at the highest MSSV opening
pressure including tolerance and accumulation, as
appropriate, in Ib/sec. For example, ifthe maximum number
of inoperable MSSVs per SG is three, then w, should be a
summation of the capacity of the operable MSSVs at the
highest operable MSSV operating pressure, excluding the
three highest capacity MSSVs.

h,g heat of vaporization for steam at the highest MSSV opening
pressure including tolerance and accumulation, as
appropriate, Btu/ibm

N Number of loops in plant

For the case of two and three inoperable MSSVs per SG, the setpoints derived are
53% and 35% RTP, respectively. However, the values applied to the high neutron flux
trip setpoints must be lowered an additional 6% RTP to account for instrument and
channel uncertainties (Ref. 7), which results in setpoints of 47% and 29% RTP,
respectively.





HSSVs

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 Hain Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs)
g~
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEHS
~I

l~
~

~

~

V ~
~

~

~ ~

~

n nB 3.7.1 Hain Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs)

HSSVs
B 3.7.1

I3

The ANSI/ASHE Standard requires that all valves be tested every
5 years, and a minimum of 20K of the valves be tested every
24 months. The ASHE Code specifies the activities and frequencies
necessary to satisfy the requirements. Table 3.7.1-2 allows a +
$33R setpoint paw:foundg'if''~~Sf)tolerance oj';;the.:~vil~yes:~for
OPERAOILITY ii uti!I'".,tt,ei:."";; eruueiPtj'uu!Of,:,,"tLS~un.uueeaatnaetsMSSIiESetPOlnte

Survei1tarice to aTlow for drift. Q~~T4f4~spngsgjaccord>agua
is11, iita:":,',:s":::os!%so,-::,„, n,.oooaooiii::-"i'i"'i-,"-'de".~'all 'u=
c'oTId'1$'i'ansi!oaf itIsie'%a'I'siii san&rioriiiiuNI:":sonoPeia'tinct'eiiiiiernatucnreraud

This SR is modified. by a Note that allows entry into and operation
in HOOE 3 prior to performing the SR. The HSSVs may be either bench
tested or tested in situ at hot conditions using an assist devict, to
simulate liftpressure. If the HSSVs are not tested at hot
conditions. the lift setting pressure shall be corrected to ambient
conditions of the valve at operating temperature and pressure.

REFERENCES 1.
2/ ee'~t~ P> ~ v~Am ~CA s Z) R<B

FSAR. Section $10.3.13.

3. FsAR. section 515.29 anITO:"„3.'4~ T. sons .soao. -':::Iltno.-:.oo:::::!o i o!O
'Osserpr. essauri't atiusn ioo sf'est isenu,Ma iiSSteaiiI'-'Sy~s'tTus;-:: ~~AALUcosti
22;~F9~"

4 g ASHE. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI.

8 O. ANSI/ASME OM-I-1987@1:,Rno::,OO:.', M:-::a-„':1988IWWENOAY:.
'Raison

o~i:*::,i!si"-.i:"-:":::-:wausnoo, - -:lloioosoooosoos'!snout""o., -:ius Lso
a. 'R 'a e.l'" st s:S'g, ~P<r: at P~,,ayp

~8.:. ap~„-.-,";::,cPOgl="Oesiu~p.:.Wa,:,cu'taXsoo~,a/14:::-:-:':,'Osvser,,sbressure::,'StTd ~fnuu
Qni''::HSQf.:~.PernrA roon'p','Unavg,I'ab3k~~gatgd.'3f,'IOI9+.

9,: ..~+@~~::..g"PGLIE,:;-Des gp„.-.gaTcuYahlon:,'ggiP.',":-:.:,::";";.ReduTee,"."„Power::„-Leylli
foiÃA~~bkr%6f4HSSvi';-":ISoj~9':;:able '„."::datril.:."'3'4'l9:,'"'.-

,o
~™~2 P g ~On~ ~9AIP.( Cycle Pny~~J
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MSIVs
B 3.7.2

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.2 Hain Steam Isolation Valves (NSIVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The NSIVs isolate steam flow from the secondary side of the steam
generators following a high energy line break (HELB). MSIV
closure terminates flow from the unaffected (intact) steam
generators.

One MS is located in each main steam line outside, but close
to. ontainment. '.'.fbi,'.PSIIIj:::arFgifst8l::i'ed::,back."„",toiback'!Qi'the>ttIe
g:,'::.r'ear,''.se:,.:,f'l~cheN''>'i'il'ver.',:-', Thee"'HSIVs are "doewnstream frossm"tTie

main steawma safety valves (MSSVs) and auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pump turbine steam supply. to prevent MSSV and AFW isolation from
the steam generators by HSIV closure. Closing the MSIVs isolates
each steam generator from the others, and isolates the turbine,
Steam Bypass System, and other auxiliary steam supplies from the
steam generators.

The MSIVs close on a main steam isolation signal generated by
esthen jiimhi':negate:vega'teamiclene.-::pressure-::react'e,::,or; low steam Bine
gesierLtei-pressure, or'-'igh.."=:;high contYi~rimeri pressure. The HSIVs
'are! hi)'die,::,:the:;~.:;.;-posh''o'n~<aid'.:::v'7 1st' a i 1 ij'jthe";;:,.closed
d'jj!act)o'n~oii oss of"cont'rol aLr.. er- and~f5%3'je~i)'.:'::mi'.:::.'."toss':.of:
ac 'ua 'io'n"power.

Each NSIV has an NSIV bypass valve. Although these bypass valves
are normally closed. they receive the same emergency closure
signal as do their associated NSIVs. The NSIVs may also be
actuated manually.

A description of the NSIVs is found in the FSAR, Section 80.33
(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the NSIVs is established by the
containment analysis for the large steam line break (SLB) inside
containment, discussed in the FSAR, Section ~ 6,':,:.,:,'Appendix'.;6".".2

C (Ref. 2). It is also affected by the accident an'alysis of"the'"
SLB events presented in the FSAR, Section QS-. k-R QG.",".4Q

(Ref. 3). The design precludes the blowdown of more 'than one
steam generator, assuming a single active component failure
(e.g.. the failure of one NSIV to close on demand).

The limiting case for the containment pressuJe analysis is
the SLB inside containment. with":Iinttial~~i;eictor:,:::power,:::::at,;3'ith

e nn loss of offsite power,':0
'

arid
failure"'of the MSIV on the affected steam generator to close. At
lower powers, the steam generator inventory and temperature are

(continued)
/
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ADVs

'B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 iQ Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

BASES

ss> ~

BACKGROUND The L9ii ADVs fKVA'~~,"':.~~9.:"«20; +~PCY~%21':'.And..:KF'2g),'provide a method
for cooling the uni't "Co resiedual heat removaT"(RHR) entry
conditions should the preferred heat sink via the Steam Bypass
System to the condenser not be available. as discussed in the
FSAR. Section QO~ 16 (Ref 1). This is done in conjunction
with the Auxiliary Feedwater System providing cool~in water from
the condensate storage tank (CST) hndKAreetet'.,';:storage~tank
.:"(FvW:.':).. The ADVs may also be required to meet the design
cooTdown rate during a normal cooldown when steam pressure drops
too low for maintenance of a vacuum in the condenser to permit
use of the Steam Dump System.

One ADV line for each of the fejj steam generators is provided.
Each ADV line consists of one AOV and an associated manual: block
valve.

The ADVs are provided with upstream esgva:I,:'block valves to permit
their being tested at power, and to provide an alternate means of
isolation. The ADVs are equipped with pneumatic controllers to
permit control of the cooldown rate.

The ADvs are uauelay n~rorma'.:Ty, rovided with a no~!Clubs'g „„
ve

~ressurized gas supply of t.,l:i@t:
""i|el'ss

of pressure in the normal ~~mer4 air supply Q~l8's aCkVp
pog.„"Glass4-;,'.;:,njSogeri:.:.@ajplg. automatical~l supplies ni'trogen to
oper ate tl~ij Vs,.

-
Qi'th'"::;:.,thskiioee!ogf5oahu!the:.';normerra!Mja:,r,::;:.:::;.siq~@y„

as Jtd:,thY~backupx4$ P,,:„r.'Og

ba'IVP:.".ari i~wbettl'e,":,,sycsi'tem,,"':aactevat~:,-'~i)nero l„=.'f!',,thijvialves-„.~s
'rummage--iiiaiiii'al';, Vt"a';:; the:,C~l~i $ ltou'atrial;:::; Cti5it~t:,::tru'ii::-this':."Duntiiul
Lleem+The miavvieem bputt18f-'i~i'~ suppTy is sized to provide Qie
sufficient pressurized garo operate the ADVs for the time
required for Reactor Coolant System cooldown to RHR entrydhoti,i:!miui'.--,lh Mh 1.'*,-. Tg: !ffSN:,:,:::I" 1!i::

~manual operation"

O

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the ADVs is established by the
~ca ability to cool the unit to RHR entry conditions"":.a4i'the
..T...i:::1'I.. bv~ i i iiiilii.'i i i

~ (continued)
/
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

gilth'-,tTjwr:,.eesor''::.:'eir'e.',ADV>9Jiaepjntwopme rva51 e";::,,"Act): jjndmujst<he~a tt~en.", to
restore,'--:;il:>~ b'iit:,two:::NV,,l;:i)ie
b3ock.;-:val,v~:ca6='be'.-closed;-".to;,:isYMi&:"":aii""AOVCse@~repafrk"':may-::;he
icosi'j bji~wfth':„,ih'e',::",'.imif~at4'jmii~r",~,;.The,,,;24:hoU
redason'ab'.1e,,:;:to:"repa)i:;-''aniperabl.e,"ADV'ig):;fLes ':.'-."h'ased'.,jept'he

'va'i."Ia5%1'i';tyYof;-';:t'ai'.":~Sfekiij8ypa'skSjgteiii:Qiid~HSSVs555%4~e!.: ow
m. t"eitjitaii''ll'":ll"im!ii"--" i'ij jjd "i'dm'tv"*':::, "",ttw!'ldt''i""j'd
;,~":l::""jtt '.":ttt.:::::::t!i""":-'

td 4
(d

iiI,'

~

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

.1 and 0 .2

If the ADV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time. the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours. and in MODE 4, without reliance upon steam
generator for heat removal, within flQ hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

I

Plagt', yt'.,oeefor'es prpvsjle::p'ggKy"vergfJcaflon,"ChagQie'16%
'AGV;,-.'j:'ari)'i'„b)0'c.-:.;;',va'1ves,."'.:,"j'r~e,": a "'.les'siiVmgthai@hi';","vakvesj .hive::not
beeiiein dajjjtjiret'sn1~cl'os'evd:

w t'

ts

SR 3.7.4.1

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS. the ADVs must betl t t t d! 't:"::I." m 'tt t tt~
ADVs are tested through a fu%1 control cycle at least once per
fuel cycle. Performance of inservice testing or use of an ADV
during a unit cooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operating
experience has shown that these components ane.».expected
to pass the Surveillance when performed at the 'onth "
Frequency. The Frequency is acceptable from reliability
standpoint.

zR

SR 3.7.4.2

Nb$9e"'"'.fYot''."a:„'::safety,;:.:fotmtioo+Qhe function of the manuaj~mblock
vafve is to "isol'ate a~aited oPen ADVietre;::„:::jS~Latet!an.","ADVd fnvg
rrepeir,:;:.,ar'<eSting',::diiriWgt~lirnt:,'Oitercati'Omjj". CyC1iiig the hltOCt
~va ve both cTosed and o'en demonstrates its capability to perform
this function.

~
'

tt'v
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

b. Loss of MFW ithp;:";~@'nc~deiit:'3'oss::,":.gf,'.,::offp4e;tporvw'er,,'.":;:i-':s:,„:a::,'.:'.less

Riiiiitgang:.trandsi aunt"-":St'nmce.'RGP':::,h,anent::dnPut:-:,is,",::.loowst'>.

In addition. the minimum available AFW flow and system
characteri sti cs 'ust:.„~be;consider,,'ed in
the analysis ofI~'oirmlgz~qfdae$ jag ~ smaTl 'break 1'oss o'

cool ant acci dewritQL'GCA')N'diie::„to:,'-.,',th'Hr„,:.'j'otengialhTmpac '.

gheYAFMBjstem,'.is:„Yfsogdes>oned.-'.:far,::decay„:':heat/'removal ""';fol,lowi'ng
j8team'.:.Genera'tnrlLTubi;.'))jiiPtur j„",(rSGTR)';:;:-;.:;<j'A'S:-:.Suuh";~%lie!,~tom.."turb!'ni
d'r!veii;-,ABil::,":,:pimps'has:.-.r'ehindant~wteam,':supplievs'lto assrure.".conthiiiied
ava'll:ab)dhty"::fdl'Gwi~'.':a~SGYR4ii',,'BSt'G"'events

The AFW System design is such that it can perform its function
following an FWLB between the MFW isolation valves and
containment 5APoss'.;:0 ~NO, combined with a loss of offsite power
following turbine rip, and a single active failure of the steam
turbine driven AFW pump.

ne motor driven AFW

pump would deliver to the broken MFW header at the pump ~t4
tii'ax~mug flow until the problem was detected, and flow terminated
by the operator. Sufficient flow would be delivered to the
intact steam generator by the redundant AFW pump.

The ESFAS automatically actuates the AFW turbine driven pum,'"
when required o

ensure an adequate feedwater supply to the steam generators
during loss of power. QG V~Wi;: SAC power operated valves are
provided for each AFW line to control the AFW flow to each steam
generator .

The AFW System satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of 10
CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

LCO This LCO provides assurance that the AFW System will perform its
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant
pressure'oundary. fThree3 independent AFW pumps in 4three3
diverse trains are reguired to be OPERABLE to ensure the
availability of RIB decay~an,i'i'eszd~iiNI"!h~i.*a:~remova,'. :capability
for all events accompanied by a 1oss of offsi e power and a

single failure. This is accomplished by owering two of the
pumps from independent emergency buses. a~ndÃhaving %be third
AFW pump m powered by , a steam di i"ven turbine
supplied with steam from a source that is not isolated by closure
of'he nsivs, ~Tot'assorts"stere::,turb>nwe! drpveri:-fA',,;,::puep
opeyCib>pity;::,:,vn'':,':,'j':,edundant:;<tea'm'.,'':siijj3.::its','.",,'':",,":s
hnd..':,106:..'o'njihe-;5upj~l''i3'0'ii'es.':.:,'IIU5t;;;h„':,'opeT"ice'joi"','bypassed)'ti

/
~ (continued)
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'FijSystem
B 3.7.5

% ~

VI.I',
le I+

',s ~
'P

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.7.5.3

required position under administrative controls. The
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Survei 1

the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were pe
with the reactor at power. The month Frequency is a

month
nce under
otential

formed
cceptable

based on operating experience and the design reliabi ity of the
equipment.

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR s not required

aligned and operating.

This SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate
steam generator in the event of any accident or transient that
generates an ESFAS. by demonstrating that each automatic valve in
the flow path actuates to its correct position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is not required
for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the

m

v as

s.II I
Ia

SR 3.7.5.4

This SR verifies that the AFW pump will start in .the event of
any accident or transient that ge rates an ESFAS by
demonstrating that each AFW pump arts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation sig al in NODES l. 2, and 3. In
NODE 4. the required pump is aire dy o crating and the autostart
function is not required. The: montII Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned transientif the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

This,SR is modified by bjo Notes. ilaa le:.,doj„meritcuayetsl, IraatdhSeRs
Ital;-jihad,:"-„,turbine„:-'jfriyeqinu'mp:,'.,Cantb~p.;.deofrerr

evdai'diitiluea'Il'it'ablj@'t'eSt'iii'd)ego'ns.',.~a'ripest™abler':i'heri44-,in'sniffs'c1'eiit,:-",„stehiiiipre's'a~oar'eke'>Oevrformftlie,:.",toast"l

4qhj9
Note E states that tlie SR Is not required in NOGGIN. I'ii:„KKlE:'4')
t, e,-::.,rlequysed.",~tov~d~r,';:,eri',pjxitisim',"a; reajssoaevruevtTno and::-":,the
iht8&ii'.""t=,":fur'ict$on,:is',",i''t'."-regs'-r'e'd':~ Kji.;:.::NREM'"„4,

r':eqTifremeriS.".:WOYiYd<bej<leYSv."ji'rgiVfd]ngvrrere;,',Mme~~fOr<eper~ater
g@~%'r'i":.':,:,ttOYrrrsanua,.:;f'::S'tar',':.'"-tji~i':,.';.: "ijire'd""AFN~'p:.l IJ '

i
I
I

(continued)
I
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CCW System
B 3.7.7

'ASES

an~d:.rSNv8>': of decay heat fry the reactor via the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) System. ~ Rcay~Leai~removaI'ay be during a
normal or post accident cooldown and shutdown.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the CCW System is for one CCW ~ loop
to remove the post'8$ heat load
from the containment

"
, withov't.

&~ceeding:":,'.theYd8Ngn",bled>8 ccrC4'rNOUS a-meum CCW temperature'~*t

QO;,,:Fpt,::,an';.'R~Topefge::trans> .

*"no 7hkeYcekl 440,".F":-'"::foi No'res'I

n-'6e'haul '{k~-"g~"
C

I ~ /%7 6DC /
le,',:eccecda jpcg>p„, h=:8K='dJiP",;.tie„'-„KCWeisyst'msts'deep'jn ed.;. Cs..yi ov~idi
suffj'event:;;hea+retttovil~jÃii'.,Aijm
1'cade'",ieit e'et'Oj"erg'acti'e'jg„gke3CSCW ':'Syeet'„em:; ajid'O'SW;,'Syeteiii'jaime
cease'iite'e! fy!iceiisd1e., e:d; m~P'Pg ~lid eta'-i.: emoyeale's-... em'~i -t h."e-

jiir,'piie.::', oe„:."'.a esessTi'i'','::;: the;:. eb tdiIgy<ko,.'„: siist ej el'j'it'ljei!".a'equi'iijii'e
agave'~or(p88$ 3~v87fa fgF8,:~8nd~54%lil~~'perform)gleam+„'.basjehea4

s'%f3'ci%&heat::;/mill';:. ~fj:;om'i~ti1'fiiiient
)owe)eP~N)ilhsuf„.'8'ieximum-::.„'heah~f,',NSV)'l
0,",'el@ok e|::" kl .":"'~!see 'll"',:i,it~i".i

'le~i!i'!!!tlat"; "j'i":.:,i ':"'.I "ii'!M'= ""'-I

The CCW System also functions to cool the unit from RHR entry
conditions (T~~ < 850'F). to NODE 5 (T~;~ 266'F), during
normal and post .accident operations. The t~me required to cool
from 86'0.'F to f00'F is a function of the number of CCW +eaC
exchari "errand"RHR ~~ heat'%xchanjerg operating. QAe-CGW

lq~Kshe.„.".eyteetTaiest:,.CCR,;:;:sTsytms;.+ees age,':oscceps;;;,aced,,s+tim.,~keepers
n'i4'":.,:avail aeb3.i.*",::"'j

ppj.njt88I,:;::58„
ispcerati'its',-'.teydh'cate.'.'."seed':"dtshTete>!ti'siefi14'ik'.;.:o',:,": eiii'ltee';tlie!CCW

/
~ (continued)
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CCW System
B 3.7.7

ee., I Pstereiiiid IB,:.t„:."Beach I,.:,~'gh.:- Tit 'Th:;i+ 'd:; ~
ek. 0!;."rra efrl::oss:.

The CCW System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2)(ii).

(9

LCO

rorttrrC.r 1 Y

!!!ah, .„":.",, I',"::;tda hgii,,:,,—:::,". !Be 1~w,;:--':,:::!w!+aid!a,:,:,.AU it h,,

'@jj~m~'j'h'ir~the<':sj)'t'ei'iisgi:,Aj<,:".-,:ip<hs'ij't"'.;;gaea's'4;"-,one,,".,'C5fgoosp:,"'.i)$

g,'::,opt.'rate„":ass~i)j;:"'the,'%olrs
eeotle'e'rfpa1 jeff'oTroseeoar'r'rohdd'e'ritirh'irish ~joel' ors.„sofriafferdotei'irothref
Ti~ iiieet$thi,,;t(:.0,;On,:,Componenj;,".<Co'os'pic „'gate
'-!CIB!i!'ih 'thtICBIIII"'TIT"-"'"::h"1~!i!'IB":i':":"'thi!:-'" d'.": Itraa:"
CQkpkiyY;ASSED bKoperabl8"-

'g.:*,:::,-.~tgl%ggitd.::.:*:::: .P:d:: 1IPBPBBSVI .I

::::::-,:-:,e:iTe,.:,CCBP~,::;,:,,-",,-:CCIIBIIN! BBB g:,",.I et'll:,::::!~B: PB

aiie'r'OPERABCCE'i "a~d

h. Th itdpipig. I .~. d
instrumentation and controls required to perform the safety
related function are OPERABLE.

The isolation of CCW from other components or systems not
required for safety may render those components or systems
inoperable but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW Systems
er.roeotIdataqjgyplat1~@,,ofgCCR4oYCrre:,CCFCds.+sar at1oo:".:af:;.".,CCRgtthoa
)he)'CFCU's~BcouldJjmter'i''Ã1'y,-":.:ifhfe'N:-,'''the'.,Am>bN'ar'ice."''and"..'r",.="'i':. rCrsetr'piistoi'eorsi'i'i%!'ootaetr'ii'i''ied etre'r ahr1h tij::
Bgtohe~p-'::,::.:,g t::::: BhhÃahr„-,p:"I,.:-::C,.Ygl:,~i;:g.:,t:;
'i''jqiii:.'res.„":;:Ce'iCh;ti)i'':;.:':to'::M'.:
t4lI'r'a'te";.'i~$ijije:::if''tilVii';'I~i""'thi'i1.:::.c07jf'3'juI."at'i'm..

In,:::,:NODES@,';:;,:2:.'."„".3>>-.a d'4.:".:,::::::.,5i '.CCN';3y

e

B

d

e

s

fe a

C
o",el'aitedefo'riotroo''dof.:::i'eiaor'real)'odf,,"„iioior'deb'tg'Bh'"atri'r',"atted~oori ter it'rrirteoi

e

t"e,aj! 'a''"r'othe'"CPFeCBS!:;:dead'i'f'e'aOerr'aloof;,::dieii'a'r'!i! hi;eat'--::ffal.t heeaep,"dreie'thai;:~V,, e
the! Re'sddiia': I'HeateReiiioi'ilSRR'HR);:d@fsteTa,

In NODE 5 or 6 ~ the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW System
are determined by the systems it supports.

.9 /
~ (continued)
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CCW System
B 3.7.7

proper flow paths exist for CCW operation. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise secured in
position, since these valves are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also
does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned,
such as check valves. This Surveillance does not require any
testing or valve manipulation; rather. it involves verification
that those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation. and ensures correct valve positions.

shia ~

t ~

~ ~

~ 1

a1

SR 3.7.7.2

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW valves on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System is a
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part
of routine testing during normal operation. This Surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise
secured in the required position under administrative controls.

e month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown that these corn onents usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore. the
Frequency is acceptable 'from a reliability standpoint.

29
SR . 3.7.7.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW pum s on
an actual or simulated s~f$ty;-,teTaf'ed actuation signal.

The
l8 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor atter. QhiY:;,.iorveklgance
,x,eqgfrneeent„'ai@.:;~eS',,::, nPfh<e.:„:.,SXSaaatON~S, -.:::ennV'th'e'.%~V"'iiitO-„.
transterj4iitoiii8ti'iles'taarts:,::agni'yes gperating expei ience lias'shown
that these compone ts usuaIfy pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a'eliability standpoint.

2.9

FERENCES Fsm. Section ~%2'::g.

2. FSAR. Section Sg.
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'BASES

SR 3.7.8.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SWS j6+M::pumps
on an actual or simulated .sifitj::radiated actuation signal. The
QS gQ is a normally operabng syst~em hat cannot be fully

ctuated as part of normal testing during normal operation. The
month Frequency is based on the need to perform this

urveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance .

were performed with the reactor at power. @l8'jSirvei:3;laonce
Peguihrtemenfhappliesatoj:,t~e"„,1$ ;-ento.=.aaart~aiid~ttchwe'~4~tg:""anton
tha ncfese iroust OamttCV:: tSatrijj'Oiny. Ooerating eXPerienCe haS ShOWn
Bat t ese componen~susua 1y" pass the Surveillance when
performed at the f month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency
is acceptable from a eliability standpoint.

Z~

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 94;~ 9~2;.7:.

2. FSAR. Section 8'g.

3. jx
. RC~Geneys™cjeeKterj9l:;-,,K3~;=':,.Request

tofj'FrlformBNw.-:Rel::a 8d'.t0~4HNNR8s01iiY50fi~'of;:::,Gen&ijcjIsiu8
%39:;,~~E)'si'nti'al:."„":!$5$ (a'ce')Materi'::<''5
8)t4@~, '36a6t':t8=:"3;0%C'f.'"GOYB4 (F55:-'"%ted'.".'Septemirbser:,"~1~9>
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UHS

B 3.7.9

ASES'

or, t e L requirements o t e HS are
determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS A.1

(i.e..
tempereturteu~':6'4'). action meet-be

~c ~a~sat,~
46Me," RSmisSinoperable

'iil'et:.::PmTer's)ur'inci.'.'t'hatiChe:;-.",ASM:~4j)t"'Ind".lh"".".K

k3'thi:.ii~.":i't's'."...teems'ei,'as'Xff(e:: xiii),t.

The.7-4ay 84Ão~ÃCompletion Time is reasonable based on the low
probability of an accident occurring during the 7-days ~ovrs
that

requir'ed"to reasonably co~mp ete the Requ>red Action.

B.1 and B.2

IX%'h '~the:;aoecjndabeiiot,-.„-exchanper carnno't"-:,bes

BSS'Oc: $fEg'C )BE'OA~~. ~NB'.

in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least NODE 3 within 6 hours and in NODE 5
within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable. based on operating
experience. to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIRENENTS

sR 3.7.9.1 N~Kgsed;:
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B 3.7.9

BASES

SR 3.7.9.2

ThiSYSA:,-,.Veri'fi|ea„-hhahdadeqO~YeV!!~Ore;: harem.,",'.<80,::.;d'ayp~OOO1::ieg'Caa:;,',be
tiia)iit)'i''ed.'.:.ii!IThe'.::Rl:,:;i':ll',aijd)2jhoao'r,.:.'-,ao'r'ii'e'i11'aii'oer,::
ba'ai'd,-.'w>,'oi':,j heo'~eel~pj'iie'o'o'e')r'e1'a$ 'ed: e'o;:::',tieiidi'niobe'tithe
t'm'j'e'i';.i')i::iq<!i'aH
0'8ijifei'iS,',":the'l~t8iji;i,:j'tiki':~of'kttii~,;:OHS,":~Sa~~thyt',",':i'P'Pr.,

~t;,.,85j~the'.";::cN~sgteai~.hj9~3": oil(excemj~-',„, ts~'d~84go:.t:~r8ture
ji'iso .".'::; 'e:::~

SR 3.7.9. 3 +05~>:::USE

SR 3.7.9. 4 QOt:.".,US@i

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section f9.2.R.
2.

8:;::: .,>ada afeh <: hNe~27Ll
e q~ce,p @ e cy

FSN,':5eehians ':2;4:-i'::8i%2-4:: 14%'„:
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CR%VS
B 3.7.X0

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEHS

8 3.7.10 Control Room Taa sa System (CRKAS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CRKFVS provides a protected environment from which operators
can control the unitÃ~;."':frm@~zoamov<ionhrol::"room following an
uncontrolled release of radioac6vfty. ch'emh(coals".:Ron-:tox oxgas.

The CRRI'IIS consists of two independent, redundant trains that
recirculate and filter the control room air Lone!'traanafsricm:each
,.a|. E tt i it fgk.t,,:.", P RTt

ahigh efficiency particulate air (HEPA') filter. an activated
charcoal adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(principally iodines>. and e onceTpressurasation~sugp,,:j'i4an';:,)one
t!lite,,:",,li ti, Ij't~i: - ar.':" mrrf . Il t '"(. A'=

am ers. an snstriimenta6on a so form part of the system —.ae

O

PohF g is +<
Only reCV f ed

I4~ Qr 4A('VS
4e be, Cc.n 'deaf,.d

OPZWF Li=, Tnt. Mrr
Mop(=t'g cpetat'm
0cC (,< rp~f

Cer-.... <r ~itic)
wlktc.'. ("n 5, gt,<i, (,.
CohtrOL ~ SfesrJKC

i)a~a~l~or+auKONat7ccactuation of the cRRsgs places the system in
one:.::.'ofxthroee

" states":.i 1)g
ps

ressunizaal Ion
((i(IRF4 ',"''da)~roe~re@ atfoen.: (HNKW) "oyi:, g)gram'ote."::rea6ya fk~(ilgR

~ X.

Actuation of t e system to the trees'rcujsfion,;:mode

closes the unfiltered outside air intake and unfiltered exhaust
dampers. and aligns the system for recirculation of the control
room air through the redundant trains of HEPA and the charcoal

ers. The presser,.sataommodl
Qf, aW ~ Q ( ~ s,'y+ sit
Elf rlt ~ f Art, Qpp( g f

(-~~~ (-"Pf.icb'f,g. (continued)
I

The CRKFItS is an emergency system. parts of which may also
operate during normal unit operationsg

'pee~Upon receipt of the 8+n:actuating signal. the
normal air supply to the control room is isolated. and the stream
f mm t I ti i::,,; '", ''::f!:.:,' ~&V.*.-"-'1"t'd seem!mesa te'6 ft i.'ll-'--al.,—"y-.fk i I'-

pifpji,ea'S'u'ra'Sra'ti'On~maid'ra~gS.'.:Su Si)fe,::::mar@firrOm,eit3(er,
Khe'.:wi't,hieVid': or"" thi;;:.'„'sed;:h-';:.,enj|)'os'%hept
Kfe:,,".w'i'id<diiiH'i,'oi'!i'i„,':":"'.W

, to prevent excessive
loading of the HEPA filters and c arcoal adsorbers. Continuous
operation of each @f~f~train for at least 10 hours per month.
with the heaters on, reduces aeisture buildup. on the HEPA filters

4 d 1 . IhM!feh ~t t .*.:. ip t tt
the effectiveness of the charcoal adsorbers.
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'REWSB 3.7.IO

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Once actuated.':;due.,""to,:,.a;::~ue:,',";:Aapdlmgg-.,',:accTdent;:: %he,': CPS..lIAust',-':
be" p'i.':,Ohecte'd~

ii)i~j"",ej0iLed)for',„"',i'mJiefi'ate.'„'acp'den
f'i'j049ng'ghitiii-";-::bYckup<p64er"'".:,.sbpp>y",''e.-.::jj@v'~ded<'i's.,-„,descry.ibed

hbove~%$ 'ii'.,".ApplIfiabi'l)'tj',"+%fits~'back~ji'p'>i'i;:assured~~h''a<the
=

o'e"'.,'"',',,'.ml':-"'""-w!i'::;w«"":"«'!cue i fjisli ", 'll'1ÃRJ «
tranwhafe'rap~OWer,.'::S'p1!i'esS:-

The,::31',«day,;,:pr ocedusr'a'I~veriiif fcaB'injofjfhe~peparate,,ylitai:" potwTf
euppI see«!fer",",:::,the'.is'duridan'Tsifajtdeanditheeiip'le''«sheer'ep'e'r'a«tfnfni'Of:"
eac '"",papjl'j';:',,;:tlstii'j)nd"'jr'ei
eIre'a'dfaoper'atITT03!iassfsu«oe«s'jsfs6'sa::.."reise«b'atdg:,":aged:."t«who,.''i"dili
re un anc/.>

SR 3.7. 10. 1

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that
they function properly. As the environment and normal operating
conditions on this system are not too severe, testing each train
once every month provides an adequate check of this system.
Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture accumulated in the
charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. systems with heaters
must be operated for «10 continuous hours with the Ileaters
energized and~operiitxng:,:.automaaicaITj,;:.(ffgter,"::temperda'tur'e
con to ~:.

The
31 day Frequency is based on the reliability of the equipment and
the two train redundancy availability.

SR 3.7.10.2

This SR verifies that the required CREWS testing is performed in
accordance with the fVentilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)$ .

The CRKFVS filter tests are in accordance with AegA4~
Gt&k~4 'ANSX@KQ:-,,19804(Ref. 3). The fVFTP3 includes testing
the performance of the HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency,
minimum flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal. Specific test Frequencies and additional information
are discussed in detail in the $VFTPf.

'AHS&SI'0-:.;1'98ll (Ref. 3)

/
(continued)

SR 3.7.10.3 q

This SR verifies that each CRKAS train 5Ãom87~ea fg;,lstarts and
operates 'fnYttX8 "ressoi';Fziffon;mde~en an actual or s~imulated
actuati on si gna::-':je76rat'ed~i'et':.:.::i'ghaSY:.:::,.:A'~'-'Iso'IK>oo. The
Fre uency of months is specified in
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'BASES

SR 3.7.10.4

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure, and
the assumed inleakage rates of the potentially contaminated air.
The control roan positive pressure, with respect to potentially
contaminated adjacent areas, is periodically tested to ver~if
proper functioning of the cRKpgs. During the presser, NQon
em~~a mode of operation, the CREEPS is designed"to pressurize
the control room ~ @.12M inches water gauge positive pressure
with respect to Lhe;;:oiig'fCh,"".atmosjhere~ncIladjacent areas in
order to prevent unfTTtered i~neakage. APe CRAPS is designed to
maintain this positive pressure with one
train( The Frequency of

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is consistent with the
guidance provided in NUREG-0800 (Ref. 4)..

,

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 93'4~$FQ
2. FSAR, Chapter LS.

3. '. Res —.gLNPKtg=:,'K%D.

4. NUREG-0800. Section 6.4, Rev. 2. July.1981.

G~i~XN~$23H

,
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NNS SSSPSNSS
8 3.7.12

SttupepTi'erenfrerNartthe.„;::eXheua'tgftana;:.,cia:.;a:,.eg,—,,TS.:-.;Sureefll'anoe~-:::aaaureS .

8jsa eI,":::.':i'. un Artcc.fAvSrtSwc AvpT '

The
31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of equipment
and the two train redundancy available.

SR 3.7. 12.2

This SR verifies that the required GAGS-PK4CS 'A8@™i~'testing is
performed in accordance with the getntfletip+i:,,Filter";;:Testifiig
S,,"St !it'PNPI. Pt SN-,Ptttts PIPS ft'I't" t

t'accor+ancewith Referencem,;>8'fiiiid 4. The ~VFEP includes testing
HEPA filter performance,. charcoal adsorbed efficiency. minimum
system flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (generat use and following specific operations).
Specific test Frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the N~.

tSS

1 5P

'.i
S

S S

l
P

d

SR 3.7.12.3
zQ

GGS-fNKAGS 'ABVSThis SR verifies that ea train starts and
operates on an actual or simulated actuation signal Knd";,that::;Qii

at specified in References~3!ffa I 4.

SR 3.7.12.4 g55~h:0SQ9

I'

~ ~,

ff

~tt.f.t .5 rNN e,
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Hlllll!EtiIWIHEii:,*::;::.i::,::;"!!ERR%:,::::: - K
REgNSRENNNT":,
.'hiiN!'Niied>";r~,.~Yhgei'SN.,:,Verj'ti~Spehxe;;":,leaVpt4

oi;:,~Si'fegiiards",'OfITj"..r
si!!iiiiiii ii""tl!'a j' jii!:-::,:-""':i%""i::,:::"iii'iiitiiii i i:,:

" 't

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section )4-.E~ 9.-;:4,:,:g.

3 g. FSAR, Section 944-6-.31%8.

4 3.

Z'."',@;.g@SI:",.":gimp-,,iMO

'ASlN.":ilF3883-::1989

o 5. 10 CFR 100.11.
1

6. NUREG-0800. Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981.

F„:,:;.pgpDCNiS g38pp:NjTal<A~xyINary.'Maad1NN-Ke&afng„arid/
Viiit11'' hia'aiI~NS:steeiri:-';,

,o
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B 3".7. 13

I
Ql ~

'ASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANAI YSES

The PSALMS fH8VS design basis is established by the
consequences of the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA), which
is a fuel handling accident. The analysis of the fuel handling
accident. given in Reference 8 g, assumes that all fuel rods in
an assembly are damaged.

The DBA
analysis of the fuel handling accident assumes that only one
train of the RRGS fHSY3 is functional due to a single failure
that disables the other train. The accident analysis accounts
for the reduction in airborne radioactive material provided by
the one remaining train of this filtration system. The amount of
fission products available for release from the fuel handling
building is determined for a fuel handling accident ael-Pep-a
ucA.,:I;:-',:,,, sit~e,,::::,,:,,;:(;;; rnp, -: -:,„.!-,, r,,::."i!,,-sr: ir.„., Iw:,,ra,

FHBYS~COp85i:;f:.;i',:,-.40.:@>4
hic$ dent',:;;.',it -""lg~"aN-,or'ij;:.:Of~%>.'h'e'.R!BVS

bi.ing'iarupp!iti!dgfbreiiij„'an~jpjrabt''e~i,bgenao j'::,"."d'ie,Set!;:g'enerlat'Oi)'at.;aaii
time'sjwhenevh:.::.;f48'."''':;Ittom'ieiit:,%i.",:tiki''rg~lgce@iYY~tlN=.-:"'t<fCiel"
t'raooTKj fiese assumptions and"tlie anaTyais foTlmr the gui ance
provi ed in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4 g).

The RRGS ~FHBV~satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2)(ii).

LCO

W CC.C.~MrnC< MF ~
QSSbrfslpREinC m0Cit'n WsC.

Qg( hOrdl f1',CCrdr.t+
G,ni<Ss-, tOS& <f. '5<'~
rp ~ep i, flES+ Carbs 9t'/'E.Cf

co c.rre~~ >~ "+
'„~<pi,ng

pc<rd<tf.. kvf ~ ~j

lS Q pcr~r i- eftJf'-'oP'~

fpd.( <)andi,n)

RC. r5sftt CndtrS S.

Two independent and redundant trains of the ARGS FIISV3 are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available. assuming a single failure that disables the other
rain . R)~s-,rheq03res

tha --..en:-';; .oN: ca~ps:,;o:>:,,„..-,,...:Narc;:: QPNABL', ':".'-%t',3eaestT@oje
trafnP'ortho,F)lBIrg!msusit.':::hP"",;.caPab'T'eTofj'boeing@ ~ o'en"de,'r,f Erson'nm"

bmPERABL'6'die'si'l=geiiefratoii brfitggdTi ectly„;"as'sbcieted:;r'Tr'tmh",.Ehe
bfiS""irhiolitaeiijrg'f eSS thr," 'fferBVGptrai!I'i'i:.j@ien„';Ouij'i'OneW@1n,".da
oPERABLA>ep..';BPERALBL'EldrmeT.-':.;:Baric'ratfo'r!iiiustPIbe~dtr'acti.',

release from the fuel handling building exceeding the 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 6 g) limits in the event of a fuel handling accident.

The ARGS $88VS is considered OPERABLE when the individual
1 t t t 1~.,:1"

''i!...'uel

handling building are OPERABLE in both trains. An AQQS
PSV$ train is considered OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Emiaus$ Pan 'fan is OPERABLE:

(cont>nued)
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ARGS PBK
B 3.7.13

(O

SR 3.7.13.3

This SR verifies that each AQGS LH8V$ train starts and operates
on an actual or simulated actuation signal and'id''acts:,its
e@~~s~Nf~ ex~ough,:,:tA@~HPA':;;F.leis;-:,::sad,':eb'si':io'a„'.L,"

so':b~er'ahk'i'.The: month Frequency is conswisten't witli"'Reference 6.

SR 3.7.13.4 2Q

This SR verifies the integrity of the fuel hand'Xipg,.building
enclosure. The ability of the fuel $8gdl:ing'ihui"tdinag to maintain
negative pressure with respect to potentially uncontaminated
adjacent areas is periodically test~oofy proper function
of the ARCS , VS. During thy Qost accidentj-"mode of
operation, the PI@3 is designed to maintain a slight
negative pressure in 6e fuel handier'uilding, to prevent
unfiltered LENAGE. The ARGS FHSV9 is designed to maintain at heblB'111 ng'pre,s serac% enhg.'."X2$ inches water gauge with respect to
atmospheric-presser

The frequency of months is consistent with the
guidance provided in NUREG-0 0 ection 6.5.1 (Ref'. 7).

An g month Frequency'on a STA ERED TEST BASIS) is consistent
with Reference 6.

SR 3.7. 13. 5 ~5f4sed

~ '(continued)
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5jientsFuel 5sepage pool water Level
B 3.7.15

'ASES

Ylhset:matey,::;,lpga',-.".Oetrdredapundad~Od!,'4Xfietuadt::.::,6,;.! ndsdhea:,":'.aTinsde:::::tahe~COP„."tef.,

thtegjfuel.:;„':;:LBssetttbl,f'Bs""QA't~thev"iracksyaaenwd!'hto,'."23pf eeJ;,Bbov&,'. a,"'.'fUB1::
ea'S'eeiii~hl ii"1,jdih9!h!bi!'jiO~ntasll1:,;.."iun.,"t~u"'iedft~etiteir'aht~a'-:

The Sprh6t@fuel ster.~ pool water level satisfies Criterion 2 of
10 CFR'50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

LCO The spent/fuel sCerage pool water level is required to be ~ 23 ft
over"the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage
racks. The specified water level preserves the assumptions of
the fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is the
minimum required for fuel storage and movement within the fuel
storage pool.

,

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

This LCO applies during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the spent=-fuel sic.-age pool, since the potential for a release of
fiss7odn products exists.

A. 1

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the initial conditions for prevention of an accident cannot
be met, steps should be taken to preclude the accident from
occurring. When the Spepf3fuel s4e~e pool water level is lower
than the required level, tHe movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the speagfuel s4eeage pool is imediately

d d~
This does not

d id t i i t~t i d iti
Q.ssefn41

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in WODE 5 or 6.
LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving irradiated
fuel assemblies while in NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the fuel movement
is independent of reactor operations. Therefore. inability to
suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient
reason to require a reactor shutdown.

.9
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.15.1

8'i'~Steed::fi@Uli":App:.fi'cabiri'ty~giThi s SR verVfies sufficient fuel'

(continued)
I
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Sj~e " Fuel Aerage Pool Boron Concentration
8 3.7.16

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

8 3.7.16 Spent~wFuel Sate-age Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND The
spent fuel stan.-age pool is divided into two separate and distinct
regions which, for the purpose of criticality considerations. are
considered as separate pools. QeiponhXQ, with QQQ g9ll storage
positions, ' -'"

ha'a~~en,;';:analftedrfor<4he

asyembhi'es~wh'kh''ae&a7:;,"regusxemen,.:oW4C0::=.";3';740,'".":4.
at"'-'iii lit&. "tlat"Qsiiiraa i. p

bas.":.been
anealgaed:;frnnrutllie~sterage:,Ofaa'efparSSTabl!Iaaia to,::,sestet'h

i'he

water in the spent fuel +%etage pool normally contains
soluble boron, which results in large subcriticality margins
under actual operating conditions. However., the NRC guidelines.
based upon the accident condition in which all soluble poison is
assumed to have been lost. speci@'y~eq8$ re that the limiting kpf of~ 4~
1~8.'8t78%be W::: Fee)N~&o '-0.95 he ~a4ed in the absence o
soluble aron. eence. he 'algsss of both regions is
based on the use of unborated water. which maintains each region
in a subcritical condition during normal operation with the
regions fully loaded. The double contingency principle discussed
in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. S1)
allows credit for soluble boron under other abnormal or accident
conditions. since only a single accident need be considered at
one time.
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i@Fuel $4erage Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.7.16

'BASES

ACTIONS A. 1 A-.R~ and A.2-.4,

The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the concentration of boron in the s~erifuel storage pool is
less than required, imediate action must be taken to preclude
the occurrence of an accident or to mitigate the consequences of
an accident in progress. This is most efficiently achieved by
immediately suspending the movement of fuel assembliesFand
rirmed>ate'ls ak's~ng,.',lcd ons'taa~c~~or'e:,:,'e~a:,-p etbn=',:: ~~un.Po'ol'-:.huron
conic'ebntritr'onitobg'n'enate'n'thatrbjiii. erLuta1':"to';:ZOOE'"pm. Nie

eestened- This so~a.ensaonsoi';.;fgee:::;moveme 3:;does not preclude
movement of ~fue1

as'semble to
a sa e position.

If the LCO is not met while moving ~~M fuel assemblies ~
tdd 3.3.3 13 t b ppl1 31~

. sÃrY,
gh~einability to suspend movement of fuel assemblies is not
sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.16.1

Tt 1 33 fff,53!iu~w':—,",: 3'3:* tb t tb, t tf . f
boron in the 5@Ngfuel s6~ pool is vA4Me K4..,.-.",Or,'.-above the
required limit. As long as this SR is met. the analyzed
accidents are fully addressed. The 7 Sf; day Frequency is
appropriate because no major replenishment of pool water is
expected to take place

(conti,nued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 143'I

NUREG-1431 Section 3.7

This Enclosure contains a brief discussionfjustification for each marked-up technical change to NUREG-
1431 to make them plant specific or to incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry/NRC
generic change process. The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG-1431 mark-ups
(Enclosure 5A). For Enclosures 3A, 3B,4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets "j]"indicates the information is

plant specific and is not common to all the JLS plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION f) d66~))

3.7-01

3.7-02

3.7-03

3.7-04

ACTION A.1 is revised, new ACTION A.2 is ad, and Table 3.7.1-1 is
revised consistent with Traveler WOG-83, Re . 0 o account for the fact that a
reduction in power level is not directly prop ion to the reduction in main
steam safety valves (MSSV) relieving ca bility and plants which may operate
for some part of a fuel cycle with a po ive moderator temperature coefficient
(MTC). Per Westinghouse Nuclear fety Advisory Letter, NSAL 94-001, if
the MTC is positive at the required educed power level, the reactor coolant
system (RCS) heat up following a turbine trip event could result in a core
power increase and additional heat transfer to the secondary system which
may not be attenuated without over pressurizing the main steam system. To
preclude this condition the power range neutron flux high trip set point is
required to be reset to a power level consistent with the number of inoperabl
safety valves within 72 hours. [A Note is Sfaaes that Required
Action A.2 is only applicable in MODE . These changes are consistent with
Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) T veler WOG-83 and NSAL 94-001.

A recent revision to WOG-83 (Rev.1) has been proposed requiring that the
power range neutron flux trip high setpoints be reduced when at a reduced
reactor power level to account for a control rod withdrawal event at reduced
reactor power. The identification of this issue has identified a non-
conservatism in NUREG-1431. Consequently, the requirement in the CTS to
reduce the power range neutron flux trip high setpoints with inoperable MSSVs
tregardless of the value of MTC] is retained. However, the 72 hour
Completion Time proposed in the traveler is incorporated into the ITS. These
changes are acceptable because the retention of the requirement to reduce
tlie power range flux trip high setpoint is more conservative than NUREG-1431
or WOG<3 and the extended Completion Time recognizes the low probability
of an event occurring during the 72 hours allowed to reset the trip setpoints.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

SR 3.7.3.1 is divided into two surveillances since both the stroke time and the
surveillance Frequency requirements are different for the feedwater regulation
and associated bypass valves and the feedwater isolation valves.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CHANGE
NUIIBER

JUSTIFICATION

3.7-26

3.7-27

3.7-28

3.7-29

3.7-30

3.7-31

3.7-32

3.7-33

3. 7-34

3.7-35

3.7-36

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.7-40

3.7%1

3.7<2

3.7-43

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

A Note is added to Table 3.7.1-2 under LIFT SETTING that specifies that the
lift point of the lowest set safety is +3% and -2%.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Revise AFW pump testing Frequency to be "In accordance with Inservice Test
Program." These changes are consistent with TSTF-101, and will eliminate

any ambiguity associated with pump testing as a result of ASME changes.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

SR 3.7.10.3 is revised to reflect plant configuration and current licensing basis
required testing.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change adds a Note that states that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable to the
fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel movement since fuel
movement is independent of reactor operation. This exemption is part of the
DCPP CTS and has been proposed as a generic change to NUREG+431 by
Industry Traveler TSTF-36, Rev. 2.

ACTION A is revised and ACTIONSg,'and /are not used per tdie current
HBVS for the plant does not act apart of thehcensing basis. The

ventilation system us
containment.

to filter post LOCA leakage external to the

The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain control room differential pressure above atmospheric
pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the plant is to be
able to maintain a positive pressure in the control room with respect to the
outside atmosphere.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION

3.7M

3.7-45

3.746

3.7A7

3.7<8

3.7<9

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure fin the fuel handling
building] with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

ITS 3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is

located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is

stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaluates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

The NUREG-1431 37.+specification is not used since an equivatent safety
grade system does not exist Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis.

) otIP
yFpds and oss<fg~ss gdga<s

This change creates a new SR for the MSIVgand MFIVs),to distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves.
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. These changes are consistent with WOG-98.

Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3.2 are new SRs, they may be performed in

conjunction with+Rs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be performed gnnIODE 3 is also needed for 4hee~ew SR& g y g. /

Not applicable to CPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page 6 of 8

NUMBER

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.740

3.741

3.742

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

Modifies LCO 3.7.2 Condition Aand adds new Condition B and C
to be consistent with the CPSES CTS.

This proposed change deletes reference to a specific fiowrate for
conducting the negative pressure test per the CPSES CTS.

SR 3.7.12.6 is added to verify the shutdown of the non-ESF fans
to prevent bypass of the ESF Filtration units (CPSES specific).

Not used.

The Main Feedwater Regulating and associated Bypass Valves
are deleted from the ITS per current licensing basis.

Add DCPP specific note that states that 3.0.3 is not applicable to
the fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel
movement since fuel movement is indepqndent of.reaqtgg) 6
operation.

DIABLO
CANYON

No

No, see
CN 3.7<9.

N/A

No, CTS
includes
MFRVs.

Yes

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

No, refer to
3.7-11.

No

WOLF
CREEK

No

No, see
CN 3.7-
49.

N/A

Yes

No

GALLAWAY

No

No, see
CN 3.7-49.

No

N/A

Yes

No

3.7-43 ACTIONAoflTS3.7.13 i revisedandACTIONS and . Q Yes
of ITS 3.7.13 are not used per the DCPP CTS.

No No

3.744 This change would revise ITS 3.7.13 to add a new Note to the
Applicabilityand change the Conditions, Required Actions, and
SRs to conform to the design of the Emergency Exhaust System.

No, fuel
building
ventilation
not required
for post
LOCA
leakage.

No, CTS does
not require this
specification.

Yes Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF
CREEK

GALLAWAY

3.745

3.746

3.747

3.748

3.749

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

ITS 3.7.15 is revised to be CPSES specific to address the two
spent fuel pools and the in-containment storage racks.

Revised to delete "irradiated fuel assemblies seated in" since
accident analysis assumes fuel assembly lying on top of the fuel
storage racks.

This change adds TS 3.7.19, a safety chilled water system which
is in the CPSES CTS.

This change adds TS 3.7.20, an UPS HVAC system which is in
.the CPSES CTS.

The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests
demonstrating the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building
differential pressure below atmospheric pressure would be
deleted. The current licensing basis of the plant is to be able to
maintain a negative pressure fin the fuel handling building] with
respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS DCPP specific ADVsurveillance that verTiies the back-
up air bottle pressure once per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region
1 fuel storage due to unique storage requirements at DCPP.

ITS 3.7. is not used due to the mild coastal environment in
which the p ntis located.

ITS 3.7.16 f r DCPP is revised to be consistent with the current
licensing b sis and CTS.

No

No, ITS is
consistent
with CTS.

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see
'CN 3.7-38.

No

No

No

No, ITS is
consistent
with CTS.

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

3.7-54 The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per
the DCPP specific CTS to incorporate Region 2 fuel storage
requirements.

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes, per LA
116/114.

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

No

WOLF
CREEK

CAI LAWAY

No

3.7-55

3.7-56

NUREG-1431 Specification 3.7.14 is not used since an
equivalent safety grade system does not exist. Therefore, the
deletion is per the current licensing basis. ~

This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs [and MFIVs] to
distinguish between the IST and the'automatic actuation testing
of these isolation valves. The SR allows credit for an actual
actuation, ifone occurs, to satisfy the surveillance requirements.
Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3.2 are new SRs, they may be
performed in conjunction with SRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1.
Therefore, the Note allowing testing to be performed pfn MODE 3
isaisoneededfor hesene S . 8.7. 2.1,

Yes

Yes

No

Yes Yes Yes

3.7-57 This change establishe
Completion Times for
degradation.

approp
ntiiatio

iate Required Actions and
system pressure envelope

(No, retained
CTS.)

Yes Yes Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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At least once per 18 months during shutdown. by giving performance
diSCharge teStS»;:.":,:-".Or;: agmadif'ied:,':Pe~r'fpua~aiadBefiirgeJteat» Of battery
capacity to any"battery that shows si'gns of degr'ada'>on or has reached
555 1 5 1 111 5 tdd tt pplt tt

nd""et"-"J'east'»enomtper»24'pcmonths:7vll8ll

pe

02-21-9

02-05-M

02-18-LG

02-04-M

02-24-LG





8
AC Sources -Operating

3.8.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.14 --------NOTES-
Momentary transients outside the load
and power factor ranges do not
invalidate this test.

This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2. Hewever—.

-"

Verify each DG operating at a power factor
~ 9::'87; Q-.93 operates for ~ 24 hours:

a. For ~ o rs loaded ~ 2625.;:542Q9 kW

$46@9 kW: arid

b. For the remaining hours of the test
loaded a g8707~@9 kW and aII61'0
gi0@g k .

i'8.:'.:@an

5'is

3.8-20

B

B-PS

B.PS

B.PS

SR 3.8.1.15 NOTES
This Surveillance shall be performed
within 5 minutes of shutting down the
DG after the DG has operated
~ R'ours loaded ~ 2370 &$003 kW and
s L6I0 )~~ kW.

Momentary transients outside of load
range do not invalidate this test.

Bl~aatoo'tha

B

B-PS

All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period. 3.~0

Verify each DG starts and achievesP

a:.".':::::::."::iii:":::..".%$:BNNORQ~5$ :.'pz~B:::::PBGflYtfaa"e'SN

b -.':-;-:::.„'::.':,':;i=;in ~43 @03 seconds. voltage >~3786
R749"V, and ~'.;".::4'400 &SQ9 V and
frequency ~ 88L8 Hz 'and ~ 6'.':::2 Hz.

B

B-PS

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil. Lube Oil. and Starting Air, «ihtaT~urah~oc r. er:;::,,Air:,::.,:AssYst
B"'3.8.3

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.3.3 Diesel Fuel Oil. Lube Oil. and Starting Air, Snd Turb~Merger.:. itjSstst
BASES

BACKGROUND

> lese1)'Fue 'shtnra 'stiaa'aunsists-:oFeeu cuaaaaoiantsgarthh'"es
flsR>Agj~ctIpac;ling„':og~ „,...,,>98/lcAsj@hch:".'';~g;:PB>@TS„.'";:,;p8q07red;:;jWB

QAd'fjDP;.'."'"Qddli4%0PB:l-:,-:,".f4915 coA 'b9:MPH,vcPRf."'40jth~e':":s4 t8.":

Fuel)3a1-'>SatranSferredafi~em the%lairagen<anhS:mr the%ieS@WÃl:"."ON:
.: "-. II.:i
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BASES

Diesel Fuel Oil. Lube Oil. chid Starting Air. rN!r utsbocMr,:~r'A1F~Assrst'
'r3%%

~X,,K,LP,:..:,,eailK!llew'l%t~l,;.''.:,'..u:i., Chh: ~nP
.'u

s.:„,.cgeit~dedinm~~~t~jgeffirge>NI:.~of~~f44i~Q-,;;„'W,>i'„'.i'ieduirdaebantravir'SXei,::,iPiiirriheat'a~~ate'ggiVes'lLPjtubea:;.@KaCrrbleeeli~SWiXCCi

'rr'ut'OI|rast'icualil'y'.''. eteft s":": a'iteaarrsii i.',Odaai~iiridhbueba't Ice ci ueire'j'!b'eadei;
SOierr0$ 0;.Va:1 ueC!COf!deSg0urrrr1Q~I)0h4aelgeageCtiue,.tttarratneJ~!guailr~jj;,gvjillcet~';9"„„
,,::;::;-,~4,'ira'u'ditc'carr.'-,/,:::ir'i'gh''--a'rrd:.)'oi

eed'WOSgateheferÃ$ a blitb~loceTd:: !,':abdg1 riche,'cbinccbt~01:::.:1'peer'c

For proper operation of the"standby DGs; it is necessary to ensure the
proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2)
addresses the recomended fuel oil practices as supplemented by
ANSI N195 (Ref. 3). The fuel oil properties governed by these SRs are
the water and sediment content, the kinematic viscosity. specific
gravity (or API gravity), and impurity level.

The DG lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient lubrication
to permit proper operation of its associated DG under all loading
conditions. The system is required to circulate the lube oil to the
diesel engine working surfaces and to remove excess heat generated byfriction during operation.

,M ',.ll',Y:.',,:,i,":,rf i,',,hec,,.",:,,in!line.; ch'.,'!!b9",d~iicI'i ii ',",,:,,nhin!i*' ie'ct'~!rich'll rcc niiiihi:'-: "nce.,"ei.
~gffet"':

gtejige'.,'"';$j.:'j'ugle6te'fgPj""',~giecjqg)'~be'jgegf~

8'ppwj)IatNj~DOggM!,.!fons.:,-."of:.-=':'uw .;'ti
Brief'tYs':.

' "'"" ' "'
ow e opera otr o re ends

o fr utsid s u es.
/n6'Ge.T'8 A~ a %In'-eg~<ce

k

//V5&XThL,'. /7rs L4 gche/ oi/ CorrSumje/run is CO Ccv o hhrL Pr o ro+rjohd
7 Jegs oper/" ww og m/nhmvrn +5)- scud'k'mJ'. 7hh> ABuhren a<)
pohidhc o.

suffice/hnh.

operahjnh/ /herioh/ cork/rjn ro/rich off',+powr e<n bZ. reaM< and)or add'iWwcl Q8/t'n bK chimer~~ 4he-

5+hh 7 g . 7Aa nbhco/ ehhr/nil oj / sump /h vPnkvc/ (o+ s p )
QgprP+b/g yf 5'QPPgf+ + hvc rnOedrnun OP 7~ g OPe«+~
rninimun Gsh= /oocrg. 7/re. onsi/n. s/oroge. Invenjory /'coore/roose).
js in CdCk'4'm + W< engsn< oi/ s~p 40$ 0 SdfP/cion+'
CM~<e 7 chyle of con+nvoaz opere.wan .
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BASES

~

s
hDiesel Fuel oil. Lube oil. and starting Air. aandhT~u'rboohar. er.:,'A1rsLAsTsst
8 3.8.3

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Each DG has an b~m..redundafdQ100X-;;;,::.capacity,. air start systemsq'andhi
tufbbtharget,:.-,Cag'jiiriaaa!'Stj'Syavtaem Wi'tyh adequaete CapaCity far 44ue ghrea
successive starrY atEempts'"enmesh on the DG without recharging the air
start receiver4sq orctll&ztuibvoqgiaqgers-,':a'vr„:;:::::assist:.;.air,:;,.recei'verp,...., .. IF

transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter Edg (Ref. 4>, abend in the FSAR.
Chapter f1@ (Ref. 5), assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems
are OPERABLE. The DGs are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of

'ecessarypower to ESF systems so that fuel. Reactor Coolant System and
containment design limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed
in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits;
Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6. Containment
Systems.

Since diesel fuel oil, lube oil,~W4e air start<plggtbrhFCherjgf',ajr,
hm>s8 subsystems support the operation of the stangdby""AC'"power"sourrces m

they satisfy Criterion 3'of~;::;CFOG!'..50,:.::36~(e,(SF(ad% the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for 7 days
of Suqq-head NinsmumPEGFijSjriteamm oPeration.,„The.':rseqvglqredglcom5ined,
'sforedgd>esB-„-::,".fidel';;.'"041gjs.',;.;iPioritaipg.-;joarg4ty.,:.;iitbpdi'ffgren

444ndgN8."''Other .Un>t."'4A.".'~h'-.'53%0P46!;:::::448x'r8qN:.M@gfuel@Qlil-',Qeve488

!q~e'e'q,;,'ia~ggaggg~ga lguwna'>kThehsr.,"'LLi ie>t5$iiib 'edeaterewdsf ulei>m

il:'CPP
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BASES

Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air, ar8:""Tu loc rger.",Alr,.:-".Assg'st:
"8 3" 8".3

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.8.3.4

This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of refill
compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG available. The
system design requirements provide for a minimum of ;.. engine
start cycles without recharging.

Efih7start.:,:",~jul'~;.:Bag~&>seconds wf"'.ega7ikingj
The pressure specified in tliis SR is intended to ref lacthe"lo~wes

'-
value at which 4~mQ Sr'.ee starts can be accomplished.

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, capability.
redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and other indications
available in the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator
to below normal air start pressure.

SR 3.8.3.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation. There
are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause fouling. but
all must have a water environment in order to survive. Removal of water
from the fuel stora'ge tanks once every Qlg days eliminates the
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the most
effective means of controlling microbiological fouling. In addition. it
eliminates the potential for water entrainment in the f'uel oil during DG

operation. Water may come from any of several sources, including
condensation, ground water, rain water, asd contaminated fuel oil, and
iq from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for
and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides data
regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. The
Survei llance Frequencies are established by Regulatory Guide l. 137
(Ref. 2). This SR is for preventive maintenance. The presence of water

(Continued)
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BASES

Diesel Fuel Dil. Lube Dil. anal starting Air. agdsFur'isTnbar~r::::,Air,:.,'AssiIt
8 3".8.3

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.8.3.6

Thfs>'SuiveA;,,'; gee:',ensures';.that~;,'.."jyl~thajt=.:thekmid:

of''Neeveffn:'~de'd)ti,:;.-'-;r'e'fIiif,:-'::.":th'''.1$

4it'-Nal:iR,:-'at'Michlthree,
Bc595pl3:8586,„.

iii'isis~i!::,',:,,:St!...eV's fiia Ilk:,:ii:W,,luis!i':;IN 'iaY!''gi Tibi! I!O'Y!

eua'i;:I'abli csin
tn'. beloiinbuiiiaaI'!it'surbase'ar:""sic'xiii'lhasa sit!,','ei'r'j'ei%iiVip;-,"",jr'erussu'radii

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 9.5.4.2.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.

3. ANSI N195-1976. Appendix B.

4. FSAR, Chapter 6.

I (Continued)
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Distributi on Systems-Operating / 0
B 3.8.9~~

Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems

LCO 3.8.9 CONDITION A
4160 VAC and 480 VAC

VOLTAGE

4160 VAC

480 VAC *

BUS F
NJOR ESF LOADS

(TRAIN A)

ASW PP 1
AFW PP 3
CCP PP 1
CCW PP 1
SI PP 1

480 VAC BUS F

CFCU 1
CFCU 2

BUS G

NJOR ESF LOADS
(TRAIN B)

ASW PP 2
CS PP 1

RHR PP 1
CC PP 2

CCW PP 2
480 VAC BUS G

CFCU 3
CFCU 5

BUS H

NJOR ESF LOADS
(TRAIN A&B)

AFW PP 2 (B)
CS PP 2 (A)

RHR PP 2 (A)
SI PP 2 (B)

CCW PP 3 (ASB)
480~MUS H

CFC 4 (ASB)

* ar )a sstsng o oa s

LCO 3.8.9 CONDITION B
120 VAC

BUS 1
PYll (21)~

PY11A (21A)~

IY Powered by:
480 VAC BUS F/DC
BUS 1

or
TRY1 Powered by:

480 VAC BUS F
or Backup

480 VAC BUS G

nit in parent eses

BUS 2
PY12 (22)~

IY1 Powered by:
480 VAC BUS G/DC
BUS 2

or
TRY2 Powered by:

480 VAC BUS G

or Backup
480 VAC BUS F

BUS 3
PY13 (23)~

PY13A (23A)~

IY Powered by:
480 VAC BUS H/DC
BUS 3

or
TRY3 Powered by:

480 VAC BUS H

or Backup
480 VAC BUS G

BUS 4
PY14 (24)~

IY Powered by:
480 VAC BUS H/DC BUS
2

or
TRYl Powered by:

480 VAC BUS H

or Backup
480 VAC BUS F

DCPP Hark-up Of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 3.8-166
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12-01-LS24

12-02-LG

12-09-LG

12-04-A

abserber-s.

With no Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Q~ trains
OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving movemen't ofi',:,:dftef 1 it|i tt p tf I p

until at least one Fuel
Handling Building Ventilation ~a Craft is restored to OPERABLE
status.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

12-02-LG

ED

LING OPERATIONS

3/4.9,12 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9. 12 Two Fuel Handling Building Ventilation System+ trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Wheaeve- Dur,',>ng:,-.move'merit";:.0f.:irradiated fuel m assei5lli.es in
the agent Fuuei-inaat Handlii.ng Bu't1ding.

ACTION:
a. With one Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Byetea t~r.'ann

inoperable, fuel movement within the spent fuel pooT er—"e~
may proceed

provided the OPERABLE Fuel Hand ing Building Ventilation
Sys4em trajg is

in operation

f»

3,"

5

ta

L'

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

EDAt least once per 31 days by initiating flow through Kacfj@raTri
ofIFHBVS and ver ffaying 12-04-A
that the system operates for at least. 15 minutes;R~lrJ6 InlTFE4+4
At least once per k8-ee~8a or (1) after any structural maintenance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal absorber housings, or (2) following painting,
fire. or chemical release in any ventilation zone coomunicating with the
system by:

1) Visually verifying that, with the system operating at a flow rate
of 35,750 cfm + lOX and exhausting through the HEPA filters and
charcoal absorbers, the damper valve M-29 is closed:

2) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in place
penetration and bypass Leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than 1K and uses the test procedures
guidance in ANSI N 510 - 1980, and the system flow rate is 35,750
cfm+ 10K:

O
DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2

TS39.4A

3/4 9-13 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 113
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 111

May 28. 1996
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Continued

3)
12-11-A

c. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance on the
charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following painting, fire, or chemical
release in any ventilation zone cottmnicating with the system, or (3) after

Vybbb f h 1 2 d 2 1 by lfylg~
h lb ~ lyt f 2 1 b bl

obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of ASTH
03803-1989 at gge R.H. for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 4.3%

12;Io-cs,
d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by: 12-O(g.A

1) Verifying that the. pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters and
charcoal adsorber banks is less than 4.1 inches Mater Gauge while
operating the system at a flow rate of 35,750 cfm x 10~,

'-g|tgg tgr Smv edgkd CCRC> tlyt

21 2 ifym. h
' 'ig

and directs its exhaust
flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal ads ber banks, and IZ-obI-A

~On a SiAEdbgeetts rmsl SAss> <nc,„eve 'km dbfvbe AAg vy>fs Iz. <SI
3) Agerify~ that 4h~ss4em ins the spent fuel storage pool rea a

a negative pressure of gr'eater than or equal to 1/8 inch Mater Gauge
relative to the outside atmosphere during system operation.

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a 'HEPA filter bank, by 12-obI-A
verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration a~n
bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 1~ in accordance
with ANSI N510-1980 for a DOP test aerosol while operating the system at a
flow rate of 35,750 cfm x 10~; and

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber bank, by
verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration and
bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than l~ in accordance
with ANSI N510-1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon test gas while operating
the system at a flow rate of 35,750 cfm a 10~.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2

32973103.4a TAB 16 15

3/4 9 "14 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 'Qgg 119
Unit 2 - Amendment No. QQ, 117





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

11-04 LG This change moves the restriction on crane operation to a licensee
controlled document. The restriction on crane operations may be
removed because it is not in the assumptions used for the FHA.
Crane operations that could adversely affect fuel stored in the spent
fuel pool are controlled as analyzed in the review of heavy load
movements. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, and
moves requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the
TS.

12-01 LS24 The Applicabilitywould be changed to During movement of
irradiated fuel in the fuel building instead of 'Whenever irradiated
fuel is in the spent fuel pool" consistent with NUREG-1431. The
proposed Applicabilityis consistent with the assumptions used in the
FHA in the Fuel Handling Building which postulates the inadvertent
drop of an irradiated fuel assembly. Potential damage to fuel
assemblies due to dropping of heavy loads is addressed by CN
12-02-LG.

12-02

12-03

12-04

12-05

LG

A

TR1

Moves the restriction on crane operations over the spent fuel storage
areas when the fuel building air cleanup system was inoperable. The
restriction on crane operations may be removed because it is not
consistent with the assumptions used for the FHA. Crane operations
that could adversely affect fuel stored in the spent fuel pool is
prohibited in accordance with plant procedures as analyzed in the
review of heavy load movements.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

The SR regarding filter testing would be moved to a 'Ventilation Filter
Testing Program" that is called out in the Administrative Controls
Section 5.5.11 of the ITS. This change does not result in a change to
technical requirements.

'evised SR to allow for increased flexibilityin using an actual or
simulated actuation signal. Identification of the specific signal is
moved to the Bases.

12-06 This requirement would have the operability of each train of the fFuel
Handling Building Ventilation System (FHBVS)] (including
maintaining negative pressure in the'building) to be demonstrated.
This is consistent with current practice. This change does not result
in a change to technical requirements and is consistent with
NUREG-1431.

12-07

12%8

LS25

LS16

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

c><7

The proposed change would alhw the ~month testing of the
[FHBVS] ability to maintain the required pressure differential between
the building and the outside atmosphere to be performed on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

fli PP Ancnrintinn nf ( hgnnoc tn ( isnnnt TC





CONVERSION COMPARISO LE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Pag 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
pzwg

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

12-08
LS16

12-09
LG

12-10
LS9

12-11
A

12-12
LS26

14-01
LS11

14-02
M

14-03
LS12

The proposed change would allow the +month
testing of the [FHBVs] ability to maintain the required
pressure differential between the building and the
outside atmosphere to be performed on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

The requirement for an OPERABLE emergency
power source for an OPERABLE FHBV train is
moved to the Bases.

The "within 31 days after removal'equirement for
completion of laboratory analyses is deleted.

The SR to measure ]FHBVs] flow rate Is not Identified
as a separate SR in the ITS because it is verified
during the other in-place filter tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a.
and b.)

This change establishes appropriate ACTIONS and
Completion Times for Fuel Building pressure
envelope degradation.

This change deletes the restrictions on placing spent
fuel assemblies into Region 2 of the spent fuel pool
and changing storage locations designations from
Region 1 to Region 2.

This changes the Applicabilityfrom 'Whenever
irradiated fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool"
to "Whenever any fuel assembly is in Region 2 of the
spent fuel pool.

This change would delete the ACTION requirements
to suspend all other movement of spent fuel and
crane operations.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(No, maintaining
CTS}

No, Requirement
not in CTS.

No, already in
CTS.

Yes

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
speciTication in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, maintaining
CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Ol
NSHC LS16

10CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONFOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THATIMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

p.v7
The proposed change would allow the month testing of the FHBVS ability t mainWin the required pressure
differential between the building and the outside atmosphere to be performed on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS in
accordance with NUREG-1431. The current requirement Frequency is simply months. The new STS define
STAGGERED TEST BASIS such that one train of the system would be tested every months rather than the

months required in the current Specification. This is a relaxation in testing requir ts.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no significant hazards
consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92
as quoted belovtr.

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin 50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license for a facilitylicensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility
involves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation ofthe facilityinaccordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident fiom any accident previously evaluated;
oi

„

3. Involve a signiiicant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated f)

The FHBVS is an accident mitigation system; it is not a precursor to any previously analyzed accident.
Therefore, the proposed change to the frequency of testing would not affect the probability of an accident
occurring. The proposed change would reduce the frequency of testing the building pressure reduction
feature of the system. However, the system would still be tested for operability by (1) monthly operation,

c (2) month automaticstart, and (3) testing under the Vend)ation Filter Test Program. Also, the factors
at affect building pressurization, in addition to the capability of the fan, do not change significantly over

time and intentional changes to them are performed under administrative controls, These factors include
altemations to the building pressure envelope (piping and electrical penetrations, and doors). Since
these are controlled (a retest of the exhaust system would be required ifthey changed significantly) and
since the fan operability is checked monthly, the proposed change would still provide assurance that the
FHBVS remains OPERABLE. Also, primary degradation of the exhaust fans normally occurs over an
extended period. Operating experience based on maintaining similar equipment further supports the
acceptability of the proposed test interval. Thus, the proposed reduced frequency of testing does not
significantly increase the consequences of an accident. Therefore, the proposed change would have an
insignificant effect on the consequences of a previously evaluated accident

9
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS
(continued)

a
The Ljmp1itl.on':,jTirAe

FmqueRcy of once per 12 hours ensures that unplanned'changes in boron
concentration would be identified. The 12 hour Frequency is reasonable.
considering the low probability of a change in core reactivity during this
time period.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.3.1

SR 3.9.3.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECKS which is a comparison of
the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that the two indication channels
should be consistent with core conditions. Changes in fuel loading and
core geometry can result in significant differences between source range
channels, but each channel e consistent with its local conditions.
For~cor'e~ielpad';:,.!the fir's.;SAppE'sECKSforteach chiinnee1iiiiaypbe~'peiform'ei!
uSianp~khii;~fbi!St::-.""fuel:-."asaa,,i S!::,."a': 'Saniiaroe:.-:"-'piiiii.;:"te,.udnlsastohlnp'iitalmn jthe"

d/IitaflvEL
The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL CHECK Frequency
specified similarly for the same instruments in LCO 3.3. 1.

SR 3.9.3.2

SR 3.9.3.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months.
This SR is modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors are excluded
from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the source
range neutron flux monitors consists of obtaining the detector plateau or
preamp discriminator curves, evaluating those curves. and comparing the
curves to the manufacturer's data,Thej$ HNgggPZIBR'APORT',.::aj;so",."MiludeZ

Oil':" e'C tsu'al.'.burne''d iaiuhtinni!fl un!:,:decub'linp'i Si iinsal;::",~ Tlie T8 iiin'rith Fr'equeFCy iS
based"on the need to perform th~s Sur'v'e~l'lance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage: Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 13, GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29.

2. FSAR. Section:,:.:,:15'."'::2!~.

a':;:,;-.-;-.:.~L'icense fimemaentpJ82p8";::::..8EtohTr n888":.:
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

Qs

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation —High Water Level

BASES
~ (tcR gnegs~i&n+of ~s IQJ Ging

BACKGROUND The pur ose of the RHR System in NODE 6 is to remove decay heat and
sensib e heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ~ as required by
GDC 34. to provide mixing of borated coolant and to prevent boron
stratification (Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the RCS by circulating
reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger(s). where the heat is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System. The coolant is
then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg(s). Operation of the
RHR System for normal cooldown or decay heat removal is manually
accomplished from the control room. The heat removal rate is
adjusted by controlling the flow of reactor coolant through the RHR

heat exchanger(s) and the bypass (lMei. Mixing of the reactor
coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation of reactor
coolant through the RHR System.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSIS

If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 200'F ~

boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This could lead to a
loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally, boiling of the
reactor coolant could lead to

boron plating out on components near the areas of
the boi ling activity. The loss of reactor coolant and the reduction
of boron concentration in the reactor coolant would eventually
challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission
product barrier. One train of the RHR System is required to be
operational in NODE 6, with the water level ~ 23 ft above the top of
the reactor vessel flange. to prevent this challenge. The LCO does
permit de-energizing the RHR pump for short durations. under the
condition that the boron concentration is not diluted. This
conditional de-energizing of the RHR pump does not result in a
challenge to the fission product barrier.

Although the RHR System does not meet a specific criterion of the NRC

Policy Statement ~ it was identified in
10CFRSQ",:".,.3'6gi')'4g);(j.'<3~': as an important contributor to risk reduction.
There'fore, 'tAe RHR System is retained as a Specification.

LCO Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal in NODE 6, with
the water level ~ 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange.
Only one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE'ecause the volume of
water above the reactor vessel flange provides backup decay heat

(Continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

'imp'COre',.i::Sub''ri:t~.:CÃl.":iIyi

I'egji„Both,::.<ifthi e „f.l,.7Yi!,-r~a5ei fkjitiiiit'::,:af,-.,thi,:;.:iiiiii'-...:.tlow,:,raie

considering" the fl'ow, temperature. pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator in the control room for
monitoring the RHR System IAef~~<B.

REFERENCES FSAR, Sectio

g''.";.';-"'-.':,:XAR',::::88':.«,6K"'::;;:,:.Cited.: ',, ',::„~:N9miÃierf:;.bj,,:!::.'::RHR".:;,SystePI-,low,'"::Rat
i

6 UC::I,QA;~.-":::
'c SPAN'.
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

path and to determine the low end temperature. The flow path starts
in one of the RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS cold legs. One
or both RHR pumps maybe aligned to the RWST to support filling the
refueling cavity or for performance of required testing (Ref. 2).

APPLICABILITY Two RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE. and one RHR loop must be in
operation in MODE 6. with the water level ( 23 ft above the top of the
reactor vessel flange, to provide decay heat removal. Requirements
for the RHR System in other MODES are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4 ~

Reactor Coolant System (RCS). and Section 3.5 ~ Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS). RHR loop requirements in MODE 6 with the water level
> 23 ft are located in LCO 3.9.5. "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and
Coolant Circulation - High Water Level." 'A:;",:Rote:,~s~!added„'to~the
appl jaabTl!ftaiate;;aaaaarjithat',:HHDE:;,,a."aperat$ aa"',':;with,,w'ates'~hei'el";. ~23~gt5
.::. 'ill:. aiig ': itt df: 'tii 0'!Ila~k!I: i-. "':ar i bl

ACTIONS A. 1 and A.2
'f

less than the required number of RHR loops are OPERABLE. action
shall be immediately initiated and continued until the RHR loop is
restored to OPERABLE. status and to operation or until ~ 23 ft of water
level is established above the reactor vessel flange. When the water
level is ~ 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange. the Applicability
changes to that of LCO 3.9.5, and only one RHR loop is required to be
OPERABLE and in operation. An immediate Completion Time is necessary
for an operator to initiate corrective actions.

B.l

If no RHR loop is in operation, there will be no forced circulation to
rovide mixing to establish uniform boron concentrations. +edueed-

1

p4, zl44p~s't~ d F.

AAPf gM ~ IMcP-el~~ 8 /4'Au.ck~ ~ WWc,inc. CD~7
B.2 g~~ g ~~~ ~ill Aq~c- ~g,a~Lt.I~op-.m~54~ I 6 Get-~ 'IM9 AFC Z.C-a aIf no RHR loop is in operation, actions shall be initiated
immediately. and continued. to restore one RHR loop to operation.
Since the unit is in Conditions A and 8 concurrently. the restoration
of two OPERABLE RHR loops and one operating RHR loop should be
accomplished expeditiously.

B.3

If no RHR loop is in operation, all containment penetrations providing
direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. With the RHR loop

(Continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Mater Level
B 3.9.6

requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant to boil and
release radioactive gas to the containment atmosphere. Closing
containment penetrations that are open to the outside atmosphere
ensures that dose limits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low
probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.6.1

This Surveillance demonstrates that one RHR loop is in operation and
circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate NgirTo*re@'han!3000.:,jpnzis
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide su'fficient'ecay heat
removal capability and to prevent thermal and boron stratification in
the core

prjgjgto<'N.'rhoUri>jGbcn'ti'j~1,;~„.".,',:;"0'ii;::,:iecoridjpart:::";,'os;.'t'hip''180,',"::pP'8Gl

G(fPS':;.,;BXC886189';:th8$~1675",.!gpA:.":Upp8f;-~411 6'f,:::~l<381t~tQRpr&V80tI
VOl":,tgxiilg;:,,:a

0'j'i'r'itgoj"'",'.:i'mj:,"':iiiul't.".Ng'!RHR:..:pi3qi',':

;.:I.:.8V81.~~Ad,CBA,.Crt.

The Frequency of 12 hours is
sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator for monitoring the RHR System in
the control room 4Aef~P~3)':.

SR 3.9.6.2

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that an
additional R~ RHR pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and
power available to the required pump. The Frequency of 7 days is
considered reasonable in view of other administrative controls
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES

(Continued)

1. FsAR. section-E GW7 3-. i /no/IF
L,::-::».45ee 4,d"-::T lt,i, ~ei.',::,tit.: I,'*:lT:.....::I.::WgfRl)-:-.,.
3. Lia'-:::.88=:::01~,',::detedh" ', . F!su5Ãtted-":.'b~-::RHR% eteefFia%'Recto

Redetermine'::::.kLegl ",

-al
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DESIGN FEATURES

Q~

OI 02-01-LG

5.3 REACTOR CORE

FUEL ASSEMBLIES

5.3. 1 The reactor shall contain 193 fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall consist 03-01-A
of a matrix of Zi rcaloy-4 or ZIRLO clad fuel rods with an initial composition of
natural or slightly enriched uranium dioxide .'<UO,')as fuel material. Limited
substitutions of zirconium alloy or stainless steel filler rods for fuel rods. in accordance
with NRQ-approved applications of fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies
shall be limited to those fuel designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC
staff-approved codes and methods, and shown by tests or analysis to comply with all fuel
safety design bases. A limited number of lead test assemblies that have not completed
representative testing may be placed in non-limiting core locations.

CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLIES

5.3.2 The reactor core shall contain 53 'ontrol
d tli . Tt ~ t. 1 d ~lt:iii'|i~ be gg silver, arrx indium. and-Q'nd cadmium"~as:,;appro~eG"'::b~-.'.thee::;:NRc%

0342-

04-01-LG

04-01-LG

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2
TS5.4A

5-5 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 104
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 103

July 7. 1995





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 5.0

This Enclosure contains a brief description/justification for each marked-up change to existing current plant
Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up of the CTS).
The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure 4. All proposed
technical changes to the CTS are discussed below; however, some administrative changes (i.e., format,
presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS)) may not be
discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A, and 68, text in brackets 'f J indicates the information is specific and is
not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants
may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01-01 LG Figures representing site location/exclusion area boundary and low
population zone replaced by text description to be consistent with
NUREG-1431.

01-02 LG Map for radioactive gaseous and liquid eNuents moved to a licensee
controlled document consistent with NUREG-1431.

02-01 LG Containment design description moved to licensee controlled
document consistent with NUREG-1431.

03-01 A The description of the fuel assemblies was reworded to be consistent
with NUREG-1431. Proposed rewording does not involve any
technical changes.

03-02

03-03

Detailed information regarding control rod construction moved to a
licensee controlled document. A reworded general description of the
control rods is provided consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not Applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table.
(Enclosure 38)

04-01 LG The description of the reactor coolant system volume and pressure
and temperature limits is removed from the Technical Specifications
(TS). This information is consistent with information already
contained in the licensee controlled documents. The change is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

05-01 LG The meteorological tower location is removed from the TSs. This
information is consistent with information already contained in
licensee controlled documents. The change is consistent with
NUREG-1431.

06-01 'he fuel storage - criticalitysection is reformatted consistent with
NUREG-1431. The proposed reformatting does not involve any
technical changes.

06-02

I

(

06-03

The new fuel storage section is revised consistent with
NUREG-1431. Proposed revisions provide details regarding analysis
assumptions/limitations for the storage of new fuel (equivalent to that
provided for spent fuel storage). The additional details are also
consistent with licensee controlled documents.

Not Applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table.
(Enclosure 38)

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS




